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Suffragette Autograph Album To Be Auctioned: Save It For The
Nation – And Future Researchers

Posted in Collecting Suffrage on December 8, 2012

A very interesting autograph album is to be auctioned by Dominic Winter Auctions
(http://issuu.com/jammdesign/docs/dw_12.12.2012_low_res?
mode=embed&layout=http://skin.issuu.com/v/dark/layout.xml&showFlipBtn=true) on
Wednesday, 12 December 2012. How I wish it would be bought by a British library or museum so
that all researchers would have access to it. It would be an ideal fit in the collections of either the
Museum of London or the Women’s Library. Neither, alas, are likely to be bidding. Is there any
other institution that could come to the rescue?

Below is the entry from the Dominic Winter catalogue.
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and historically important autograph album containing approx. fifty autographs of suffragettes and
sympathisers, 1909 and later, but many dated from the time of the WSPU’s second window-breaking
campaign, March/May 1912, the majority signed below quotations and epithets relating to the cause, written
mostly in pen and occasionally pencil and inscribed to thirty-four leaves (mostly rectos) with some leaves blank,
prisoner (?) pencil number 94472186/3 to front free endpaper, contemp. cloth, rubbed and soiled, oblong small
8vo, 11 x 14.5 cm, together with an Edwardian 9ct gold circular locket, engraved with initials M.E.P. within a
shield cartouche amongst foliate scrolls, enclosing two colour portrait photographs of a lady (possibly wearing
this locket) and a gentlemen of similar age and social status, Birmingham, 1905, suspended on a 9ct gold
belcher link chain, plus an Edwardian 9ct rose gold bar brooch, set with a facet cut blue stone within pierced
wavy gold mount, stamped ’9ct’, 8cm wide with gold safety chain, plus a vignette b&w photo postcard portrait
(cut down), showing an unidentified woman and on the verso the same identification number (94472186) as the
autograph album, all included in an early 20th-century Mackintosh’s rectangular toffee tin, lid embossed with
heraldic knights, sides with geometric scrolls, base printed with retailer’s logo and ‘John Mackintosh & Sons
Limited, Toffee Town, Halifax, Eng’, 15 x 23 x 6 cm

 

In order, the autographs are as follows, (names in bold are given separate biographical entries in
Elizabeth Crawford, ‘The Women’s Suffrage Movement: A Reference Guide 1866-1928!: Emily
Redfern, 8th December 1909; Adeline Redfern Wilde, 18th March 1911; J. L. Guthrie (Laura Grey),
quotation by Robert Louis Stevenson in pencil, and possibly not in Guthrie’s hand as her name was
Joan Baillie Guthrie; Charlotte Despard, 22 October 1911; Emily Diederichs Duval; Sarah Benett, in
pencil, 2 March 1912; Janet A. Boyd, in blue pencil; E. Sylvia Pankhurst, ‘Bravely and willingly we
bear our share of the world’s burdens. Why then deny us the right to vote which would dignify our
labour and increase our power of service?’, below which Pankhurst family friend George Bernard
Shaw has inscribed: ‘Ungrateful Sylvia! Did I ever deny it?, Hanley, 15/2/11; Helen A. Archdale, 2nd
March 1912; Jennie (?)Itenmy; M. Violet Aitken, Holloway Prison, 6th March 1912; Dorothea Benson,
Holloway Prison, 1st March 1912; Anna F. Hutchinson, Bow Street, 6th March 1912 (and details of
three previous imprisonments at Holloway); Kitty Marion, Bow Street Station, 6th March 1912; Vera
Wentworth, 6th March 1912; Ethel Haslam, 6th March 1912; Janie Tererro, in pencil; Isabella J. A.
Casey; Olive Fargus, window breaker, 1st March 1912; L. Caron (?), Winson Green Prison, 1st May
1912; Winifrid Bray, May Day, 1912, Birmingham Prison; Hilda Burkitt, Winson Green, 1909 (one
month), Holloway, March 1912 (4 months); Elizabeth Redfern; Clara Giveen, Birmingham Prison, 1st
May 1912; V[iolet] H. Friedlaender, Winson Green Prison, 1st May 1912; a further autograph of V. H.
Friedlaender to verso of the same leaf with a previously published poem titled ‘The Road’ written in
her holograph noting it was published in ‘Votes for Women’ on 19th August 1910 and set to music in
the Fabian Songbook, 1912; L. Archibald, Winson Green, May 1912; John Watts; W. Leonard Page;
Josiah C. Wedgwood, 9th December 1923; G. M. Cook, Winson Green Prison, 28th April 1912;
Cynthia Mosley; Florence Ward, Winson Green, 1st May 1912; Kathleen O’Kell, Birmingham, 1st May
1912; Cicely Neale; Olive Wharry, Winson Green, Birmingham, 1912; Edith M. (?) Begbie, Winson
Green, 1st May 1912; Janet Green, in pencil, Winson Green Prison, April 1912; Evelyn Hudleston,
Winson Green, March 1912, Charlotte Blacklock, Birmingham Prison, 1st May 1912, with V. H.
Friedlaender initialled pencil riposte below; Alice Farmer, 1st May 1912, Emma Bowen; Caroline L.
Downing; Aida Knott; Fred J. Kepple, 28 February 1924; Norah Kathleen Lackey, Birmingham Prison,
1st May 1912; Constance Bryer, 2nd May 1912, Birmingham Prison (4 months); Madeleine Caron
Rock (in pencil), DX.1.30, March 1912; Hugh Graeme Topping.



 

Following a WSPU window-breaking campaign on 21 November 1911, some 220 women and three
men were arrested, about 150 of whom were given short sentences of imprisonment. Subsequently,
Lloyd George joined Herbert Asquith in opposition to women’s suffrage furthering outrage among
the suffragettes. Mrs Pankhurst told members of the WSPU that ‘the argument of the broken pane of
glass is the most valuable argument in modern politics’. A protest planned to take place in Parliament
Square on 4 March 1912 was pre-empted when, without warning on 1 March 150 women armed with
hammers and instructions as to their timing and use, broke shop and office windows in London’s
West End causing an estimated £6,600 worth of damage. This time around 220 arrests were made and
sentences of up to six months handed out. The sheer number of imprisoned suffragettes caused
disruption to the prison service with an overflow from Holloway being dispersed to Aylesbury and
Winson Green in Birmingham. On 5 April the members held in Aylesbury went on hunger strike and
were quickly followed by members in London and Birmingham, including members noted here. This
led to the contentious force feeding of hunger strikers, and a year later the ‘Cat and Mouse Act’,
where weakened prisoners were released to recover and immediately arrested again upon any
further wrong-doing.

 

Provenance: The tin with contents originally come from a house in Stoke-on-Trent, but the identity
(or identities) of the owner of the locket, the woman in the photograph and the owner of the album
have not been established. The most likely suggestion is that the autograph album was compiled by
one or other of the Redfern sisters. Adeline, Elizabeth and Emily (whose rallying call begins the
album) were the daughters of Frederick and Elizabeth Redfern of Hanley, Stoke. (George Bernard
Shaw signed the album in Hanley while there lecturing on the ‘Ideals of Socialism’ in February 1911).
The sisters were all active in the Birmingham area and Adeline Redfern-Wilde founded the Stoke-on-
Trent WSPU in 1908. The last autograph page in the album has a pencil note: ‘Left Stoke for
Birmingham October 16th 1919!. The journal ‘Votes for Women’ (15 March 1912, pp. 380-81) gives
details of some of court cases at Bow Street on 7 March, noting several of the names above including
Adelaide (sic) Redfern Wilde: ‘charged with breaking windows value £20 at 129, New Bond Street,
said: “It was one more blow for freedom”. She was committed for trial.’

(5)
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Tea and Shopping

Posted in Rooms of their Own: Women's Clubs on December 3, 2012

 ‘Is it not possible for ladies to possess a Club which will not afford too striking a contrast with the
splendours of St James?’ So wrote Frances Power Cobbe in the early 1870s. She continued,  ‘Are not
the female members of the families of those who frequent those palaces never to have a place of
resort, where the rooms and appointments shall be at least as airy and handsome as those of their
own homes, and where it may be a healthful and pleasant change for them to pass now and then a
few hours of leisure?’ She then commented that whenever the idea was mooted ‘the poverty of
women, as regards ability to incur any unusual expense, become curiously revealed..’ – that is,
women who appeared wealthy, ‘lapped in excessive luxury, provided for them by the affection of
husbands and fathers’ actually had no money of their own to expend on such a project and the
affectionate husbands and fathers would not, she assumes, be prepared to give their money towards
providing a club for their wives and daughters.

We have seen in previous posts how, after 1870, clubs for women had, indeed, been opened.
Although many of these, like the Somerville, University or Writers’, were particularly aimed at
working middle-class women.  What Frances Power Cobbe was envisaging was the opening of clubs
on a par of grandeur with the gentleman’s clubs, such as the Athenaeum or Carlton.  Within 20 years
her plea had, to some extent, been answered.  Such clubs did open: their  existence may owe
something to the passing of the Married Women’s Property Act, which gave women greater control
over their own funds.

However opulent the late-19th-century ladies’ clubs they never competed for territory with the
gentlemen. Ladies’ clubs tended to group to the north of Piccadilly, close to the shopping areas of
Oxford, Bond and Regent streets, leaving the southern side to the men.

The first of these ‘ladies’ clubs’ was the Alexandra, which opened in Grosvenor Street in 1884, its
membership restricted to those eligible to attend Court, a not so subtle indication that divorcées were
unwelcome. Adopting for its name that of the Princess of Wales ensured its eminent respectability;
there was no hint of the blue-stocking here. Men were not allowed to enter, even as visitors. a rule
that Amy Levy regretted in her article, ‘Women and Club Life’, published in Woman’s World,
1888. The club was large and extremely comfortable, residential for short visits only, but with
accommodation for accompanying ladies’ maids.

The Empress Club, founded in Dover Street in 1897, named for the Queen-Empress herself, was even
grander than the Alexandra, boasting two drawing room -offering a choice between the Louis Quinze
or the Venetian style -, a dining room, a lounge, a smoking gallery and a smoking room, a library, a
writing room, a tape machine for news, a telephone, and a staircase decorated with stained glass
windows depicting Shakespeare’s heroines.

On the night of the 1901 census Otho Oliver, the owner and club secretary, was living on the
premises, together with a female manager and a large domestic staff, comprising around 40 female
and 12 male servants (including an engineer). There were around 30 women guests staying at the
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 (http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/12/03/rooms-
of-their-own-victorian-and-edwardian-womens-clubs-tea-and-shopping/empress-club/)

Dinner at the Empress Club

 (http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/12/03/rooms-of-their-
own-victorian-and-edwardian-womens-clubs-tea-and-shopping/singh-sisters/)

Princess Bamba Duleep Singh and her daughters, Sophia and Catherine, were leading members of
the Empress Club

club, as well as several family groups, including husbands.

At one time the Empress had 70 bedrooms available to its  2700 members. However,  on the night of
the 1911 census  the number of live-in staff had shrunk to 25 and only 14 guests – all women – were
registered as staying the night.

Otho Oliver (1868-?), the owner of the Empress, was the younger brother of Gilbert Oliver (1867-?) In
1891  Gilbert had been a ‘perfume manufacturer’,  but in 1894 founded the ‘Ladies’ Tea and
Shopping Club’,’to provide for ladies of social position the comforts and convenience that men have
found in their clubs for years past.’ I am not sure that the Oliver brothers would themselves have
been eligible to join a gentleman’s club, but they clearly knew what the ladies wanted. In 1899 the Tea
and Shopping Club had transformed itself into the rather more imposingly named ‘New County
Club’,  with premises at both 21 Hanover Square – with 30 rooms – and 84 Grosvenor Street.
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 (http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/12/03/rooms-
of-their-own-victorian-and-edwardian-womens-clubs-tea-and-shopping/ladies-day-at-the-bath-

club-london/)
Ladies’ day at the Bath Club, 1920

Next door to the Empress, at 34 Dover Street, women were able to make use of the facilities of the
Bath Club, which had been founded in 1894. However, they were not allowed to use the Dover Street
entrance but had to access the club through a ‘ladies’ entrance’ in Berkeley Street. The club’s main
emphasis was on sport particularly, as it name suggests, swimming.

Dover Street was favoured for clubs. At no 31 Mrs Jennie Cornwallis-West (aka the mother of
Winston Churchill) founded the Ladies’ Athenaeum for ladies interested in politics, arts, literature
and music and a little earlier the Ladies’ Imperial – for women members of the Conservative and
Unionist parties – had opened at nos 17 and 18.

A little to the north the Alexandra Club (no 12) was later joined on Grosvenor Street by the Ladies’
Empire Club at no 69.  The Ladies’ Automobile Club, which had been founded in 1903 when the
Automobile Club (later the RAC) refused to admit women, eventually moved to Brook Street. It drew
its members from the class that could not only afford to motor but  were sufficiently daring to do so.

And it is clubs for the more socially and politically daring that the next ‘Rooms of their Own’ post
will discuss.

alexandra club , bath club , dover street , duleep singh , empress club , grosvenor street ,
ladies' clubs , women's clubs
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History of Education: Books and Ephemera For Sale

Posted in Books And Ephemera For Sale on December 1, 2012

This is a list of books compiled to tie in with the

HISTORY OF EDUCATION SOCIETY CONFERENCE December 2012
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 Orders to: Elizabeth Crawford

e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk (mailto:e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk)

 5 Owen’s Row

London EC1V 4NP

0207 278 9479

Non-fiction

1.       ALLSOPP, Anne The Education and Employment of Girls in Luton, 1874-1924: widening
opportunities and lost freedoms Boydell Press/Bedfordshire Historical Record Society 2005 [10963]
Examines the education of Luton girls and its relationship with employment opportunities. Mint in
d/w                                              £20

2.       ANON After the Dawn: a record of the pioneer work in Edinburgh for the higher education of
women Oliver & Boyd 1939 [9159] Based on a scrapbook kept by Sarah Siddons Mair and other
records contemporary with the 19th-century movement for higher education in Edinburgh. Very
good                                           £48

3.       APPRENTICESHIP AND SKILLED EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION Trades for London
Girls and How to Enter Them  Longmans, Green 1909 [9178] Packed with information on trades and
wages.Soft covers – good – scarce
                                                                                                                                        £38

4.       AUCHMUTY, Rosemary A World of Women: growing up in the girls’ school story Women’s
Press 1999 [11875] Soft covers – fine                                                                                                             £5

5.       BERRY, Mrs Edward And MICHAELIS, Madame (eds) 135 Kindergarten Songs and Games 
Charles and Dible, no date [1881] [9035] ‘These songs are printed to supply a want in English
Kindergartens’ – the music is, of course, included – as are movement instructions. Mme Michaelis ran
the Croydon Kindergarten. Very good         £48

6.       BOARD OF EDUCATION Special Reports on Educational Subjects vol 15  HMSO 1905
[12182] ‘School Training for the Home Duties of Women. part 1 The Teaching of “Domestic Science”
in the United States of America’. Exhaustive – 374pp – paper covers – withdrawn from the Women’s
Library.                                 £10

7.       BOARD OF EDUCATION Special Reports on Educational Subjects vol 19  HMSO 1907
[12233] ‘School Training for the Home Duties of Women. Part III The Domestic Training of Girls in
Germany and Austria’. Paper wrappers marked and worn -internally good – withdrawn from the
Women’s Library                       £8

8.       BURMAN, Sandra (ed) Fit Work for Women  St Martin’s Press (NY) 1979 [12111] Presents a
collection of papers which discuss the origins of the domestic ideal and its effects on activities usually
undertaken by women. Fine in d/w

mailto:e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk


                                                                                                                                            £12

9.       BURSTALL, Sara A. The Story of the Manchester High School for Girls 1871-1911  Manchester
University Press 1911 [9219] Cover marked and faded – internally  very good. Scarce
                               £38

10.     CHAPONE, Mrs On the Improvement of the Mind together with Dr Gregory’s, Legacy to His
Daughters  and Lady Pennington’s, Advice to Her Absent Daughter,  with An Additional letter on
the Management and Education of Infant Children  Scott, Webster and Geary, no date c. 1835 [9555]
A compendium of Good Conduct – a ‘four in one’. With engraved frontispiece and title page -good 
in slightly rubbed half leather and marbled boards   £38

11.     Clarke, Mary G. Manchester High School for Girls: the story of the school 1924-1959 H. Rawson
& Co 1959 [12063] Carries on the history of the School begun by Sara Burstall. White card covers –
very slightly grubby – with many photographs
                                                                                                                      £12

12.     CLARKE, Patricia The Governesses: letters from the colonies 1862-1882 Hutchinson 1985
[12463] Fine in fine d/w
                                                                                                                                              £7

13.     COMMITTEE ON THE POSITION OF NATURAL SCIENCE IN THE EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM OF GREAT BRITAIN Natural Science in Education  HMSO 1927 [12810] Paper covers –
272pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                            £8

14.     CORNFORD, L. Cope And YERBURY, F.R. Roedean School  Ernest Benn 1927 [4826] Large
format – heavily illustrated – photographs and line drawings – good internally, spine cloth split
                       £5

15.     DYHOUSE, Carol Feminism and the Family in England 1880-1939  Basil Blackwell 1989 [11224]
Soft covers – very good                                                                                                                      £12

16.     FINDLAY, J.J. (ed) The Young Wage-Earner and the Problem of His Education: essays and
reports Sigwick and Jackson 1918 [8026] For ‘His Education’ read also ‘Hers’. The essays include:
‘From Home Life to Industrial Life: with special reference to adolescent girls, by James Shelley, prof
of education, University College, Southampton; ‘The Young Factory Girl’ by emily Matthias,
superintendent of women employees, the Phoenix Dynamo Manufacturing Co, Bradford and the
reports include: ‘Working Girls and Trade Schools (London)’ by Theodora Pugh and ‘The Sons and
Daughters of Farming Folk’ by J.J. Findlay. Very good

£25

17.     GLADSTONE, J.H. Spelling Reform: from an educational point of view Macmillan 1878 [13034]
Presentation copy from the author. Good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                         £6

18.     HARWOOD, Hilda The History of Milton Mount School  Independent Press 1959 [9641] Good



  £15

19.     HOLCOMBE, Lee Victorian Ladies at Work: middle-class working women in England and
Wales 1850-1914 David & Charles 1973 [11226] Very good in chipped d/w
                                                         £25

20.     KING, Barbara P.G.S.G: a history 1905-1946 privately published 1989 [12569] A history of
Pate’s Grammar School for Girls – ‘Cheltenham’s other girls’ school. Soft covers – fine
                                           £18

21.     LANG, Elsie British Women of the Twentieth Century  T. Werner Laurie 1929 [12505] Excellent
collection of essays on all aspects of (middle-class) women’s lives – including ‘Higher Education and
University Life’, ‘The Medical Profession’, ‘The Fight for the Franchise’, ‘Women and the Legal
Profession’, ‘Dress and Society’, ‘Women and the Arts’, ‘Careers for Women. With an interesting
selection of photographs. Good                             £18

22.     MCCANN, Jean Thomas Howell and the School at Llandaff  D. Brown (Cowbridge) 1972
[10608] Good – ex-university library
                                                                                                                     £15

23.     McMILLAN, Margaret The Child and the State  The National Labour Press 1911 [11641] In
which she advocated giving poor children a more broad and humane education than they currently
were receiving. Vol 9 in the Socialist Library series. Card covers – very good
                                                                         £28

24.     MARTIN, Jane Women and the Politics of Schooling in Victorian and Edwardian England 
Leicester University Press 1999 [10781] Mint (pub price £65)                                                                   £35

25.     MUMM, Susan (ed) All Saints Sisters of the Poor: an Anglican Sisterhood in the 19th century
Boydel Press/Church of England Record Society 2001 [10964] A history of the Sisterhood that was
founded by Harriet Brownlow Byron in 1850 to work in the slums of Marylebone – but then spread
its net much wider. This volume comprises material drawn from the Sisterhood’s archives. V.
interesting. Mint                                £30

26.     NORWICH HIGH SCHOOL 1875-1950   privately printed, no date [1950] [9612] A GPDST
school. Very good internally – green cloth covers sunned – ex-university library
                                                 £15

27.     OSBORNE, Honor And MANISTY, Peggy A History of the Royal School for Daughters of
Officers of the Army 1864-1965  Hodder & Stoughton 1966 [10609] Good – ex-university library
                   £12

28.     RAVENHILL, Alice And SCHIFF, Catherine (eds) Household Administration:its place in the
higher education of women  Grant Richards, no date (1910) [10427] Good – ex-university library      
£18

29.     SAYERS, Jane The Fountain Unsealed: a history of Notting Hill and Ealing High School
privately published 1973 [9688] A study of one of the most successful of the GPDST schools – and one



of the best school histories that I have ever read. Very good
                                                                                                                  £28

30.     STAFFORD, H.M. Queenswood: the first sixty years 1894-1954 privately printed 1954 [9643]
History of the school. Good – ex-college library                                                                                                
£12

31.     STONE, Dorothy The National: the story of a pioneer college Robert Hale 1976 [8231] History
of the pioneering domestic economy training college – The National Training College of Domestic
Subjects. Fine in d/w       £12

32.     THE ENGLISHWOMAN’S YEAR BOOK AND DIRECTORY 1904   A & C Black 1904 [10837]
Indispensable source of information. Very good internally in library binding                                    £80

33.     THE ENGLISHWOMAN’S YEAR-BOOK AND DIRECTORY FOR 1888  JUBILEE EDITION
Hatchard’s 1888 [11772] edited by ‘L.M. H.’ [Louisa Hubbard], comprising Part I Englishwomen and
their work in Queen Victoria’s reign and Part II

Directory for 1888. A wonderful source – full of details of names and addresses. Very good and tight
in decorative boards, a little darkened and marked with age. Extremely scarce
                                               £195

34.     THE ENGLISHWOMAN’S YEARBOOK AND DIRECTORY 1901   A & C Black 1901 [11770]
Ed by Emily Janes. Packed with information. Good internally – cloth covers marked – scarce
                  £80

35.     TOKARCZYK, Michelle And FAY, Elizabeth (eds) Working-Class Women in the Academy:
laborers in the knowledge factory University of Massachusetts Press 1993 [10881] Soft covers – good
reading copy     £7

36.     TUCKWELL, Gertrude The State and its Children  Methuen 1894 [11651] ‘Among the social
questions with which the nation has to deal there is none, it seems to me, so important as the question
of children.’ Chapters include: ‘Reformatories and Indusrial Schools’, ‘Workhouse schools and
children’, ‘Canal and van children’; ‘Circus and theatre children’, ‘Homes for blind and deaf and
dumb’ and ‘Work for the Society for the Prevention of Curelty to Children’. Very good – scarce
                                                                                                                     £25

37.     TUKE, Margaret A History of Bedford College for Women 1849-1937  OUP 1939 [7682] Very
good – bears the ownership inscription of Douglas Garrett – nephew to Millicent Fawcett and
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson          £18

38.     WREN, M.A. and HACKETT, P. James Allen: portrait enlarged privately printed 1968 [10853]
Short biography of James Allen, founder of Dulwich College and JAGS. Soft covers – very good
            £8

 

 



Biography

 

39.     ANON Girton College Register 1869-1946  privately printed 1948 [9163] Invaluable
biographical source. Very good
                                                                                                                                          £55

40.     AVERY, Gillian Behold the Child: American children and their books 1621-1922 Bodley Head
1994 [12410] Studies how the literature of the old world influenced the new. With many illustrations.
Heavy. Fine in fine d/w      £10

41.     (BEALE) Elizabeth Raikes Dorothea Beale of Cheltenham  Constable 1908 [11045] Good £15

42.     BETHAM, Matilda A Biographical Dictionary of the Celebrated Women of Every Age and
Country  printed for B. Crosby 1804 [11227] A fascinating compilation. First edition – 852pp – bound
in half leather and marbled boards – very good – scarce
                                                                                        £200

43.     (CLARKE) Mary G. Clarke A Short Life of Ninety Years  privately printed 1973 [11352] An
interesting life – born in Aberdeen into the Anderson family (her uncle was Skelton Anderson,
husband of Elizabeth Garrett), she attended the local high school, and then went to Girton – before
entering a lifetime of teaching, culminating in the headmistress-ship of Manchester High School for
Girls. Very good – cover slightly marked           £18

44.     (HARRISON) Amy Greener A Lover of Books: the life and literary papers of Lucy Harrison
J.M. Dent 1916 [11054] Lucy Harrison (a niece of Mary Howitt) studied at Bedford College, then
taught for 20 years at a school in Gower St (Charlotte Mew was a pupil at the school and v. attached
to Miss Harrison) and then became headmistress of the Mount School, York. Good – pasted onto the
free front end paper is a presentation slip from the editor, Amy Greener, to Mary Cotterell
                                                                                                          £18

45.     (MAYNARD) Catherine B. Firth Constance Louisa Maynard: mistress of Westfield College
Allen & Unwin 1949 [11033] Very good in torn d/w – scarce
                                                                            £15

46.     NEWNHAM COLLEGE REGISTER 1871-1950   privately printed  [11776] packed with
biographical information on students and staff.   Soft covers – 2 vols – good – although backing on
vol 1 is coming unstuck and outermost cover of vol II is missing- internally very good – scarce
                                                £40

47.     (SEEBOHM) Victoria Glendinning A Suppressed Cry: life and death of a Quaker daughter
Routledge 1969 [4276] The short, sad life of Winnie Seebohm, smothered by her loving family. She
enjoyed a month at Newnham in 1885, before returning home and dying. Good in d/w – though ex-
library                                       £10

48.     (STUART) James Stuart Reminiscences  privately printed (Chiswick Press) 1911 [11653]
Autobiography of a man who was especially supportive of the women’s movement. He was one of



the first Girton lecturers in the earliest days at Hitchin and then one of Josephine Butler’s chief
supporters. His sister was one of the chief peripatetic lecturers for  Central Committee for Women’s
Suffrage in the 1870s. Stuart succeeded Henry Fawcett as MP for Hackney, in 1890 married Laura
Colman, who had studied at Newnham, and eventually became director of her family firm, Colmans,
mustard manufacturers, of Norwich. In fine condition- scarce                                        £20

49.     (TRIMMER) Mrs Trimmer Some Account of the Life and Writings of Mrs Trimmer with
original letters, and meditations and prayers, selected from her journal Printed for C & J Rivington,
3rd ed 1825 [7884] A good, clean and tight copy in original calf boards of this interesting memoir –
some marking and rubbing and 1” split at top of spine, which is decorated with gilt and raised bands.
                                                                              £65

 

 

Ephemera

 

50.     Catholic Confirmation at Ugbrook    [12570] reprinted from ‘The Western Times’8 January
1842. ‘Thinking that a report of the proceedings [the Confirmation] would be interesting to our
readers, on account of the peculiar form of the ceremony itself …and more especially on account of
the inroad made into the Protestant flock of the deserted vicarage of Chudleigh..’ The chapel at
Ugbrook is the oldest Catholic parish church in south-west England. Card wrappers – very good
                                                                                                                 £10

51.     Education in Industry: a survey of schemes for the recruitment, training, and further education
of the employees of Cadbury Brothers Ltd Publication Department, Bourneville c 1937 [12718] With
an introduction by George Cadbury. ‘In these days, when there is a prospect of a dwindling
population and at the same time an apparently irreducible mass of unemployed, it is the duty of
everyone to find out how he can help to bring out the best in the race that is to be.’ With 28 photos.
Soft covers – 86pp                                                                         £20

52.     The Home Friend (New Series)  SPCK 1854 [8313] 4 vols of miscellany of fact and fiction. Very
good in embossed decorative original cloth – together                                                                               £45

53.     ABBOTSHOLME SCHOOL (THE NEW SCHOOL), DERBYSHIRE Timetable for May, June &
July, i.e. June (or ‘Summer’ ) Term    [12790] ‘This timetable was exhibited (Bronze Medal) at the Paris
Exposition of 190o’. What a model of a timetable – multi-coloured, indeed much multi-coloured
cross-hatching  – covering a 7-day week and allowing for all aspects of this particular school’s life –
divided into the Physical, the Intellectual, and the Moral and Religious – yet stipulating the time
spent on undressing and cleaning teeth, gardening, carpentry etc. 48cm x 37.5cm – good – but with 3
slight splits along a fold — ex-Board of Education library – most unusual £15

54.     ADAMS, John The Limitations of the Educator  A. Romanes (Dunfermline) 1904 [12821] A
lecture delivered in the Lauder Technical School, Dunfermline on 22 October 1904. Good in original
wrappers – 26pp – ex-Board of Education library



                                                                                                                           £4

55.     ANON The Board of Education and Catholic Secondary Schools  W. Watson & Co
(Birmingham) 1910 [13037] Written by a supporter of Catholic education – and heavily annotated –
presumably by someone at the Board of Education. Interesting. Paper covers – good – 16pp in card
covers – ex-Board of Education        £6

56.     ASSOCIATION FOR PROMOTING THE EMPLOYMENT OF HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS IN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLWORK Report of Meeting Held at the Westminster Town Hall on Wed
Nov 12th 1902    [13043] The Association was formed in 1897 and was disbanded in 1905. The
Association’s aim, at its most basic, of promoting the employment of middle-class young women  – ie
those who had attended high schools – in working-class – ie elementary – schools. ‘Higher teachers
are now at last waking up to the absolute necessity of training, and Elementary teachers are far more
cultured than they were five or ten years ago.’16-pp pamphlet – good
                                                                                                                                                     £4

57.     ASSOCIATION OF ASSISTANT MISTRESSES Education Policy (with special reference to
Secondary Education)  AAM no date (1920s?) [13042] 4-pp leaflet. Good – ex-Board of Education
library £2

58.     ASSOCIATION OF ASSISTANT MISTRESSES IN PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS The
Teaching of English   1907 [12706] A paper given by Miss C.L. Thomson at the 1907 Annual Meeting
of the Association. 16-pp pamphlet – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                      £8

59.     ASSOCIATION OF HEAD MISTRESSES Memorandum Forwarded to the President of the
Board of Education, 5 Jan 1907    [12698] 8-pp pamphlet dealing with the issue of the length of the
school day and whether afternoon classes should be compulsory or optional. Good – ex-Board of
Education libary              £5

60.     ASSOCIATION OF HEAD MISTRESSES Nursing as a Profession   1923 [13040] 4-pp leaflet .
Rather dog-eared- ex-Board of Education library                                                                                            
£2

61.     ASSOCIATION OF TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS     [12812] 1) Address of the President (Sir
Henry F. Hibbert) at the 18th AGM, on ‘The Duties and Difficulties of Education Authorities as far as
regards Evening Continuation Schools’, 1911, 12pp;2) Paper read at the AGM on Compulsory
Continuation Schools by J.H. Reynolds, Jan 1914, 14pp; 3) Paper read at the Summer meeting on
Legal Compulsion in connection with Continuation Classes by W. Beckit Burnie and A.O. Jennings,
July 1914; 14pp. All in good condition in original wrappers – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                     £8

62.     ATKINS, Frederick (ed) The Young Woman: Vol IV an illustrated monthly magazine Horace
Marshall 1896 [12754] This volume runs from Oct 1895 to September 1896. Includes ‘Horticulture for
Women: a peep at Swanley College’, ‘Lady Members of the London School Board’, ‘On learning to
cycle’ by Eliz. Robins Pennell, ‘A Peep at the Pioneer Club’, ‘Young wives and their difficulties’ by
Mrs Haweis – as well as interviews or articles about Mary Hill Burton, Mary Kingsley, G.F. Watts,



Lucas Malet, Katharine Macquoid, the Countess of Meath, and Mrs Humphry Ward, – as well as
stories, cooking, advice etc – and many illustrations. An excellent magazine. Good in original cloth
                                                                                                                                                   £20

63.     BEDALES     1898 [12716] 4-pp leaflet written by John H. Badley, headmaster of Bedales, setting
out the idea – and the realities – of admitting girls to the school. Very interesting – scarce – ex-Board
of Education library            £20

64.     BEDALES SCHOOL, Petersfield, Hants Prospectus   1909 [12714] Full details of the co-
educational boarding school, together with a list of parents who might be applied to for references (I
noted in passing Sir Victor Horsley, who was to head an inquiry into the forcible feeding of
suffragette prisoners,  and H.Y. Stanger the MP who introduced a women’s suffrage bill), a full list of
staff – male and female – and their qualifications, a full description of the syllabus, of the timetable, of
the school estate and of the fees. With 13 photographs. In original wrappers – very good – 16pp –
with a sheet of ‘Additional Information for Parents’ laid in – ex-Board of Education library £18

65.     BEDALES SCHOOL. Petersfield, Hants Prospectus   1911 [12715] Full details of the co-
educational boarding school, together with a list of parents who might be applied to for references (I
noted in passing Sir Victor Horsley, who was to head an inquiry into the forcible feeding of
suffragette prisoners,  and H.Y. Stanger the MP who introduced a women’s suffrage bill), a full list of
staff – male and female – and their qualifications, a full description of the syllabus, of the timetable, of
the school estate and of the fees. With 13 photographs. In original wrappers – very good – 16pp –
with a sheet of ‘Additional Information for Parents’ laid in – ex-Board of Education library £18

66.     BEECHING, Rev Canon Address given to the Association of Principals of Church Training
Colleges in St Matthew’s Church, Westminster   1908 [12844] Paper covers – 8pp – good – ex-Board of
Education library £2

67.     BERGIERS. J.D. Students’ Record    [13030] Prototype for a ‘Student’s Record’ – a sheet setting
out a school pupil’s record.                                                                                                                               
£2

68.     BESANT,  Sir Walter ‘From Thirteen to Seventeen’:  Continuation Evening Classes, Recreative
and Practical James Clarke 1903 [12828] Inner Mission Pamphlet, No 7 – First issued in 1893. Good –
8pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                           £5

69.     BEVAN, Rev J.O. The Welsh Act and the English Bill or, the prospects of secondary education
in England and Wales Francis Hodgson 1894 [12840] Paper covers – good – 16pp – ex-Board of
Education library       £5

70.     BINFIELD, Clyde Belmont’s Portias: Victorian nonconformists and middle-class education for
girls Dr Williams’ Trust 1981 [9158] The 35th Friends of Dr Williams’s Library Lecture. Paper covers –
35pp – good – scarce       £18

71.     BOARD OF EDUCATION     [12263] Third Report (July 1938) and Fourth Report (Oct 1938) of
the Burnham Committee on Scales of Salaries for Teachers in Secondary Schools . Card covers – good



– withdrawn from the Women’s Library. Together
                                                                                                          £4

72.     BOARD OF EDUCATION Reorganisation of Public Elementary Schools in England and
Wales 1937-38  HMSO 1939 [12540] ‘Statistics for the area of each local education authority showing
numer of departments on 31 march 1938 by type of department, number of pupils, aged under 11 and
11 and over respectively, in each type of department together with summaries, by type of area, for
England and Wales’. Paper covers – 64pp – good          £8

73.     BOARD OF EDUCATION The State Leaving Examination in Norway: its nature and results
Board of Education no date (c 1905?) [13029] Educational Pamphlets No 1. Fair – second half of the
31-pp pamphlet consists of a photocopy (clearly original had split)
                                                                          £3

74.     BODELSAN, C.A. and WAAGE, Olaf The University of Copenhagen: a brief surey of its
organisation and activities S.L. Mollers Bogtrykkeri (Copenhagen) 1938 [12852] A publication in
English. Paper covers  – 64pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                            £4

75.     BRADFORD GRAMMAR SCHOOL YEAR BOOK 1915     [12815] Packed with information
about the school’s life and names of pupils – past and present. Good  – its original wrappers bound
into brown card covers – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                          £10

76.     BRERETON, Rev J.L. Journal of the Farmers’ Club;

 

County Education  Feb 1873 [13027] The Farmers’ Club meeting for 3 Feb 1873, held in London, was
devoted to the subject of ‘County Education’. 20-pp – in original front paper wrapper – back cover
missing – dog-eared -ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                            £5

77.     BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE Mental and Physical
Deviation from the Normal among Children in Public Elementary and other schools   1897 [12809]
The Association’s meeting in 1897 was held in Toronto. The committee that produced this report
comprised Sir Douglas Galton, Dr Francis Warner, Mr E.W. Bradbrook, Dr J.G. Garson and Mr E.
White Wallis. 14-pp pamphlet – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                       £5

78.     BRITISH SCIENCE GUILD Memorandum on the Increase of Bureaucratic Intervention in
Education   [1923] [12864] The Guild was formed in 1905. 2-sided leaflet – scruffy – ex-Board of
Education library             £2

79.     BROMBY, Right Rev Bishop What is Real Educaton?  SPCK 1895 [12839] Paper covers – 16pp
– good – ex-Board of Education library                                                                                                        £4

80.     CARNARVONSHIRE EDUCATION COMMITTEE Interim Report of the Moral Education



Committee   1918 [12867] Paper covers – 20pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                 £4

81.     CENTRAL WELSH BOARD Today and To-Morrow in Welsh Education  Central Welsh Board
1916 [12853] ‘A referendum addressed to Welsh education authorities by the Central Welsh Board: an
analysis of current problems, with some suggestions for their solution.’ Paper covers – 108pp – good
– ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                                                   £10

82.     CHARITY ORGANISATION REVIEW Vol X (New Series) July To Dec 1901   Longmans,
Green 1902 [9244] half-yearly bound volume of the COS’s own magazine. Very good
                                  £28

83.     CHARITY ORGANISATION SOCIETY Right and Wrong as to School Feeding  COS 1906
[9237] Facts and figures. Paper covers – 8pp – very good – unusual
                                                                 £18

84.     CO-OPERATIVE HOLIDAYS ASSOCIATION     [12798] 3-pp pamphlet, reprinted from
‘Modern Language Teaching’, June 1910, setting out the work of this Associaiton, which had begun
by the Congregational Church in industrial Lancashire, together with

Annual Reports for the year ending Sept 30th, 1910 and Annual Report for the year ending Sept 30th
1911. Interesting – 3 items – the Annual Reports v good – the pamphlet rubbed and split (with no loss
of text) – ex-Board of Education library – as a collection
                                                                                                £15

85.     CO-OPERATIVE UNION LTD Beauty as a Factor in Education  Co-operative Union Ltd 1921
[12857] ‘An address by the Dean of York on sat March 26th 1921, in connection with the Eleventh Co-
operators’ Easter Week-end at York’. Paper covers – good – 8pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                      £4

86.     COMMITTEE ON THE NEGLECT OF SCIENCE   Harrison and Son 1917 [12816] The
committee was set up in Mary 1916,  including among its members Sir Ray Lankester, Sir Hugh Bell
and Lord Rayleigh, and was appointed by the Government to investigate scientific education in
Secondary Schools. Clearly at a time of war it was considered very important to improve the
country’s engagement with science. Two items: 1) Report for the Year 1916-17, dated July 1917, 16pp;
2) The Scheme for Examination for Class 1 of the Civil Service recommending that ‘a course of
Science extending over several years shall have formed a serious part of every candidate’s previous
education.’ , Nov 1917, 7pp. In good condition – ex-Board of Education library – together           £10

87.     CONTINUATION SCHOOLS     [12811] A collection of material relating to ‘Continuation
Schools’  (evening classes). 1) Evidence given by Rev J.B. Paton, D.D. before the Education
Commission, Wm Isbister Ltd, 1887, 16pp; 2) The Continuation of Elementary Education: a paper by
William Lant Carpenter read at the Society of Arts, Feb 8th 1888, pub by the Recrative Evening
Schools’ Association, 24pp; 3) Continuation Evening Classes; recreative and practical  by Walter
Besant, pub by the Recreative Evening Schools’ Association, 1886, paper covers, 8pp; 4) Continuation
Schools: recreative and practical by J. Edward Flower, pub by the Recreative Evening Schools’



Association, 1894, 8pp; 5) Continuation Schools by Charles Henry Watt, pub for the Manchester
Statistical Society, 1896, 24pp; 7) Recreative Instruction of Young People by the Rev Dr J.B. Paton, a
paper read at a conference of the National Vigilance Association, pub by James Clarke, [first pub
1886, this issue probably 1902]; 8pp; 8) A Plea for Recreative Continuation Schools: evening schools
under healthy conditions by the Rev J.B. Paton,, 4th ed (first pub 1885), 12pp; 9) Secondary Education
for the Industrial Classes of England, a memorandum prepared by request of the Council of
Recreative Evening Schools Association for the Royal Commission on Secondary Education by J.B.
Paton, MA, DD, pub by the Recreative Evening Schools Association, 1904 (first issued 1895); 10 The
Continuation Schols’ Bill Explained and Commended by the Rev J.B. Paton, Inner Mission Pamphlet,
Second Series, no 6, 1905, 12pp; 11) Continuation Schools from a Higher Point of View by J.B. Paton,
DD, Inner Mission Pamphlet, Second Series, no 7, 1905, 16pp; 12) report on an Enquiry into the
Working of Evening Schools in the County of Cheshire, 1907, 12pp – with detailed pull-out tables; 13)
The PRoblem of the Continuation School and its successful solution in Germany. A Consecutive
Policy by R.H. Best and C.K. Ogden, pub by P.S. King, 1914, paper covers ( more or less detached),
80pp; 14) Port Sunlight Works Continuation School; An Address given to the Soap and Candle
Trades at Birmingham on 16 March 1920 by J. Knox, MA, printed at the request of the Joint Industrial
Council, 1920, paper covers, 22pp; 15) Day Continuation Schools, pub by Federal Council of
Lancashire and Cheshire Teachers’ Associations, Sept 1943, 4pp. All in good condition – all paper
covers – all ex-Board of Education library. As a collection – together
                                                                                                                    £45

88.     COUNCIL OF WOMEN CIVIL SERVANTS Higher Appointments Open to Women in the
Civil Service  P.S. King 1928 [12709] ‘It is believed that the number and the importance of the careers
in the Civil Service open to women are not fully recognised…’. 8-pp pamphlet – good- ex-Board of
Education library.             £10

89.     DALTON, Rev Herbert Home and School  Wells, Gardner, Darton no date [c 1900?] [12843]
Pamphlet written for the Mothers’ Union by the Headmaster of Harrison College, Barbados. Paper
covers – 8pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                           £4

90.     EASTMAN, Linda The Child, the School, and the Library  reprinted from the Library Journal
1896 [12783] She was employed by the Public Library, Dayton, Ohio and the address was given at the
first annual meeting of the Ohio Library Association, Cleveland. Small, 22-pp pamphlet – ex-Board of
Education library – good £5

91.     EDUCATION COMMITTEE FOR THE COUNTY BOROUGH OF BRIGHTON Report of the
Sub-Committee on the Special Place System   1941 [12848] A proposal that education throughout the
country should be free – at Primary, Secondary and Higher levels. 2-sided leaflet
                                                  £2

92.     EDUCATION OF JUNIOR EMPLOYEES     [12780] Poster produced by Lever Brothers
Limited, Port Sunlight, 6 June 1908 – setting out new requirements among which was that all
employees – of both sexes – under 18 would agree to attend Evening Continuation Classes until they
reached the age of 18 – to be paid for by Lever Bros. An Education Committee was to be set up to
prescribe the courses to be taken. A paternal employer. Poster – printed boldly black on white –
measures 51cm wide x 74cm high – and is in good condition – has been folded – with one split along



a fold measuring 6.5cn with no loss of text. – ex-Board of Education library                         £20

93.     ELIZA COOK’S JOURNAL VOLS 1-6     [8594] Runs from issue 1, 5 May 1849 to issue 156, 24
April 1852. Very good condition – half leather and marbled boards. Each vol
                                                 £38

94.     FEDERAL COUNCIL OF LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION
Day Continuation Schools   Sept 1943 [13023] with copy attached of a letter from the Federal Council
welcoming the 1944 Education Act. Good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                          £2

95.     FINDLAY, J.J. The Life of a Schoolboy: a parting address to the boys of the Cardiff
Intermediate School Simpkin, Marshall (London)/ William Lewis (Cardiff) 1903 [12855] An address
by the headmaster. Card covers – good – 16pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                £4

96.     FREE KINDERGARTEN AT WESTMINSTER     [12722] The Kindergarten was based at 28
Ruskin Buildings, Millbank – an appropriately named and appropriately designed building in which
to launch such a venture. The ‘child-garden’ originally occupied 2 small ground-floor rooms, ‘where
three-and twenty happy little children, between the ages of two and five years, have for so long a
time met every morning from 9 until 12 o’clock.’ It was described by C.R. Murray in ‘The Child
Under Eight’ as the second nursery school in London had been founded by Miss Hilda Maufe in
1907, who had formerly worked at the first nursery school, Sesame House, founded by the Sesame
Club. The Annual Reports available in this collection – Third, Oct 1910, 4th, Oct 1911, 5th, Oct 1912,
6th, Oct 1913 – give details of the Kindergarten – which was clearly run from love on a shoestring and
fell victim to the difficulties caused by the First World War. 4 items – covers fragile -but internally
good – with photos. Ex-Board of Education library – very scarce – together
                                                                                    £40

97.     FRY, Sir Edward How to Use a Literary Institution  George H. Field (Bradford) 1883 [12836]
‘An address delivered at the Salt Schools, Shipley on Monday October 22nd 1883.’ Good in original
wrappes – 20pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                       £8

98.     GIRLS’ OWN ANNUAL, Oct 1891- Sept 1892     [2459] Very good internally – with Extra
Christmas Number 1891 and Extra Summer Number 1892 bound in- in publisher’s binding – spine
leather rubbed and torn. Includes the colour reproduction of a painting by Kate Greenaway. Heavy
                                                      £30

99.     GIRLS’ OWN ANNUAL, Oct 1896-Sept 1897     [3123] Very good internally – in slightly worn
publisher’s binding. Includes a series of articles on ‘What are the provincial county councils doing for
girls?’ and all the usual wonderful mix – plus the Extra Christmas Number and an extra Diamond
Jubilee Number. Heavy £20

100.   GORDON MEMORIAL COLLEGE AT KHARTOUM Report and Accounts to 31st Dec 1902  
 [12850] Paper covers – 14pp – good – ex-Board of Education library                                                         
£6



101.   GOULD, Frederick J. Why Educate?    [12860] A lecture given under the auspices of the
National Union of Women Teachers, in connection with the Annual Educational Week-end in
Chesterfield, September 24, 1926. Paper covers – good – 15pp. Together with a 2-sided leaflet on
Educational Reform pub by the Rationalist Association. Both in goodish condition – ex-Board of
Education library                                                                       £4

102.   HALL, Rev F.J. Religious Education in Public Schools and At Home  privately published 1901
[12854] ‘An address guveb at tge Ruridecanal Conference, Barnet, October 7th 1901.’ Paper covers –
12pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                           £3

103.   HARTLEY COLLEGE, SOUTHAMPTON     [12781] The precursor to Southampton University,
Hartley College was founded in 1862, becoming a University College in 1902. This collection
comprises prospectuses for: Day Classes in Arts and Science and Applied Science for sessions, 1899-
1900, 1900-1901, 1901-1902. Prospectus for: Day Classes in Arts and Science and Engineering 1902-
1903. Prospectuses for Day Classes in Arts and Science 1904-1905; 1905-1906, 1906-1907, 1907-1908.
Prospectuses for Evening Classes 1899-1900, 1901-1902, 1902-1903, 1904-1905, 1905-1906, 1906-1907,
1907-1908. Prospectuses for Day and Evening Classes of the School of Art 1899-1900, 1901-1902.
Prospectuses for the Day Training College for Men and Women 1902-1903, 1904-1905, 1905-1906,
1906-1907, 1907-1908. Prospectuses for Day Classes suitable for Medical and Dental Students 1904-
1905, 1905-1906, 1907-1908. Prospectuses for Day Classes in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering 1904-1905, 1905-1906, 1906-1907, 1907-1908. All the courses cited were open to women as
well as men. All in good condition – ex-Board of Education library – 29 items – as a collection
                 £75

104.   HARTOG, P.J. Examinations   1911 [12823] A paper read before the Educational Science
Section of the British Association at Portsmouth, September 1st 1911 – reprinted from ‘The School’.
Good in original wrappers – 12pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                       £4

105.   HARVEY, L.D. The Education of the Girl: the necessity of fitting her education to her life
Bulletin of the Wisconsin State Board of Industrial Education 1912 [12712] Bulletin No 4 – 10-pp
pamphlet – very good in original wrappers – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                     £8

106.   HERFORD, Caroline, CASE, Janet, NEEDHAM, E. Report on Bedales School   1908 [12713] An
Examiners’ Report, from which Bedales – and the idea of co-education – emerged with flying colours.
Card covers – very good – ex-Board of Education library. 21-pp pamphlet – scarce
                                           £25

107.   HOME AND COLONIAL SCHOOL SOCIETY FOR TRAINING TEACHERS Sixty-eighth
Annual Report, 1903-04  Home and Colonial Society 1904 [13039] Paper covers – good – ex-Board of
Education library                                                                                                                                                   
£12

108.   HOME OFFICE Reformatory and Industrial Schools  HMSO 1923 [12847] ‘Model Rules with
Circular Letter sent by the Secretary of State to School Managers on the 9th March 1923.’



                                  £4

109.   HOMERTON COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE     [12782] Reports of the Congregational Board of
Education on its Training College, Homerton Undenominational College – for the years ending 30
June 1900, 1901, 1902. All in good condition – ex Board of Education library – 3 items together
                                                         £20

110.   HORTICULTURAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION The H.E.A Year Book vol 1   1932 [12862]
Card covers present but detached – 92pp – plus many pages of advertisements. Good – ex-Board of
Education library £5

111.   INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION     [12833] small collection of material relating to
this New York-based Association. 1) The Proposed College for the Training of Teachers: circular of
information, 1887; 2) Educational Leaflet no 4, Manual Training at Springfield, Mass, 1888; 3)
Educational Leaflet no 5, The Study of History in Continental Schools, 1888, 4) Educational Leaflet No
6, The Scientific Treatment of Education, 1888; 5) Educational Leaflet No 7, the Naas Seminary for
Teachers of Manual Training, 1888; 6) Educational Leaflet No 9, What the Teachers Recommend in
France, 1888; 7) Educational Leaflet No 18, The Argument Against Manual Training, 1888; 8) The
Industrial Education Association – report on its work, [1887?]. All items except the last are in good
condition – the report is split and chipped – but just about readable – all ex-Board of Education
library. Together -as a collection                                                                                                                           
£10

112.   INSTITUTE OF HANDICRAFT TEACHERS Reports of the National Scheme of Handwork
Committee  Central Council of the Instiute of Handicraft Teachers 1924 [13036] Good -50pp – in card
covers – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                           £6

113.   INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN Juvenile Delinquency: its causes, and methods of
prevention and correction, 1913-14   [12710] ‘Reports from Canada, Germany, Great Britain,
Denmark, New South Wales, Tasmania, Queensland, Italy, France, Switzerland, Austria, Hungary,
Finland, Russia, Sweden, United States’. Good – 52pp – ex-Baord of Education library
                                                                                          £15

114.   IRWIN, Sidney Why We Learn Greek and Latin: two addresses to public school boys Archibald
Constable 1904 [12866] Good in original wrappers – 44pp – ex-Board of Education library
                         £5

115.   KIRK, The Rev. K.E. Education: what good is it; and how can I get it? SPCK [1919] [12814]
Published in a series ‘After the War Papers’ – the author was ‘Late Senior Chaplain to the Forces’.
Good in original wrappers, 16pp, ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                       £4

116.   LOCKHART, Leonard The Backward Child: a plea for special action  1935 [12838] ‘Based on an
address to the joint Advisory Committee f the Notts. Education Committee, 5 Dec 1935.’ Paper covers
– good – 8pp           £4



117.   LONDON INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF PLAIN NEEDLEWORK Annual
Report for the Year ending September 30th, 1909   1909 [13041] 24pp – good in card covers – ex-Board
of Education library
                                                                                                                                                     £8

118.   LONDON INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF PLAIN NEEDLWORK     [12681]
opened in 1878 with the aim of teaching teachers how to teach needlework and to present diplomas
to those who passed its examinations. The diploma holders were then eligible to give demonstrations
in plain needlework and to teach it. This collection of annual reports of the Instute runs from 1902-
1914, 1916,1917, 1918 (merely a postcard report – ‘war conditions’), 1919, 1920. (17 items).. Certificates
were awarded to girls from a range of schools -  Cheltenham Ladies’ College and Wycombe Abbey as
well as high schools and proprietory schools. The reports include not only the names of all these
schools, but also the names of all those who held the Institute’s various qualifications – and details of
all the syllabuses for its examinations. All in good condition in original wrappers- ex-Board of
Education library. A collection                                                                                                                      £85

119.   LONDON PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION COUNCIL Report Jan 1904-June 30, 1905   1905
[12553] The Council’s suggested election policy for the forthcoming 1906 General Election included,
amongst other items, ‘All schools maintained by public money should be under complete public
management and control.’ ‘The Council is the only organisation i London for promoting the
principles of National Education, efficient, progressive, free, unsectarian, and under popular control’.
With a list of donors and subscribers. 4-pp – good                                £2

120.   McMILLAN, Margaret The Future of Education among Adolescents  Co-operative Union 1919
[12742] ‘An address delivered at the special Educational Session of the 51st Annual Co-operative
Congress, Carlisle, 10 June 1919.’ Paper coves -8pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                £12

121.   McMILLAN, Margaret The Future of Our Young People  Co-operative Union 1911 [12743]
Paper covers – 12pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                              £12

122.   Manchester High School for Girls     [11374] Letter dated 2 April 1873 from Edward Freeman
(Somerleaze, Wells, Somerset) writes to ‘My dear Lord’ (possibly a Bishop?) ‘I see your name as a
“patron” of the new Girls School to be set up at Manchester. ..I would venture to recommend a
candidate for the place of Head Mistress, which I hear that the Committee are going about to fill.’ His
recommendation is Miss Macarthur ‘who has been governess in my house for nearly five years. ..She
is in correspondence with Miss Vernon, to whom Mrs Kitchener first spoke of her…I think the best
witness of my opinion of her is that I have set her to write one of my series of small histories, a
History of Scotland which I hope will be out soon.’ ‘though she does not actually understand Latin
and Greek, she knows all abou them..’ Unfortunately Miss Macarthur was not appointed; there being
far better qualified candidates competing for this sought after position. She was Margaret A.R.
Macarthur, born in Scotland in 1842 and was the author of ‘History of Scotland’ in Freeman’s
Historical Course for Schools. It would be interesting to find out what happened to her. Mss – 4pp –
fine                                                                                        £45

123.   MELLORS, Robert Evening School in the Villages of Nottinghamshire    [13024] ‘An appeal to



the ladies and gentlemen of every class in the county to aid in the formation and management of
evening schools adapted to local industrial conditions.’ Mr Mellors was an alderman on
Nottinghamshire County Council. 20-pp pamphlet – good – ex-Board of Education library

124.   MILLIS, C.T. The Need for Preparatory and Systematic Courses of Instruction   1898 [12827] A
paper read before the Association of Technical Institutes, 28 Jan 1898 – with an introduction by Sir
Philip Magnus. Good in original wrappers – 16pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                              £6

125.   MINISTRY OF HEALTH Government Evacuation Scheme  HMSO 1939 [12786] ‘Memo. Ev. 4!.
All the details of the scheme to evacuate children, expectant mothers and the disabled from cities in
the event of war. Probably missing a blue paper cover – otherwise good – 32pp – ex-Board of
Education library      £12

126.   MOORE, Prof J. Howard Humane Teaching in Schools  Animals’ Friend Society [1911] [13020]
12-pp pamphlet in card covers. Good – ex-Board of Education library                                                     
£5

127.   MORAL INSTRUCTION LEAGUE Our Future Citizens: how is character cultivated in board
schools MIL 1900 [13022] 16-pp pamphlet – ex-Board of Education library
                                                    £4

128.   MURRAY, Col A.M. Comparison Between Continental and English Methods of Military
Education  J.J. Kelher & Co no date [1905] [12819] He had visited France, Austria, Germany and
Belgium in the course of his investigation. Paper covers -46pp – goodish – ex-Board of Education
library                                 £10

129.   NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GIRLS’ CLUBS Clubs and Club Making  University of
London Press 1943 [12747] A history – and then 13 chapters on how to run a club. Soft covers – 104pp
– good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                                         £12

130.   NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S TEACHERS How Equal Pay would  Help Industry and
Decrease Unemployment   1930s? [10884] Single page leaflet – fine                                                          £1

131.   NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLMASTERS Co-education or
Separation?   no date (pre 1914) [13028] 12-pp pamphlet in card covers – ex-Board of Education
library               £2

132.   PATON, J.L. Training in the Service of Man  Parents’ National Educational Union 1904 [13025]
12-pp pamphlet in card covers – good – ex-Board of Education library                                                    
£4

133.   PATON, J.L. (preface) Boys’ League of Honour: its aims and methods and the procedure of its
courts Boys’ League of Honour no date [13026] ‘Courts’ , the booklet explains, were the name for
meetings of branches of the League. An intriguing outfit – pre-First World War. Paton extolls the
‘high sentiment of honour exhibited by the Japanese nation in its conflict with Russia’  and intimates
that British boys – being British and with God on their side – could do even better. 16-pp pamphlet –



ex-Board of Education library                                           £6

134.   PATON, The Rev J.B. Recreative Instruction of Young People  James Clarke 1906 [12830] Inner
Mission Pamphlet No 6. A paper read at a conference of the National Vigilance Association, first
issued 1886. Good in original paper wrappers
                                                                                                                £5

135.   PAUPER HOSPITALS AND SCHOOLS Return of ‘all district and separate pauper hospitals
(including asylums of the Metropolitan Asylum District), also of district and separate pauper
schools, built during the past ten years; giving the name of hospital or school; names of unions
contribution; class of inmates; extent of area; cost of site; cost of building; number of inmates;
exclusive of officers; cost per head on number to be accommodated; and number of inmates on 1 May
1885 HMSO 1885 [9205] 6 foolscap pages. Very good – disbound £20

136.   PETERKIN, William Arthur Report to the Board of Supervision on the System of Scotland of
Boarding Pauper Children in Private Dwellings  HMSO 1893 [12793] A detailed report – statistics and
case studies – drawn from all the counties of Scotland -  on what we would now call ‘fostering’. Good
– in Ministry of Education card covers – 46pp
                                                                                                                             £15

137.   PREECE, Sir William Technical Education in America    [13035] A paper read before the Royal
Society of Arts, April 8th, 1908. 24-pp pamphlet in paper covers. Presentation copy from the author -
good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                           £3

138.   PRIVATE SCHOOLS ASSOCIATION Presidential Address: delivered at the annual meeting
by J.Vine Milne on January 12, 1899 C.F. Hodgson 1899 [12834] Good in original paper wrappers –
31pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                                           £6

139.   REFORMATORIES AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS (COMMITTALS) Returns showing the
comparative number of committals of boys and girls to reformatories and industrial schools   April
1872 [9150] ‘Shows comparative number of committals of boys and girls to reformatories and
industrial schools in 1870, with the number of cases in which the parents have been charged with
such payment towards their children’s cost at such schools as may be considered equal to the expense
they are saved by so throwing their children on public support, together with a comparative
statement of the number of cases in which such charge has been adjudged, with that of the charges
actually recovered and regularly paid.’ Raw facts. 4 foolscap pp – disbound      £28

140.   REGULATIONS FOR THE CATHOLIC GIRLS’ SCHOOL AT UGBROOK   Printed by J.E.
Searle (Chudleigh) 1841 [2052] ‘Approved by the Rt Revd the Vicar Apostolic of the Western District
of England, for the Catholic Girls School at Ugbrook, in the County of Devon, under the protection of
the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Joseph’.'The Catholic girls’ School at Ugbrook is intended by Lord
Clifford to be henceforth solely for the education of the female children of those who are or have been
tenants, servants, or labourers on his estate, or tradesmen in the employ of his family at Ugbrook…’ 
Together with ‘Catholic Confirmation at Ugbrook’, reprinted from ‘The Western Times’, 8 January
1842. ‘Thinking that a report of the proceedings [the Confirmation] would be interesting to our



readers, on account of the peculiar form of the ceremony itself …and more especially on account of
the inroad made into the Protestant flock of the deserted vicarage of Chudleigh..’ Two items -  card
covers – very good – together £25

141.   REPORT OF THE MABYS ASSOCIATION FOR THE CARE OF YOUNG GIRLS, 1922    1923
[12723] Founded by Mrs Nassau Senior in 1874 ‘to befriend and protect the girls brought up in the
Guardians’ Schools, and those of other Public Authorities in the Metropolitan area. The Association
tries to ensure for these girls the same chances in life and the same status as those girls who have
been brought up in their own homes’. This Annual Report gives full detail of the Mabys work – the
homes it ran – and its workers and supporters. Good – 34pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                         £15

142.   RESEARCH COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GIRLS’ CLUBS AND
MIXED CLUBS Club Girls and Their Interests   no date [1947] [12746] A sociological enquiry – with
masses of statistics – and a sample questionnaire  (the ‘Copeland-Chatterson method’) inside the back
cover. I rather think its complexity might fox many of today’s adolescent girls. Interesting. Paper
covers – 56pp – good -ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                         £15

143.   ROBERTSON, D.S. The Future of Greek Studies: an inaugural lecture Cambridge University
Press 1929 [12832] Soft covers – very good – 48pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                      £5

144.   ROYAL COLONIAL INSTITUTE The Education Schemes of the United Kingdom and
Dominion Forces: four lectures Royal Colonial Institute 1919 [12846] The lectures were on ‘Education
in the Canadian Army’ by Dr H.M. Tory, ‘The New Zealand Soldier’ by Capt J.R. Kirk; ‘The
Australian Service man as Citizen’ by Brig. Gen G.M. Long; ‘Educational Training Scheme Within the
British Army’ by Col Lord Gorell. Soft covers – good – 40pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                            £8

145.   RUSSELL, J.B. The Measurement of Intelligence in a Rural Area  CUP 1930 [13031] reprinted
from the British Journal of Psychology (General Section). A British study. Paper covers – good – ex-
Board of Education library
                                                                                                                                                     £3

146.   SADLER, M.E. How Far Can We Learn Anything of Practical Value from the Study of Foreign
Systems of Education?  Surrey Advertiser Office (Guildford) [1900] [12822] Printed at the behest of
the Educational Conference of Managers and Teachers in the Guildford District. Good – in original
paper wrappers – 19pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                            £5

147.   SCOTCH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT Memorandum on the Teaching of Music in Scottish
Primary Schools  HMSO 1909 [12861] In original blue wrappers – good – 23pp – ex-Board of
Education library.          £5

148.   SCOTTISH COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH IN EDUCATION A Mental Survey of a Scottish
Suburban School   May 1930 [12851] A supplement to the ‘Scottish Educational Journal’. Paper covers



– 16pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                           £6

149.   SIDGWICK, Mrs Henry University Education for Women  Manchester University Press 1913
[12791] ‘Presidential Address delivered to the Education Society, Manchester University, on 21st
November, 1912.’ Paper covers – 24pp – ex-Board of Education library – good
                                                                 £15

150.   SIR HENRY JONES     [11407] writes a glowing testimonial for his former pupil, Mabel
Atkinson, a candidate for a lectureship at the University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire.
She was a Fabian and a suffragette Fine
                                                                                                                                                   £48

151.   SMALL COLLECTION DOCUMENTING THE ACADEMIC PROGRESS OF MURIEL
LONG AT THE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, WEST KIRBY 1920-1926     [12613] The
tenor of Muriel’s school reports is ‘very fair’ – and we all know what that means. But she was clearly
much younger than the average age of the class and does quite well in maths and science. Generally
her conduct is ‘very good’ but at least one report notes ‘rather noisy in the class room’.Included in the
collection are a number of programmes for Speech Day and Annual Sports. In 1926 Muriel went on to
Underwood Commercial College in Liverpool to learn shorthand and typing (1st in the class in
‘Office Routine’). I think Muriel married in 1940 and died in 2006 – leaving bequests to Venice in Peril
and the Royal Overseas League – so it doesn’t look as though being graded only ‘very fair’ at
Scripture, Ancient History etc  had prevented her taking an interest. An eclectic collection of material
           £45

152.   ST HELENS EDUCATION COMMITTEE A Short Report on Some Experiments in Mental
Testing  Robert Gibson (Glasgow) [1930] [12842] Written by John Houghton, Headmaster of Allanson
Street Council Boys’ School, St Helens. Paper covers – 16pp – good
                                                                            £6

153.   STUDENTS’ CAREERS ASSOCIATION A Survey of Wartime Facilities for Training and
Prospects of Employment for Girls   [1940] [12792] 10-pp foolscap cyclostyled sheets produced by the
Student’ Careers Association c Feb 1940 setting out the state of play regarding the prospects for the
training and employment of young women at this early stage of the Second World War. Good – ex-
Board of Education library          £10

154.   TEACHERS’ TRAINING ASSOCIATION The History of Education: its place and value in
training colleges Cambridge University Press 1912 [12835] A symposium held at the annual meeting
of the Association in 1912. Paper covers – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                    £6

155.   THE ACLAND CHRONICLE     April 1903 [12684] The second number of the ‘Acland
Chronicle’ recording the work of the Acland Club for boys and girls that was associated with the
Women’s University Settlement. Good in original wrppers – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                           £8

156.   THE ASSOCIATION OF HEAD MISTRESSES List of Public Secondary Schools for Girls



1903   1903 [13045] Card covers – good – ex-Board of Education Library                                                    
£10

157.   THE ASSOCIATION OF HEAD MISTRESSES List of Public Secondary Schools for Girls
1905   1905 [13046] Card covers – good – ex-Board of Education library                                                     
£10

158.   THE ASSOCIATION OF HEADMISTRESSES Girls’ Patriotic Union of Secondary Schools:
Subscription list for the ‘Star and Garter’ home at Richmond for sailors and soldiers totally disabled
in the war  1916 [13044] List of schools that subscribed. The treasurer was Miss Gadesden of
Blackheath High School. 1-p leaflet — ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                           £2

159.   THE EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE OF THE INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION OF
HEADMISTRESSES OF PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE
MINISTRY OF LABOUR Annual Report for 1930  HMSO 1931 [12261] Paper covers – 14pp – good –
withdrawn from the Women’s Library                                                                                             £3

160.   THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING AND EQUIPMENT TO THE ADULT SCHOOL
TEACHER    1904 [12829] A paper read at the National Adult School Council at Leeds, October 8th,
1904. Good – 12 pp – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                            £4

161.   THE LEAGUE OF SERVICE Report, 1910-1911    [12737] ‘The League of Service exists to bring
such influences to bear upon the physical conditions and the homes of the chidlren of the nation that
each child may at least begin life with a fair chance of attaining full development.’ The Report details
the League’s work – in London only – with centres at King’s Cross, Marylebone and Battersea, each
with its own ‘Mothers’ Dining Room’. Paper covers – 20pp -very good – ex-Board of Education
library                                                                         £15

162.   THE NEW SCHOOL, ABBOTSHOLME     [12728] boys’ preparatory school founded by Cecil
Reddie in 1889 to put into practice his new educational theories. Report form – unlike any other I
have seen -a veritable wall chart – 41cm x 51cm -rather elegantly printed in red – covering not only all
the usual academic disciplines and sport, but also aesthetic feeling, intution, power to recall, power to
induce, pluck etc. Most definitely a new type of schooling. This report form is blank – in fine
condition – creased along folds -ex-Board of Education library – most unusual.          £25

163.   THE WOMEN’S BRANCH FEDERATION Fifth Annual Report, 1912-13    [12744] ‘Affiliated
to the Social Institutes’ Union’ – ‘unites existing Clubs and Social Institutes for women and girls of
the industrial community by promoting amongst them mutual interest and friendly intercourse.’
Good – in original wrappers – 16pp – 2 photos -ex-Board of Education lbirary
                                                                                                          £12

164.   THE WOMEN’S BRANCH FEDERATION Sixth Annual Report, 1913-14    [12745] ‘We can
only conclude by saying that we have endeavoured to raise the standard of London Working Girls by
encouraging them to take pleasure in interesting study, and employ their leisure hours in healthy and
wholesome recreation.’ With details of all the affiliated Clubs. Paper covers – 16pp – good – ex-Board



of Education library                      £12

165.   THE WOMEN’S LEAGUE OF SERVICE Report, 1911-1912    [12738] The League of Service
was now renamed – and, in addition to those detailed in the 1910-11 Report, now had Centres in
Hammersmith, Croydon and Bristol. Paper covers – 34pp – very good – ex-Board of Education
library                                     £15

166.   UNION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS Ideals in Education  UEI 1931 [13019]
Presidential Address of the Very Rev the dean of St Paul’s (dr W.R. Inge) delivered at the 36th
Annual Meeting of the Union, held in the Council Chamber, Birmingham, on St 17 Oc 1931. 12-pp
pamphlet – ex-Board of Education Library      £2

167.   UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM Report on University Entrance Examinations   1901 [13021]
Written by E.A. Sonnenschein, Professor of Classics and Dean of the Faculty of Arts in the University
of Birmingham, setting out the desiderata, both from the point of view of the unversities and that of
schools, for university entrance. Interesting. .4-pp leaflet – dog-eared and chipped – ex-Board of
Education library                          £2

168.   VICTORIA UNIVERSITY:THE OWEN’S COLLEGE MANCHESTER Prospectus of the Arts,
Science, and Law Department and Department for Women and of Evening and Popular Courses
    [12683] Prospectuses for Sessions 1896-7, 1898-9, 1899-1900, including full details of the contents of
all courses. In good condition in original wrappers  (the wrapper for 1896-7 torn and detached) – -
each prospectus c 170pp – ex-Board of Education library.. 3 items – as a collection
                                                                              £45

169.   WAITAKI BOYS’ HIGH SCHOOL, OAMARU Prospectus   1926 [13033] With many
photographs of this New Zealand school – and its pupils – including several panoramic pull-out
photos. Paper covers worn – text – and photos – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                              £6

170.   WALTON, G.J.  Worry and Allied Faulty Mental Habits  Boston Normal School of Gymnastics
1903 [12849] Soft covers – 16pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                            £5

171.   WELSH DEPARTMENT, BOARD OF EDUCATION Scheme for the Collection of Rural Lore
in Wales: an educational experiment to be carried out through the medium of the schools and
colleges Welsh Dept, Board of Education 1919 [13032] card covers – 24pp – good – ex-Board of
Education library                     £4

172.   WILSON, The Ven. James M. The Profession of Teaching  Edward Gill (Kendal) 1902 [12824]
An Address on the occasion of a Conversazione, given by the Mayor of Kendal in the Town Hall to
those engaged in teaching and in the management of schools within the Borough of Kendal, 21 March
1902. Good in original paper wrappers – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                            £5

173.   WOMEN’S ENGINEERING SOCIETY Facilities for Training Women as Engineers   revised
1930 [12711] 8-pp pamphlet – good – ex-Board of Education library                                                   £10



174.   WOMEN’S HOLIDAY FUND Twenty-Sixth Annual Report, 1920    [12733] ‘This Fund helps
respectable working women requiring rest and change to have one, two, or three weeks in the
country, or by the sea…’ With details of the Fund’s work and of its subscribers etc. Paper covers –
good – ex-Board of Education library            £15

175.   WOMEN’S INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL Annual Report, 1904-5    [12703] packed with
information on the work of the WIC – including that of its Central Lending Library for Working
Girls’ Clubs, its Central Association for Circulating Pictures (to Girls’ Clubs), a list of its lectures,
names of its subscribers etc. Paper covers – very good – ex-Education Library
                                                                                                                       £15

176.   WOMEN’S INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL Nineteenth Annual Report 1912-13    [12704] Includes a
long, v interesting and wide-ranging list of lectures given – as well as details of the work undertaken
by the council – including the trades into which it had undertaken investigations. Paper covers – very
good – ex-Board of Education library   £15

177.   WOMEN’S UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT FOR WORK IN THE POORER DISTRICTS OF
LONDON Fifteenth Annual Report  WUS March 1902 [13038] Packed with names of subscribers as
well as a report of the work accomplished by the Settlement. Paper covers – good -ex-Board of
Education library          £18

 

Postcards

178.   CLARK’S COLLEGE, CIVIL SERVICE Preparing for the Lady Clerk’s G.P.O. Exam    [9233]
Photograph of the young women preparing for this exam which, if they passed, offered a chance of
bettering themselves. Very good – unposted
                                                                                                                         £12

179.   MERCHANT TAYLORS’ SCHOOL FOR GIRLS     [11781] Real photographic postcard of the
exterior of the Crosby, Liverpool, girls’ school. The ink message on the back includes ‘The view is of
Aunty Nina’s school..’ and continues onto the front of the card on white space to the side of the
photograph. Posted in, I think, 1933. Good £10

180.   MISS MARGARET MCMILLAN     [8930] photographic postcard, reproduced by the
Newcastle Socialist Society, c 1908. With the caption ‘My message to the Socialist movement is always
the same: REAL education would make children fit to live in a better social environment and unfit to
live in the world of today..’ Very good – unposted
                                                                                                                                                   £24
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Women Writers and Italy: Two Englishwomen in Rome

Posted in Women Writers and Italy on November 30, 2012

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/anne-and-
matilda-lucas.jpg)Anne ( 1841-1928) and Matilda Lucas (1849-1943)
were the daughters of  Samuel Lucas
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Lucas_(1805-1870)), a brewer
with land and influence in Hitchin, Hertfordshire. The Lucas family
were Quakers. Their mother had died when they were young and after
their father’s death in 1870 the sisters continued to live for a short time
with their step-mother. But then, in mid-1871, they left England for
Rome, where,  for the next 29 years, they were to spend much of the
year. Ten years after her sister’s death, Matilda Lucas published
excerpts from the letters sent over the years by the sisters to friends
and relations back in England. Two Englishwomen in Rome, 1871-1900
(Methuen, 1938)  makes very entertaining reading.

Artistic talent clearly ran in the family. Here
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/matilda-lucas-

15715) is a study of Matilda Lucas by her niece, Rose Lucas. Samuel Lucas had been a renowned
amateur artist and his daughters, too, had evidently inherited a measure of his talent. They spent
much of their time in Rome engaged with their sketchbooks and easels, working both in the studio
and plein air.

”Rome. February 14, 1875. On Saturday morning I went off my myself round by the Capitol, Forum,
and Arch of Janus and out to the place where the Campagna oxen stand not far from the Temple of
Vesta. I had taken my sketch-book, and, as I was walking down the road looking out for some cattle
to draw, a splendid pair drew up with a very picturesque cart loaded with fodder and logs. So I set to
work on that and stood there, surrounded by some villainous-looking roughs and a beggar. I gave
out that I had no money and had left my watch at home, so I did not think they could do me much
harm. They were much interested in my performance, and I talked to them. But when I shut up my
book to go, the owner of the cattle demanded brandy and began to get excited, at which the others
said, ‘Quella non ha denaro’. He seemed much disgusted,  but I got away all right, and walked on to
the Temple of Vesta and Santa Maria in Cosmedin.’

‘Rome. 1879. Augusto sat very well. The first day he arrived long before time, so that Anne and I
might have a private view and see whether he had shaved properly and arranged his curls. When we
arranged the red doublet and short mantle on him it was most amusing to see the satisfaction with
which he looked at himself in the glass.’

‘Rome. May 20, 1878. By Tasso’s Oak are the remains of an amphitheatre with cypresses at the top
and a small grass plot at the bottom. The singers were on the steps above us. By day the view of the
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/tassos-oak.jpg)
Corrodi: Tasso’s Oak and view of Rome from the Janiculum (mid-19th century)

distant city is grand; by night we could see where the city was by the lights, and could make out the

line of Monte Cavo. Carlandi [the art master] was very indignant with the moon for being so late, but
I told him I thought the stars and fireflies did very well. It was most beautiful to see the moon rise
behind the Alban hills; it came up quite golden and made the mists look red. The singers were
Carlandi’s sisters, the Professor, and Monsieur Thouron. They have good voices and sang with good
taste; the mandolines were very sweet in the open air.

It was charming. Carlandi could not have given us a more artistic entertainment. The frogs, which
Anne said had been awoken out of their beauty sleep, encored loudly from the Corsini gardens. The
last son was Mendelssohn’s Adieu, which we generally call ‘Mourn Not’, after which we made the
best of our way home, delighted with our entertainment and the Carlandis.’

Anne Lucas , Hitchin , Matilda Lucas , Rome , Samuel Lucas
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Suffrage Stories: Beware! A Warning to Suffragists by Cicely
Hamilton (The End)

Posted in Suffrage Stories on November 29, 2012
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/beware1.jpg)

Cicely Hamilton wrote the words – the sketches were supplied leading suffrage artists: Mary
Lowndes, Dora Meeson Coates, C. Hedley Charlton – and the ‘Rhyme Book’ was published by
the Artists’ Suffrage League, 1909.

I will reproduce this delicious work in a series of posts – a few pages at a time – for your amusement
and edification.

Final instalment:
(http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/11/29/suffrage-stories-
beware-a-warning-to-suffragists-by-cicely-hamilton-the-
end/beware-15/)

(http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/11/29/suffrage-
stories-beware-a-warning-to-suffragists-by-cicely-hamilton-
the-end/beware-14/)

artists' suffrage league , c. hedley charlton ,
Cicely hamilton , mary lowndes , suffrage artists , suffragettes
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/beware1.jpg)

Cicely Hamilton wrote the words – the sketches were supplied leading suffrage artists: Mary
Lowndes, Dora Meeson Coates, C. Hedley Charlton – and the ‘Rhyme Book’ was published by
the Artists’ Suffrage League, 1909.

I will reproduce this delicious work in a series of posts – a few pages at a time – for your amusement
and edification.
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Cicely Hamilton wrote the words – the sketches were supplied leading suffrage artists: Mary
Lowndes, Dora Meeson Coates, C. Hedley Charlton – and the ‘Rhyme Book’ was published by
the Artists’ Suffrage League, 1909.

I will reproduce this delicious work in a series of posts – a few pages at a time – for your amusement
and edification.
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Cicely Hamilton wrote the words – the sketches were supplied leading suffrage artists: Mary
Lowndes, Dora Meeson Coates, C. Hedley Charlton – and the ‘Rhyme Book’ was published by
the Artists’ Suffrage League, 1909.

I will reproduce this delicious work in a series of posts – a few pages at a time – for your amusement
and edification.
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c. hedley charlton , Cicely hamilton , dora meeson coates , suffrage artists ,
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Cicely Hamilton wrote the words – the sketches were supplied leading suffrage artists: Mary
Lowndes, Dora Meeson Coates, C. Hedley Charlton – and the ‘Rhyme Book’ was published by
the Artists’ Suffrage League, 1909.

I will reproduce this delicious work in a series of posts – a few pages at a time – for your amusement
and edification.
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/beware2.jpg)Cicely Hamilton wrote the
words – the sketches were supplied by leading suffrage artists: Mary Lowndes, Dora Meeson
Coates and C. Hedley Charlton – and the ‘Rhyme Book’ was published by the Artists’ Suffrage
League, 1909.

I will reproduce this delicious work in a series of posts – a few pages at a time – for your amusement
and edification.
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       C. Hedley Charlton – and the ‘Rhyme Book’ was published by the           

       Artists’ Suffrage League, 1909.
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Kate Frye’s Suffrage Diary: The Mud March, 9 February 1907

Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary on November 21, 2012

Kate Frye had first joined a suffrage society in the spring of 1906.  Her choice was the Central
Society for Women’s Suffrage (later renamed the London Society for Women’s Suffrage) – a
constituent society of the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies  Interest in the long-
running women’s suffrage campaign leapt ahead in the following few months and in February
1907 the NUWSS staged the first open-air suffrage spectacular – a march through the wintry,
muddy London streets. For obvious reasons this became known as the ‘Mud March’. Kate’s
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estimate of 3000 participants accords with later reports.

Saturday 9 February 1907 [25 Arundel Gardens, North Kensington]

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/mud-march.jpg)In bed to breakfast –
and what was my utter disgust – and disappointment – to hear the torrents of rain – and there was
not a shadow of its coming last night – it was bitterly cold. As it was so heavy I hoped it would stop –
but it went on and on into a fine heavy drizzle. They said I should be mad to go in the procession and
though I knew I must – I went out at 12.30 taking Mickie a walk and sent a telegram to Alexandra
Wright telling her the rain prevented my joining them. I had arranged to be at their house at 1 o’clock
and go with them to Hyde Park. We all had lunch. I knew I was going all the time – but couldn’t go.
Off to wash my hands. 2 o’clock. ‘They will be just starting’, said I. Then as I washed I made up my
mind I would go rain or no rain and – lo – the rain had ceased. I prepared a plan to Agnes.  She too
knew she was to be of it – both flew upstairs and were out of the house before 2.15.

We tore to Notting Hill Gate – meaning to go the quickest way. No motor bus – so we tore for the
train – it came in as I started to race down. In we scrambled – had to change at South Kensington
much to our disgust – but we were not kept long. We flew out at Charing Cross and up Villiers Street.
No sign of the Procession of Women Suffragists in the Strand. They were timed to leave Hyde Park at
2 o’clock so I had to pluck up my courage and ask a policeman. No, they had not passed. So, knowing
the route, we flew up as far as Piccadilly Circus and there in about 2 minutes we heard strains of a
band and waited, anxious and expectant. The crowd began to gather and we were nearly swept away
by the first part – a swarm of roughs with the band – but the procession itself came – passed along
dignified and really impressive. It was a sight I wouldn’t have missed for anything – and I was glad
to have the opportunity of seeing it as well as taking part in it.
(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/mud-march-1.jpg)

We stood right in front so as not to miss our contingent – and I asked if they knew where it was. Miss
Gore Booth said it was coming and we were fearfully excited and I was so anxious not to miss our lot.
I shrieked out when I saw Miss Doake’s red head in the distance and we dashed up to them and
asked if we could join in. Alexandra carried our banner. Mrs Wright said come along here – it felt like
boarding an express train but I suppose it was a quite simple rally though I cannot look back on it as
that – but we were so excited and so anxious not to miss them. We walked three abreast – Miss
Doake, Agnes and I – I was on the kerb side – behind us Gladys [Wright], Miss Ellis and Mrs Doake.
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North Kensington was not very well represented but I really do not know who else of us was there.

Then the real excitement started. The crowds to see us –
the man in the street – the men in the Clubs, the people
standing outside the Carlton – interested – surprised for
the most part – not much joking at our expense and no
roughness. The policemen were splendid and all the
traffic was stopped our way. We were an imposing
spectacle all with badges – each section under its own
banners. Ours got broken, poor thing, unfortunately,
and caused remarks. I felt like a martyr of old and
walked proudly along. I would not jest with the crowd –
though we had some jokes with ourselves. It did seem
an extraordinary walk and it took some time as we went very slowly occasionally when we got
congested – but we went in one long unbroken procession. There were 3000 about I believe. At the
end came ever so many carriages and motor cars – but of course we did not see them. Lots of people
we knew drove.

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/mud-
march-2.jpg)Up the Strand it was a great crowd watching – some of
the remarks were most amusing. ‘Here comes the class’ and two quite
smart men standing by the kerb ‘I say look at those nice girls –
positively disgraceful I call it.’ Then ‘Ginger hair – dark hair – and
fair hair’ ‘Oh! What nice girls’ to Miss Doake, Agnes and I. Several
asked if we had brought our sweethearts and made remarks to
express their surprise at our special little band. ‘All the prizes in this
lot’ etc. The mud was awful. Agnes and I wore galoshes so our feet
were alright but we got dreadfully splashed. It was quite a business
turning into the Exeter Hall. A band was playing merrily all the time
– the one which had led the procession – and there was one not far
off us. Three altogether, I was told.

We got good seats and of course had to wait some time before the
meeting started – it was just after 4 pm when it did – but there was a

ladies’ orchestra performing and playing very well and a lady at the organ in between whiles. The
meeting was splendid. Mr Walter McLaren in the Chair and Israel Zangwill as chief speaker – he was
so splendid and most witty. Miss Gore Booth – Mrs Fawcett – Mrs Eva McLaren – Lady Strachey and
several other ladies spoke and Keir Hardie made an excellent speech. It was altogether a wonderful
and memorable afternoon – and felt we were making history – but after all I don’t know, I am sure,
what will come of it. The MPs seem to have cheated and thoroughly ‘had’ us all over it. They wanted
the Liberal Women’s help to get into the House and now they don’t care two straws or they are
frightened of us. We walked up to Tottenham Court Road and came home by bus. It was nearly 7
o’clock when we got in. .. I felt bitterly tired all the evening after the excitement.

Dramatis Personae for this entry

Agnes, Kate’s elder sister
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Mickie, Kate’s beloved dog

Alexandra and her sister, Gladys, lived at 10 Linden Gardens. It was under their influence that
Kate had joined the London Society for Women’s Suffrage.

Violette Mary Doake (b 1888) her parents were Irish, which may account for the red hair. Her
mother, Mary Elizabeth Doake, was also a suffragist. Her father, Richard Baxter Doake, described
in the 1911 census as a ‘tea planter’, was elected as a Progressive party member in 1892 to the LCC
seat relinquished by Frederick Frye. In 1901 the Doakes lived at 24 Stanley Gardens, close to the
Fryes. By 1911 they had moved to 25 Ladbroke Gardens.

Walter McLaren and his wife, Eva were members of a family of long-standing supporters of
women’s suffrage. He had been Liberal MP for Crewe in the 1890s and regained the seat in 1910.

Israel Zangwill, Jewish novelist and very effective writer and speaker in support of women’s
suffrage

Lady Strachey had worked for women’s suffrage since the 1860s. She remarked that after this
march she had to boil her skirt.

Keir Hardie,  first Independent Labour Party MP. He had strongly supported a motion in favour of
women’s suffrage at the Labour party conference on 26 January

Campaigning for the Vote: Kate Parry Frye’s Suffrage Diary, which covers the period from 1911 to
1915 when she was a paid organiser to a suffrage society, will be published by Francis Boutle
Publishers on 15 January 2012. ISBN 978 1 903427 75 0 Paperback £14.99.

Central Society for Women's Suffrage , London Society for Women's Suffrage , mud march ,
North Kensington , NUWSS , suffragette , suffragette diary , women's suffrage
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Catalogue 176: Books And Ephemera For Sale

Posted in Books And Ephemera For Sale, Collecting Suffrage on November 19, 2012

Postage is extra – at cost

Orders should be sent by email to E.Crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk 

 This catalogue contains a quantity of items withdrawn from the Women’s Library. I would like to
stress that these are duplicates of items already held by the Library and only became available
because the Library has for some time been rationalising its collections. This rationalisation is
‘good house keeping’ and has nothing to do with the impending move to LSE.
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Non-fiction

1.       AHMED, Leila Women and Gender in Islam  Yale University Press 1992 [10512] Fine in d/w
£15

2.       ALEXANDER, Lynn Women, Work and Representation: needlewomen in Victorian art and
literature Ohio Unversity Press 2003 [11620] Hardcovers – mint in d/w                                                      
                                                      £15

3.       ALEXANDER, Sally Women’s Work in 19th-century London: a study of the years 1820-50
Journeyman Press 1983 [12147] First published in ‘The Rights and Wrongs of Women’ (ed Mitchell
and Oakley, 1976).Soft covers – fine                                                                                                                    
                                                                   £8

4.       ANSCOMBE, Isabelle A Woman’s Touch: women in design from 1860 to the present day
Virago 1984 [10409] Soft covers – very good , cover a little creased                                                              
                                                                             £15

5.       BADRAN, Margot And COOKE, Miriam (eds) Opening the Gates: a century of Arab feminist
writing Virago 1990 [11692] drawn from personal letters, memoirs, speeches, fiction and poetry. Soft
covers – fine                               £10

6.       BENJAMIN, Marina (ed) Science and Sensibility: gender and scientific enquiry 1780-1945 Basil
Blackwell 1994 [11668] An interesting collection of essays, Soft covers – mint                                            
                                                      £18

7.       BLACK, Clementina Sweated Industry and the Minimum Wage  Duckworth 1907 [11756] With
an introduction by A.G. Gardiner, chairman of the executive committee of the National Anti-
Sweating League                 £45

8.       BLOCH, R. Howard Medieval Misogyny and the Invention of Western Romantic Love 
University of Chicago Press 1991 [11978] Soft covers – fine                                                                            
                                                                    £18

9.       BOSANQUET, Mrs Bernard Rich and Poor  Macmillan 2nd ed, reprinted,1908 [12641] The
Introduction begins ‘The separation between rich and poor in our large towns, and more especially in
London, has often been pointed out as one of the most characteristic and threatening signs of the
times.’ Plus ça change. A plea – with facts, figures and case studies – for greater understanding
between the classes.                                                                                                                  £12

10.     Boucé, Paul-Gabriel (ed) Sexuality in 18th-century Britain  Manchester University Press 1982
[11034] Includes essays by Roy Porter, Ruth Perry and Pat Rogers – among others. Very good in d/w
                                               £24

11.     BROOKE, Christopher The Medieval Idea of Marriage  OUP 1989 [11985] Fine in fine d/w        
                   £15



12.     BRUMBERG, Joan Jacobs Fasting Girls: the history of anorexia nervosa Vintage 2000 [11925]
Soft covers – fine                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                  £10

13.     BULLEY, A. Amy and WHITLEY, Margaret Women’s Work  Methuen 1894 [12108] With a
preface by Lady Dilke. In the ‘Social Questions of To-day’ series. Very good in original cloth – scarce  
                                                                  £55

14.     BURGAN, Mary Illness, Gender and Writing: the case of Katherine Mansfield John Hopkins
University Press 1994 [11905] Mint in d/w                                                                                                        
                                                                                £15

15.     BURMAN, Sandra (ed) Fit Work for Women  St Martin’s Press (NY) 1979 [12111] Presents a
collection of papers which discuss the origins of the domestic ideal and its effects on activities usually
undertaken by women. Fine in d/w                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                £12

16.     BUTLER, C.V. Domestic Service: an enquiry by the Women’s Industrial Council Garland
Publishing 1980 [12114] Facsimile reprint of the study first published by G. Bell & Sons in 1916.            
                                                              £20

17.     BYTHELL, Duncan The Sweated Trades; outwork in 19th-century Britain Batsford 1978 [12110]
Very good in d/w                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                           £12

18.     CALVERTON, V.F. and SCHMALHAUSEN, S.D. (eds) Sex in Civilsation  Macaulay Co (NY)
1929 (reprint) [12650] With an introduction by Havelock Ellis. Contributors include Beatrice Forbes-
Robertson Hale, Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Margaret Sanger. Good – 719pp – heavy                        
                                                                                                          £12

19.     CASHFORD, Jules The Moon: myth and image Cassell Illustrated 2003 [11910] Explores the
myths and images inspired by the Moon, from the earliest Palaeolithic markings on horn and bone to
the crafted poems of the present. First edition – hardcover -mint in mint d/w – heavy                            
                                                                                                                   £35

20.     CASSELL’S HOUSEHOLD GUIDE to Every Department Of Practical Life: Being A Complete
Encyclopaedia of Domestic and Social Economy   Cassell, new and revised ed no date (1881-83)
[10382] Four volumes in delightfully decorative red and gilt cloth covers. Coloured frontispieces to
each volume; plus black and white illustrations throughout. Each volume c 370pp – double column
text. Vols 1 and 2 very good internally, cloth on base of vol 1 slightly split; spine of vol 2 split along
edge. vols 3 and 4 in very good condition. A little foxing on endpapers and along foredges. All in all a
very good set                                                                                                                                                    
  £95

21.     CHISHOLM, Cecil and WALTON, Dudley The Business Girl’s Handbook  Sir Isaac Pitman &
Sons Ltd (1916) [12502] Everything the ambitious young office woman of 1916 might need to know.
Rather oddly the book carries a message from Madame Sarah Bernhardt to ‘The Working Women of



England” – ‘You who read this book know what it is to work. That makes a link between you and me.
For all my life my work has been the one passion of my existence. In this time of war it has been my
supreme solace’ etc. Very good                            £25

22.     CLARK, Alice Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century  Routledge 1982 [10534]
First published in1919. Soft covers – very good
                                                                                                    £8

23.     CLARK, Margaret Homecraft: a guide to the modern home and family Routledge, 3rd ed 1978
(r/p) [10288] The author was senior adviser for Home Economics for Derbyshire. The book was a
textbook, suitable for school Home Economics courses. First published in 1966. Soft covers – very
good                                              £6

24.     COHEN, Monica Professional Domesticity in the Victorian Novel: women, work and home
CUP 1998 [12419] Offers new readings of narratives by Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte, Dickens,
George Eliot, Emily Eden etc to show how domestic work, the most feminine of all activities, gained
much of its social credibility by positioning itself in relation to the emergent professions. Soft cover –
fine                                                                £25

25.     CONSTABLE, Nicole  Maid to Order in Hong Kong: stories of migrant workers Cornell
University Press, 2nd ed 2007 [11573] Soft covers – mint
                                                                                           £12

26.     COTTERELL, Anthony She Walks in Battledress  Christophers 1942 (r/p) [13001] An account
of a day’s work in the Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS). Good in paper self-wrapper – with a rather
striking ‘period’ line drawing on the cover.
                                                                                                                                   £18

27.     COWAN, Ruth Schwartz More Work For Mother: the ironies of household technology from the
open hearth to the microwave Basic Books (NY) 1983 [10355] Very good in d/w
                                            £10

28.     DAVIDOFF, Leonore Worlds Between: historical perspectives on gender and class Routledge
1995 [12115] Soft covers – fine                                                                                                                               
£12

29.     DEMOOR, Marysa Their Fair Share: women, power and criticism in the ‘Athenaeum’ , from
Millicent Garrett Fawcett to Katherine Mansfield, 1870-1920 Ashgate 2000 [11667] Mint
                                  £25

30.     DIGBY, Anne Making a Medical Living: doctors and patients in the English market for
medicine, 1720-1911 CUP 1994 [10601] Mint in d/w
                                                                                                 £18

31.     DINSHAW, Carolyn and WALLACE, David (eds) The Cambridge Companion to Medieval
Women’s Writing  CUP 2003 [11857] Soft covers – fine                                                                          £12

32.     DOODY, Margaret Anne The True Story of the Novel  Fontana 1998 [10562] Aims to prove that



the novel is an ancient form – with a continuous history of 2000 years. Soft covers – very good
                         £5

33.     DOOLING, Amy Women’s Literary Feminism in Twentieth Century China  Palgrave 2005
[11604] Hardcovers – mint in d/w (pub price £42)                                                                                     £25

34.     DUBY, Georges Medieval Marriage: two models from 12th-century France John Hopkins
University Press 1991 (r/p) [11984] Soft covers – fine
                                                                                                  £12

35.     DYHOUSE, Carol Feminism and the Family in England 1880-1939  Basil Blackwell 1989 [11224]
Soft covers – very good                                                                                                                      £12

36.     ECKFORD, E. Stoddart And FITZGERALD, M.S. Household Management: a handbook of
domestic economy and hygiene John Hogg 1915 [10277] Very good – a few marks on spine
                    £12

37.     ELLIS, Mrs Sarah Stickney The Select Works  Henry G. Langley (New York) 1844 [11234]
Includes ‘The Poetry of Life’, ‘Pictures of Private Life’, ‘A Voice From the Vintage, on the force of
example addressed to those who think and feel’. Good in original decorative cloth
                                                                                                 £48

38.     ERKKILA, Betsy The Wicked Sisters: women poets, literary history & discord OUP 1992
[10529] Study of the lives and works of Emily Dickinson, Mariaane Moore, Elizabeth Bishop,
Adrienne Rich, and Gwendolyn Brooks. Soft covers – fine
                                                                                                                                 £8

39.     EVANS, Richard J. The Feminists: women’s emancipation movements in Europe, America and
Australasia 1840-1920 Croom Helm 1977 [12139] Fine in d/w
                                                                            £15

40.     EVERGATES, Theodore (ed) Aristocratic Women in Medieval France  University of
Pennsylvania Press 1999 [11979] Soft covers – very good
                                                                                                £17

41.     FINCH, Lynette The Classing Gaze: sexuality, class and surveillance Allen & Unwin (Australia)
1993 [10336] Focuses on Australian social reports and reveals how sections of society were
conceptually constructed as two distinct working classes. Soft covers – mint
                                                                                  £10

42.     FOLEY, Helen Female Acts in Greek Tragedy  Princeton University Press 2001 [11861]
Hardcover -fine in fine d/w
                                                                                                                                            £15

43.     GATES, Evelyn (ed) Woman’s Year Book 1923-1924  Women Publishers Ltd 1924 (3rd ed)
[13006] An invaluable reference work, covering all aspects of the post-emancipation period in
considerable detail. Contributors include Millicent Fawcett (aunt of the editor), Commandant Mary
Allen, Lena Ashwell, Lilian Barker, Margaret Bondfield, Winifred Cullis, Margaret Llewellyn Davies,



Margery Fry, Chrystal Macmillan, Hilda Martindale, Bertha Mason, Edith Picton-Turbervill, Eleanor
Rathbone – among many others. Full of facts and figures, names and addresses. Very good internally
– cloth grubby – withdrawn from the Women’s Library .               £65

44.     GOLDSMITH, Margaret Women and the Future  Lindsay Drummond 1946 [12101] A study of
what the position was likely to be in the post-Second World War world. Scarce.Fine – in very slightly
chipped d/w            £25

45.     GOOD HOUSEKEEPING’S HOME ENCYCLOPAEDIA   Ebury Press 1968 (r/p) [10297]
Packed with information and illustrations. Large format – very good in rubbed d/w – heavy
                               £10

46.     GUBAR, Marah Artful Dodgers: reconceiving the golden age of children’s literature OUP 2009
[11702] Mint in d/w (pub price £34.99)                                                                                                               
£28

47.     HALLSWORTH, Joseph and DAVIES, Rhys J The Working Life of Shop Assistants: a study of
conditions of labour in the distributive trades privately published 1910 [11765] Fascinating insight
into the working conditions and wages of a wide range of shop workers with description of some of
the reforms that had been put in place. Very good in original cloth
                                                                                                                   £35

48.     HARVEY, Jane Hoover Book of Home Management  Hutchinson 1963 [10295] Very good in
torn d/w       £8

49.     HILL, Georgiana Women in English Life: from mediaeval to modern times Richard Bentley
1896 [10453] An excellent study – in two volumes. Most of the second volume is devoted to the
position of women at the end of the 19th century – written by one who was very much involved with
the woman’s movement. Very good – a little bumped at top and bottom of spine. A scarce set
                                                                                      £95

50.     HOBBY, Elaine Virtue of Necessity: English women’s writing 1649-88 Virago 1998 [11939] Soft
covers – very good                                                                                                                                             £8

51.     HOLCOMBE, Lee Victorian Ladies at Work: middle-class working women in England and
Wales 1850-1914 David & Charles 1973 [11226] Very good in chipped d/w
                                                         £25

52.     HOLTBY, Winifred Women  John Lane 1941 (r/p) [12102] First published in 1934. Good
reading copy – spine nicked and marked
                                                                                                                     £12

53.     HOUSEHOLD REFERENCE LIBRARY Household Management and Entertaining  Fleetway
House, no daty (1930s)  [10276] An amazingly eclectic compilation – with many photographs. Good
          £12

54.     HUMM, Maggie Feminism and Film  Edinburgh University Press 1997 [11940] Soft covers –
fine   £12



55.     HUMM, Maggie A Reader’s Guide to Contemporary Feminist Literary Criticism  Harvester
Wheatsheaf 1994 [10538] Soft covers – fine                                                                                                    £8

56.     JEFFREYS, Sheila The Spinster and Her Enemies: feminism and sexuality 1880-1930 Pandora
1985 [12445] Soft covers – fine                                                                                                                           £8

57.     JOHNSON, Patricia E. Hidden Hands: working-class women and Victorian social-problem
fiction Ohio University Press 2001 [10784] ‘Argues that the female industrial worker became more
dangerous to represent than the prostitute or the male radical because the worker exposed crucial
contradictions between the class and gender ideologies of the period and its economic realities’. Soft
covers – mint                                            £15

58.     KEDDIE, Nikki And BARON, Beth (eds) Women in Middle Eastern History: shifting
boundaries in sex and gender Yale University Press 1991 [10511] The first study of gender relations in
the Middle East from the earliest Islamic period to the present. Fine in d/w
                                                                                     £15

59.     KENEALY, Arabella Feminism and Sex-Extinction  E.P. Dutton & Co (NY) 1920 [12107] Anti-
feminist eugenicist polemic. US edition is scarce. Very good internally – cloth cover a little bumped
and rubbed     £25

60.     KING, Jeanette Women and the Word: contemporary women novelists and the Bible Macmillan
2000 [11912] Studies of work by, among others, Sara Maitland, Michele Roberts, Alice Walker and
Toni Morrison. Fine in fine d/w (pub price £70)
                                                                                                                          £25

61.     KIRBY, Joan (ed) The Plumpton Letters and Papers  CUP for the Royal Historical Society 1996
[10954] Letters addressed mainly to Sir William Plumpton (1404-80) and his son, Sir Robert (1453-
1525). Good in marked d/w- but has perhaps been exposed to damp at some point
                                                         £10

62.     KROLL, Judith Chapters in a Mythology: the poetry of Sylvia Plath Harper & Row 1976 [12027]
First edition. Hardcovers – fine in fine d/w                                                                                                       
£12

63.     LANG, Elsie British Women of the Twentieth Century  T. Werner Laurie 1929 [12505] Excellent
collection of essays on all aspects of (middle-class) women’s lives – including ‘Higher Education and
University Life’, ‘The Medical Profession’, ‘The Fight for the Franchise’, ‘Women and the Legal
Profession’, ‘Dress and Society’, ‘Women and the Arts’, ‘Careers for Women. With an interesting
selection of photographs. Good                             £18

64.     LERNER, Gerda The Creation of Patriarchy  OUP 1986 [11924] Soft covers – fine           £10

65.     LEVINE, Philippa Victorian Feminism 1850-1900  University Press of Florida 1994 [12134]
Paper covers – very good                                                                                                                                   
£15

66.     LITERARY YEAR BOOK 1913   John Ouseley 1913 [10858] and Illustrators’ Directory and



Bookman’s Guide. Directory of authors, with publications and addresses, directory of illustrators,
details of periodicals, librarirs, literary agents, clubs, printers, binders, publishers etc
                                                                              £28

67.     LOOTENS, Tricia Lost Saints: silence, gender, and Victorian literary canonization University
Press of Virginia 1996 [12398] Fine in d/w
                                                                                                          £35

68.     MACCARTHY, B.G. The Female Pen; women writers and novelists 1621-1818 Cork University
Press 1994 [12412] First published in 1944, this edition with an introduction by Janet Todd. Soft covers
– 530pp – fine         £12

69.     MCGREGOR, O.R. Divorce in England: a centenary study Heinemann 1957 [10426] Very good
in d/w     £20

70.     MACKENZIE, Suzanne Visible Histories: women and environments in a post-war British city
McGill-Queen’s University Press 1989 [10243] Fine in d/w
                                                                                 £12

71.     McMILLAN, Margaret The Child and the State  The National Labour Press 1911 [11641] In
which she advocated giving poor children a more broad and humane education than they currently
were receiving. Vol 9 in the Socialist Library series. Card covers – very good
                                                                         £28

72.     MARKS, Lara Metropolitan Maternity maternity and infant welfare services in early 20th
century London Rodopi 1996 [11624] Soft covers – fine
                                                                                                 £22

73.     MARTINDALE, Louisa Under the Surface  Southern Publishing Co (Brighton) 6th ed, no date
[c 1910] [12462] ‘This pamphlet is a statement of facts. My one object has been to prove to those who
do not believe it, that the existence of Prostitution in our land, is due to the fact that women are not
treated a, or believed to be, the equals of men; that as long as the economic dependence of one sex
upon the other exists, so long will Prostitution as a profession exist; and that the first step in securing
the economic independence of women, is to give them the vote.’ A w woman doctor’s comment. 72pp
– very good internally – paper covers slightly chipped. COPAC lists copies in the National Library of
Scotland and in the  libraries of the universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Liverpool and in LSE – but
not, surprisingly, the British Library.                                                                                              £55

74.     MASON, Michael The Making of Victorian Sexuality  OUP 1994 [10599] Fine in d/w      £14

75.     MAXWELL, Catherine Second Sight: the visionary imagination in late Victorian literature
Manchester University Press 2008 [11705] Mint in d/w (pub price £55)
                                                                       £25

76.     MEAKIN, Annette Woman in Transition  Methuen 1907 [12646] A feminist study of a changing
society. Fixed to the inner front cover is a piece of doggerel from a newspaper entitled ‘My Lady in
Khaki’, dated 1916, showing how even greater were the changes to be a mere 9 years after the book’s
publication. ‘There is a change, a subtle change/That’s quite apparent in your bearing,/In perfect



keeping with the strange,/Weird uniform you’re wearing.’ Very good
                                                                                                                                          £28

77.     MONK, Una New Horizons: a hundred years of women’s migration HMSO 1963 [11031] Very
good in slightly torn d/w                                                                                                                                     
£20

78.     MUMM, Susan (ed) All Saints Sisters of the Poor: an Anglican Sisterhood in the 19th century
Boydel Press/Church of England Record Society 2001 [10964] A history of the Sisterhood that was
founded by Harriet Brownlow Byron in 1850 to work in the slums of Marylebone – but then spread
its net much wider. This volume comprises material drawn from the Sisterhood’s archives. V.
interesting. Mint                                £30

79.     NASHAT, Guity And TUCKER, Judith Women in the Middle East and North Africa: restoring
women to history Indiana University Press 1998 [10480] Traces the evolution of the role of women in
Middle Eastern societies from ancient times to the 20th century. Soft covers – fine
                                                              £10

80.     NEWMAN, Barbara God and the Goddesses: vision, poetry, and belief in the Middle Ages
University of Pennsylvania Press 2003 [10524] A direct challenge to modern theologians to reconsider
the role of goddesses in the Christian tradition. Fine in d/w
                                                                                                     £12

81.     PATTEN, Marguerite The Victory Cookbook  Imperial War Museum 1995 (r/p) [10328] ‘Over
200 recipes which helped the nation celebrfate on that special day and right up to the end of rationing
in 1954!. Packed with illustrations. Soft covers – very good
                                                                                              £8

82.     PEACH, Linden Contemporary Irish and Welsh Women’s Fiction: gender, desire and power
University of Wales Press 2008 [11572] The first comparative study of fiction by late 20th and 21st-
century women writers from England, Southern Ireland and Wales. Soft covers – mint
                                                             £15

83.     PEDERSEN, Frederik Marriage Disputes in Medieval England  Hambledon 2000 [11977] The
records of the church courts of the province of York, mainly dating from the 14th c, provide a
welcome light on private, family life and on individual reactions to it. Hardcovers – fine in fine d/w
                                                       £25

84.     PLOWDEN, Alison The Case of Eliza Armstrong: ‘A child bought for £5! BBC 1974 [11476] A
study of the case brought in 1885 against the journalist W.T. Stead, whose crusade against child
prostitution, highlighted the sexual double standard and the precarious position of poverty-stricken
young girls in a patriarchal society. Very good in d/w
                                                                                                                                                   £12

85.     RAVENHILL, Alice And SCHIFF, Catherine (eds) Household Administration:its place in the
higher education of women  Grant Richards, no date (1910) [10427] Good – ex-university library      
£18



86.     ROPER, Lyndal Oedipus and the Devil: witchcraft, sexuality and religion in early modern
Europe Routledge 1994 [11961] Soft covers – fine
                                                                                                          £18

87.     ROYDEN, A. Maude The Church and Woman  James Clarke no date (1923) [13007] ‘With a
chapter on the evangelical and free churches by Constance M. Coltman’. Good in d/w – withdrawn
from the Women’s Library    £12

88.     SAGE, Lorna Women in the House of Fiction: post-war women novelists Macmillan 1992
[11880] Soft covers – fine
                                                                                                                                            £7

89.     SEARLE, Arthur (ed) Barrington Family Letters 1628-1632  Royal Historical Society 1983
[10955] In the main letters to Lady Joan Barrington, the focal point of the extended family, the
dowager and respected matriarch on a recognisable early 17th-century pattern. Very good
                                                                     £12

90.     SELLERS, Susan (ed) Delighting the Heart: a notebook by women writers Women’s Press 1989
[10536] Seventeen women – poets, novelists and playwrights – talk about how they began to write,
how they approach a new piece of work and how they develop it. Soft covers – very good
                                                    £7

91.     SHAHAR, Shulamith The Fourth Estate: a history of women in the Middle Ages Routledge
1993 (r/p) [11858] Paper covers – fine
                                                                                                                     £12

92.     SHIRAZI, Faegheh Velvet Jihad: Muslim women’s quiet resistance to Islamic fundamentalism
University Press of Florida 2009 [11615] Hardcovers – mint in d/w
                                                                         £20

93.     SHOWALTER, Elaine Inventing Herself: claiming a feminist intellectual heritage Picador 2001
[11934] An exploration of feminist intellectuals from the 18th century to the present – from Mary
Wollstonecraft to Naomi Woolf. Hardcover – fine in fine d/w
                                                                                                         £15

94.     SHOWALTER, Elaine A Jury of Her Peers: American women writers from Anne Bradstreet to
Annie Proulx Virago 2009 [11900] Hardcover – fine in fine d/w
                                                                      £12

95.     SHOWALTER, Elaine (ed) The New Feminist Criticism: essays on women, literature and
theory Virago 1986 [11873] Soft covers – fine
                                                                                                            £8

96.     SIX POINT GROUP In Her Own Right: a discussion conducted by the SWix Point Group
Harrap 1968 [12975] Includes contributions from Hazel Hunkins-Hallinan, Marghanita Laski, Pat
Hornsby-Smith and Lena Jeger, stemming from a conference ‘where it was felt that it was timely to
investigate ths uccess of the movement towards emancipation and to discuss the problems remaining



fifty years after the emancipation of women’. Paper covers – good
                                                                                                                                                   £10

97.     SJOBERG, Laura and GENTRY, Caron Mothers, Monsters, Whores: women’s violence in
global politics Zed Books 2007 [11565] Studies military women who engage in torture, the Chechen
‘Black Widows’, Middle Eastern suicide bombers, and the women who directed and participated in
genocides in Bosnia and Rwanda, to analyse the biological, psychological and sexualized stereotypes
through which these women are conventionally depicted. Soft covers – mint
                                                                                                                              £10

98.     SONBOL, Amira El Azhary (ed) Women, the Family, and Divorce Laws in Islamic History 
Syracuse University Press 1996 [10484] 18 essays covering a wide range of material. Soft covers – fine
    £12

99.     STANLEY, Liz Et Al (eds) Auto/Biography: Bulletin of the British Sociological Association
Study Group on Auto/Biography  (1993) [10494] Vol 2, no 1 ‘Research Practices’. Soft covers – fine
                    £9

100.   STOREY, Joan Home Service Book: the answers to your everyday problems in the home
Hodder & Stoughton 1955 [10275] With numerous photographs of, for instance, heating equipment –
v. evocative. Good £6

101.   STROBEL, Margaret European Women and the Second British Empire  Indiana University
Press 1991 [11669] Based on the published accounts of travellers, missionaries, officials’ wives, and on
biographies and other secondary accounts, to give an account of the roles of white women in the
British Empire over a period of about a century, beginning in 1880. Soft covers – fine
                                                                               £12

102.   THE ENGLISHWOMAN’S YEAR BOOK AND DIRECTORY 1904   A & C Black 1904 [10837]
Indispensable source of information. Very good internally in library binding                                    £80

103.   THE ENGLISHWOMAN’S YEAR-BOOK AND DIRECTORY FOR 1888  JUBILEE EDITION
Hatchard’s 1888 [11772] edited by ‘L.M. H.’ [Louisa Hubbard], comprising Part I Englishwomen and
their work in Queen Victoria’s reign and Part II

Directory for 1888. A wonderful source – full of details of names and addresses. Very good and tight
in decorative boards, a little darkened and marked with age. Extremely scarce
                                               £195

104.   THE ENGLISHWOMAN’S YEARBOOK AND DIRECTORY 1901   A & C Black 1901 [11770]
Ed by Emily Janes. Packed with information. Good internally – cloth covers marked – scarce
                  £80

105.   TRIBLE, Phyllis Texts of Terror: literary-feminist readings of biblical narrative SCM Press Ltd
1984 [11907] Soft covers – fine                                                                                                                           £7

106.   TUCKWELL, Gertrude The State and its Children  Methuen 1894 [11651] ‘Among the social
questions with which the nation has to deal there is none, it seems to me, so important as the question



of children.’ Chapters include: ‘Reformatories and Indusrial Schools’, ‘Workhouse schools and
children’, ‘Canal and van children’; ‘Circus and theatre children’, ‘Homes for blind and deaf and
dumb’ and ‘Work for the Society for the Prevention of Curelty to Children’. Very good – scarce
                                                                                                                     £25

107.   VALENZE, Deborah The First Industrial Woman  OUP 1995 [10786] Examines the underlying
assumptions about gender and work that informed the transformation of English society, and in turn,
ideas about economic progress. Charts the birth of a new economic order resting on social and sexual
hierarchies which remain a part of our contemporary lives. Soft covers – mint
                                                                                         £15

108.   VANITA, Ruth Sappho and the Virgin Mary: same-sex love and the English literary
imagination Columbia University Press 1996 [11223] Soft covers – very good
                                                               £8

109.   VINCE, Mrs Millicent Decoration and Care of the Home  W. Collins 1923 [12870] Mrs Vince
had been a pupil of the pioneer ‘House Decorator’, Agnes Garrett. Very good in rubbed d/w
                         £18

110.   WALLER, Jane And VAUGHAN-REES, Michael Women in Uniform 1939-45  Papermac 1989
[10344] Paper covers – large format                                                                                                          £12

111.   WARE, Susan Holding Their Own: American women in the 1930s Twayne 1982 [10285] Soft
covers – fine                                                                                                                                                    £10

112.   WEBSTER’S ROYAL RED BOOK or Court and Fashionable Register for May 1876 Webster
and Larkin 1876 [12154] A London street guide (Abbey Gardens, St John’s Wood to Young St,
Kensington) giving the names of individual householders – combined with a list of the names and
addresses of the ‘Fashionable’ – a wide swathe of middle-class London. A very useful directory. In
fair condition – very good internally -clean and tight – but decorative, gilt embossed cloth is rubbed
and sewing has parted at inside back cover. This early directory is quite scarce        £30

113.   WEBSTER’S ROYAL RED BOOK or Court and Fashionable Register for May 1909 A Webster
& Co 1909 [13003] A London street guide (Abbey Garden, Westminster to Young St, Kensington)
giving the names of individual householders – combined with a list of the names and addresses of
the ‘Fashionable’ – a wide swathe of middle-class London. A very useful directory – a treasure trove
of information – 1153pp plus many pages of  advertisements. In good condition – in red, decorative,
gilt embossed cloth.                                   £35

114.   WINSTEAD, Karen (ed) Chaste Passions: medieval English virgin martyr legends Cornell
University Press 2000 [11983] Soft covers – very good
                                                                                                  £9

115.   WOODBRIDGE, Linda Women and the English Renaissance: literature and the nature of
womankind 1540-1620 Harvester 1984 [11986] Hardcover -very good internally – a few small inkspots
to front board      £25

116.   WOODS, Edgar & Diana Things That Are Not Done: an outspoken commentary on popular



habits and a guide to correct conduct Universal Publications, no date (1937) [10612] Good
                                   £12

Biography

117.   (AMBERLEY) Bertrand and Patricia Russell (eds) The Amberley Papers: the letters and diaries
of Lord and Lady Amberley  Hogarth Press 1937 [11044] The epitome of radical liberalism in the mid-
19th-century. Both died tragically young. Good
                                                                                                         £45

118.   BELL, MAUREEN, PARFIT, GEORGE AND SHEPHERD, SIMON A Biographical Dictionary
of English Women Writers 1560-1720  G.K. Hall 1990 [11878] Expands the boundaries of what is
conventionally recognized as 17th century English literature by uncovering, reintroducing and
documenting the lives and works of more than 550 English women who wrote betwen 1580-1720.
Fine in d/w                                   £25

119.   BETHAM, Matilda A Biographical Dictionary of the Celebrated Women of Every Age and
Country  printed for B. Crosby 1804 [11227] A fascinating compilation. First edition – 852pp – bound
in half leather and marbled boards – very good – scarce
                                                                                        £200

120.   BHATTACHARYA, Rinki (ed) Janani: mothers, daughters, motherhood Sage 2006 [10391]
Autobiographical writings of Indian women from all walks of life, sharing their experience of being
mothers, daughters or both. Soft covers – mint
                                                                                                                                £8

121.   (BIRD) Kay Chubbuck (ed) Letters to Henrietta  John Murray 2002 [10563] Letters from
Isabella Bird, redoubtable Victorian traveller, to her sister, Henrietta. Fine in d/w
                                              £12

122.   (BROUGHTON) Marilyn Wood Rhoda Broughton: profile of a novelist Paul Watkins 1993
[11657] Rhoda Broughton (1840-1920) was one of the most famous and successful late-Victorian
women novelists. Fine in d/w £15

123.   (BURNEY) Janice Farrar Thaddeus Frances Burney: a literary life St Martin’s Press 2000 [10546]
Soft covers – very good                                                                                                                                   £8

124.   (BUTTS) Nathalie Blondel (ed) The Journals of Mary Butts  Yale University Press 2002 [12460]
500pp – heavy – mint in mint d/w                                                                                                               £20

125.   CHAPMAN, Barbara Boxing Day Baby  QueenSpark Market Books 1994 [10402] She was born
in Brighton on Boxing Day in 1927. Soft covers – 34pp – very good                                                              
                                                                £4

126.   (CLIVE) Mary Clive (ed) Caroline Clive: from the diary and family papers of Mrs Archer Clive
(1801-1873) Bodley Head  [11101] Life among the ‘Landed Gentry’ – beautifully edited by Mary Clive
– who had the knack. Good in rubbed d/w                                                                                                      
                                                                                                        £10



127.   (COBBE) Frances Power Cobbe Life of Frances Power Cobbe : as told by herself Swan
Sonnenschein 1904 [11475] The Posthumous – and best – edition – ‘With Additions by the Author and
Introduction by Blanche Atkinson’. Fine – rather scarce                                                                                  
                                                                                                                       £75

128.   (COLET) Francine du Plessix Gray Rage and Fire: a life of Louise Colet – pioneer feminist,
literary star, Flaubert’s muse Hamish Hamilton 1994 [11994] Hardcovers – fine in fine d/w
                              £6

129.   (FRAME) Janet Frame An Autobiography  Women’s Press 1991 (r/p) [11999] Contains the three
vols that comprise her autobiography – ‘To the Is-land’, ‘An Angel at My Table’ and ‘The Envoy from
Mirror City’. Hardcovers – fine in fine d/w
                                                                                                                          £10

130.   (GLASPELL) Barbara Ozieblo Susan Glaspell: a critical biography University of North
Carolina Press 2000 [12016] Soft covers – fine in fine d/w
                                                                                         £18

131.   (HARRISON) Amy Greener A Lover of Books: the life and literary papers of Lucy Harrison
J.M. Dent 1916 [11054] Lucy Harrison (a niece of Mary Howitt) studied at Bedford College, then
taught for 20 years at a school in Gower St (Charlotte Mew was a pupil at the school and v. attached
to Miss Harrison) and then became headmistress of the Mount School, York. Good – pasted onto the
free front end paper is a presentation slip from the editor, Amy Greener, to Mary Cotterell
                                                                                                          £18

132.   HAYS, Frances Women of the Day: a biographical dictionary of notable contemporaries J.B.
Lipincott (Philadelphia) 1885 [12594] A superb biographical source on interesting women. Good in
original binding – with library shelf mark in ink on spine- scarce 
                                                                                    £75

133.   (HOWE) Valarie Ziegler Diva Julia: the public romance and private agony of Julia Ward Howe
Trinity Press International 2003 [11892] Hardcover – fine in fine d/w
                                                              £10

134.   (HUMBERT) Agnes Humbert Résistance: memoirs of Occupied France Bloomsbury 2008
[12392] Memoirs of Agnes Humbert (1894-1963), an art historian who helped form one of the first
organised groups of the French Resistance. First published in France in 1946, this translation, by
Barbara Mellor, is the first in English. Mint in d/w
                                                                                                                                                     £5

135.   (JAMESON) G.H. Needler (ed) Letters of Anna Jameson to Ottilie von Goethe  OUP 1939
[12451] Very good internally – cover marked                                                                                                    
£20

136.   KELSALL, Helen Berridge House Who’s Who, 1893-1957  privately published [1957] [13005] A
list of all the pupils and staff of the National Society’s Training College for Domestic Subjects -  with a



short history of the college. Paper covers – good
                                                                                                                   £12

137.   (LAWRENCE) Rosie Jackson Frieda Lawrence  Pandora 1994 [12009] Includes ‘Not I, But the
Wind and other autobiographical writings’. Hardcovers – fine in fine d/w                                                
                                           £8

138.   (LOVELACE) Benjamin Woolley The Bride of Science: romance, reason and Byron’s daughter
Macmillan 1999 [12000] Biography of Ada Lovelace                                                                                        
                                               £10

139.   (MARTIN) Sarah Martin A Brief Sketch of the Life of the Late Miss Sarah Martin of Great
Yarmouth: with extracts from the Parliamentary Reports on Prisons; her own Prison Journals etc C.
Barber (Yarmouth) 2nd ed, 1844 [12756] Prison visitor, dressmaker, Sunday School teacher. Her
comments on the prisoners are particularly interesting. Good in original cloth                                          
                                                                                   £35

140.   MAVINGA, Isha McKenzie And PERKINS, Thelma In Search of Mr McKenzie: two sisters’
quest for an unknown father Women’s Press 1991 [10418] An intriguing search to find their black
father – their mother was white and Jewish. Soft covers – good                                                                    
                                                                                                                 £5

141.   (MITCHISON) Jill Benton Naomi Mitchison: a biography Pandora 1992 [12003] Soft covers –
fine           £3

142.   (NICE) Miranda Seymour The Bugatti Queen: in search of a motor-racing legend Simon &
Schuster 2004 [10532] Romantic life of Helle Nice, who set land-speed records for Bugatti in the 1930s.
Fine in d/w     £8

143.   (NICHOL) Anna Stoddart Elizabeth Pease Nichol  Dent 1899 [12999] (1807-1897) Scottish
Quaker – daughter of the founder of the Peace Society, suffragist, chartist, anti-vivesectionist. Very
good – scarce    £35

144.   (OSBORN) Emily Osborn (ed) Political and Social Letters of a Lady of the Eighteenth
Century: 1721-1771 Griffith Farren, Okeden and Welsh (London) 1890 [12054] Living in London and
Chicksands (Bedfordshire), she managed her son’s involved estate. Her letters reveal to us 18th-
century life – political, social and domestic. Very good internally -paper on spine and corners a little
rubbed – gift inscription, 1895, to ‘Lady Strathmore’ – the present Queen’s great-grandmither              
                                                                                                                                                            £45

145.   (PERRY) Ruth Perry The Celebrated Mary Astell: an early English feminist University of
Chicago Press 1986 [11897] Soft covers – very good – scarce                                                                          
                                                                      £25

146.   (SANGER) Esther Katz (ed) The Selected Papers of Margaret Sanger Vol 2: Birth Control
Comes of Age, 1928-1939 University of Illinois Press 2007 [11583] Hard covers – mint in d/w – heavy
(pub price £38)             £25



147.   (SEWARD) Margaret Ashmun The Singing Swan: an account of Anna Seward and her
acquaintance with Dr Johnson, Boswell & others of their time Greenwood Press 1968 [10958] First
published in 1931. Very good      £12

148.   (STEAD) Chris Williams Christina Stead: a life of letters Virago 1989 [11891] Soft covers – fine
    £8

149.   (STOWE) Joan Hedrick Harriet Beecher Stowe  OUP 1994 [11991] Soft covers – fine          £9

150.   (TWINING) Louisa Twining Recollections of My Life and Work  Edward Arnold 1893 [10625]
She was an early ‘social worker’ – involved with workhouse visiting, promoting the idea of poor law
inspectors and was herself a poor law guardian. Very good – scarce                                                            
                                                                                           £68

151.   (WARD) John Sutherland Mrs Humphry Ward: eminent Victorian, pre-eminent Edwardian
OUP 1990 [12008] Fine in very good d/w                                                                                                          
                                                      £8

152.   (WOLLSTONECRAFT) Janet Todd (ed) The Collected Letters of Mary Wollstonecraft  Allen
Lane 2003 [10787] Mint in d/w                                                                                                                            
                                                 £25

153.   (WOLLSTONECRAFT) JOHNSON, Claudia (ed) The Cambridge Companion to Mary
Wollstonecraft  CUP 2002 [11365] Soft covers – mint                                                                                      
                                                                     £10

154.   (YOURCENAR) Josyane Savigneau Marguerite Yourcenar: inventing a life University of
Chicago Press 1993 [10522] Biography of  the author of ‘The Memoirs of Hadrian’ . Translated from
French by Joan E. Howard. Fine in d/w                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                     £10 

Ephemera

155.   ASSOCIATION FOR MORAL AND SOCIAL HYGIENE Reasons for Objecting to Clauses 2
& 6 of the Criminal Law Amendment Bill   1917 [12370] together with 2) ‘United Protest Against
Clauses 3 & 7 of the Criminal Law Amendment Bill (No 2) (as amended by the Joint Select
Committee.’ As ever, ASMH attempts to protect women from compulsory detention and to make the
communication of venereal disease a punishable offence; 3) ‘Manifesto of the Association for Moral
and Social Hygiene on the Sexual Offences Bill, 1918, and the Criminal Law Amendment Bill, 1918! –
4-pp pamphlet.. All in good condition – withdrawn from the Women’s Library        £8

156.   ATKINS, Frederick (ed) The Young Woman: Vol IV an illustrated monthly magazine Horace
Marshall 1896 [12754] This volume runs from Oct 1895 to September 1896. Includes ‘Horticulture for
Women: a peep at Swanley College’, ‘Lady Members of the London School Board’, ‘On learning to
cycle’ by Eliz. Robins Pennell, ‘A Peep at the Pioneer Club’, ‘Young wives and their difficulties’ by
Mrs Haweis – as well as interviews or articles about Mary Hill Burton, Mary Kingsley, G.F. Watts,
Lucas Malet, Katharine Macquoid, the Countess of Meath, and Mrs Humphry Ward, – as well as



stories, cooking, advice etc – and many illustrations. An excellent magazine. Good in original cloth
                                                                                                                                                   £20

157.   COUNCIL OF WOMEN CIVIL SERVANTS Higher Appointments Open to Women in the
Civil Service  P.S. King 1928 [12709] ‘It is believed that the number and the importance of the careers
in the Civil Service open to women are not fully recognised…’. 8-pp pamphlet – good- ex-Board of
Education library.             £10

158.   FABIAN WOMEN’S GROUP Summary of Eight Papers and Discussions upon the Disabilities
of Mothers as Workers  Fabian Women’s Group (Private Circulation)  1910 [12973] Papers by Mrs
Pember Reeves, Dr Ethel Vaughan-sawyer, Mrs Spence Weiss, Mrs Bartrick Baker, Mrs Stanbury, Mrs
S.K. Ratcliffe, Miss B.L. Hutchins, Mrs O’Brien Harris. Paper covers – good
                                                                                    £15

159.   GORDON, Dr Mary Prophylaxis and Venereal Disease   1919 [12344] A paper read before the
International Conference of Medical Women, New York, Oct 1919. 8-pp pamphlet – reprinted from
‘The Shield, Dec 1919-Jan 1920. Good condition – withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                       £3

160.   HOPKINS, Ellice The Early Training of Girls and Boys: an appeal to working women P.S. King
 reprint [1902] [12708] ‘Especially intended for Mothers’ Unions’. Very good in original wrappers –
ex-Board of Education
                                                                                                                                                   £15

161.   (JEBB) Katharine Bruce Glasier Eglantyne Jebb and The World’s Children  The Northern Voice
no date (post 1928) [12974] Pamphlet extolling the work of Eglantyne Jebb, published after her death.
Paper covers – good
                                                                                                                                                     £8

162.   SENIOR, Mrs Nassau Pauper Schools  HMSO 1875 [10457] ‘Copy ”of a Letter addressed to the
President of the Local Government Board by Mrs Nassau Senior, lately an Inspector of the Board,
being a reply to the observation of Mr Tufnell, also a former inspector upon her report on pauper
schools’. This was a follow-up to Mrs Senior’s 1874 report.

24pp – large format – disbound.                                                                                                   £55

163.   SHAFTS ed. by Margaret Shurmer Sibthorpe   1892 [12501] Volume 1 – issue no 1 – 3 Nov 1892
– of this ‘progressive’ radical woman’s paper. This first issue contains an article on The Pioneer Club
– whose – members were just the readership at which ‘Shafts’ was aiming – on ‘Type-Writing as an
Employment for Women’ – on ‘Social Purity’ by ‘A Working Woman’ – and a review by Frances Lord
(first English translator of Ibsen) of ‘Peter Ibbetson’ by George du Maurier.- noted as the first in a
series of ‘short notes on Books containing Occult, Psychical or Mystical Teaching.’ ‘Shafts’ caught the
fin-de-siècle zeitgeist. First issue – very good condition – very scarce £48

164.   WOMEN’S CO-OPERATIVE GUILD 35th Annual Report, 1 May 1917-30 April 1918    [12750]
Paper covers – 24pp – good – ex-Board of Education library                                                                  £12

165.   WOMEN’S CO-OPERATIVE GUILD 36th Annual Report 1 May 1918-30 April 1919    [12751]



Paper covers – good – ex-Board of Education library                                                                             £12

166.   WOMEN’S HOLIDAY FUND Twenty-Sixth Annual Report, 1920    [12733] ‘This Fund helps
respectable working women requiring rest and change to have one, two, or three weeks in the
country, or by the sea…’ With details of the Fund’s work and of its subscribers etc. Paper covers –
good – ex-Board of Education library            £15

167.   WOMEN’S INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL Annual Report, 1904-5    [12703] packed with
information on the work of the WIC – including that of its Central Lending Library for Working
Girls’ Clubs, its Central Association for Circulating Pictures (to Girls’ Clubs), a list of its lectures,
names of its subscribers etc. Paper covers – very good – ex-Education Library
                                                                                                                       £15

168.   WOMEN’S INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL Nineteenth Annual Report 1912-13    [12704] Includes a
long, v interesting and wide-ranging list of lectures given – as well as details of the work undertaken
by the council – including the trades into which it had undertaken investigations. Paper covers – very
good – ex-Board of Education library   £15

169.   WOMEN’S LABOUR LEAGUE Report for the Years 1914 and 1915, together with Report of
Proceedings at the Tenth National Conference held in Bristol on 25 January 1916    [12734] Paper
covers – 56pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                   £15

 170.   HORTICULTURAL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, HEXTABLE     [12876] real photographic
postcard of Hextable House, home of Swanley Horticultural College (for details of which see
Crawford, ‘Enterprising Women: the Garretts and their circle’). The card was posted on 19 Jan 1918
from, I assume, a student to her mother, with the message ‘Have arrived safely.’ Good
                                                                                             £8

171.   KITTY GILLOW     [10700] – photograph – she poses in top hat and tails – with cigar. A latter-
day music-hall actress, she has signed her photograph – which was taken in Jersey in 1964
                                   £5

172.   MISS ELLA SHIELDS   B. Feldman 1914 [10675] sings ‘Just One Kiss – Just Another One’ and
is photographed in top hat and tails on the cover of the sheet music. The song was written by William
Hargreaves and Dan Lipton. Very god
                                                                                                                                      £7

173.   MISS ELLA SHIELDS   Campbell, Connelly & Co 1925 [10678] sings ‘Show Me the Way to Go
Home’, written by Irving King, and is photographed as an awkward young man on the cover of the
sheet music. Good     £6

174.   MISS ELLA SHIELDS   Worton David Ltd 1925 [10680] sings ‘I Can’t Help Loving That Girl’
and is photographed on the cover of the sheet music wearing boater, bow tie and glasses. Good
              £6

175.   MISS ELLA SHIELDS   Lawrence Wright 1925 [10681] sings ‘When the Bloom is On the



Heather’ and is photographed in top hat and tails on the cover of the sheet music. Very good
                                 £6

176.   MISS ELLA SHIELDS   Francis, Day & Hunter 1927 [10682] sings ‘I’m Looking Over a Four
Leaf Clover’ and is photographed in close up on the cover wearing her top hat and white bow tie.
Fair – some marks on cover        £5

177.   MISS ELLA SHIELDS   Lawrence Wright 1929 [10688] sings ‘Home in Maine’ and is
photographed in sailor attire on cover of sheet music. Good
                                                                                             £6

178.   MISS HETTY KING   Francis, Day & Hunter 1908 [10684] sings ‘I’m Afraid to Come Home in
the Dark’ and is photographed on the cover of the sheet music in extravagantly elegant top hat and
tails. Very good £7

179.   MISS NORA DELANEY   Lawrence Wright 1929 [10687] sings ‘Glad Rag Doll’ and is
photographed in male evening dress on the cover of the sheet music. Good
                                                                      £5

180.   MISS VESTA TILLEY     [10695] photographic postcard of her in waistcoat and trilby, together
with a cigarette card of woman in male evening dress. Good – card posted in 1907
                                                £6

181.   MISS ZENA DARE     [10693] photographic postcard of her in male attire. Very good – posted
in 1906         £5

182.   ‘MR WINIFRED WARD’     [10697] as she signs in ink (real signature) a photograph of herself
in evening dress. She was an acclaimed male impersonater in the early 20th century. Fine
                                         £7

183.   VESTA TILLEY   Francis, Day & Hunter 1905 [10670] sings ‘Who Said, “Girls”?’. Sheet music
featuring photograph on cover of Vesta Tilley in smart male attire. The ditty begins: ‘One day on a
Western claim/Miners vow’d their lives were tame, For in that lonel spot there seldom girls had
been.’ Good                                £7

184.   VESTA TILLEY   Francis, Day & Hunter 1896 [10672] sings ‘He’s Going In For this Dancing
Now’, written by E.W. Rogers. Very good – except that the front cover is semi-detached
                                         £5

185.   VESTA TILLEY   Francis, Day & Hunter 1894 [10683] sings ‘By the Sad Sea Waves’ and is
photographed in colour on the cover of the sheet music. Good – though spine strengthened
                                      £7

186.   WINIFRED WARD     [10698] modern reproduction of postcard photograph of her as man-
about town. Fine                                                                                                                                                     
£3

Fiction



187.   DALBY, Richard (ed) The Virago Book of Victorian Ghost Stories  Virago 1988 [10714] Stories
by, among others, Charlotte Bronte, Elizabeth Gaskell, Catherine Crowe, M.E. Braddon, Rhoda
Broughton, Vernon Lee, Violet Hunt and Mary Cholomondeley. Fine in good d/w
                                                                         £8

188.   KANE, Sarah Complete Plays  Methuen Drama 2001 [12029] Introduced by David Greig.
Comprises ‘Blasted’, ‘Phaedra’s love’, ‘Clansed’, Crave’, ’4.48 Psychosis’, ‘Skin’. Soft covers – fine
                              £10

189.   SINCLAIR,Catherine Modern Society; or, the March of the Intellect William Whyte 1837
[10803] Very good in half-leather and marbled boards
                                                                                                  £20

190.   TAYLOR, Mary Miss Miles  OUP 1990 [12413] Mary Taylor was the life-long friend of
Charlotte Bronte. This edition with an introduction by Janet Horowitz Murray. Soft covers – very
good                              £6

191.   TRAVERS, Graham [pseud of Margaret Todd] Mona MacLean: medical student William
Blackwood, 14th ed 1899 [11784] Novel written by Sophia Jex-Blake’s friend and biographer. Cover
marked – scarce £38

 

Suffrage Non-fiction

192.   ANTHONY Jr, Charles The Social and Political Dependence of Women  Longmans, Green, and
Co 1880 (6th ed) [12058] This was one of the earliest books published in support of J.S. Mill’s
proposed amendment to the 1867 Reform Bill – to give qualified women the vote. Interestingly he
begins his tract with an analysis of the way in which ridicule was used to dismiss the idea of the
enfranchised woman. Charles Anthony was the editor of the ‘Hereford Times’. Helen Blackburn lists
the book in her Bibliography for ‘The Record of Women’s Suffrage’ . Very good internally in original
decorated cloth, slight rubbing to head and tail of spine – unusual            £65

193.   BAX, Belfort The Legal Subjection of Men: a reply to the Suffragettes The New Age Press 1908
(new edition) [12660] ‘There have been few agitations in history which have been characterised by
such hard lying and shameless perversions of fact as the so-called ‘Woman’s Movement’.. The
‘Woman’s rights’ (?) agitator has succeeded by a system of pure impudent, brazen, ‘bluff’, alternately
of thh whimpering and the shrieking order, in inducing a credulous public to believe that in some
mysterious way the female sex is groaning under the weight of the tyranny of him whom they are
pleased to term ‘man the brute’. Very good – rebound in cloth – with original paper covers bound in.
       £28

194.   GIBSON, Sir John The Emancipation of Women  Gwasg Gomer 1992 [10973] First published in
1891. Gibson was editor of the ‘Cambrian News’ between 1875-1915 and a strong supporter of
women’s suffrage in Wales. Soft covers – mint
                                                                                                                              £12



195.   LEWIS, Jane Before the Vote was Won: arguments for and against women’s suffrage 1864-1896
Routledge (Women’s Source Library) 1987 [12099] A very useful collection of texts. Fine in d/w
               £28

196.   MARTIN, Anna Mother and Social Reform  NUWSS 1913 [11478] Two articles reprinted from
the ‘Nineteenth Century and After’ issues of May and June 1913 as a booklet. Anna Martin, deeply
concerned about the level of infant mortality and general ill-health of poor women and children,
argues for easier separation in cases where the husband and father is neglectful or worse, the right of
women to a ‘maintenance’ that is in some way defined. With a membership form for the NUWSS
tipped in at the front, and a subscription form to ‘The Common Cause’ at the back. Paper covers
(with a few nicks at edges) – very good condition -64pp                                          £45

197.   MORGAN, David Suffragists and Liberals: the politics of woman suffrage in Britain Basil
Blackwell 1975 [12133] Fine in d/w                                                                                                                   
£15

198.   PEACOCK, Sarah Votes for Women: the women’s fight in Portsmouth Portsmouth City
Council 1983 [12484] Soft covers – fine – rather scarce
                                                                                                 £25

199.   SEAWELL, Molly Elliot The Ladies’ Battle  Macmillan Co (NY) 1911 [11143] She was an
American novelist who here argues against women’s suffrage, maintaining that if women were to
vote an unlooked-for ‘general revolution’ would be inaugurated. Good – uncommon
                                                                                   £38

200.   TICKNER, Lisa The Spectacle of Women: imagery of the suffrage campaign 1907-14 Chatto and
Windus 1987 [12606] A wonderful book. Fine in d/w – scarce
                                                                        £45

  

Suffrage Biography

 

201.   (FAWCETT) David Rubinstein A Different World for Women: the life of Millicent Garrett
Fawcett Ohio State University Press 1991 [12100] Mint in d/w
                                                                                £15

202.   (LESLIE) ‘Henrietta Leslie’ (pseudonym of Gladys Schutze) More Ha’pence Than Kicks; being
some things remembered MacDonald, 2nd imp 1943 [11239] Her autobiography – she was a keen
supporter of the WSPU – gave shelter to Mrs Pankhurst at her house in Chelsea. Good internally –
cover rubbed – quite scarce £19

203.   (LYTTON) Lady Betty Balfour (ed) Letters of Constance Lytton  William Heinemann 1925
[10628] Very good – in purple cloth, with design by Syvlia Pankhurst on front cover
                                          £68



 

Suffrage Fiction

204.   BALDRY, W. Burton From Hampstead to Holloway: depicting the suffragette in her happiest
mood John Ouseley 1909 [12755] Delightful comic novel relating the journey of a suffragette from
active membership of the ‘Women’s Defence League’ to contented bride – taking in many of the well-
known motifs along the way – the office in Westminster, the meeting in ‘Paxton Hall’,  the rally in
Trafalgar Square, the battle with the police, the appearance in court, and, finally, Holloway, where,
like Ann Veronica, she finds herself thinking rather more about a certain young man than the Cause.
Profusely and splendidly illustrated by G.E. Shepeard. Very good – original pictorial yellow cloth
slightly rubbed and dulled, leading inner hinge slightly cracking – very scarce – I last had a copy in
1999    £350

205.   HAMILTON, Cicely A Pageant of Great Women  The Suffrage Shop 1910 [12929] First
perfomred at the Scala Theatre, London, on 10 November 1909, with a cast that included Cicely
Hamilton, Ellen Terry, Edith Craig,  Marion Terry and Winifred Mayo. With 15 photographs of
members of the cast – most by Miss Leon (30 Regent St).and one (Ellen Terry) by Lena Connell. The
copy has been recased – with new spine and back board – but with the original front board – which is
somewhat scuffed. A goodish copy of a scarce title                    £95

206.   A LOOKER-ON The Home-Breakers  Hurst and Blackett 1913 [12632] ‘An anti-militant
suffragist novel by a Popular and Well-known Novelist who desires to remain anonymous’. The
author was J.S. Stainton. An extremely interesting ‘suffrage’ novel – its ‘anti’ sentiment when written,
has been rather eroded by the passing of time – and it is an excellent read for the detail in which it
delinates the militant campaign and the women involved in it. And, again, although it might have
been inteded to be anti-militant, the publishers were sufficiently savvy to ensure that it was cased in
purple cloth (now a little faded) with the title in white in a green rectangle – ie the WSPU colours. It
was obviously published in the latter half of 1913, as it includes a visit to the Derby, witnessing Emily
Davidson [sic] go under the horse’s hooves.  Very scarce
                                                                                                       £75

207.   PAGE, Gertrude The Winding Paths  Hurst & Blackett c 1911 [8th ed] [12888] A novel with a
suffrage theme. ‘The men call them “new Women” with derision, or mannish, or unsexed; but those
who have been among them, and known them as friends, know that they hold in their ranks some of
th most generous-hearted, unselfish, big-souled women who exist in England to-day…One such as
the best of these was Ethel Hayward..’ Good   £20

208.   ROBERTS, Katherine Pages From the Diary of a Militant Suffragette  Garden City Press 1910
[11202] There has been some doubt about whether this is an autobiography or fiction. I tend to think
that it is fiction – clearly written by an active suffragette – but am not further forward about who
Katherine Roberts was. Extremely interesting – and vivid. Paper covers – a little chipped – but a very
good copy – clean and tight – of a very scarce book
                                                                                                                                                 £250

209.   ROBINS, Elizabeth The Convert  Women’s Press 1980 [11672] Her suffrage novel. Reprint of
the 1907 edition – with an introduction by Jane Marcus



                                                                                              £9

210.   SAUTER, Lilian Through High Windows  Curtis & Davison (11a Church St, Kensington) 1911
[12880] Poems. Includes ‘Woman’s Plea for Suffrage’ and ‘Woman’s Song of Freedom.’. The latter
was set to music by Annette Hullah and published by the London Society for Women’s Suffrage
                                                        £25

211.   SHAW, Bernard Press Cuttings: a topical sketch compiled from the editorial and
correspondence columns of the Daily Papers Constable & Co no date (1909) [13000] as performed by
the Civic and Dramatic Guild at the Royal Court Theatre, London, on the 9th July 1909. A suffragette
play. In grey card covers a little chipped at edge        £35

212.   TEMPEST, Evelyn [pseud. of Edward Cuming] The Doubts of Diana  Hodder & Stoughton
[1911/12] [12881] Light-hearted novel – with the heroine taking part in a suffragette raid akin to
‘Black Friday’ ['The rumour that Govenment had thoughts of employing policemen from other parts
of London was lightly discredited; everybody was sure no such thing would be done, even by the
new Home Secretary'] and ending up in a police court. Good in original binding
                                                                                                                            £28

213.   WHITE, Percy To-Day  Tauchnitz  1913 [12885] A very readable novel – with suffrage taking
central stage – alongside criticism of the divorce laws. The heroine, as in ‘Ann Veronica’, is prepared
to sacrifice her social position for the Cause and enter into a legal pact rather than a conventional
marriage. Paper covers – good – scarce           £18

 

Suffrage Ephemera

214.   ADA HINES      [12587] (1872-1949) of ‘The Nook’, Ashton-on-Mersey, was an artist and a
suffragette – the joint founder, in 1909, with her friend and fellow artist, Lucy Fildes, of the
Manchester branch of the Women’s Freedom League. Here is an opportunity to acquire a small oil
painting by her – unframed – on board – entitled ‘Sunset’. Signed but undated – rather atmospheric.
                                                                                                £75

215.   CENTRAL SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE Some Objections to Women’s Suffrage
Considered   March 1907 [12527] Written by Lady Strachey – who deftly sets out answers to 8
stereotypical objections. 4-pp leaflet – fine – scarce
                                                                                                                   £55

216.   CORONATION PROCESSION 17 June 1911     [11274] A stereoscope photograph of ‘The
Empire Car’ – part of the ‘Pageant of Empire’ part of the procession staged by the suffrage societies to
mark the Coronation of George V. Very good
                                                                                                                                  £95

217.   EARENGEY, W.G. Woman Under the Law  Women’s Freedom League, no date 1908 [12961]
W.G. Earengey, a lawyer, was the brother-in-law of Edith How-Martyn, one of the leaders of the
Women’s Freedom League. He and his wife, Florence, had been founder members of the WSPU in
Cheltenham, before moving to the WFL. He writes in his introduction to this little book, ‘A careful



consideration of the legal disabilities still attaching to women should convince every fair-minded an
that Woman’s demand for sex-equality in the Law is based on elementary principles of natural
justice.’ Good – though paper covers carry many library shelf marks – withdrawn from the Woman’s
Library£12

218.   EDINBURGH NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE     [11313] Testimonial,
dated 14 December 1881, from the Edinburgh National Society to Charles Cameron, MP for Glasgow,
for ‘having introduced and successfully carried through Parliament, during the last troubled Session,
the Municipal Franchise Bill, conferring on Women Householders the same right which men
Householders have hitherto enjoyed..’ The testimonial is signed by Priscilla McLaren, as President,
and with the signatures also appended of the Secretaries, Eliza Wigham, Emily Rosaline Masson and
Elisa Kirkland.                                                                                          £300

219.   ELMY, Elizabeth Wostenholme  Woman’s Franchise: the need of the hour  ILP 2nd ed, no date
[1907] [12760] A campaigner for women’s suffrage since the mid-1860s, she had put aside a lifetime’s
aversion to party politics and joined the Manchester ILP in 1904. This article was originally published
in the ‘Westminster Review’. In her concise style she analyses the events of the previous 40 years and
demands that Liberal MPs who profess to support women’s suffrage honour their pledges.
                                                                           £65

220.   FAWCETT, Mrs Henry Home and Politics an address delivered at Toynbee Hall and elsewhere
Women’s Printing Society 1894 [12939] A much reproduced speech – first given c 1890. This printing
does not bear a date but probably c 1900. It carries the ownership stamp of Margaret Clark, Street,
Somerset who in 1909 married Arthur Gillett – so probably predates 1909. 8pp – a little creased and
marked – but tight                          £35

221.   HOUSMAN, Laurence Be Law-Abiding  Women’s Freedom League  [12997] Housman gave
this speech at a meeting of the WFL held at St Peter’Hall, Bournemouth, on 30 Jan 1914. 14-pp
pamphlet – pages 7-13 have suffered a severe burn – with a loss of a small amount of text on each
page – so this item is free to anyone who wants it! Withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                                                           £0

222.   IN MEMORIAM  Rt Hon Lord and Lady (Emmeline) Pethick-Lawrence of Peaslake    [12984]
4-pp leaflet describing the various commemorations of the lives of the Pethick-Lawrences. Issued by
the Suffragette Fellowship under the names of Lady (Helen) Pethick-Lawrence and Grace Roe. Good
                                 £15

223.   LENNOX, Geraldine The Suffragette Spirit  The Suffragette Fellowship 1932 [12960] One of the
series of ‘Suffragette Lectures’ – given at Caxton Hall on 17 Nov 1931. Paper covers – good internally
-although has been folded. Paper covers carry many shelf marks – withdrawn from the Woman’s
Library – scarce       £40

224.   LONDON SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE     [12935] single-sheet leaflet setting out the
LSWS’s ‘Policy’.Printed by the Women’s Printing Society sometime after 1910 (the year in which the
Society moved to 58 Victoria Street – the address given). Very good
                                                                           £15



225.   LONDON SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE Annual Report 1914  LSWS 1914 [12968]
Presented at the Annual General Meeting held at the Caxton hall, Westminster, December 10, 1914.
With useful list of local committees and branches, and names and addresses of their secretaries etc.
And, of course, most importantly, details of the aid the Society was giving to the war effort in the
early months of the War. 24pp in paper covers – very good – the cream paper of the covers just a little
grubby. Scarce                                                              £65

226.   LONDON SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE Annual Report 1916  LSWS 1916 [12969]
With details of their war efforts, both at home and in France and Serbia – and of their local
committees etc. 34pp – paper covers – good – a little creased and grubby. Scarce
                                                                                   £50

227.   LONDON SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE Annual Report 1917  LSWS 1917 [12970]
Details of local committees etc – and of war work – including that ofovers  the Women’s Service
Bureau. Financial accounts are given for the different areas of operation – ie ‘War Service Fund’,
‘London Units of the Scottish Women’s Hospitals for Foreign Service’ and ‘Welding School, Ministry
of Munitions’. 34pp -paper covers marked – internally good         £55

228.   LONDON SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE Annual Report 1918  LSWS  [12992]
‘Presented at the annual general meeting held at the Caxton Hall, Westminster, Feb 24th 1919.’
Financial accounts are given for the different areas of operation – ie ‘War Service Fund’, ‘London
Units of the Scottish Women’s Hospitals for Foreign Service’ and ‘Welding School, Ministry of
Munitions’.  Paper covers marked – internally good – withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                                                                                        £30

229.   LONDON SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE Debate between Mrs Humphry Ward and
Mrs Henry Fawcett  LSWS 1909 [12947] The debate was held in London on 26 Feb 1909 – organised
by the St Pancras Committee of the LSWS. As an afternote, the local chairman and secretary felt
obliged to set out details of the exact circumstances of the distribution of tickets – it had been that
kind of evening. 32-pp – the text is all there – in poor but readable condition – withdrawn from the
Women’s Library                                                           £10

230.   LONDON SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE Women Workers’ Demonstration  NUWSS
1917 [12932] 4-pp leaflet issued by the NUWSS for this demonstration, held in the Queen’s Hall in
London on Tuesday 20 February 1917. It was supported by a range of suffrage societies and on the
platform were representative women from trades and professions – including actresses, book
binders, bus conductors, bakers, chainmakers, doctors oxy-acetylene welders, voluntary aid
detachments, window cleaners etc. Millicent Fawcett was in the chair and the speech was given by
Ray Strachey. Very good – unusual                                                                          £35

231.   LYDIA BECKER     [12607] Letter from Lydia Becker to ‘Mr Levi’ – written from 85 Carter St,
Greenyes, Manchester on ‘Oct 16! – I have worked out that the year is1868. ‘Mr Levi’ is probably Prof
Leone Levi, to whom she had sent a pamphlet a few days earlier. I think, in response, he had written
to her in admiration asking for some material from her for his autograph book. In this letter, in
return, she writes ‘I have written out my three Norwich prospositions ,[these are drawn from her
address at Norwich to the British Association Section F on 25 Aug 1868] which I hope may serve your
purpose as a curiosity! for your autograph book, and a bone of contention for your friends.’ These



‘three Norwich propositions’ are set out on a separate sheet. But, in addition, in her  4-pp mss letter
she sets out ‘my general wishes and conclusions as to the rights of women’.. All the material has been
carefully attached to a sheet that once was page 77 in a collection of autograph material. Incidentally
the material on the reverse, p 78, is in Italian, lending credence to my supposition that the
correspondent was Leone Levi, who had left his native Italy for Liverpool in 1844. A very interesting
letter – very good                                     £95

232.   MACMILLAN, Chrystal And Shall I Have a Parliamentary Vote?  NUWSS March 1918 [12949]
Contains all the details on what was necessary for a woman to claim her newly-won vote. 18pp –
paper covers – marked with a little pencilled underlining – withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                 £25

233.   (MARSH) Suffragette Fellowship Memories of Charlotte Marsh  published for the Suffragette
Fellowship by Marion Lawson June 1961 [12979] Paper covers – tribute to a leading WSPU activist –
20-pp pamphlet -card covers reproduces her hunger strike medal. Good -carries library marks –
withdrawn from the Women’s Library. Scarce
                                                                                                                                        £30

234.   MARSHALL, Catherine E. Women’s Suffrage Election in Cumberland    [12989] ‘reprint of
letter sent to the local press’ 5 Jan 1910. Catherine Marshall was the very energetic local organising
secretary for the the NUWSS at this by-election. Single sheet – fair – withdrawn from the Women’s
Library                                    £10

235.   MEN’S POLITICAL UNION FOR WOMEN’S ENFRANCHISEMENT First Annual Report 
MPU 1911 [12982] Includes an account of the Union’s work and a list of donors. Paper covers (with
rather attractive purple, white and green motif) present, but detached – and rather chipped and
grubby. Internally fair – with some pencilled annotations. Scarce
                                                                                                                     £40

236.   MILL, Mrs Stuart (Harriet Taylor Mill) The Enfranchisement of Women  Trubner & Co 1868
[12964] A reissue, in pamphlet form, of the important article that Harriet Taylor contributed to the
‘Westminster Review’ in 1851. Paper covers – back cover has a tear across – front cover has several
library shelf marks – withdrawn from the Women’s Libary. But internally good – and scarce
                                                                       £75

237.   MISS MORGAN, OF BRECON The Duties of Citizenship  Women’s Local Government
Society c 1912 [12946] Extracts reprinted from a paper read at the Annual Conference of the National
Union of Women Workers, Manchester, October 27th 1896. By the time this leafet was issued Miss
Morgan had beed Mayor of Brecon, 1911-12. 4-pp – good – withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                             £15

238.   MURRAY, Eunice Woman’s Value in War Time  WFL c 1917 [12991] 12pp pamphlet. – front
paper cover present, but detached – back cover missing.- fair – withdrawn from the Women’s Library
             £12

239.   N OLD-FASHIONED CONSERVATIVE A Reply to the Anti-Suffrage Manifesto 
Conservative and Unionist Women’s franchise Association No date (c 1910?) [12995] ‘Reprinted, with



alterations, from ‘The Queen’. Interesting to see the Conservative pro-suffrage arguments. 4-pp leaflet
– fair – withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                                                                                                                   £15

240.   NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE CENTRAL COMMITTEE: First Report of
the Executive Committee presented at the General Meeting of the Central Committee held on
Wednesday 17 July 1872  National Society for Women’s Suffrage 1872 [12931] See my ‘Women’s
Suffrage Movement: a reference guide’ as to how and why the Central Committee came into being.
This – the Committee’s first report, contains lists of names of members of the Committee, of
subscribers, and of the Local Committtes around England and Scotland that affiliated to the Central.
In original paper covers – rubbed – very scarce             £95

241.   NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES Bye-election Policies
Compared   Oct 1908 [12525] Double-sided, two-columned leaflet in which the NUWSS compares the
different elements of its bye-election policy with that of the WSPU.  The NUWSS had incorporated
material supplied by Christabel Pankhurst into the WSPU statements. Fine – a little tag remaining on
the second side – not affecting text – where it has been pasted into album – very scarce
                                                                                                              £55

242.   NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES Final Report of the
Professional Women’s Patriotic Service Fund  NUWSS Oct 1915 [12943] ‘The Fund began work in Jan
1915, when a Committee was formed for the purpose of assisting professional women, by paying
their salaries and offering their services to organisations which are dealing with war needs.’ I knew
nothing of this short-lived Fund before reading this Report. It lists, on the one had, donors and, on
the other, the positions in which they had placed needy ‘professional’ women. The Fund was wound
up when it became clear that its services were no longer required. The Committee included, among
others,  Mrs Auerbach, Mrs Fawcett, Catherine Marshall, Ray Strachey, Dr Jane Walker – and its
secretary was Kathleen Courtney. 12pp – good – scarce                                                                            
£50

243.   NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES Leading Facts of the Movement
for the Parliamentary Enfranchisement of Women   c 1907 [12526] 4-pp leaflet setting out the
principal dates and achievements in the advance towards enfranchisement. Good – a little creased
                              £35

244.   NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES A Memorandum Showing
Cause Why Women Should Take Part in the Election of the Parliament which is to deal with
problems of reconstruction arising out of the war NUWSS Nov 1916 [13017] ‘The object of this
Memorandum is to put together the latest facts and figures bearing on the question of the
enfranchisement of women in relation to the present political and industrial situation.’ Foolscap -
34pp -card covers – good                                                                            £30

245.   NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES Memorial of Head Mistresses
of Girls’ Public Secondary Schools  NUWSS 1909 [12934] ‘The headmistresses who signed this
Memorial asked Mr Asquith to receive a deputation in order that they might lay their views before
him in person. This request was refused.’ Text of the memorial forwarded to Asquith in June 1909 –
listing all those who had signed it. 16-pp pamphlet – goodish – a bit creased around the edges 



                                                                                    £35

246.   NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES Women Suffragists’
Celebration    [12515] Flyer for the celebrations held at Queen’s Hall, Langham Place on Thursday 21
February 1918 – ‘To Welcome the Extension of the Franchise to Women’. The flyer includes the long
list of societies that were taking part – the WSPU was a notable exception. On the list was the New
Constitutional Society for Women’s Suffrage – and this flyer bears the annotation in ink ‘Please get
tickets from’ followed by the NCWS’s rubber stamp with their address in Knightsbridge. Very good –
very scarce                                                                                       £55

247.   NATIONAL WOMEN’S SOCIAL AND POLITICAL UNION Second Annual Report 
Woman’s Press 1908 [12972] Includes long list of subscribers, the WSPU financial accounts, and
details of their activitis during 1907. Good internally – paper covers present, but detached. Scarce
                                                        £95

248.   NATIONAL WOMEN’S SOCIAL AND POLITICAL UNION Second Year Intermediate
Report  NWSPU 1907 [12981] Includes financial accounts for six months ending 31 Aug 1907 –
together with a description of the WSPU’s activities and a list of subscribers. This was published after
Mrs Despard etc had broken away to form the WFL. Fair – paper covers present but detached. Scarce
                                                              £95

249.   NEVINSON, Henry W Women’s Vote and Men  WFL no date (1910?) [12978] Reprinted from
‘The English Review’. 11-pp pamphlet, original paper covers with library shelf marks. Fair –
withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                                                                                                                   £15

250.   PANKHURST, Christabel International Militancy  WSPU 1915 [12977] ‘A speech delivered at
Carnegie Hall, New York, January 13th, 1915!. 24-pp pamphlet, paper covers (with photograph of
Christabel Pankhurst) – covers with shelf – marks, withdrawn from the Women’s Library. Scarce
                                     £95

251.   PANKHURST, Christabel The War: a speech delivered at the London Opera House on
September 8th 1914 WSPU  [12962] ‘Every day it has become to us more and more apparent that our
country is in danger, and that it is necessary for all sections to unite, in  order that we may be strong
as we have never been strong before; and therefor we Suffragettes believe tht it is our duty to do all
we can to rouse the individual citizen to fight for the freedom and the independence of this country
and this Empire.’ 16-pp pamphlet – fair in marked paper covers (the back cover is missing a small
section) with many library shelf markings – withdrawn from the Women’s Libary. Very scarce       
£50

252.   PANKHURST, EMMELINE ET AL Suffrage Speeches From the Dock: Conspiracy Trial, Old
Bailey, May 15th-22nd 1912 The Woman’s Press, no date (1912) [12965] The speeches given during
their trial for conspiracy by Mrs Pankhurst, Mrs Pethick-Lawrence, Mr Pethick Lawrence and Tim
Healy (counsel for the defence). They were reprinted and published by the WSPU’s publishing arm,
the Woman’s Press. Fair – first 4 pages present but detached – spine reinforced with sellotape – paper
covers chipped and carry library shelf marks – withdrawn from the Women’s Library- extremely
scarce                                                                                                            £55



253.   PETHICK-LAWRENCE, Emmeline and Frederick (eds) VOTES FOR WOMEN VOL III Oct
1909-Sept 1910     [12407] Hefty bound volume of the WSPU weekly newspaper, in original Sylvia
Pankhurst-designed boards. Signs of wear at leather corners – spines rebacked – ex Reading
University Library – with library label on back boards. Internally very clean and tight, except for page
of the Index where paper has split, but with no loss of
text.                                                                                                                                           £900

254.   PETHICK-LAWRENCE MEMORIAL COMMITTEE Memories of Fred and Emmeline Pethick-
Lawrence  Pethick-Lawrence Memorial Committee 1963 [12967] Reminiscences by those who knew
them. – with a list of contributors to the Memorial Fund. 16-pp in card covers (which is decorated
with a purple, white and green stripe). Fine
                                                                                                                                £35

255.   PHILLIPS, Mary The Militant Suffrage Campaign  privately printed 1957 [11357] ‘This
pamphlet is designed to tell in a concise form the story of the ‘Votes for Women Canpaign’ and to
explain the reasoned policy on which it was based.’ Mary Phillips had been a leading WSPU
organizer. Soft covers – 15pp – scarce         £65

256.   PUNCH CARTOON     [12769] 23 January 1918 – A St Joan figure holds the ‘Woman’s
Franchise’ banner and, with arms outstretched, cries out ‘At Last’. Full page – very good
                                                 £12

257.   ROBERTSON, Margaret Working Men and Women’s Suffrage  NUWSS Aug 1913 [12937]
Margaret Robertson was a university graduate and NUWSS organiser. This pamphlet was written at
a time when the NUWSS had set up its Election Fighting Fund to support Labour Party candidates –
and was intended for distribution amongst trade unionists. Small format, 24pp in card covers
                                                                       £35

258.   ROYDEN, A. Maude Votes and Wages: how women’s suffrage will improve the economic
postition of women NUWSS 2nd 1912 [12996] Maude Royden thanks Isabella Ford for help and
advice in compiling this pamphlet; the cover illustration is Emily Ford’s ‘They have a cheek! I’ve
never been asked’. 20pp pamphlet – good – paper covers with library shelf markings. WIthdrawn
from the Women’s Library. Scarce                                    £30

259.   SCOTCHMEN AT DOWNING STREET Speeches by the Delegates   18 July 1913 [12936] The
‘Scotchmen’ were the Northern Men’s Federation for Women’s Suffrage founded by Maud Arncliffe-
Sennett with the purpose of taking a deputation to see Asquith. The intention was that the deputation
should, for maximum publicity, be timed to coincide with the arrival of the NUWSS ‘Pilgrims’ in
London. Asquith, however, held true to his word – repeated on several occasions – that he would no
receive the deputation. This pamphlet, which they had prepared in advance, contains the speeches
they would have given. The ‘Scotchmen’ were, in the main, members of the Edinburgh and Glasgow
city council and the deputation stressed its non-party credentials. 16-pp in card covers – in good
condition – withdrawn from the Women’s Library                                                                                          
£60

260.   SNOWDEN, Philip The Dominant Issue   Feb 1913 [12945] A comment on the ‘Franchise Bill
fiasco’ – that is, Asquith’s promise that a Manhood Suffrage Bill would be amended to include



women – and the Speaker’s eventual ruling that such an amendment would destroy the Bill. 
Pamphlet reproducing an article first published in ‘The Christian Commonwealth’ . Good – a little
foxed and grubby                                                                       £25

261.   STRACHEY, Philippa Memorandum On The Position of English Women In Relation to That
of English Men  London & National Society for Women’s Service 1935 [12985] 23-pp pamphlet. Paper
covers, goodish condition, withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                                          £12

262.   THE ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF THE BIRTHDAY OF MRS EMMELINE PANKHURST
    [12986] will take place on Friday 14th July 1939. Single sheet leaflet setting out the plans for the
celebration and a list of the societies that were supporting the occasion. Good
                                                                       £20

263.   THE BISHOP OF LONDON The Claim of Justice  Church League for Women’s Suffrage 1914
[12940] ‘A speech delivered in the House of Lords in support of the Earl of Selborne’s Women’s
Enfranchisement Bill, 5th May, 1914!. 14pp in yellow card covers – small format – printed by Francis
& Co, The Athenaeum Press, which did so much to further the suffrage cause. Good – scarce –
withdrawn from the Women’s Library             £40

264.   THE CATHOLIC CITIZEN     [13016] ‘Organ of St Joan’s Alliance (formerly the Catholic
Women’s Suffrage Society) 15 May 1963. fair – withdrawn from the Women’s Library – together
                               £4

265.   THE EARL OF LYTTON The House of Lords and Women’s Suffrage  P.S. King for the NUWSS
1914 [12944] Speech given on 6 May 1914 in a debate on the private member’s bill introduced by Lord
Selborne which would have enfranchised municpal women voters. Very good – 36pp  in card covers
                    £45

266.   THE REV. F.M. GREEN The Clergy and Politics  Church League for Women’s Suffrage no
date, c 1913 [12941] CLWS pamphlets No 4 – printed by Francis & Co. 8-pp – a little creased –
withdrawn from the Women’s Library
                                                                                                                                       £25

267.   THE SUFFRAGEE    [13004] I’m suffering from a suff-e-ragette

Suffering sore you can see

Since my wife’s joined the suffragists

I’ve been a suffragee

Sings Jock Mills on this Homophon Company (6816) record. I haven’t listened to the record – no
longer have a suitable player. Surface, to my untutored eye, looks rather marked – the label is in good
condition. But it has survived. ‘Recorded in London. Pressed in Berlin’ Scarce
                                                                           £95

268.   WOMEN ON WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE     [12763] full-page of line drawings, by R.M. Paxton,



from ‘Black & White, 22 October 1903 showing ‘The afternoon sitting at the National Convention in
Defence of the Civic Rights of Women at the Holborn Town Hall last Friday’. I rather feel that the
importance of this event, held on 16-17 October, as a turning point in the suffrage campaign is
overlooked by suffrage historians. It was, in the main, the result of Elizabeth Wostenholme Elmy’s
persistence that it was held, backed by W.T. Stead. She was very keen that there should be a mass
suffrage campaign in the run-up to the next election. 200 delegates attended and it marked a
revitalisation of the NUWSS. Mrs Pankhurst, whether or not she was invited, did not attend; she had
held her first kitchen-table meeting with the group that became the WSPU on 10 October. The timing
may be a coincidence. The vignettes in the illustration show ‘Mrs Elmy on Women’s Highest
Mission’, The chairman, the Rev Alfred Steinthal, Mrs Green (President of the Women’s Co-operative
Guild), Miss Eva Gore-Booth (Sec Women’s Trade Union Council Manchester) and a scene of a
section of the gathered company listening attentively. Very good – unusual   £18

269.   WOMEN’S FREEDOM LEAGUE What To Do and How To Do It  WFL no date (c 1909?)
[12976] 8-pp leaflet setting out how to go about setting up a branch of the WFL, what should be the
procedure at a preliminary meeting, decribing the work of the secretary, and that of the treasurer.
Together with suggesions on how to sset out an agenda and how to  fund raise. Includes list of
existing branches and their secretaries. Paper covers – fragile – some pencilled annotation – which
were probably done by the WFL with a view to an update. Scarce – withdrawn from the Women’s
Library                                                                                                                         £20

270.   WSPU FLAG     [12889] made of linen. It is 68.5cm ( 27 “) wide x 132cm (52") long. Three linen
sections – one each of purple, white and green (from the top in that order) – are very neatly stitched
together.  This item would not, I have thought, been free flying – but rather pinned up at a WSPU
meeting or in a shop or at a bazaar. One can see flags such as this draped behind the platform when
Mrs Pankhurst, for instance, is photographed addressing a suffrage meeting.This flag does seem to
have at least one tiny hole that looks like a pinhole (rather than a moth hole) at the top edge. For the
material does now carry some small moth holes – which, rather than detracting, in my view
vouchsafe its age and, therefore, authenticity. With the WSPU flag I acquired from the same source a
Union flag which I would think date from the same period. It too has moth holes, is machine stitched
and has a cord attachment at the side to enable it to be flown from a flag pole. I have never had such a
WSPU flag for sale before. Since cataloguing this item for the last catalogue I have visited the
‘Treasures of the Women’s Libary’ exhibition at the Women’s Library and there, in a display case,
was a flag identical to this one. That was one the provenance of which associated it with Emily
Wilding Davison on the day in 1913 when she was fatally injured. While not claiming any such
historic association for this example of the flag I was pleased to have the assurance that this is,
indeed, a WSPU-issued product which, after it had had its day, was neatly folded up, together with
the Union flag, (to which the buyer of the WSPU flag is welcome, gratis) and consigned to an attic –
to reappear 100 years later. In generally good condition – with, as I note above, authenticating moth
holes and slight frayed at the top right-hand corner – perhaps pulled off too roughly from its fixture.
Extremely scarce                                                                                                                    £1,000

271.   ZANGWILL, Israel The Lords and the Ladies  WFL 1909 [12987] ‘Speech delivered at the Albert
Hall, Dec 11th 1909!. 12-pp pamphlet – itact – but very marked – and with library markings.
WIthdrawn from the Women’s Library. Scarce
                                                                                                                           £18



272.   ZANGWILL, Israel One And One Are Two  NWSPU 1907 [12988] ‘being a verbatim report of
the speech delivered at Exeter Hall, on Feb 9th 1907, at the Demonstration of Women’s Suffrage
Societies’. This ‘Demonstration’ is better known to us now as the ‘Mud March’. 8-pp pamphlet – poor
condition – covers present but detached – shelf markings – withdrawn from the Women’s Library.
Scarce                                                             £15

Suffrage Postcards – Real Photographic

273.   ARREST OF CAPT. C.M. GONNE     [12914] Member of the Men’s Political Union for
Women’s Enfranchisement, Parliament Square, November 18th, 1910.’ Capt Gonne was
photographed by the ‘Daily Mirror’ being escorted by two policemen during the ‘Black Friday’
tumult. Capt Charles Melvill Gonne (1862-1926), Royal Artillery, was  the author of ‘Hints on Horses’
(John Murray, 1904), an active suffragist, who supported his wife, a tax resister, and was a cousin of
Maud Gonne, the Irish nationalist heroine. Very good -unusual -  unposted   £190

274.   CICELY HAMILTON     [12954] photographed by Lena Connell. Fine – unposted               £120

275.   EDITH CRAIG     [12955] photographed by Lena Connell, published at The Suffrage Shop, 31
Bedford Street (therefore the card dates from c 1910 – before its removal in 1911 south of the Strand).
Fine – unposted £120

276.   MISS GRACE ROE     [12958] The caption is ‘UNDAUNTED’!’ She is being marched out of the
WSPU headquarters, Lincolns Inn House, by police, arrested in May 1914.  She was not released from
prison until under the amnesty in August. The postcard photography was by courtesy of the ‘Daily
Mirror’. An iconic image. Fine – unposted – scarce.
                                                                                                                                   £190

277.   MISS IRENE MILLER     [12913] escorted by a policeman. The card is headed ‘Votes for
Women’ and was an early one (c1907) published by the Women’s Freedom League (whose address is
still given as 18 Buckingham Street, Strand). Irene Miller had been arrested for knocking on the door
of 10 Downing Street and was photographed, with the policeman, by the ‘Daily Mirror’. Small nick
on right hand border – not affecting picture or text – otherwise good – unposted
                                                                                                                                  £100 

278.   MISS MURIEL MATTERS OF AUSTRALIA, LECTURER     [12918] Women’s Freedom
League 1 Robert Street, Adelphi, London WC. The card, headed ‘Votes for Women’ , shows Muriel
Matters seated, reading a book and was published by the WFL Fine – unposted
                                                                        £120

279.   MISS SARAH BENETT     [12950] photographed by Lena Connell. In this studio photograph
Sarah Benett is wearing her WFL Holloway brooch; she was for a time the WFL treasurer. She was
also a member of the WSPU and of the Tax Resistance League. This photograph by Lena Connell was
also used on a WFL-published postcard – but this one is not attributed to the WFL. The background
to the image is little irridescent.           £100

280.   MRS AMY SANDERSON     [12919] Women’s Freedom League, 1 Robert Street, Adelphi,
London WC. She had been a member of the WSPU, and, as such had endured one term of



imprisonment, before helping to found the WFL in 1907. She is, I think, wearing her  WFL Holloway
brooch in the photograph. Card, published by WFL, fine – unusual – unposted
                                                                                                                    £150

 281.   MRS DESPARD PRESIDENT THE WOMEN’S FREEDOM LEAGUE     [12959] is the caption
to a full-length studio portrait. Fine – unposted                                                                                          
£90

282.   MRS EDITH HOW-MARTYN , ARCS, BSc     [12917] Hon Sec Women’s Freedom League 1
Robert Street, Adelphi, London WC. She is wearing herWFL Holloway brooch. Photographed by
M.P. Co (London) – which I think is probably the Merchants Portrait Co in Kentish Town, a firm that
did a fair amount of work for the WFL. The card is headed ‘Votes for Women’ and was published by
the WFL. Fine – unposted                   £120

283.   MRS MARION HOLMES     [12921] card headed ‘Votes for Women’ published by the
Women’s Freedom League, 1 Robert St, Adelphi, London WC. Mrs Holmes was joint editor of the
WFL paper ‘The Vote’. She is photoraphed wearing herWFL Holloway badge as well as one of the
WFL enamel badges. Fine – unusual – unposted
                                                                                                                                                 £120

284.   MRS PANKHURST     [12764] arrested in Victoria Street, 13 February 1908. She is on her way
from the WSPU ‘Women’s Parliament’ in Caxton Hall – a policeman holds her left hand – she carries
her ‘Parliament’s’ resolution in the other. Very good – unposted
                                                                                                       £45

285.   THE WOMEN’S GUILD OF EMPIRE     [12877] ‘souvenir packet’ of 6 postcards, in their
original printed paper envelope, published by the Women’s Guild of Empire. The cards are: 1)
‘Women’s Guild of Empire Committee’ – the 6 members of the Committee, who included Flora
Drummond and Elsie Bowerman, sit around a table; 2) Mrs R.S Henderson, president; 3) Mrs Flora
Drummond, Controller-in-Chief; 4) WGE banner ‘Peace Unity Concord’ surrounded by members; 5)
Banner Making for the Great Demonstration April 17th 1926 – Mrs Drummond under an ‘Effeciancy
and Entrprise’ banner; 6) ‘Women Pipers from the Lothians’ – with Mrs Drummond in control
Scottishness was to the fore. An extremely rare set – I have never seen any of these cards before – and,
in general, there are few images of the Guild of Empire and its work. The printed envelope carries
details of the ‘Objects’ of the Guild and of its work. All cards in pristine condition – dating, I assume,
to c 1926. As a set                                 £220

286.   WOMEN’S FREEDOM LEAGUE Mrs DESPARD AND MRS COBDEN SANDERSON
WAITING FOR MR ASQUITH    [12911] ‘Arrested August 19th, 1909! They are shown wating
outside 10 Downing Street as part of the campaign to picket the Prime Minister in a vain attempt to
force him to accept a petition. Fine condition – scarce – unposted
                                                                                                                                £180

 

Suffrage Postcards – Suffrage Artist



287.   ARTISTS’ SUFFRAGE LEAGUE Dear Young Ladies    [13008] You are left PENNILESS, Your
father’s estates are entailed and everything goes to a distant cousin, BECAUSE YOU ARE WOMEN’
the family solicitor tells the grieving widow and children. The artist is K.F. Powell. Very good –
unposted                         £95

288.   ARTISTS’ SUFFRAGE LEAGUE Go Hang Yourselves – We Fought at Acre, and you were not
there    [13012] The suffragist figure (dressed in a loose aesthetic robe) leans on a shield whose
message is, ’190? The Franchise Won’. Behind here is a ‘No taxation without representation’
BANNER. She is addressing two crinolined ladies, with ’1909! running as a repeat around the bottom
of their skirts – who are throwing up her hands in horror at her aT her words – and exclaim ‘Oh my
dear!! So unladylike!!!’ Printed and published by the Artists’ Suffrage League. Fine – unposted –
scarce                                                                                                              £95

289.   ARTISTS’ SUFFRAGE LEAGUE Miss Jane Bull    [13010] addresses Master Johnnie Bull,
asking, ‘Give me a bit of your Franchise Cake, Johnnie’ He replies ‘It wouldn’t be good for you’  She
responds ‘How can you tell if you won’t let me try it? it doesn’t hurt those other little girls’ – she
points to Finnish, New Zealand, Australian and Norwegian children – boys and girls.Postcard
published by the Artists’ Suffrage League. The artists are ‘C.H. & D.M.’ Very good – unposted
                                                                                                                 £95

290.   ARTISTS SUFFRAGE LEAGUE Miss Jane Bull    [13011] - with ‘Votes for Women’ running as
a repeat around the bottom of her skirt’ -addresses the Home Secretary (Herbert Gladstone) outside
his office – behind her is a sign ‘Committee Rooms House of Commons’. She is holding a box labelled
‘Majority 179! and she says ‘The’ve [sic] given me this – but there’s nothing in it.’ Gladstone responds
‘Dear me! didn’t think she would find that out yet.’ The illustration is making the point that H.Y.
Stanger’s Women Suffrage Bill had gained a majority of 179 at its Second Reading in 1908 – the
greatest since 1897 – but still nothing had come of it. The artist is Emily J. Harding Andrews. Very
good – unposted                                                                                                                  £95

291.   ARTISTS’ SUFFRAGE LEAGUE They Have a Cheek, I’ve Never Been Asked    [13014]
Beshawled factory girl stands at the factory gate reading a notice ‘Factory Acts Regulations for
Women’. The card was drawn by Emily Ford – Leeds artist and suffragist – sister of Isabella Ford –
and published by the Artists’ Suffrage League. it is particularly interesting as expressing the
helplessness of working women faced with protective legislation passed by a male parliament that,
while ostensibly protecting their interests, could equally deny them work. Very good – unposted
                                                                                                                                                   £95

292.   ARTISTS’ SUFFRAGE LEAGUE The Worker’s Husband    [13013] Lady Canvasser, very neat
and middle-class, stands outside a Polling Station. She addresses a down-at-heel ne’er do well, ‘Have
you a vote, Mr Brown?’. Loafer: ”Course I got a vote, and shall have so long as my wife takes in
washing’. The gloss is, of course, that he is being maintained in the station in life that will earn him a
vote by way of the property qualification that his wife’s earnings provide for him. Postcard printed
and published by the Artists’ Suffrage League. Very good – unposted   £95

293.   WOMEN WRITERS’ SUFFRAGE LEAGUE     [12957] postcard for the League designed by
W.H. Margetson. ‘Woman’ is dragged from the feet of blind ‘Justice’ by the figure of ‘Prejudice’. This
is the coloured version – in fine condition – unposted



                                                                                                       £85

 

Suffrage Postcards – Commercial Artist

 

294.   AMID THIS MIGHT FUSS JUST LET ME MENTION THE RIGHTS OF WOMAN MERIT
SOME ATTENTION     [12874] These words of Robert Burns are the caption to a scene that has the
stereotypical comic postcard suffragette – tyrolean hat with feather, fierce expression and umbrella
['gamp'], ensuring that she has the attention of her female audience. The artist is ‘F. MacLeod’. The
card was posted in Stratford (London E.) on 4 December 1908 and reads: ‘Just a P.C. to let you know I
am still alive & kicking like the old girl opposite. We had a few like these at the Town Hall on
Tuesday (minus the gamp)..’ Good – with a very slight crease that does nothing to spoil the image.
                                                                                                                           £28

 

First World War – Non-fiction

295.   BARTON, Edith And BARTON, Marguerite Eve in Khaki: the story of the Women’s Army at
home and abroad Thomas Nelson, no date (1918) [12577] Part I – in England by Edith M. Barton. Part
II – In France by Marguerite Cody. The First World War and the early years of the WAAC. Very good
                £38

296.   CAHILL, Audrey Fawcett Between the Lines: letters and diaries from Elsie Inglis’s Russian Unit
Pentland Press 1999 [11675] Soft covers – mint                                                                                                
£15

297.   DEARMER, Mabel Letters from a Field Hospital: with a memoir of the author by Stephen
Gwynn Macmillan 1916 [12640] In April 1915 Mabel Dearmer, the wife of the Christian socialist Rev
Percy Dearmer, went out to work with Mrs Stobart in Serbia. She died of enteric fever in July.  Very
good internally – cream cloth cover a little grubby – scarce
                                                                                                                          £75

298.   DENT, Olive A V.A.D. in France  Grant Richards Ltd  1917 [12636] Autobiographical account of
nursing in France in the First World War. Very good, with atmospheric pictorial cloth cover
                        £75

299.   FARMBOROUGH, Florence Russian Album 1908-1918  Michael Russell 1979 [12645]
Photographs taken both before and during the First World War by Florence Farmborough, who first
went to Russia in 1908 – and left in 1918. At the outbreak of war she served with the Russian Red
Cross. An amazing collection. Large format, fine in d/w
                                                                                                                                            £28

300.   [HALL] Edith Hall Canary Girls & Stockpots  WEA Luton Branch 1977 [12884] Memories of
life in the First World War – and of the ’20s and ’30s. During the War Edith Hall’s mother was



landlady to munition workers – ‘the Canaries’ (so called because the chemicals turned their skin
yellow) at the Hayes factories.

Soft covers – signed by the author                                                                                                £10

301.   HMSO Substitution of Women in Non-Munition Factories During the War  HMSO 1919
[12581] ‘In view of the important questions which will arise at the close of the War in regard to
women’s employment, it now seems desirable to make generally available the experience of the
Department [the Factory Dept. of the Home Office] in regard to the extensions of women’s
employment during the War in the great industries (other than the munitions industries) of the
Country.’ The industries range from ‘Aero Engines’ to ‘Woollen and Worsted’. 52-pp – good in blue
paper covers as issued                                                                                                                 £35

302.   MCLAREN, Eva Shaw (ed) A History of the Scottish Women’s Hospitals  Hodder & Stoughton
1919 [12638] A very full history of the work of the SWH in the First World War. With 57 illustrations,
including a marvellous pull-out panoramic photograph of the Salonika hospital in 1918 – huts and
tents as far as the eye can see.  408pp – very good -with new endpapers and a little foxing – scarce
                                             £65

303.   MARLOW, Joyce (ed) The Virago Book of Women and the Great War  Virago 1998 [11926]
Hardcover – fine in fine d/w                                                                                                                            
£12

304.   (ROSS) Ishobel Ross Little Grey Partridge  Aberdeen University Press 1988 [12153] ‘First
World War diary of Ishobel Ross, who served with the Scottish Women’s Hospitals Unit in Serbia.’
With an introduction by Jess Dixon.  Paper covers – fine
                                                                                                                     £10

305.   STONE, Gilbert (ed) Women War Workers: accounts contributed by representative workers of
the work done by women in the more important branches of war employment George G. Harrap &
Co 1917 [12631] With a foreword by Lady Jellicoe. Chapters on: munition work; the land; work as a
postwoman; banking; as a bus conductor; driver of butcher’s delivery cart; nursing at the Front in
France; work as a V.A.D.; working with ‘Concerts at the Front’; and welfare work. Includes a chapter
on War Organisations for Women, full of facts and figures – with 12 photographs. Very good – a
surprisingly scarce book                                                                                        £60

306.   WALKER, Dora M. With the Lost Generation 1915-1919: From a V.A.D.s Diary A. Brown &
Sons (Hull) 2nd imp 1971 [12879] ‘A “Girl’s Eye View” of work in some of the famous War Hospitals
of 1914-1918.’ – written at the time by the author to her father. Dora Walker worked in hospitals in
Britain, France and Belgium. With 20 photographs. Fine – scarce
                                                                                                          £25

 

First World War – Ephemera

307.   DENNYS, Joyce  Portrait of Nurse Winifred Whitworth    [11472] Winifred  Fanny Whitworth
(b.1891) was a VAD nurse at the Royal Naval Auxiliary Hospital, Truro, when she was commended



for ‘valuable service in connection with the war’ in the London Gazette 29 Nov 1918. She was the
only daughter (with 6 brothers) of Mr & Mrs R. Whitworth of Truro. Joyce Dennys (1893-1991),
illustrator and humourist, was herself a VAD, working in hospitals in Devon. She was commissioned
c 1915 to draw the pictures for ‘Our Hospitals ABC’, pub by John Lane. She must have visited the
Royal Naval Auxiliary Hospital at Truro c 1917, when she was working in the VAD adminsitration
office. The pastel and gouache portrait of Nurse Whitworth is one of 31, unsigned drawings, that
were contained in a sketch book. Research by an art dealer, specialising in art of the First World War,
established that the sketch book was the work of Joyce Dennys. Plenty of scope, I feel, for further
research on Nurse Whitworth and her fellow Cornish VADs. Very good – mounted
                                                                               £95

308.   GRANT, LILIAS and MOIR, ETHEL ‘Uncensored Diary’ and ‘Uncensored Letters’    [12590]
Lilias Grant wrote the ‘Uncensored Diary’ and her friend, Ethel Moir, the ‘Uncensored Letters’ while
on service together – as orderlies – with Dr Elsie Inglis’ Serbian-Russian Unit of the Scottish Women’s
Hospitals in Rumania and Russia between August 1916 and April 1917. Also in that unit were Elsie
Bowerman and Yvonne Fitzroy – and many other figures now well known to students of the SWH
make frequent appearances.  Ethel Moir did further service with the SWH between Feb 1918 and Jan
1919 with the ‘Elsie Inglis Unit’ in Salonika, Verbiliani and Hordiack and recorded that experience in
a second section of the ‘Uncensored Letters’. These foolscap typescripts (or, in the case of the Moir
Letters, a xerox of the tss) have been bound and were each inscribed by Lilias Grant (by then Mrs
Lilias Dyson) and given in 1972 to her friends Nina and Ian Cameron of North Petherton, Somerset.
Laid in the Moir volume is a letter from her husband, Dacre Dyson, explaining that there are only 3
copies of the Moir tss (and, by inference, also of the Grant Diary). One set is this set, owned by the
Camerons, one is in the possession of Ethel Moir’s sister and the Dysons’ own set is destined, in due
course, to be given to Edinburgh Central Library. Lilias Dyson died in 1975 and her husband in 1980
and their set of tss is now in the ECL. Indeed it was after reading the tss there that the playwright
Abigail Docherty wrote her SWH play ‘Sea, Land and Sky’,  staged at the Tron Theatre in Glasgow in
2010. Audrey Cahill published excerpts from the diary and letters in ‘Between the Lines’ (see item # ).
Although she been unable to find anything further about Lilias Grant, the extra information provided
in the laid-in letter and note that accompanies these volumes has made it possible to establish that,
born in York in 1880, in 1922 she married Dacre Dyson, a Ceylon tea planter. They lived in Ceylon
until at least 1938 and after the Second World War were living in Burley in Hampshire. Ethel Moir
and Lilias Grant, who were both living in Inverness, had been friends before, together, joining the
SWH The whereabouts of the third set of the tss is at the moment unknown.

The tss have been very well bound and are in fine condition (with one very small scuff on the spine of
‘Uncensored Letters’) – with presentation inscription from Lilias Grant and laid-in letter and note
from her husband. Extremely scarce
                                                                                                                                      £500

309.   SCOTTISH WOMEN’S FIRST AID CORPS     [12892] natural-coloured linen canvas satchel
with the initials ‘S.W.F.A.C.’ [Scottish Women's First Aid Corps] machine-embroidered in red on the
front.The satchel hangs from a long red grosgrain ribbon strap which has a buckle for altering its
length. The bag still contains an Esmarch’s Triangular Bandage – printed with images of how to
apply, in a variety of ways, the bandage to wounded men, together with two packs labelled ‘Scottish
Women’s First Aid Corps First Field Dressing’, supplied by J. Gordon Nicholson, Pharmaceutical



Chemist, 15 Hanover Street, Edinburgh, and two small safety pins on a piece of card, presumably to
be used for fixing the bandages. Luckily this SWFAC member was required to put the bandages to
the test. The SWFAC had been formed in 1909 by Mary E. Macmillan and came into its own in the
First World War, appealing to middle and upper-middle class women who wanted to ‘do their bit’.
The SWFAC ran classes in First Aid and sick nursing and some of its recruits then went out to nurse
in Italy and Serbia. Very good – an unusual survival
                                                                                                                                                  £120

310.   THE WOMEN’S IMPERIAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION Sixth Annual Report 1915    [12796]
The Associations’s first Aim was ‘To teach the women of the Empire the elementary principles in
health; particularly with reference to the care and nurture of children’. This annual report gives full
details of the Association, its work, and its subscribers and supporters. With many photographs.
Paper covers – 52pp – good – ex-Board of Education library
                                                                                                                                                   £10

 

First World War – Fiction

311.   DENNYS, Joyce And GORDON, Hampden, and TINDALL, M.C. Our Hospitals A.B.C.  John
Lane no date (c. 1916) [12472] VAD’s alphabet – by one of them.  Joyce Dennys did the delightful
illustrations Very good – grey paper boards a little scuffed and bumped – but internally fresh and
sharp                                       £40

312.   MARCHANT, Bessie A Girl Munition Worker: a story of a girl’s work during the Great War
Blackie  [1916] [13002] Novel of the First World by ‘the girls’ Henry’. This would appear to be a first
edition -with an ownership inscription for ‘Xmas 1916! on free front end paper In original pictorial
cloth cover – cloth rubbed and corners bumped – very scarce
                                                                                                                              £45
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Rooms Of Their Own: Victorian and Edwardian Women’s Clubs: A
Practical Demand

Posted in Rooms of their Own: Women's Clubs on November 16, 2012
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/club-picture.jpg)In ‘The Ladies’ Clubs
of London’, an 1899 article, the journalist Dora Jones identified ‘the evolution of the independent
professional woman’ as the catalyst in the explosion of women’s clubs, writing:’ The modern
professional woman, be she artist, journalist, clerk, doctor, teacher, or nurse, living as she often does
in rooms in the suburbs, needs some fairly central haven of refuge where she can drop in, when she
has a spare hour, for a rest, a cup of tea, and a glance at the newspapers. She is probably an intelligent
woman, with a keen interest in everything that affects the interests of her sex, and she likes to have a
place open to her where she may have a chance of meeting those like-minded and of discussing
questions of common interest. And, unfortunately, she is very likely to be a lonely woman, and there
is no loneliness which presses one more cruelly than the isolation of a great city.’ Dora Jones
concentrated her researches on clubs, such as the Somerville, the University Women’s, the Pioneer,
and the Writers’, where women such as she described might be found. In the early days the clubs
were open during the day and in the evenings but did not offer members residential facilities.

The Somerville Club (named for Mary Somerville) had been founded in 1878 and by 1888 was based
in utilitarian premises above an ABC cafeteria in Oxford Street, later moving to Hanover Square. It
always hovered on the edge of financial disaster, its membership subscription kept low in order to
appeal to the poorer, working, middle-class woman. The Somerville allowed her a respite from
cramped lodgings, the prospect of mildly radical lectures and discussions on subjects such as
‘Rousseau ‘and ‘Poets and Poetry as Moral and Spiritual Teachers’.

 The University Women’s Club (http://www.universitywomensclub.com/), or the University Club
for Ladies as it was originally termed, aimed  to ‘afford facilities of intercourse for Women educated
at the Universities’, its members initially drawn mainly from Girton and Newnham, with some from
Oxford and a few from London, particularly from the London School of  Medicine for Women. By
late 1886 premises had been opened in New Bond Street, in a setting of Morris wallpapers and
Chippendale chairs, and subscriptions taken to various weekly and monthly papers and to a
circulating library. By 1896 the club had 270 members.

The minute books of the University Women’s Club (and it is the only club whose committee books
are extant) reveal the prosaic details of running such an enterprise. For instance in 1890, when the
club had no cooking facilities of its own, relying on meals supplied by an outside restaurant, there
were complaints that the tariff was limited and that ‘a chop was not always wanted’. Writing of the
club in 1888 Amy Levy (a graduate of Newnham) commented that ‘the mingled sense of
independence and esprit de corps which made college life at once so pleasant and so wholesome are
not wanting here in the colder, more crowded regions of London club-land’. However, in 1890 when
a fortnightly house dinner was instituted, presumably to encourage greater camaraderie, the minutes
record that these dinners were not largely attended.

http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/club-picture.jpg
http://www.universitywomensclub.com/


From 1902 gentlemen were welcomed as guests. The resolution allowing this pointed out that ‘it was
very inconvenient to members who lived in lodgings, and perhaps had only one room, not to be able
to ask a gentleman to their Club’. On the night of the census, at a time when the club was at 4 George
Street, Hanover Square, three members were recorded as staying there that night – one was a teacher,
one a hospital nurse and the third of ‘private means’.

The minutes emphasise that the club’s purpose was social only. This is the only one of the 19th-
century women’s clubs to survive, although, alongside a programme of social activities, it is
nowadays quite happy to host the occasional lecture.

f
(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/debate-at-pioneer-club.gif)

The apotheosis of the clubs associated with the new breed of ‘strong-minded’ women was the
Pioneer. This had opened in 1892, by 1894 was ensconced at 22 Bruton Street, the home of Mrs Emily
Massingberd, its founder, and had around 400 members, who, in order to eliminate class differences,
were, while in the club, identified by their membership number.

Dora Jones commented that ‘Country ladies who have heard it whispered that there is a smoking
room at the Pioneers’ still, I believe, mention the place sometimes with bated breath, as the resort of
alarming beings with short hair, strident voices, and unbecoming garments of a masculine cut. A visit
to the club some afternoon would make short work of these preconceptions. For a woman to succeed
in the battle of life at the present time, she must be neither a “frump”, nor a “crank”’.  However,
writing in the feminist journal, Shafts, in January 1894 its editor, Mrs Margaret Shurmer Sibthorpe,
declared it was her intention to adopt Rational dress and that she meant ‘to go freely to and fro in it
wherever my business may call me, to appear in it at my club (the Pioneer), and at many places of
public resort.’ Moreover, Viscountess Harberton, a co-founder of the Rational Dress movement was a
member of the Pioneer.

That the Pioneers, whether or not ‘alarming beings’, welcomed independence of mind may be seen in
the club’s programme of debates, each of which was preceded by a club dinner.

In 1893 the summer session included ‘Why should not women vote?’, ‘Will socialism benefit women’,
and ‘Should women marry?’.

Although the Pioneer continued well into the 1920s there seems to have been some doubt in 1897,
after the death of Mrs Massingberd, as to whether it would continue, many members leaving to join

http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/debate-at-pioneer-club.gif


(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/her-night-out-at-club1.jpg)
Had she been attending a debate at the Pioneer?

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/an-at-home-at-the-writers-club.gif)
A Friday ‘At Home’ at the Writers’ Club

the Grosvenor Crescent Club (15 Crosvenor Crescent). This also catered for the professional working
women, by 1900 boasting not only a telephone, but also an exchange telegraph to provide stock
market reports. However, on the night of the 1911 census there were five woman members staying at
the club, none of whom claimed to have any paid occupation, looked after by an ample staff.

In London most of the Victorian and Edwardian ladies’ clubs tended to be located in the shopping,
feminine area south of Oxford Street, north of Piccadilly and west of Regent Street. Not only were
they conveniently situated for shopping and socialising, but the fact that they were in an acceptably
feminine area appears successfully to have negated the masculinity inherent in the idea of the club.

However in 1892 the Writers’ Club, founded to provide a social and working centre for women
authors and journalists, did open its doors in an essentially masculine area, Norfolk Street, just off the
Strand. Based in Hastings House, a building sheltering many small businesses associated with
publishing and journalism, the club comprised a reception room (originally decorated with what
Dora Jones affectionately terms ‘a greenery-yallery tinge’), a dining room, an occasional room, and a
writing room, where silence was enforced in order that members might work and which was well
supplied with works of reference. The Writers’ Club held a Friday house tea, which Dora Jones
described as having come ‘to rank among the most interesting gatherings of literary London. Some
leading light in the women’s world fills the place of hostess, and many of the most distinguished
personalities of the day are to be met. A well-known ornament of these gatherings, the author of
Joanna Traill [Annie E. Holdsworth], and some other powerful and intensely modern books, has
introuduced a description of them into her latest work.’ Philip Gibbs in his novel Intellectual Mansions,
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/lyceum.jpg)
Lyceum Club 1908

1910, also gives a vibrant description of the Literary Ladies’ Club (which he based in ‘Arundel Street’,
clearly a nod to Norfolk Street), clearly based on his experience of the Writers’ Club house teas.

However the food provided by the Writers’ Club was indifferent, the surroundings rather shabby
and in 1904 a group with higher aspirations broke away to form the Lyceum Club. This was the first
woman’s club to brave the male club land of Piccadilly, initially taking over premises that had
formerly housed the Imperial Services Club. Its founder, Constance Smedley, recorded that the
Lyceum was intended for ladies engaged with literature, journalism, art, science and medicine, who
required ‘a substantial and dignified milieu where [they] could meet editors and other employers and
discuss matters as men did in professional clubs: above all in surroundings that did not suggest
poverty’. The Lyceum had a library, an art gallery in which the work of members was displayed, 35
bedrooms and employed hairdressers and sewing maids. The club had international aspirations and
branches were soon formed in Berlin, Paris, Rome and Florence – and is still in existence – the
International Association of Lyceum Clubs.

These were all clubs that aspired to cater for the professional working woman or the woman
interested in social and political affairs. However, once the tacit barrier against women forming clubs
was broken, another style of club, more akin to that of the men, made its appearance. I shall discuss
these in a future post.
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Red Lion Court. The site (on the left) of the offices of the Votes for Women Fellowship

Women Fellowship’?

Posted in Suffrage Stories on November 12, 2012

To mark the very welcome co-operation planned for the future between the Women’s Library and
the London School of Economics the next few ‘Suffrage Stories’ will demonstrate the past
importance to the women’s movement of streets and buildings in the vicinity of  Houghton Street.

In previous posts I described how the Women’s Social and Political Union came to have its offices in
Clement’s Inn (http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/10/15/suffrage-stories-where-and-what-
was-clements-inn/) and to have its campaign publicised in the weekly paper owned and edited by
Frederick and Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence - Votes for Women – which was printed close by at the St
Clement’s Press  (http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/10/15/suffrage-stories-where-and-what-
was-clements-inn/) In October 1912 the Pethick-Lawrences, who had been recuperating abroad after
enduring a term of hunger-striking imprisonment, returned to England to be told by Emmeline and
Christabel Pankhurst that they, as Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence herself put it, had ‘no further use for
them’. In her autobiography Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence records that she never saw or heard from
Emmeline Pankhurst again.

During the Pethick-Lawrences’ absence Mrs Pankhurst had moved the WSPU from Clement’s Inn to
Lincoln’s Inn House on Kingsway (about which I will write in a later post). In fact I rather think, from
studying the relevant rate book, that the WSPU may actually have been evicted from Clement’s Inn.
After their expulsion from the WSPU the Pethick-Lawrences took back their paper, Votes for Women,
and continued to publish it, on their own account, from a new office. Again, it may have been that
after their imprisonment they were no longer welcome to the Clement’s Inn  management company.

For whatever reason, the Pethick-Lawrences moved a little to the east of Clement’s Inn and set up
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office in 4-7 Red Lion Court, one of the quaint passages off the north side of Fleet Street. Despite the
redevelopment that has swept away their office, the narrow court is still atmospheric. The office was
close to Votes for Women‘s new printer in Whitefriars Street, off the south side of Fleet Street. The first
issue of Votes for Women published from this address was that of 25 October 1912.

In addition, in Red Lion Court, on 1 November 1912, the Pethick-Lawrences made their paper the
centre of another suffrage society, the Votes for Women Fellowship. This group, made up of former
members of the WSPU who were no longer in sympathy with the Pankhursts’ tactics, aimed to
promote the paper and its policies rather than stand as a new militant organisation. In Emmeline
Pethick-Lawrence’s words the Fellowship was ‘giving full expression to the awakened militant spirit
of womanhood, that they should associated themselves in various plans for carrying the message far
and wide, until in every town and village of this land women realise that they are a living part of a
spiritually militant sisterhood that is at war under the triple banner of liberty, compassion, and purity
against every form of evil dominance. (Votes for Women, 8 November 1912). The Fellowship’s emblem
was of a lady with a lamp and its motto was ‘To spread the Light’.

Without the backing of the WSPU, Votes for Women had a greatly diminished circulation and in 1914
the Pethick-Lawrences gave the paper to the newly-founded United Suffragists. Although there was
an overlap of membership, it would be a mistake to construe the United Suffragists as a direct
descendant of the Votes for Women Fellowship. Despite being for most of the time in dire financial
straits, Votes for Women continued to be published throughout the First World War only ceasing
publication in February 1918 when the vote was (partially) won.
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Mariana Starke: The Mystery Of The Bodleian Diary

Posted in Mariana Starke, Uncategorized on November 2, 2012

It was over a year ago that I became aware that the Bodleian Library in Oxford had recently
acquired a manuscript pocket diary that was catalogued as:

‘Diary of Mrs Starke, relative of the playwright and travel writer, Mariana Starke, 1791. This Ladies
Pocket Journal; or Toilet Assistant: For the Year 1791 had been published in London by S. Bladon
and comprised 84 leaves in a binding of gilt-stamped roan, with flap, clasp missing, marbled
endpapers. The catalogue description went on to explain that ‘From internal evidence it appears that
the author was the wife of ‘Starke’, an officer in the army, and a relative of the playwright Mariana
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Duke Humfrey’s Library

Starke. They were married 16 Feb. 1764 (see fol. 18v). There are brief entries each day describing her

social engagements and her husband’s movements. They often visited Mariana Starke’s family at
Epsom and were frequently in the audience at her new play, ‘The Widow of Malabar’. The entries
include weekly accounts. Many are supplemented by notes in shorthand.’

I was intrigued.  Having, as I thought, researched Mariana Starke’s family fairly comprehensively
from her great-grandfather’s merchant life in the late 17th century, through the overseas adventures
of her grandfather and father I was interested in discovering who this ‘new’ Starke relation was. For I
could not place any ‘army’ Starke – married in 1764 – in the family tree. Nor, using all the wonderful
internet genealogical sites that we now have at our disposal, could I discover a suitable 1764 Starke
marriage.  I was, however, quite prepared to believe that the marriage had taken place abroad –
perhaps in India – or that there were collateral branches of the family of which I knew nothing. And it
was certainly interesting to know of anyone who had had such close contact with Mariana – as this
diarist apparently had

So, I eventually got round to planning a visit to Oxford and amassing the various forms that would
allow me access to the Bodleian Special Collections. It was some years since I had been there – and
then it had been to research the 19th-century suffrage movement. That had not necessitated sitting
amidst the splendour of the Duke Humfrey Library; what a pleasure it was to do so now.

I devoted about four hours to reading this little diary. The shorthand was impenetrable, the
conventional handwriting crisp and legible, but at the end of my visit I was no clearer as to the
identity of the diarist than I was at the beginning. One thing was incontrovertible – she did refer to
her husband as ‘Starke’ or ‘S’ throughout – and there was no mention of any other family name.
There were, however, various clues as to identity – of which I took careful note. There was the date of
her wedding – on 16 February 1791 she had been married 27 years and there was mention in March
of the birth – abroad – of a third son to her own son. Further reading showed that her son’s name was
William; there was no mention of any other children, so perhaps, I thought, William was her only
son. It also appeared that William’s wife was ‘Lady Sarah’, a daughter of Lord Plymouth. Moreover
after her son’s family returned from abroad they were all staying with the diarist when the new
grandson was christened ‘Augustus James’, in July, from her house.

On my return home I used this information to search the online websites for a likely Augustus Starke,
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Champion Lodge, Camberwell, a watercolour painted in 1823 by which time Mrs Crespigny’s son,

WIlliam, had inherited the estate. Courtesy of Surrey History Centre.

a William Starke, a Lady Sarah Starke – all to no avail. I then made a wider search – using just the
names ‘Augustus James’ and a date of birth ‘1791’. And immediately came up with the answer to the
conundrum.

The diarist’s family name is not ‘Starke’ but ‘Crespigny’. She is Mrs Mary Crespigny of Champion
Lodge, Camberwell, patron and friend of Mariana Starke. Mary Clark (1748-1812) (see her portrait
here (http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/mary-clarke-17491812-wife-of-sir-
claude-champion-de-crespi49099)) was married at St Giles, Camberwell, to Claude Champion
Crespigny (1734-1818) on 16 February 1764 (see here for his portrait
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/sir-claude-champion-de-crespigny-17341818-
1st-bt-49121), painted 10 years before the marriage). Their only child – a son – William (1765-1829)
was baptized at St Giles Camberwell (Jan 1765). William Crespigny married Lady Sarah Windsor,
daughter of the Earl of Plymouth, in 1786. William Crespigny’s third son, Augustus James Crespigny,
was born on 9 March 1791 in Nice and baptized at St Giles, Camberwell, in July 1791.  The military
group to which the diary often refers – her husband is on duty etc – is likely to have been the
Camberwell Volunteers (which may have had a slightly different name in 1791), to whom Lady de
Crespigny (Claude Crespigny was created a baronet in 1805) later presented colours.

I – and the Bodleian – would be most interested in hearing from anybody who might be able to shed
light on why Mrs Crespigny referred to her husband – Claude Champion de Crespigny were all the
names he seems to have possessed – as ‘Starke’. There is not, as far as I know, any connection
between the families by either blood or marriage. There was, however, certainly a connection
between Mary Crespigny and Mariana Starke –  sympathy – and the theatre. Their preoccupation
with drama – as writer, actor and patron – will become clear in a subsequent post.  But for the time
being let me mention that Mrs Crespingy noted on 12 January in this 1791 diary that:

‘Miss Starke’s play The Widow of Malabar came on and it went off extremely well  – but Lady
Salisbury took my Box which caused great confusion’. A week later, on Wednesday 19 January,
Mrs Crespigny attended ‘Third night of the Widow. Miss Starke had a very full house. I sent [?]
vast numbers – filled 10 rows of pit & nearly all the Boxes – & numbers [?] into the Gallery.
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As I say, Mrs Crespigny’s handwriting is really very clear and these lacunae could have been filled in
– or puzzled out – had more time been available.

With the identity of the diarist known, the names she mentions can begin to shape themselves into a
circle of acquaintances – families that lived within riding distance of Camberwell or whom she saw
on her frequent visits to Town. Epsom was a favourite haunt – not only to visit  - or even stay with –
the Starkes at Hylands House, but to go hunting (Mr Crespigny) or for archery (Mrs Crespigny). For
Mary Crespigny, I now discover, was an early female toxophilite,  the diary describing competitions
held at Epsom and Box Hill. In fact, with the diary identified as recording a year in the life of Mrs
Crespigny, it now has a considerably greater significance than if it had indeed belonged to a shadowy
‘Mrs Starke’. It only now requires a cryptographer to set to work to decode the sections that she
wished to keep safe from prying eyes.

I shall certainly have to return to Duke Humfrey’s Library and re-engage with Mrs Crespigny’s diary.
One piece of information that it contained pleased me greatly: she notes the exact day on which the
Starkes embarked on their travels on the continent and, before the year’s end, records letters from
Calais and Lyons. These letters were undoubtedly penned by Mariana who, despite the difference in
their ages, was, the diary makes clear, Mrs Crespigny’s especial Starke friend.
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Kate Frye’s Suffrage Diary: Banner Bearer For The 13 June
1908 Procession

Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary on October 30, 2012

Asquith became prime minister in April 1908. In response to his claim that he needed proof that
large numbers of women really wanted the vote, the National Union of Women’s Suffrage
Societies – and the WSPU – decided to mount a spectacular summer procession through London.
The magnificent banners, such as that for North Kensington, carried some of the way by Kate,
were the work of the Artists’ Suffrage League, in particular of Mary Lowndes. The design of the
North Kensington banner, held in the Women’s Library, can be seen here
(http://calmarchive.londonmet.ac.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?
dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=0&dsqSearch=
((text)='north%20kensington%20banner')) and here
(http://www.maryevans.com/images/10/04/88/10048871a.jpg) is the banner itself photographed
during the course of the 13 June 1908 procession. ‘North Kensington’ is being held high;
unfortunately the ‘Home Makers’ obscure the North Kensington banner bearers. Was one of them
Kate?

Saturday June 13th 1908 [Bourne End]
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Kate’s ticket for the June 1908 Suffrage Procession

The great day dawned at last looking rather threatening – dull and very windy. I did not know quite

what to wear but chanced the day wisely as it fell out and wore my best cream linen skirt and
embroidery blouse and made myself look nice. I took a coat with me. Down to breakfast, had a chat
to Agnes, who was very disappointed not to be going but really she was not up to it and it would
have been no use attempting such an exacting and arduous day. It took it out of me. I was ‘going’
inside all day. Went up to London by the 9.53 train wearing my decorations – my ‘Votes for Women’
disk – my National Union Suffrage brooch and my red and white ribbon – the one that went through
that exciting evening at the Paddington Baths. I wore them all day and it was most amusing to see the
looks given to them. I went shopping in Whiteleys. Then a bus to Bond Street, walked through
Burlington and along to the Strand – there I began to see some of my fellow marchers and the Lyons
where I lunched was crowded with them – every one agog, of course, to see us.

Then I went to the A.A. [the Actors' Association] tidied myself up and went upstairs. Quite an
excitement there to see me and I found Eve Erskine wavering as to whether or not she should join the
march. She rather aggravated me by some of the things she said about it. Then she is so tactless and
really doesn’t know. It was from her I learned that there would be a contingent of Actresses headed
by Gertrude Kingston, Lillah McCarthy and Mrs Pat [Campbell] and I must own I did feel deadly
disappointed not to be going with them. I am sure Miss Gladys [Wright] kept it from me on purpose
as she knew how eager I was to get the theatrical people to go and I said how I should like to march
with them. So for that reason she did not send me a plan of the order of procession, I feel sure. Not
quite straight because, any way, if she had said they really needed my help in Kensington I should
have gone. But she and Alexandra went with the graduates and they wanted me responsible for
N[orth] Kensington. There was really no-one else. Mrs Wright could not have carried the Banner or
any of the small women if they could have it would not have looked right and comfortable. So I was
offered up as a sacrifice. I think it was only right a Frye should be the Banner Bearer for North
Kensington and I loved to do it and felt very proud but at first I must own to feeling a bit sick over it.
I had a few words with Mr Halliwell Hobbs, who was crimson in the face with annoyance about it all.
I said ‘will you shake hands though I am going to carry a banner.’ He simply could not bear himself –
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Kate preserved her programme

it so upset him to see my decorations. Eve walked or rather ran – we got so excited seeing the crowds
– to the Embankment and there I lost her. I suppose she found her Block and marched with them for I
saw her no more.

The crowds and the excitement was terrific and I really didn’t know how I should find my banner in
it all. First I saw Miss Corbett who gave me a plan. Eve had one so I am sure Gladys ought to have
sent her Banner Bearer one. And then I found I should be Block 8 – and a nice scamper I had right up
Whitehall before I came to my place. Whitehall was quieter, but the crowds on the Embankment were
terrific. At last I came to the Block for the London Society and found a messenger boy with the little
White and Red Banners we had before. He gave it up to me on hearing my name and I was left alone.
As I got there soon after 2 o’clock it was alright but I longed for some friendly face. I had had a glance
at some of the Banners as I sped along – they were lovely. At last one or two women whose faces I
knew turned up and then three girls with a huge and beautiful banner – one of the Artist League ones
– the one Gladys meant me to carry and take the responsibility of. They were in too much of a hurry,
the girls, to be off to tell me how to manage it and I had my flapping coat and the wind was terrific. I
got one of the others to hold the little one till Mrs Wright and a lot of other people came. Then a tall
girl carried the little one at the back of the Kensington Block. Some one very kindly carried my coat
and I got the frog fixed round the banner more comfortably. Miss Madge Porter carried one cord,
Miss Meyer the other.

We were immediately behind the Holborn section and Lady Grove’s pretty daughters carried that
Banner – a huge one – but, lucky beggars, they had two poles to support it. Mine was fearfully heavy,
especially in the wind – but I was given a gift with it I think. It was a beauty  nauge cloth – brown
and yellow silk and cloth of gold. Mrs Percy Harris was just behind. She had to fall out early as she
went very strange and there were lots of people I know by sight. We were quite a smart collection –
all in our best summer attire. The stewards marshalled us six abreast behind the Banner which had to
stand out. The whole thing was most wonderfully organised.
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Programme details for the procession

Before we moved off John [her fiance] arrived on the scene with Mr Andrews [a friend] and was most
proud to shake hands with me and I think the whole thing quite converted him. They went off to see
the Banners, then took up their stand in Trafalgar Square and watched us go. John watched it over an
hour. He saw me but I didn’t see him. He says I was laughing away and looked to be enjoying
myself. Some of the remarks were enough to make one laugh. I saw Mr Dickenson [the M.P.] go past
and G.B. Shaw while I was waiting and there were all sorts of weird and curious men – one dressed
up like a Jack in the Box to represent Adam, I think – but I couldn’t make him out.

Before 2.30 we were off to the strains of a Band and marshalled in order and we reached one side of
the Embankment. We were given 2.30 to assemble – so those who turned up then must have had a
difficulty in finding us. It took some time – then there was half an hour’s wait in line – then we began
to manoeuvre about – the police directed us. I don’t really know what we did but we turned back
round the road while a stream passed us the other way then round me went again over to the side of
the trams which made some of them nervous. The trams were packed with people to see us. Then a
long wait again – 3.30 I should say before we moved off – and then a very slow procession up
Northumberland Avenue – halts of five minutes at a time, it seemed. We were in the middle of two
Bands so we were never dull and sometimes with the clamour of the two together it was terrific but
the marches helped me along and we three kept step. Oh the crowds – packed like sardines the other
side of Piccadilly – some of the roughest of the rough on the Embankment but for the most part quite
friendly and polite. There seemed so few policemen in comparison that if the crowd had liked to be
disagreeable it would have been awful. The clubs and hotel windows and steps were thronged. Most
of the people seemed interested – some were laughing. We only had passage enough just to pass
along till we got to the Square then our pace mended till it grew terrific and had almost to run to keep
up and going up Waterloo Place was a great strain. From the bottom we could see the Banners
winding up and up.

We were about 10,000 with 70 Artist League banners – lots of others and hundreds of Bannerettes
shimmering in the wind. For the most part after Piccadilly the crowd was quite a different class and
quiet and respectful – many men raised their hats to us and ladies clapped their hands – lots of
children? were in the crowd and ‘Mother’ made one clap his hands at me. One nice old clergyman
bared his silver locks to each Banner Bearer. Of course it was a very different thing from last year [ie
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the February 'Mud March'] – gigantic in comparison and, as for the crowds, I had never seen
anything like them except at Royal Weddings etc and a good long route we had. Up Northumberland
Avenue, Lower Regent Street, Piccadilly, Knightsbridge, Exhibition Road to the Albert Hall. The first
part of them must have been in the hall soon after we left the Embankment. I was in the last section  –
No 8, the London Society – but I could not see our end and after us came all the motor cars and
carriages. The Social and Political Union people had a four in hand and were up and down
distributing notices of their great demonstration on Sunday week in Hyde Park. The Graduates and
Doctors looked simply lovely – I am sure they must have got some cheering ‘Well’ I heard one man
say, ‘what I like about them is there isn’t one with a bit of powder on’.

‘Lucky you have dropped your garter’ ‘Have you mended the socks’ Have you washed the baby’ and
such remarks as those were rife and, of course, lots of comments on one’s personal appearance –
rather painful some of them –‘Oh look at this nice girl’ ‘isn’t she a beauty’ etc but really most of the
people were quite kind and sympathetic. I think it must have been rather a stirring sight – it seemed
to me ‘magnificent’. I felt it was moving the people. I heard people say in awestruck tones ‘I don’t
believe it will ever end’ Miss Meyer took the Banner from me in Piccadilly and carried it to the end –
she hadn’t had all that tiring first part and the long waits and she was strong and capable. I must say
I was getting a bit done with it but I would have liked it again later only she seemed quite happy and
I did not like to take it from her. Gladys had written to say she would help me with it. She took it in
the hall and sat with it also.

The approach to the [Albert] hall was very slow again – but the pace all along Piccadilly had been
tremendous. I think we must have been catching the first lot up where it had been broken at Trafalgar
Square for the traffic. I got in the hall about 5.10 and they started the meeting just as I sank down. I
must own to feeling completely done when I left the Banner. I got cramp in both feet at once and felt
1,000 but I dashed into the hall found the seat in my box with the Wrights and Alexandra, like an
angel, got me a cup of tea. She, Gladys and another girl looking most awfully charming in cap and
gown. Mrs Stanbury was there and Mrs Lambert and several people I knew. I had to keep my eye on
the clock but I heard Lady Henry Somerset, Dr Anna Shaw, Mrs Fawcett and [then] Miss Sterling
present the Bouquet to Mrs Fawcett – then the procession of Bouquets till the platform looked like a
garden. They were just singing ‘For she’s a jolly good fellow’ when I came out. I got a cab, still very
lame, and drove to Paddington. There I met John and Mrs Harris and the train was looking out for
me – so we travelled down together, talking all the way…

The Actors Association, a club to which both Kate and John belonged, was at 10 King Street,
Covent. Garden.

Halliwell Hobbs, 30-year-old actor, was clearly a young fogey.

Margery Corbett (1882-1981- later Dame Margery Corbett-Ashby) was the daughter of a Liberal
MP. At this time she was secretary of the NUWSS

Lady Henry Somerset (1851-1921) was a wealthy philanthropist and leader of the temperance
movement.

Mrs Percy Harris, née Marguerite Frieda Bloxam, wife of Percy Harris (later Sir Percy Harris), who
became a Liberal MP in 1916, lived in Bourne End.
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‘The Ladies’ Reading Room’ – the genesis of the woman’s club, c. 1858, as it appeared in an
advertisement in Barbara Bodichon’s guide book, ‘Algeria Considered as a Winter Residence for

the English.’

Anna Howard Shaw (1847-1919) US physician, temperance reformer and, at this time, leader of the
National American Woman  Suffrage Association.

Frances Sterling (1869-1943) joint honorary secretary of the NUWSS.  

Campaigning for the Vote: Kate Parry Frye’s Suffrage Diary, which covers the period from 1911
when she was a paid organiser to a suffrage society, will be published by Francis Boutle
Publishers on 15 January 2013.

Kate Frye , North Kensington , NUWSS , suffrage , suffrage banners , suffrage diary ,
suffrage procession , suffragette diary , suffragettes , WSPU
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Rooms Of Their Own: Victorian And Edwardian Women’s Clubs:
Hesitant Beginnings

Posted in Rooms of their Own: Women's Clubs on October 24, 2012

Rooms of Their Own:Victorian and Edwardian Women’s Clubs

‘The multiplying of women’s clubs, and the accompanying facilities for social intercourse, is
distinctly a latter-day feature of London society. Twenty years ago they were practically unknown:
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today they are to be met with on all sides. They are a sign of the times; women have awakened to
the fact that they want something outside their domestic and home duties’. Thus observed a Lady’s
Realm journalist in 1898. One might, indeed, go further and state that, 20 years earlier, not only were
clubs for women practically unknown, but that the concept was all but inconceivable.

During the first three-quarters of the 19th century economic and social regulation had kept the
majority of middle-class women in a family home, either that of their birth, that of a relative or that of
their marriage. For those who had neither such support nor the wealth to maintain their own house-
hold, the alternative was a life spent in rented rooms. Such lodgings controlled a woman’s social life
just as strictly as any family. Under this regime there was little opportunity for women whose
interests did not coincide with those of their family to make contact with one another. What were
required were places in which women could relax in company, but yet be beyond society’s reproach.

In the mid-19th century the idea of ‘the club’ was synonymous with ‘a man’s club’, a development of
the 18th-century coffee house where men gathered to discuss the news of the day. By the mid-19th
century the number of clubs, their popularity and comforts had increased apace. Club culture was
firmly established among the middle and upper classes, but was absolutely a male culture. The story
of how women managed to create a parallel tradition is yet another strand in the history of women’s
emancipation.

The idea had first been mooted in 1857 when Bessie Parkes and Barbara Bodichon thought of opening
a club room on the same premises as that of the feminist journal they planned to publish. Initially
their aim was very modest, merely to provide a room in which to make available the magazines and
papers they knew women of cultivation but limited means would like to read but could not
otherwise afford.

The club room did materialise, by 1860 known as the Ladies’ Institute. It was housed in premises in
Langham Place, just north of Oxford Street, comprising a Reading Room, open from 11 in the
morning to 10 at night, a Luncheon Room and a room for the reception of parcels. The latter was a
boon for women travelling into central London to shop at the new department stores. Thus the club
provided rest and recreation not only for London’s many middle-class working women, such as daily
governesses, who were likely to be living alone in lodgings, but also for her like-minded, but more
leisured, sister.

Needless to say the club room’s opening did not pass without criticism. The Saturday Review
commented, ‘If all that is meant is a lounge for the unprotected female, in which she can daily meet
her like-minded and strong-minded sisterhood to discuss the Divorce court till half-past one, and
then console the inner woman with sandwiches and sherry, we can only hint to the ladies that this
may be a mistake.’ However, despite this reprimand, the Ladies’ Institute proved popular for the
seven years of its existence. The general subscription was one guinea a year, but for the category
described as ‘professional ladies’ – such as daily governesses – it was reduced by half.

The Ladies’ Institute closed in 1867 but its spirit continued in the Berners Club, which opened in
Berners Street, again just north of Oxford Street, and continued in existence until almost the end of
the century. In the 1870s it shared premises and personnel with the leading London suffrage society.
It followed the pattern set by the Ladies’ Institute, was principally aimed at working, middle-class
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St Clement’s Press, c. 1959, courtesy of LSE Library

women, had a reading room, a drawing room and a dining room and was open until 10.30 each
evening.

From the 1880s, once the idea had been shattered that clubs were only for men, women’s clubs
multiplied, two distinct types emerging. There were those that followed the tradition set by the
Ladies’ Institute and the Berners, appealing to independent-minded working women, and those that
provided ‘tea and shopping facilities’, social in their aims and fashionable in their membership.

I will consider both types of clubs in future posts.

Barbara Bodichon , Berners Club , Bessie Parkes , Ladies' Institute , women , women's clubs
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Suffrage Stories: St Clement’s Press

Posted in Suffrage Stories, Uncategorized on October 22, 2012

To mark the very welcome co-operation planned for the future between the Women’s Library and
the London School of Economics the next few ‘Suffrage Stories’ will demonstrate the past
importance to the women’s movement of streets and buildings in the vicinity of  Houghton Street.

In the last ‘Suffrage Story’ I described why and how, from the autumn of 1906, the Women’s Social
and Political Union came to have its offices at Clement’s Inn
(http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/10/15/suffrage-stories-where-and-what-was-clements-
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 (http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/votes-
for-women-1st-issue1.jpg)

The first issue of ‘Votes for Women’

inn/), a few hundred yards from the London School of Economics which, since 1902, had taken up
residence in premises in Clare Market and Houghton Street.

In the previous post I also mentioned that Frederick Pethick Lawrence had had some experience as a
newspaper proprietor and editor. It was, therefore,  natural that he and his wife, Emmeline, should
consider it useful for the suffrage society with which they were now so closely associated to have its
own proselytizing organ. This would both broadcast the aims and actions of the WSPU  and serve as
a point of focus for its swiftly expanding membership.

The first issue of Votes for Women, as the new paper was unequivocally named, appeared on 16
October  1907. It was financed and edited by Emmeline and Frederick Pethick Lawrence and
published from the WSPU office at 4 Clement’s Inn.

The Pethick Lawrences had not had to look far for a printer for their new paper. Housed in
‘Newspaper Buildings’, at the junction of Clare Market and Portugal Street, opposite the end of
Clement’s Inn Passage (now St Clement’s Lane), the late-19th-century bulk of  St Clement’s Press
towered over the maze of narrow streets bounded by the Strand and the swathe of  Kingsway, still a
raw building site.  The Press had begun business in 1889 and was to be printer to a variety of other
organisations sympathetic to the suffrage cause – from 1909, for instance, responsible for the Anti-
Vivisectionist Review.

Votes for Women was published monthly until April 1908, after which it took on a larger format and
became a weekly. This increase in frequency and size was a direct reflection of the WSPU’s great
success in attracting members and creating interest in its campaign. By early 1910 Votes for
Women had a weekly print run of c. 30,000 copies.

The paper was sold in newsagents but also by members of the WSPU who were prepared to stand in
the gutter (to stand on the pavement counted as obstruction) and sell it to passers by.  St Clement’s
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Grace Chappelow, a WSPU member from Essex, selling ‘Votes for Women’. Courtesy of
Chelmsford Museum

not only printed Votes for Women but also a variety of posters to advertise the paper – such as this

(http://www.vads.ac.uk/large.php?uid=184537&sos=0) one, held in the Women’s Library collection.

This arrangement continued for three and a half years until March 1912. At the beginning of that
month WSPU members embarked on a dramatic window-smashing campaign, attacking shops and
offices in London’s West End. As a result Emmeline Pankhurst and Frederick and Emmeline Pethick
Lawrence were all arrested on the charge of conspiracy to commit criminal damage.  Christabel
Pankhurst escaped from Clement’s Inn and fled to Paris. The first issue of Votes for Women to be
issued after the arrests – the number for 8 March -  appeared with blanks in the text. There was a note
on the front page:”The Editors who are responsible for “Votes for Women” in the absence of Mr and
Mrs Pethick Lawrence beg to inform their readers that the blank spaces in this week’s issue do not
represent lack of interesting matter for publication, but mark the suppression by the printers of
articles, comments, and historical facts considered by them to be of an inflammatory nature.’

Whether it was because the temporary editors considered it impossible to continue working with a
printer who felt unable to print all the material supplied, or whether  it was that St Clement’s Press
declined to be associated with a publication that might bring them into direct conflict with the law –
for whatever reason the 15 March 1912 and subsequent issues of Votes for Women were no longer
printed by the St Clement’s Press but by Walbrook & Co of 14 & 15 Whitefriars Street, off Fleet Street.

After the Pethick Lawrences were ousted from the WSPU in the autumn of 1912 they retained
ownership of Votes for Women, still printed by Walbrook,  making the paper the focus of their new
organisation, the Votes for Women Fellowship.  I will discuss this organisation in a subsequent post.

The site of the St Clement’s Press is now occupied by Waterstone’s Economists’ Bookshop, very much
an LSE institution.

Christabel Pankhurst , economists' bookshop , emmeline pankhurst ,
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The Economists’ Bookshop, viewed from Kingsway

london school of economics , lse , pethick lawrence , st clement's press , suffragettes ,
votes for women , waterstone's economists' bookshop
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Collecting Suffrage: The WSPU Holloway Brooch

Posted in Collecting Suffrage on October 19, 2012

This is the ‘Holloway Brooch’ presented to members of the Women’s Social and Political Union
who had undergone imprisonment. As such it is now a very desirable addition to any suffrage
collection.

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/holloway-brooch.jpg)

The first presentation of the brooches took place at a mass demonstration organised by the WSPU  in
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the Albert Hall on 29 April 1909. It was held to coincide with the meeting in London of the
International Woman Suffrage Alliance. The presence on the platform of a large number of ex-WSPU
prisoners and,to honour their sacrifice, the ceremonial presentation to them of the first ‘Holloway’
brooches was designed to make an international impression.

The brooch was designed by Sylvia Pankhurst. The portcullis symbol of the House of Commons, the
gate and hanging chains are in silver, and the superimposed broad arrow (the convict symbol) is in
purple, white and green enamel. Some of the brooches, but by no means all, are marked with dates of
imprisonment.

The brooch was first mentioned in Votes for Women, the WSPU newspaper, in the issue of 16 April
1909, described as ‘the Victoria Cross of the Union’. However, in April 1909 WSPU prisoners had not
yet begun using the hunger strike as a tool in their battle with the authorities. In recognition of that,
which was considered the greater sacrifice, the WSPU instituted the hunger strike medal
(http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/08/11/collecting-suffrage-the-hunger-strike-medal/), the
first of which was presented  four months later.

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/mrs-
pankhurst2.jpg)Mrs Pankhurst chose to be photographed wearing her
‘Holloway’ brooch in this photograph- as, 65 years later, did the elderly
suffragettes, Leonora Cohen and Grace Roe . The latter two, like many other
women, had received both of the WSPU accolades.

  (http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/mrs-
pankhurst.jpg)

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/radio-times-1.jpg)

Albert Hall , hunger strike , Mrs Pankhurst , suffragettes , suffragettes and prison
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/diana-of-dobsons-kingsway.jpg)
A scene from ‘Diana of Dobson’s’ – an article in ‘The Sketch’, 10 February 1908. Courtesy of the V &

A

Kate Frye’s Suffrage Diary: Two Days in April 1908

Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary, Uncategorized on October 16, 2012

Kate Frye was a devoted theatre goer. She had trained as an actress and had toured for two or three
years from 1904 and joined the Actresses’ Franchise League as soon as it was founded. 

 ‘Diana of Dobson’s, a romantic comedy that also criticized the ‘live-in’ conditions that Edwardian
drapery stores imposed on their staff, was written by Cicely Hamilton (1872-1952)  actress, author,
and active suffragist. Lena Ashwell (1862-1957) was both the leading actress in the production and
the manager of the Kingsway Theatre. ‘Diana of Dobson’s was the second play in Ashwell’s first
season at the Kingsway. She was later a vice-president of the Actresses’ Franchise League and a tax
resister. Dennis Eadie, in the ‘elderly character part’ was then only 33 years old.

The walk from Tottenham Court Road to the  Kingsway Theatre in Great Queen Street, to the west
of Kingsway, would have taken the Fryes through the still relatively unsavoury St Giles and
Seven Dials area.

Wednesday April 8th 1908

Mother, Agnes and I left just before 2 o’clock and went by bus to Tottenham Court Road and walked
to the Kingsway Theatre just before 3 o’clock and we went in to the reserved seats to see ‘Diana of
Dobsons’. It is nearly a month since I got the seats. We very much enjoyed our afternoon. The play is
most interesting and amusing and sad too – underneath it all. Lena Ashwell, though her voice
sounded tired, was very good – so was Hollard – and Dennis Eadie excellent in an elderly character
part. It is quite a novel sort of play and I don’t wonder it is popular. It ought to make people think.
The scene of the first act must be a revelation to lots of people.

The next day’s ‘Suffrage Discussion’ was organised under the aegis of the London Society for
Women’s Suffrage – a constitutional society. Although it was to be several years before the
founding of the Jewish League for Women’s Suffrage, there was obviously already an interest in
the subject among the Jewish community.
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/israel_zangwill_1905.jpg)
Israel Zangwill, photographed in 1905

Mrs Gertrude Spielman (http://www.20thcenturylondon.org.uk/jml-1003-1) (1864-1949) born in
Germany, was the wife of Meyer Spielman, who was later knighted. She was actively engaged in
educational and other forms of social work, particularly with the Norwood Jewish Orphanage and
was, in 1912, to be a founder of the Jewish League for Women’s Suffrage. 

Aylmer Maude (1858-1938) translator of Tolstoy, Fabian, was renowned as a persuasive lecturer. 

Mrs Campbell Lethbridge (1873 -1945), a woman of mystery, was born Sybil MacGregor Allen, in
1894 married William Lonergan, but by 1901 had become Sybil Campbell Lethbridge, a popular
and prolific author. Find out more about her here. (http://bearalley.blogspot.co.uk/2009/02/sybil-
campbell-lethbridge.html)

Israel Zangwill, Jewish novelist, was always a great favourite of Kate’s.

Thursday April 9th 1908

Agnes and I left in a cab at 8 o’clock to Mrs Spielman, 38 Gloucester Square. Got there with
Alexandra and Gladys [Wright] and some of the other stewards and we all went up together. There
was nothing for us to do at first except make the people sit tight – such a pack it was – hundreds –
nearly all Jews except our own friends. It was a Suffrage Discussion – Mr Aylmer Maude in the chair
– Mrs  Campbell Lethbridge spoke, Miss Spielman (oh! that was  painful) and Mr Zangwill. He, of
course, was beautiful – but I am much afraid too frivolous to do any converting. He was so funny he
made me laugh until the tears ran down my face. The discussion was most amusing – such weird
people got up and said things. Afterwards we went up and talked to people. I got five members and
did better than anyone – but it was hard work. I didn’t give myself any rest and kept straight on –
while Agnes looked after our guests and saw they got something to eat. We came back in a hansom.
Got in at 11.45 and then had supper. It was past one before John [her fiancé] departed and 2.30 before
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we got off to bed. I was tired.

 

 

actresses' franchise league , aylmer maude , Cicely hamilton , diana of dobson's ,
gertrude spielman , israel zangwill , kingsway theatre , lena ashwell , mrs campbell lethbridge ,
suffragette diary

2 Comments

Suffrage Stories: Where And What Was Clements Inn?

Posted in Suffrage Stories on October 15, 2012

To mark the very welcome co-operation planned for the future between the Women’s Library and
the London School of Economics the next few ‘Suffrage Stories’ will demonstrate the past
importance to the women’s movement of streets and buildings in the vicinity of  Houghton Street.

In previous posts I have described the Tea Cup Inn, which was in Portugal Street in the building
which, for the time being at least, houses the LSE Chaplaincy, and the Aldwych Skating Rink, in
which the WSPU organized its grand 1911 census boycott meeting. In the latter post I remarked that,
all but abutting onto the back of the Skating Rink, were the offices of the WSPU at 3 & 4 Clement’s

Inn.

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/wspu-plaque.jpg)

A commemorative plaque, placed on a building now occupied by LSE. marks the site.  See the LSE
Library website for the  announcement of the LSE’s plans for the Women’s Library and for the
brochure (http://www2.lse.ac.uk/library/news/Womens-Library-at-LSE-bid-brochure.pdf) setting
out details of its bid. The introduction to the latter includes a photograph of the plaque (left) and the
words of Christabel Pankhurst:  ”Clement’s Inn, our headquarters, was a hive seething with
activity… As department was added to department, Clement’s Inn seemed always to have one
more room to offer.’ [9 February 1907]
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/police-clements-inn-19121.jpg)
Courtesy of the International Institute for Social History

But what was ‘Clements Inn’?

The history of the late-19th-century Clement’s Inn buildings are surprisingly sketchy – although I
daresay that archival research would uncover more detail. In its original incarnation Clement’s Inn
had been one of the original Inns of Chancery, but its purpose and its buildings were swept away
sometime during the second half of the 19th century. The exact date of its removal is vague;
Pevsner merely puts it between 1868 and 1891, presumably meaning that it was demolished in stages.
Suffice it to say that towards the end of the 19th century – probably in the 1880s – large blocks
designed for both office and residential use were built on the site of the old Inn.  They stretched in a
line, just west of the Royal Courts of Justice – and on the west side of Clements Inn Passage –  north
from the Strand up to Clare Market. These blocks were given the name ‘Clement’s Inn’ and  housed a
medley of solicitors, architects, chartered accountants, surveyors, publishers and even, at 5 & 6 the
Uruguayan Legation and Consulate. The southern-most blocks were numbered ’1 & 2 Clement’s Inn’
and were still standing in 1977. By then the more northerly blocks  - 3 & 4 – had already been
demolished.

Extraordinary as it seems, photographs of the exterior of 3 & 4 Clement’s Inn seem all but non-
existent.  The photograph on the left shows, I think, one corner of the Clement’s Inn range; it was
taken in 1912 while police trying to establish the whereabouts of Christabel Pankhurst, for whom
they had an arrest warrant. Apart from this I have managed to track down, in the Westminster
Archives, only three small photographs of 1 & 2 Clement’s Inn. They form part of a collection taken in
1977 of the Royal Courts of Justice. Very helpfully the photographer  turned his camera, from his
position in the RCJ,  across Clement’s Inn Passage to take a distant view of the surviving Clement’s
Inn buildings, and followed that with two close-up photographs of the  entrances to the buildings.
The collection of photographs is accompanied by a hand-drawn map showing the precise position of
each photograph so that there is now no doubt in my mind as to the layout of the Clement’s Inn
blocks, now replaced by the LSE Towers.

The photographs show the Clement’s Inn buildings to have been rather imposing –  five storeys high,
rising in places to seven. They were built of brick – presumably once red, doubtless very quickly
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 (http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/fred-
pethick-lawrence.jpg)

Frederick Pethick Lawrence, photographed at a time when he was living and working in Clement’s
Inn

blackened in the London atmosphere, with facings of stone around the windows and doors. Detailing
was gothic, doubtless a nod to the adjacent  RCJ buildings. The ‘look’ was not unlike that of nearby
Old Square, Lincolns Inn, where in later years Frederick and Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence, who are
specifically noted on the WSPU plaque, had a flat.

For it was entirely due to the Pethick Lawrences that the WSPU office came to be sited at 3 & 4
Clement’s Inn. Frederick Pethick Lawrence first appears on the London electoral register at  3 & 4
Clement’s Inn in 1904. He and Emmeline – they had married in 1901 -were living in what is termed in
the rate book as ‘a residential suite’ – to differentiate this type of apartment from the offices that were
also available for rent. The apartments were serviced; the Clement’s Inn  building included a
servants’ hall, servants’ dormitories and a kitchen in which meals were cooked for delivery to the
tenants. This, I would imagine, was a style of living that entirely suited the Pethick Lawrences whose
many interests surely precluded any time for domesticity.

The Pethick Lawrences had presumably chosen Clement’s Inn as their London address – they did
also have a house in Surrey – because it was close to the office, at 19 St Bride Street,  of The Echo, a
newspaper bought by Frederick Pethick Lawrence c 1902. It had been a Liberal paper – with a bias
towards the Liberal Unionist section of the party- but, under Pethick Lawrence was re-directed
towards the Labour movement, with Ramsay MacDonald among its contributors. However The Echo
ran at a loss and in 1905 Pethick Lawrence closed it and  in May launched a new monthly publication,
the Labour Record and Review. Pethick Lawrence was also the publisher of the Reformers’
Yearbook (called, before 1905, the Labour Annual and Reformers’ Yearbook). In the 1905 edition of the
Yearbook, printed from information supplied in 1904, the ‘Directory of Useful Addresses’ lists the
‘Women’s Union’ , the secretary of which is Mrs Rachel Scott of Woodbine, Flixton, Manchester.  This
was the recently formed Women’s Social and Political Union. Its founders, Mrs E. Pankhurst and
Miss C Pankhurst, of  62 Nelson St, Manchester, are also listed as ‘Useful’.
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/emmeline-p-l.jpg)
Emmeline Pethick Lawrence, courtesy of the International Institute for Social History

In her autobiography Emmeline Pethick Lawrence records that it was from her roof garden in
Clement’s Inn that in January 1906 she saw the general election results ‘as they were thrown by a
lantern-slide on the elevated-whitened board in the Strand’. This new technology was displaying a
Liberal landslide. But it was, however, the success of Keir Hardie and the Labour Party that
particularly pleased the Pethick Lawrences.  A month later Hardie introduced Emmeline Pethic -
Lawrence to Emmeline Pankhurst as ‘a practical and useful colleague who could develop in London
the new society she had founded in Manchester’ – the WSPU.

Later that year the embryonic London campaign, which had been spearheaded by Annie Kenney and
which for several months had held its business meetings around kitchen tables in various hospitable
London homes, was given office premises by Frederick Pethick Lawrence in 3 & 4 Clement’s Inn. In
the relevant rate book the WSPU is shown as taking up its tenancy at Michaelmas (29 September)
1906 in rooms 68,69 and 70.

 

This apartment was separate from number 119 shared jointly by the Pethick Lawrences; Frederick
had given Emmeline the luxury of ‘a room of her own’.

When, in July 1906, Christabel Pankhurst came to London, after gaining her first-class law degree in
Manchester, she lived with the Pethick Lawrences – perhaps in Emmeline’s separate apartment. The
rate books show that over the years the Pethick Lawrences occupied several different sets of rooms,
the quantities and configuration varying from year to year.

 

When, in October 1908, warrants were issued for the arrest of Christabel and Emmeline Pankhurst
after the WSPU had urged Londoners to ‘Rush the House of Commons’, the pair were photographed
hiding from the police on Emmeline Pethick Lawrence’s roof terrace. See here
(http://calmarchive.londonmet.ac.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/ep-ls-apartment3.jpg)
In Emmeline Pethick Lawrence’s apartment in Clement’s Inn. From the left, Christabel Pankhurst,
Annie Kenney, Nellie Martel, Mrs Pankhurst, Mrs Despard. Courtesy of the International Institute

for Social History

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/inspector-jarvis2.jpg)
Inspector Jarvis making his arrest. Photograph marked for a rather idiosyncratic cropping.

Courtesy of the International Institute for Social History

dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=ImageView.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqImage=7JCC-

O-2-121.jpg) to view the Women’s Library copy of the photograph.

After ensuring that their evasion had been captured on camera, they then went downstairs and were
photographed in the course of being arrested by Inspector Jarvis.

 

 

Other WSPU offices were photographed on other occasions – the Women’s Library holds pictures,
among others, of Mrs Pethick Lawrence’s secretary’s office
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(http://calmarchive.londonmet.ac.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?
dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=ImageView.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqImage=TWL-
2002-485.jpg), the General Office and of the WSPU Information Bureau
(http://calmarchive.londonmet.ac.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?
dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=ImageView.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqImage=TWL-
2002-484.jpg) at work. In the latter picture Emily Wilding Davison is the woman seated on the left
and the young woman, with white collar and cuffs, standing at the back is Cicely Hale. All these
photographs can be viewed on the Women’s Library Special Collections catalogue and from them
one can glean an idea of the physical surroundings in which the campaign was orchestrated – the
furniture, the fireplaces, the typewriters, the bowls of flowers, the posters and the maps on the walls.

This ‘seething hive of activity’ is pictured in at least one contemporary novel. For in Ann
Veronica, published in 1909, H.G. Wells furnishes the offices of the Woman’s Bond of Freedom – the
 suffrage society that sweeps his heroine off her feet and into prison – with  ‘notice boards bearing
clusters of newspaper slips, three or four posters of monster meetings..and a series of announcements
in purple copying ink, and in one corner …a pile of banners’. Wells had no need to rely on
photographs for his information; during the years when the WSPU was working from Clement’s Inn,
it was doing so in close physical proximity to the Fabian Society, of which Wells was a leading
member and which had been responsible for the founding of the LSE.  Knowing from the rate book
that the WSPU’s basement office was next door to that of the Fabian Society, it requires little stretch
of the imagination to envisage Wells finding a reason to combine a visit to one with a brief sortie into
the other, the result being good  ’copy’ for his novel.

It would be surprising if there had not been some tension between the two offices – the one
campaigning for votes for some, not all, women while the other backed the cause of adult suffrage.
For although, when they agreed to support the WSPU, the Pethick Lawrences were still committed to
the Labour cause,  as the women’s suffrage campaign developed its tactics changed and the
association with Labour was considered by the Pankhursts no longer to be advantageous.  Despite
this, there were many connections between the WSPU, the Labour Party and the Fabian Society. For
instance, Beatrice Sanders, working from an office in Clement’s Inn as  financial secretary to the
WSPU, was the wife of William Sanders, a Fabian Society lecturer, LCC alderman and Labour
parliamentary candidate. Mrs Sanders was herself a member of the Fabian Women’s Group.
 However, William Sanders was one of what Wells termed the  ’Old Gang’ that ranged itself against
him when he attempted to reform the Fabian Society and, in retaliation, probably took Sanders as his
prototype for ‘Alderman Dunstable’ in Ann Veronica. Wells certainly found plenty to mock in the
WSPU and its activities and, unsurprisingly, although Ann Veronica was listed among ‘Books
Received’ in the WSPU newspaper, Votes for Women, it never received the accolade of a review.

A very powerful propaganda tool for the WSPU, Votes for Women was brought to life each week in a
building even closer to Houghton Street than Clement’s Inn and will be the subject of the next of my
‘Suffrage Stories’.

     
Christabel Pankhurst , clement's inn , emmeline pankhurst , emmeline pethick-lwrence ,
fabian society , frederick pethick lawrence , h.g. wells , london school of economics ,
suffragettes , The Women's Library , votes for women , WSPU
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Woman tram-conductor in Brighton

4 Comments

Book Of The Week: Gilbert Stone (editor), Women War Workers,
published 1917

Posted in Book of the Week on October 12, 2012

‘Woman and Her Sphere’ has had a long-standing interest in searching out – and cataloguing for sale
– books and ephemera by and about women’s involvement in the First World War. With the 100th
anniversary drawing nearer, radio and television producers already searching for new angles from
which to approach the subject , and the Government heralding what is likely to be a long period of
commemoration, it is, perhaps, appropriate to draw readers’ attention to some of the contemporary
works that recorded ways in which women reacted to the disruption of their world. The first book I
have chosen is:

Gilbert Stone (editor), Women War Workers: accounts contributed by representative workers of
the work done by women in the more important branches of war employment, George G. Harrap
& Co, 1917. With a foreword by Lady Jellicoe.

The book comprises articles written by women working in new areas of employment. The chapters
are titled:

Munition Work;  The Land;  A Postwoman’s Perambulations;  Banking;  ’Fares Please!’ [work as a bus
conductor];  Deliverng the Goods [driver of butcher's delivery cart];  Nursing at the French Front;
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 The V.A.D. Nurse ;  The Comforteers [working with 'Concerts at the Front'] ;  Welfare Work;   The
Women of Paris During the German Advance,  and  ’War Organisations for Women’ – giving
statistical information, together with the chief purposes and aims of the more prominent
organizations connected with Women’s War Work.

The book concludes with a very interesting chapter by Gilbert Stone in which he discusses the
difficulties that women will face after the end of the war. ‘To coop them up at home without future,
without outlook, without freedom, dependent on their father’s purse, yet with a memory of the
wide world ever present, or, if possible it is a poor way of showing man’s sense of the meaning of
the words Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.

The book – with 12 photographs – is surprisingly scarce. This copy is in good condition and
is £60.

To buy: contact e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk

first world war; women and the first world war; women munitions; women land girls ,
women and front line concert parties first world war ,
women banking; women nursing first world war; women vad nursing , women tram conductors

Leave a Comment

Mariana Starke: An Epsom Education

Posted in Mariana Starke, Uncategorized on October 8, 2012
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Mariana Starke was christened at Epsom Parish Church on 23 October 1762. On 19 June, barely four
months earlier, and three years into their marriage, her parents had buried their first-born child –  a
son, John – in the church’s graveyard. Mariana was to be an only child for six years – until the birth of
her brother, Richard Isaac Starke, in 1768 – and to be an only daughter until the birth of her sister,
Louisa, in 1772. Although there is no record of other children having been born in the years between
the births of these living children, the gaps are significantly long, suggesting the possibility that Mary
Starke may have suffered miscarriages. Certainly Richard’s father, John Starke, while leaving his
eldest son only Hylands House in his rather punitive 1763 will, seems to have expected him to sire at
least five children – to all of whom the grandfather was prepared to leave handsome legacies.

We know no firm details of Mariana’s early life as she grew up in Epsom. She may have had a
governess, but more likely was taught by her mother, who from her letters appears a competent,
amusing woman, interested in literature and the world. The only extant reference I have found to the
hiring of a teacher occurs in one of Mrs Starke’s letters, in which she mentions that she is thinking of
engaging a music master for her daughters.

This letter written, probably, in 1781, is to Mrs Hayley, wife of William Hayley, an influential man of
letters and, in his life-time at least, a highly-regarded poet, patron of William Blake, friend of
Cowper, of Romney and of Mariana Starke, who was to him his ‘dear poetical daughter’. The earliest
letter in the extant correspondence between the Starkes and the Hayleys dates from 1779 and it is
clear from the tone and language employed by the writers that the two families were on close and
affectionate terms – and would appear to have been so for some time. There is no indication,
however, of how or when the introduction between the families took place. Mariana’s earliest letter in
the sequence, dated 22 December 1780, is to Mrs Hayley inviting the Hayleys to ‘a little Hop’to be
held by her family early in the new year – on Monday 8 January – and to dinner the day before. At
this time the Hayleys lived at Eartham in Sussex, about 45 miles south of Epsom. Hylands House was
on their route into Town; in another letter Mrs Starke mentions that she could look out for their
chaise as it passes along the Dorking Road. When she wrote this letter of invitation Mariana was 18
years old and entirely at ease in corresponding with the older woman.

From her mother’s letters we can catch glimpses of this youthful Mariana. In November 1780 (?)
when Mrs Starke suffered a a bout of illness, during which exertion ‘produced a spitting of blood’,
 she was ‘an affectionate un-wearied attendant under Providence’  ‘her tenderness contributes
materially to my recovery….I can read a little, and so my daughter ransacks the circulating library for
my amusement and has brought me the life of Garrick, written by Davies, the materials supplied by
Johnson and the whole regulated by him. Tis very entertaining; it contains a history of the Theatre for
36 years. I remember many of the persons mentioned. It likewise comprehends an account of the
contemporary dramatic Writers. What an assemblage of opposite qualities met in ‘Dr Goldsmith’
without one particle of common sense to rectify the composition.’ Davies’ life of Garrick was first
published in 1780, suggesting that the Epsom circulating library was quick to offer the latest
published works and that Mariana had been prompt in her ‘ransacking’. From the list of books
catalogued when the stock of the Epsom circulating library [as far as I can establish this was the only
circulating library in Epsom during this period] was put up for auction in 1823 it is clear that there
was no shortage of reading matter likely to appeal to both mother and daughter. For instance,
quantities of novels and book of travels dating from the 1780s were still held in the stock of the
library at the time of its sale – novels such as Aspasia, the wanderer (1786), Alfred and Cassandra
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Cowdray Park, late 18th century, courtesy of Christies

(1788), Letters of an Italian Nun (1789) and Adeline the Orphan (1790).

By the 1780s Epsom’s heyday as a spa town had passed but, in a healthy position close to the Downs
and close to London, it attracted well-to-do merchants quite prepared then – as now – to commute
into town on business. Although he had no necessity to make this journey regularly,  ‘Governor
Starke’ – by which slightly inflated version of his former title Richard Starke is often named in
contemporary accounts  – still some had business with the East India Company. By virtue of his stock
holding in the Company he was able to vote for candidates to the Directorate of the Company and
probably made periodic visits to their headquarters in Mincing Lane – a stone’s throw from the house
in which his grandfather, Thomas Starke, the slave trader, had lived 100 years before. It is interesting
– if useless – to speculate as to whether a knowledge of the lives of his forebears was incorporated
into his perception of the world. Did he know – as we shall never – that his father had turned to India
because he did not wish to be involved in the trade in Africans of which Thomas was a pioneer? Or,
what is more likely, did he know that John Starke had seen that the Virginia tobacco trade was taking
a downward turn – and was tediously prone to litigation – and that India was the new Virginia? 
Whatever his thoughts as he walked along Mincing Lane Richard Starke would have been well aware
of the importance in Starke family history of the church of St Dunstans in the East, just three minutes
walk away, down towards the river. Besides his grandfather – and all the late-17th- c infant Starkes
buried there, it was here that his own mother had been interred in 1730 and here, five years later, that
his wife, the daughter of a merchant, had been christened. That, at least, should have inculcated a
proprietorial feeling for this small area of the City in a man who had spent his working life in India
and now lived a rather secluded life in Surrey. Again, idle to speculate, but surely, on occasion,
Mariana would have been taken to the City. Would she not have been curious to see the streets where
her forebears lived?

For Mariana, we know, was in her youth passionate about ‘antiquity’. In 1781 her mother, writing to
Mrs Hayley, mentions that they had visited ‘Cowdry’ [Cowdray, a Tudor house in Sussex that in 1793
was reduced to ruins by a fire but whose magnificence was still intact when the Starkes visited],
remarking that ‘The outside is striking, fine, venerable and claims respect, but within tis unequal and
disappoints the expectation. Perhaps altogether no ill emblem its owner. Marian was pleased; I am
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not so rapturously fond of antiquity as she is. At her age I was, but my passion for gothic structures,
and tragedy, expired at the same moment. When the gaiety of youth is fled, lively scenes become
necessary.’ So, here is a glimpse of a Mariana swept up in the zeitgeist for the gothic – her ‘sensibility’
a counterpoint to her mother’s ‘sense’.

‘Sense’ was, I am sure, a virtue with which Mariana’s closest contemporary companion of her youth
was liberally endowed. Millecent Parkhurst, who was a few months younger than Mariana, lived
with her parents in Abele Grove on the other side of Dorking Road from Hylands – on the way into
Epsom town. Then an elegant house, with coach house, stables and grounds of about 1 acre, Abele
Grove is now, rather bizarrely, the Epsom Central branch of the Premier Inn chain, But it is there still
– as is Hylands House – and you can still walk along the Dorking Road between the two-  either on
your own two feet or, thanks to Google Street View, on your computer.

Millecent’s elderly father, John Parkhurst, had inherited valuable estates around Epsom and,
although a clergyman, of
(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/hebrew-
english.jpg)the high Anglican variety, felt neither the necessity nor
inclination to seek preferment. His life was devoted to scholarship;
amongst other writings he had published both Hebrew/English and
Greek/English Lexicons (the latter to the New Testament). When, in
1798, after his death, a new edition of this work was called for, it was
published with Millecent as editor. In the preface to the 5th edition, a
later editor recorded that she was ,’reared under the immediate
inspection of her learned and pious father, by an education of the very
first order, [and] has acquired a degree of classical knowledge which is
rarely met with in the female world’. In a 1787 letter (to be considered
at greater length in a subsequent post) Mariana mentions ‘the almost
paternal regard that [Mr Parkhurst] has for me.’ It would, I think, be
safe to assume that Mariana spent a considerable time in that
household, that she was at home in John Parkhurst’s library and, with
Millecent, benefited from his teaching. See here
(http://http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/john-parkhurst-17281797-fellow-
17511752-135079) to view portraits of John Parkhurst and his wife – held at Clare College, Cambridge.
If the date (1804) attributed to the paintings is correct they were commissioned some time after the
pair had died – John in 1797 and Millecent in 1800.

The Rev Parkhurst was not only Mariana’s advisor and critic but, with William Hayley, was
responsible for inducting Mariana into the literary world. In 1781 she was among the subscribers to
Ann Francis’ Poetical Translation of the Song of Solomon, from the original Hebrew, published by J.
Dodsley. John Parkhurst subscribed six copies and it is to him that the book was dedicated, with a
credit for supplying Notes. Among the female Epsom subscribers were Mrs Foreman, Mrs E.
Foreman, Miss Foreman and Mrs Phipps. The latter ladies, who were presumably of a literary incline,
were unlikely to have been those of whom Mariana wrote to William Hayley on 1 October 1781, ‘I
spent an afternoon a short time since in company with Mrs Francis. She appears perfectly good-
natured and unaffected – our Epsom Ladies  were quite astonished that she should be in the least degree
like other people – one observed that she really dressed her hair according to the present fashion,
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another, that she had a very tolerable cap, and a third that she certainly conversed in a common way,
in short they spoke of her, as tho’ they had expected to have seen a wild beast instead of a rational
creature, & I felt myself very happy that they were perfectly ignorant of my ever having made a Poem
in my life.’ In her preface Ann Francis had felt it necessary to defend her translation of this particular
text on two counts  – in case it might ‘be thought an improper undertaking for a woman [since] the
learned may imagine it a subject above the reach of my abilities; while the unlearned may incline to
deem it a theme unfit for the exercise of a female pen.’

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/thelyphthora.png)Besides John
Parkhurst, the other male Epsom subscriber to The Song of Solomon was the Rev Martin Madan, who
the previous year had raised considerable controversy with his publication of Thelyphthora; or a
treatise on female ruin. In this Madan argued the social benefit of polygamy as a means of countering
the evils of prostitution. He had been chaplain at the Hyde Park Corner Lock Hospital – a hospital for
those afflicted with venereal disease – and may be considered to know of what he spoke. His treatise
immediately attracted a series of ripostes. It was clearly a book – and, therefore, a subject much
debated at this time and in the same 1 October 1781 letter to Hayley Mariana writes. Have you met
with a book entitled ‘Whisper in the ear of the Author of Thelypthora’? The author Mr Greene did me the
honor of sending it to me, and was it small enough to be enclosed in a frank, I would sent it to
Earthham; tho I do not imagine it is a Book that would amuse either you, or Mrs Hayley much.’ Why,
one wonders, did 40-year-old Edward Burnaby Greene send his work on this subject to 19-year-old
Mariana Starke?

Greene was a translator and poet – though even in his lifetime not held in much regard – and at some
time point his social or literary life must have intersected with that of Mariana to occasion this ‘honor’
.  For, while the Ladies of Epsom may have been ignorant of the fact that they harboured a young Poet
in their midst, her literary mentors were not – Mariana was in the custom of enclosing poems in her
letters to Hayley. And to Hayley she made clear her feelings about Epsom society, writing at the end
of a 7 January 1782 letter, ‘Pardon this hasty and stupid scrawl, as I am going to dress for an Epsom
Party, the very thought of which, has benumbed my faculties.’ Both Mariana and her mother
doubtless felt more stimulated at gatherings at which literature and ideas took precedence over
discussions of hairdressing and caps. Not only did they utilise the circulating libraries but when in
Town they made a point of visiting booksellers. In a letter to Mrs Hayley, dated 2 August 1781, Mrs
Starke wrote,  ’Marian and I were at Dodsley’s the other day. The counter was covered by Mr
Hayley’s poems, nothing sells so well. Dodsley did himself great credit with us, by his manner of
speaking of Mr Hayley, second to none, now living, or that ever did live!’
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/triumphs-of-
temper.jpg) Dodsley – whose shop was in Pall Mall –  had recently
published Hayley’s Triumphs of Temper, a didactic work illustrating the
usefulness of a good temper to a young woman in search of a husband.
See here (http://http://dulwichonview.org.uk/2010/07/27/triumphs-
of-temper-at-dulwich-picture-gallery/)for a Dulwich Picture Gallery page
setting Romney’s portrait of Hayley alongside one of his illustrations
from Triumph of Temper

The literary Epsom ladies maintained their interest in furthering the
publication of  interesting new works by women, subscribing to two
important works of the period. In 1785 Millecent Parkhurst (‘Miss
Parkhurst, Epsom’) and ‘Mrs Starke, Epsom’ were subscribers to
 Poems by Ann Yearsley, the Bristol milkwoman and protegee of Hannah

More and in 1786 Mariana, her mother and Mrs Parkhurst were all subscribers to Helen Maria
Williams’ Poems. The women may well have supported other publications, their connection not yet
brought to light by the digital scanner.  We can, however, be certain that these were two works that,
along with The Song of Solomon, Hayley’s poems and that oddity, Whisper in the ear of the author of
Thelypthora’?,  were definitely on the shelves in Hyland House in the late 1780s. It was not to be long
before Mariana, together with Millecent Parkhurst,- put her own pen into public action.

Sources: William Hayley Papers, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

epsomandewellhistoryexplorer.org.uk (http://http://www.epsomandewellhistoryexplorer.org.uk/)

18t-century writing by women , Abele Grove , Ann Francis , Ann YEarsley , Epsom ,
Helen Maria Williams , hylands house , John Parkhurst , Mariana Starke , Martin Madan ,
Millecent Parkhurst , Song of Solomon , William Hayley
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Collecting Suffrage: Emily Wilding Davison’s Funeral Programme

Posted in Collecting Suffrage on October 4, 2012

For the last 100 years the strange death of Emily Wilding Davison has transfixed the public. It is
likely to be the one thing that the ‘man – or woman – in the street’ knows about the suffragette
movement. Bizarrely the last seconds of her conscious life are still with us –growing in impact as the
internet allows everyone to view footage of film that was in the past relatively difficult to access.  In
this piece by Andrew Marr (http://http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5W4yl72UOw) the BBC
has worked its wonders on the Pathé News original, allowing us to see details that the passing years
had blurred. I have always wondered if it was by chance that she chose to position herself alongside a
section of the Derby racecourse that was in full view of the film camera. The camera was mounted on
a stand and would have been clearly visible. However the camera was, presumably, positioned there
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/ewd-funeral-procession-
programme.jpg)

Official Programme for Emily WIlding Davison’s Funeral Procession

in order to capture pictures of the horses entering the final straight and Emily Davison may have

chosen to be there for the very same reason.

With the 100th anniversary less than a year away media attention is mounting. All material related to
Emily Wilding Davison’s funeral is scarce – and very collectable – however one of the scarcest is the
4-page ‘Official Programme, Timetable and Route of the Funeral Procession, Saturday June 14th
1913.

I must say that I do find it rather odd that this item should be so very scarce for, as you can see from
film and photographs,  the streets of London were packed on the day. The hordes must have failed to
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arm themselves with the Programme or, if they did, to have then discarded it.

In my forthcoming book, Campaigning for the Vote
(http://http://www.francisboutle.co.uk/pages.php?
cID=4&pID=165&osCsid=a8bef03964aad2c5d4f6a170632db65c), Kate Frye, who followed the
procession through Piccadilly to Bloomsbury and then on to Kings Cross, in her long diary entry
comments on the vastness of the crowd. But even she, who was an inveterate hoarder of suffrage
memorabilia, does not seem to have acquired  a copy of the Funeral Procession Programme. The
result is that, in nearly 30 years of dealing in suffrage artefacts,  I have only seen one copy of this item
for sale. In fact, if a spate of them were now to hit the market, I shall be very suspicious!

2 Comments

Book of the Week: Margaret Sanger, Woman And The New Race –
a copy rich with suffrage and Sanger associations

Posted in Book of the Week on October 2, 2012

Margaret Sanger, Woman And The New Race, published by Brentano’s (NY), 1921 (3rd printing)
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/margaret-sanger.jpg)
Inscription on free front endpaper of this copy of Woman and the New Race

Margaret Sanger spearheaded the birth-control campaign in the US.  In this book, first published in
1920, she writes: ‘The most far-reaching social development of modern times is the revolt of woman
against sex servitude. The most important force in the remaking of the world is a free motherhood’.
The Introduction to the book is by Havelock Ellis, one of several leading thinkers with whom she had
an affair.

In October 1914 Margaret Sanger fled from the US to England while on bail for violating US postal
obscenity laws – the charge was that of sending through the post copies of her radical feminist
journal, The Woman Rebel, which advocated the use of contraception.  She remained in England until
October 1915. Coincidentally it was in October 1915 that Kitty Marion, a former, German-born,
 militant suffragette, set sail for the US. Once in New York she worked for many years for Margaret
Sanger, her role being that of street seller of Sanger’s Birth Control Review. 

In England in 1913 Kitty Marion had been  sentenced to three years’ imprisonment for her part in the
burning of the grandstand at the Hurst Park racecourse (as retaliation for the death of Emily Wilding
Davison)- although, after going on hunger and thirst strike,  she was released under the Cat and
Mouse Act. It would  appear that, on the run, she was  one of the WSPU’s most active arsonists,
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although she evaded detection for much of the destruction she committed.  In New York, on 14
October 1918, she was again given a prison sentence – this time for distributing Birth Control Review.

This particular copy of this book brings together these various histories. The free front endpaper
bears the ink inscription, in Margaret Sanger’s handwriting –  ‘Margaret Sanger, New York, Oct 14-
1921.  ’zum Andenken!’ [translated from German: In Memory!].  This inscription obviously
commemorates the 3rd anniversary of Kitty Marion’s imprisonment – of which Margaret Sanger had
at the time written ‘We glory in her deed’. Underneath this is written ‘Kitty Marion’ – in what I think
may be Kitty Marion’s hand; although the ink looks much the same as the Sanger message, I think the
writing is different.

Yet another layer of suffrage association is revealed by the ownership signature, written faintly in
pencil in the top right corner the same page, of Maud Fussell, another former member of the WSPU –
and, again, one who suffered imprisonment.

My reconstruction of the history of the book is that it was signed by Margaret Sanger for  Kitty
Marion and was subsequently given by Kitty Marion to Maud Fussell. It was sold to me along with
other books that had been in Maud Fussell’s possession.

The book is in good condition and is  a particularly interesting association copy.    Price £165 plus
postage.

To buy: please contact me at e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk

birth control , Kitty Marion , margaret Sanger , Maud Fussell , suffragette , WSPU
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Am I Not A Woman And A Sister: Women and the Anti-
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/am-i-not.jpg)‘Am I not a woman and a
sister’ reads the legend arching over the female figure of Justice as she reaches towards a kneeling
black slave woman, who holds her chained hands up in supplication. In the 1830s this powerful
emblem was used on printed matter and on artifacts associated with women-only, or ‘ladies’, anti-
slavery associations. It very consciously echoed the motto, ‘Am I Not a Man and a Brother’, adopted
in 1787 by the founders of the Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade. Throughout the long years
of abolitionist campaigning women were always participants, their role becoming, over the years,
increasing prominent. Experience gained in a movement of such social, economic and political
importance was to prove valuable when, in the 1860s, they launched the campaign to gain their own
political freedom.

In 1787, however, women could take no direct part in politics, their role confined to that of exercising
influence on those who did have political power. One such woman was Lady Middleton, a member
of the evangelical Clapham Sect, who conducted a country-house salon at Barham Court in Kent. It
was she who, according to Thomas Clarkson, in 1786 persuaded both William Wilberforce and
himself to take up the anti-slavery cause. Lady Middleton’s own interest in the subject was not new.
In 1782 she had been among the subscribers to Letters of Late Ignatius Sancho, the first prose work by
an African to be published in England. Ignatius Sancho, born on a slave ship, had, as a child, been a
house slave in London, at Greenwich.

Women’s influence extended to rather more than cajolery over the dinner table. Another member of
the Clapham Sect, Lady Middleton’s close friend the writer Hannah More, was asked, in late 1787, to
write a poem to draw attention to the discussion soon to take place in Parliament. She quickly
composed Slavery, a Poem, published as a large, handsomely printed, 20-page book. She was just one
of many women writers who wielded their pens in the abolitionist cause. Although they did not have
direct power women could exercise their influence through the medium considered most suitable to
their sex, poetry.

Women were also a valuable source of the finance necessary for the funding of the campaign.
Although the Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade was formed and officered by men, there
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Phillis Wheatley, as depicted on the frontispiece to her ‘Poems on Various Subjects’

was no attempt to prevent women from becoming subscribers. Subscriptions ranged from one to five
guineas, sizeable sums, indicating that those donating were drawn from the middling to wealthy
section of society. Fortunately for us, the Society printed a report listing by name all its subscribers.
Women clearly had no more qualms at having their names listed in such a quasi-political publication
than they did in appearing as subscribers to a novel or volume of poetry. It is possible, therefore, to
study the names of 206 women, comprising about ten per cent of the total, who in the late-18th
century made public their condemnation of the slave trade.

The main, London-based, committee attracted members from all around the country. It is noticeable
that there are few obviously upper-class or aristocratic women on the list. Only three titled ladies
subscribed: Lady Hatton of Longstanton, the Dowager Countess Stanhope (who gave £50), and the
Dowager Viscountess Galway. A superficial investigation would indicate that all three were women
associated with families with radical sympathies. Indeed the Dowager Countess Stanhope’s son, who
had succeeded her husband as earl, was soon to style himself ‘Citizen Stanhope’ to demonstrate his
support for revolution in France. Two others of those listed, ‘Miss Pelham and Miss Mary Pelham of
Esher’ were members of an influential Whig family, counting a former prime minister amongst their
forebears.

The names of some subscribers have entered the literary canon. Prominent are Elizabeth Carter
(writer and ‘blue stocking’), Sarah Trimmer (evangelical educationalist and writer) and Mary Scott of
Milborne Port, Dorset, who in 1774 had written a lengthy poem, The Female Advocate, in which she
drew attention to Phillis Wheatley, the first slave and black woman to have a book of poetry
published in Britain.

Information can, with some application, be teased out about many of the other names on the list. A
quick Google search reveals that, at random,’ Mrs Elizabeth Prowse of Wicken Park, Northampton’
was the sister of Granville Sharp, a leading member of the Abolition Committee. That ‘Mrs Peckard,
Cambridge’ was, probably Martha, the wife of Peter Peckard, vice chancellor of Cambridge
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University and a preacher of sermons against the slave trade. It was he who, he in 1785 had set the
question, ‘Is it lawful to make slaves of others against their will?’, for the University’s Latin essay
won by Thomas Clarkson, the first step in his abolitionist career.

Through the Will Search facility at DocumentsOnline on the National Archives website it is possible
to read the wills of some of the subscribers and discover a little more about their lives. For example,
‘Mary Belch, Ratcliffe’ was a corn chandler of Broad Street, Ratcliffe, in east London and ‘Deborah
Townsend, Smithfield Bars’ was either the wife or the daughter of a Smithfield grocer. The wills may
not reveal much about their abolitionist sympathies but they do demonstrate that women from this
sector of society were committed to the cause.

The will of another subscriber, ‘Elizabeth Freeman, Woodbridge’, reveals that she was a Quaker and
that she left ‘to my poor relations in America twenty pounds to be disposed of by friends of the
Monthly Meeting in North Carolina’. It might be presumed that with these connections she knew
something of conditions in an American slave state. Further research might indicate that other
women subscribers from Woodbridge were also Quakers. Some names, of course, do indicate clear
Quaker connections. Five female member of the well-known Fox family of Falmouth were subscribers
and, with their fellow Quakers, are likely to be traceable through the records kept by the Society of
Friends.

Women were also subscribers to the separate local committees formed in provincial towns. In
Manchester 68 out of total of 302 subscribers were women. However few of the names include any
indication of address and are, therefore, more difficult to identify. Some were wives of men involved
with the Manchester committee. One such was ‘Mrs Bayley of Hope’, wife of Thomas Bayley,
Unitarian, JP and penal reformer. Here too many the female subscribers were likely to have been
nonconformists, particularly Unitarians and Quakers, a large number having connections with
Manchester’s manufacturing interests.

In Bristol, notorious as a slave port, subscribers to the local committee included Miss Anna Goldney
and ‘Mrs Goldney’. It has to be remembered that ‘Mrs’ at that time was a title given to unmarried as
well as married women and, therefore, that the latter was probably Ann Goldney, who was
unmarried and had recently inherited the family’s Clifton estate from her brother. The Goldneys
were Quakers although an ancestor, Thomas Goldney, had, in the early 18th century, been the
principal investor in a venture leading to the capture of slaves, the family fortune enhanced by
investment in the manufacturing of guns for trade with Africa. Between them, Ann and Anna
Goldney, a cousin living in the Clifton household, gave a generous six guineas.

Other Bristol women subscribers were Mrs Esther Ash, Mrs Frampton, Mrs Olive and Mrs Merlott, all
of whom had at least one other thing in common, being subscribers in 1787 to a translation of Persian
poems by Charles Fox. It is likely some were Quakers, but ‘Mrs Merlott’ was probably the unmarried
sister of John Merlott, a Presbyterian sugar refiner.

Named women also subscribed to local committees in Birmingham, Exeter, Leeds and Leicester, some
of which were probably set up with the encouragement of Thomas Clarkson as he acted as roving
ambassador for the Abolition Society. He also organized mass petitions that were such a novelty of
this campaign, an early manifestation of the method to be used by popular protest groups throughout
the 19th century. Women, however, were not signatories. It was presumably thought that if they were
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Wedgwood jasper-ware cameo. By courtesy of the Wedgwood Museum Trust, Barlaston,

Staffordshire

the value of the petition would be diminished.

Women did, though, on occasion take part in public debates about the slave trade. One such was held
in 1788 in La Belle Assemblée, a concert hall in Brewer Street, Soho, London, where ‘ladies were
permitted to speak in veils’. In 1792 women were also present at a debate at the Coach-makers’ Hall,
Foster Lane, Cheapside calling for the boycott of West Indian sugar and rum. The motion was carried
by a unanimous vote of 600.

The subject of this latter meeting was one that women were making their own. For, although denied
political power, they were able, at least in theory, to influence the economy. As early as 1788 Hannah
More had urged a friend ‘to taboo the use of West Indian sugar in your tea’. Women, as chief
purchasers of household goods, were encouraged to boycott slave-produced sugar from the West
Indies, shopping instead for that grown in the East Indies by free labour. It is thought that by 1791-92
the sugar boycott affected as many as 300,000 people.

As well as redirecting their spending power to ‘free’ produce, women were also encouraged to
purchase items that would proclaim their support for the abolitionist cause.

Thousands of Josiah Wedgwood’s ‘Am I Not a Man and a Brother’ jasperware cameos were
incorporated into brooches, bracelets, earrings and hair ornaments, allowing the wearer to indicate
sympathy with the abolitionist cause. The ‘kneeling slave’ image was also rendered on a variety of
other artefacts and was considered a very suitable subject for young girls to embroider on their
samplers.

Women could also buy china bearing anti-slavery messages. The tea table was the sphere of influence
particular to the woman of the house and, while entertaining her friends, she could pass round a
sugar bowl bearing the motto, ‘East India Sugar not made/By Slaves/By Six families using/East
India, instead of/West India Sugar, one/Slave less is required’. By boycotting West Indian sugar and
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displaying articles such as this she turned herself from a passive consumer into a political activist.

Women were able to demonstrate their sensibility by buying and subscribing to the slim volumes of
abolitionist poetry that were finding a popular readership. These were written by women of all sorts
and conditions, by, as already noted, the evangelical Hannah More, by her working-class protogée,
Ann Yearsley, by Mary Robinson, ex-mistress of the Prince of Wales, and by a succession of young
women, such as Mary Birkett of Dublin. Women were also able to educate the younger generation by
purchasing works such as The Negro Boy’s Tale: a poem addressed to children, published by Amelia
Opie in 1802.

By then, however, the mass popular campaign had collapsed. In 1792 the British public had watched
in horror as the French monarchy was overthrown by the mob and, in the same year, slaves in Saint-
Domingue (Haiti) rose up against their masters. Whatever its theoretical sympathy with the anti-
slavery campaign, the British public had no wish to unleash similar forces. When the act abolishing
Britain’s direct involvement in the slave trade was passed in 1807 it was as a result, not of popular
protest, but of parliamentary manoeuvrings, in which, of course, women played no part.

There was no further popular agitation against slavery until 1823 when Wilberforce and Clarkson
once again took the lead in the formation of the Society for the Mitigation and Gradual Abolition of
Slavery Throughout the British Dominions. Over the intervening years there had been a decided
change in the position of women who now had no inhibition about founding their own anti-slavery
societies. The first such was formed in Birmingham in 1825. Here Lucy Townsend, the wife of an
Anglican clergyman, worked with a Quaker, Mary Lloyd. Contact was made through their various
denominational networks and soon towns such as Manchester, Sheffield, Liverpool, Bristol,
Newcastle, York, Southampton and Plymouth, as well as London, supported ladies’ associations.
There were also groups in Scotland, Wales and Ireland.

The formation of these societies and the activities they undertook did not escape criticism.
Wilberforce expressed what one imagines was a very common view: ‘All private exertions for such
an object become their character, but for ladies to meet, to go from house to house stirring up
petitions – these appear to me proceedings unsuited to the female character as delineated in
Scripture’.

For women were now, indeed, a petitioning force. In the early 1830s hundreds of thousands of
women signed petitions. Those presented in 1833 alone bore the signatures of 298,785 women, nearly
a quarter of the total. A large number – 187,157 – were on a single petition circulated by the London
Female Anti-slavery Society and presented to the House of Commons on 14 May 1833, the day the
emancipation bill was produced.
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were not only, by petitioning, participating in the political process, but were now even questioning
the aims of the movement. In 1824 Elizabeth Heyrick, a Leicester Quaker, published a pamphlet,
Immediate not Gradual Abolition, calling for immediate emancipation of slaves, in contradistinction to
the Anti-Slavery Society’s aim of gradual emancipation. In 1830, at Elizabeth Heyrick’s suggestion,
the influential Birmingham women’s society threatened to withdraw its funding from the Anti -
Slavery Society if it did not agree to change its aim to immediate abolition. The change was agreed.

Elizabeth Heyrick was also the leader of a new campaign to boycott West Indian produce, especially
sugar. Like that of the late-18th century, the 19th-century campaign appealed to the woman of the
family to exercise her economic power. In 1828 the Peckham Ladies’ African and Anti-Slavery
Association published Reasons for Using east India Sugar, demonstrating to its readers ‘that by
substituting east India for west India sugar, they are undermining the system of slavery, in the safest,
most easy, and effectual manner, in which it can be done’. ‘If we purchase the commodity, we
participate in the crime. The laws of our country may hold the sugar-cane to our lips, steeped in the
blood of our fellow-creatures; but they cannot compel us to accept the loathsome potion.’

Women also exercised their talents in order to raise funds for the cause. The bazaar became a
particularly womanly form of demonstrating support. As ever, this activity was regarded in some
quarters as a waste of effort. In a letter of 22 September 1828 the salon hostess, Mary Clarke Mohl,
wrote: ‘My niece spends all her time making little embroidered bags to be sold for the Anti-Slavery
Society …which would be all very well if, instead of turning seamstress to gain £10 a year, she put
some poor woman in the way of work’.
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Only three years after the Anti-Slavery Society had agreed to change its agenda, the 1833 Anti-
Slavery Act abolished slavery within the British colonies. Although a period of apprenticeship was
imposed on former slaves before they could obtain freedom, a determined effort by the abolitionists
led, in 1838, to the early termination of this system. A national women’s petition on behalf of the
apprentices addressed to the newly crowned Queen Victoria had carried the signatures of 7000,000
women, a number described as ‘unprecedented in the annals of petitioning’.

Although Britain no longer allowed slavery within its own territories the anti-slavery campaign
continued, with the aim of abolishing slavery world wide. In 1840 the British and Foreign Anti-
Slavery Society organized the first World Anti-Slavery Convention. Women delegates, among them a
grand-daughter of Lady Middleton, arrived in London from all parts of Britain. From across the
Atlantic came women belonging to a section of the US abolitionist movement that wished to combine
anti-slavery activity with campaigns for women’s rights. All women were, however, denied
participation in the proceedings. As might be expected that decision led not only to a split in the
British anti-slavery movement but, indirectly, to the beginning of the US campaign for women’s
suffrage. Several of the British women who were barred, women such Elizabeth Nicholls (later
Pease), Hannah Webb, Maria Waring, and Matilda Ashurst Biggs, were among those who 26 years
later signed the first women’s suffrage petition.

Both factions of the American anti-slavery movement were keen to gain support from British activists
and throughout the 1840s and 1850s strong transatlantic links were developed. As in Britain, bazaars
became a particular field of endeavour for American abolitionist women, with the British societies
keen to supply boxes of goods for sale. In 1846 the Glasgow Society reported that at the Boston Anti-
Slavery fair ‘every one of the great plaid shawls sold instantly. The beautiful cloaks sold, and also the
bonnets. Aprons do well. The shawls sent by the Duchess of Sutherland sold immediately.’

The societies organized lecture tours for members of the American movement. In 1853 the Glasgow
Society sponsored Harriet Beecher Stowe, whose novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin had already sold 1.5
million copies in Britain and in 1861 the Edinburgh Society organized a series of lectures by Sarah
Remond, whom they described as ‘a lady of colour from America.’ She wrote: ‘I have been received
here as the sister of the white woman’.

Even after the ending of the American Civil War and the freeing of slaves in the US, British women’s
societies continued their work, concentrating now on providing aid for the ‘Freedmen’. The
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Birmingham women’s anti-slavery society continued to meet until 1919.

Over the years many of the women’s anti-slavery societies printed reports, listing the members of
their committees. It is now possible to study these, together with publications such as the Anti-Slavery
Reporter, to discover not only who the women were who worked for this cause, but also to examine
the clear links between the members of the abolitionist and of the women’s suffrage movements.

Further Reading

C. Midgley, Women Against Slavery: the British campaigns 1780-1870, Routledge, 1992.

Anti-Slavery International: www.antislavery.org .

Wilberforce House Museum, Hull: details of materials relating to the anti-slavery campaign can be
found by searching for ‘Wilberforce House’ at www.cornucopia.org.uk .

www.quaker.org.uk contains an article on the Quaker involvement in the anti-slavery campaign. The
library at Friends’ House, London, contains useful biographical records.

BBC History: Elizabeth Crawford, Women: From Abolition to the Vote
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/abolition/abolition_women_article_01.shtml)

anti-salvery , Hannah More , Lady Middleton , Sarah Remond , women and anti-clavery ,
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Kate Frye’s Suffrage Diary: Spring 1908 – Suffrage Hope – WSPU
in Albert Hall ‘a little too theatrical but very wonderful’

Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary on September 26, 2012

Another extract from Kate Frye’s manuscript diary. An edited edition of later entries (from 1911),
recording her work as a suffrage organiser, will be published later this autumn as Campaigning for
the Vote: Kate Parry Frye’s suffrage diary. (http://www.francisboutle.co.uk/pages.php?
cID=4&pID=165&osCsid=ade0513e00a2109790c91dab9336dd9a)

Kate’s MP, Henry Yorke Stanger, was the promoter of the current Enfranchisement Bill – the latest
in the long line that stretched back through the latter half of the 19th century. Despite, as Kate
describes, the bill passing its second reading, the government eventually refused to grant facilities
to further the debate. However, that blow was yet to come as Kate records in these entries details
of the suffrage meetings she attended in February and March 1908. She had the knack of always
being present on the great occasions – and on 19 March was in the Albert Hall to witness the
rousing – and profitable – reception given to Mrs Pankhurst on her release from prison. 
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Dramatis personae:

Miss Harriet Cockle, was 37 years old, an Australian woman of independent means, lving at 34 de
Vere gardens, Kensington.

Mrs Philip Snowden – Ethel Snowden (1880-1951) wife of the ILP politician, Philip Snowden.

Mrs Clara Rackham (1875-1966) was regarded as on the the NUWSS’s best speakers. In 1910 she
became president of the NUWSS’s Eastern Federation, was founder of the Cambridge branch of the
Women’s Co-operative Guild, and was sister-in-law to Arthur Rackham, the book illustrator.

Margery Corbett (1882-1981- later Dame Margery Corbett-Ashby) was the daughter of a Liberal MP.
At this time she was secretary of the NUWSS.

Mrs Fanny Haddelsey,wife of a solicitor, lived at 30 St James’s Square, Holland Park.

Mrs Stanbury had been an organiser for NUWSS as far back as 1890s.

Tuesday February 25th 1908 [London-25 Arundel Gardens]

We got home at 5.15 and had tea. Then I did my hair and tidied myself and Agnes and I ate hot fish
at 6.30 and left soon after in a downpour of rain for the Kensington Town Hall – we did get wet
walking to the bus and afterwards. We got there at 7 o’clock to steward – the doors were opening at
7.30 and the meeting started at 8.15. I was stewarding in the hall downstairs and missed my bag –
purse with 6/- and latch Key etc – very early in the evening which rather spoilt the evening for me as
I felt sure it had been stolen. It was a South Kensington Committee of the London Society for
Woman’s Suffrage and we were stewarding for Miss Cockle. It was a good meeting but not crowded
but, then, what a night. Miss Bertha Mason in the Chair. The speech of the evening was Mrs Philip
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Snowdon, who was great, and Mrs Rackham, who spoke well. The men did not do after them and
poor Mr Stanger seemed quite worn out and quoted so much poetry he made me laugh. Daddie had
honoured us with his presence for a little time and had sat on the platform – so I feel he has quite
committed himself now and will have no right to go back on us. We were not in till 12.20 and then sat
some time over our supper.

Wednesday February 26th 1908

Before I was up in the morning Mother came up in my room with my bag and purse and all quite
safe. It had been found and the Hall Door Keeper had brought it. I was glad because of the Latch Key.
Daddie generously had paid me the 6/- which I was able to return.

Friday February 28th 1908

Mr Stanger’s Woman’s Suffrage Bill has passed the second reading. I had to wait to see the Standard
before going to my [cooking] class. That is very exciting and wonderful – but of course we have got
this far already in past history. Oh! I would have liked to have been there.

MargWednesday March 11th 1908

To 25 Victoria Street and went to the 1st Speakers Class of the N.[ational] S.[ociety] of W.[omen's] S.
[uffrage]. I was very late getting there and there was no one I knew so I did not take any part in the
proceedings and felt very frightened. But Alexandra Wright came in at the end and I spoke to Miss
Margery Corbett and our instructoress, Mrs Brownlow. And then I came home with Alexandra from
St James’s Park station to Notting Hilll Gate.

Thursday March 12th 1908

Mother went to a Lecture for the NKWLA  [North Kensington Women's Liberal Association] at the
Club and Agnes and I started at 8 o’clock and walked to Mrs Haddesley [sic] for a drawing-room
Suffrage Meeting at 8.30. Agnes and I stewarded and made ourselves generally useful. The Miss
Porters were there and a girl who I saw at the Speakers’ Class on Wednesday. Alexandra was in the
Chair and spoke beautifully – really she did. And Mrs Stanbury spoke. Mrs Corbett and Mrs George
– all very good speakers. Mrs Stanbury was really great and there were a lot of questions and a lot of
argument after, which made it exciting. It was a packed meeting but some of the people were stodgy.
Miss Meade was there with a friend – her first appearance at anything of the kind she told us and she
said it was all too much for her to take in all at once. The “class” girl walked with us to her home in
HollandPark and we walked on home were not in till 11.45. I was awfully tired and glad of some
supper and to get to bed.

Mrs Pankhurst had been arrested on 13 February as she led a deputation from the ‘Women’s
Parliament’ in Caxton Hall to the House of Commons. She was released from her subsequent
imprisonment on 19 March, going straight to the Albert Hall where the audience waiting to greet
her donated £7000 to WSPU funds. Kate was there.

Thursday March 19th 1908
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I had a letter in the morning from Miss Madge Porter offering me a seat at the Albert Hall for the
evening and of course I was delighted….just before 7 o’clock I started for the Albert Hall. Walked to
Notting Hill gate then took a bus. The meeting was not till 8 o’clock but Miss Porter had told me to be
there by 7 o’clock. We had seats in the Balcony and it was a great strain to hear the speakers. It was a
meeting of the National Women’s Social and Political Union – and Mrs Pankhurst, newly released
from Prison with the other six was there, and she filled the chair that we had thought to see empty. It
was an exciting meeting. The speakers were Miss Christabel Pankhurst, Mrs Pethick Lawrence, Miss
Annie Kenney, Mrs Martel and the huge sums of money they collected. It was like magic the way it
flowed in. It was all just a little too theatrical but very wonderful. Miss Annie Kenney interested me
the most – she seems so “inspired” quite a second Joan of Arc. I was very pleased not to be missing so
wonderful an evening and I think it very nice of Miss Porter to have thought of me. She is quite a nice
girl of the modern but “girlie” sort – a Cheltenham girl and quite clever – but very like a lot of other
girls. Coming out we met, strangely enough, Mrs Wright and Alexandra (Gladys was speaking at
Peckham) and after saying good-bye to Miss Porter I walked home with them as far as Linden
Gardens. Got in at 11.30 very tired indeed and glad of my supper. Mother was waiting up.

Albert Hall , Annie Kenney , Christabel Pankhurst , Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence , HY Stnager ,
kate parry frye , Mrs Pankhurst , North Kensington , NUWSS , suffragette , suffragette diary ,
women's suffrage , WSPU
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WOMEN’S HISTORY, SOCIAL HISTORY AND SUFFRAGE

Elizabeth Crawford

5 Owen’s Row

London EC1V 4NP

UK

e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk (mailto:e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.ukPrices)

Prices are net, postage is extra at cost.

You may pay me at www.Paypal.com, using my email address as the payee account – or by bank
transfer (ask for details).

Non-fiction

1. ALEXANDER, Lynn Women, Work and Representation: needlewomen in Victorian art and
literature Ohio Unversity Press 2003 [11620] Hardcovers – mint in d/w £15

2. ALEXANDER, Sally Women’s Work in 19th-century London: a study of the years 1820-50
Journeyman Press 1983 [12147] First published in ‘The Rights and Wrongs of Women’ (ed Mitchell
and Oakley, 1976). Soft covers – fine £8

3. AUCHMUTY, Rosemary A World of Women: growing up in the girls’ school story Women’s Press
1999 [11875] Soft covers – fine £5

4. BELL, Diane and KLEIN, Renate (ed) Radically Speaking: feminism reclaimed Zed Books 1996
[11612] Soft covers – fine – heavy (624pp) £10

5. BENJAMIN, Marina (ed) Science and Sensibility: gender and scientific enquiry 1780-1945 Basil
Blackwell 1994 [11668] An interesting collection of essays, Soft covers – mint £18

6. BEZANSON, Kate and LUXTON, Meg (eds) Social Reproduction: feminist political economy
challenges neo-liberalism McGill-Queen’s University Press 2006 [11585] Contributors document the
impact of current socio-economic policies on states, markets, households and communities apply a
feminist political economy approach. Soft covers – mint £12

7. BLACK, Clementina Sweated Industry and the Minimum Wage Duckworth 1907 [11756] With an
introduction by A.G. Gardiner, chairman of the executive committee of the National Anti-Sweating
League £45

8. BLAKELEY, Georgina and BRYSON, Valerie (eds) The Impact of Feminism on Political Concepts
and Debates Manchester University Press 2007 [11549] Soft covers – mint £10

9. BLOCH, R. Howard Medieval Misogyny and the Invention of Western Romantic Love University
of Chicago Press 1991 [11978] Soft covers – fine £18

mailto:e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.ukPrices


10. BOSANQUET, Mrs Bernard Rich and Poor Macmillan 2nd ed, reprinted,1908 [12641] The
Introduction begins ‘The separation between rich and poor in our large towns, and more especially in
London, has often been pointed out as one of the most characteristic and threatening signs of the
times.’ Plus ça change. A plea – with facts, figures and case studies – for greater understanding
between the classes. £12

11. BRUMBERG, Joan Jacobs Fasting Girls: the history of anorexia nervosa Vintage 2000 [11925] Soft
covers – fine £10

12. BULLEY, A. Amy and WHITLEY, Margaret Women’s Work Methuen 1894 [12108] With a preface
by Lady Dilke. In the ‘Social Questions of To-day’ series. Very good in original cloth – scarce £55

13. BURGAN, Mary Illness, Gender and Writing: the case of Katherine Mansfield John Hopkins
University Press 1994 [11905] Mint in d/w £15

14. BURMAN, Sandra (ed) Fit Work for Women St Martin’s Press (NY) 1979 [12111] Presents a
collection of papers which discuss the origins of the domestic ideal and its effects on activities usually
undertaken by women. Fine in d/w £12

15. BUTLER, C.V. Domestic Service: an enquiry by the Women’s Industrial Council Garland
Publishing 1980 [12114] Facsimile reprint of the study first published by G. Bell & Sons in 1916. £20

16. BYTHELL, Duncan The Sweated Trades; outwork in 19th-century Britain Batsford 1978 [12110]
Very good in d/w £12

17. CASHFORD, Jules The Moon: myth and image Cassell Illustrated 2003 [11910] Explores the myths
and images inspired by the Moon, from the earliest Palaeolithic markings on horn and bone to the
crafted poems of the present. First edition – hardcover -mint in mint d/w – heavy £35

18. CHENEY, Paul, MACKAY, Fiona and McALLISTER, Laura Women, Politics and Constitutional
Change: the first years of the National Assembly for Wales University of Wales Press 2007 [11580]
Soft covers – mint £12

19. CHISHOLM, Cecil and WALTON, Dudley The Business Girl’s Handbook Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons
Ltd (1916) [12502] Everything the ambitious young office woman of 1916 might need to know. Rather
oddly the book carries a message from Madame Sarah Bernhardt to ‘The Working Women of
England” – ‘You who read this book know what it is to work. That makes a link between you and me.
For all my life my work has been the one passion of my existence. In this time of war it has been my
supreme solace’ etc. Very good £25

20. COHEN, Monica Professional Domesticity in the Victorian Novel: women, work and home CUP
1998 [12419] Offers new readings of narratives by Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte, Dickens, George
Eliot, Emily Eden etc to show how domestic work, the most feminine of all activities, gained much of
its social credibility by positioning itself in relation to the emergent professions. Soft cover – fine £25

21. CONSTABLE, Nicole Maid to Order in Hong Kong: stories of migrant workers Cornell University
Press, 2nd ed 2007 [11573] Soft covers – mint £12



22. CRAWFORD, Elizabeth Enterprising Women: the Garretts and their circle Francis Boutle 2009
(r/p) [12677] Pioneering access to education at all levels for women, including training for the
professions, the women of the Garrett circle opened the way for women to gain employment in
medicine, teaching, horticulture and interiior design – and were also deeply involved in the
campaign for women’s suffrage. Soft covers, large format, over 70 illustrations. Mint – new book £25

23. DAVIDOFF, Leonore Worlds Between: historical perspectives on gender and class Routledge 1995
[12115] Soft covers – fine £12

24. DAVIS, Natalie Zemon Society and Culture in Early Modern France Polity Press 1998 (r/p)
[11944] Soft covers – fine £14

25. DEMOOR, Marysa Their Fair Share: women, power and criticism in the ‘Athenaeum’ , from
Millicent Garrett Fawcett to Katherine Mansfield, 1870-1920 Ashgate 2000 [11667] Mint £25

26. DICKENS, Andrea Janelle Female Mystic: great women thinkers of the Midle Ages I.B. Tauris
2009 [11947] Soft covers – fine £10

27. DICKENSON, Torry and SCHAEFFER, Robert Transformations: feminist pathways to global
change: an analytical anthology Paradigm Publishers 2008 [11607] Examines the rise of intersecting,
women-centred movements that contribute to alternative development and the rise of new societies.
Soft covers – mint £12

28. DINSHAW, Carolyn and WALLACE, David (eds) The Cambridge Companion to Medieval
Women’s Writing CUP 2003 [11857] Soft covers – fine £12

29. DIXON, jay The Romance Fiction of Mills & Boon 1909-1990s UCL Press 1999 [12411] Soft covers –
fine £10

30. DOOLING, Amy Women’s Literary Feminism in Twentieth Century China Palgrave 2005 [11604]
Hardcovers – mint in d/w (pub price £42) £25

31. ELLIS, Mrs Sarah Stickney The Select Works Henry G. Langley (New York) 1844 [11234] Includes
‘The Poetry of Life’, ‘Pictures of Private Life’, ‘A Voice From the Vintage, on the force of example
addressed to those who think and feel’ Good in original decorative cloth £48

32. EVANGELISTI, Silvia Nuns: a history of convent life OUP 2008 [11987] Hardcovers – fine in fine
d/w £10

33. EVANS, Richard J. The Feminists: women’s emancipation movements in Europe, America and
Australasia 1840-1920 Croom Helm 1977 [12139] Fine in d/w £15

34. EVERGATES, Theodore (ed) Aristocratic Women in Medieval France University of Pennsylvania
Press 1999 [11979] Soft covers – very good £17

35. GILLIES, Val and LUCY, Helen (eds) Power, Knowledge and the Academy: the institutional is
political Palgrave 2007 [11601] Takes a close-up and critical look at both the elusive and blatant
workings and consequences of power in a range of everyday sites in universities. Hardcovers – mint



(pub price £45) £20

36. GLUCK, Sherna Berger and PATAI, Daphne (eds) Women’s Words: the practice of oral history
Routledge 1991 [11532] Explores the theoretical, methodological, and practical problems that arise
when women utilize oral history as a tool of feminist scholarship. Hardback – fine in d/w £15

37. GOLDSMITH, Margaret Women and the Future Lindsay Drummond 1946 [12101] A study of
what the position was likely to be in the post-Second World War world. Scarce.Fine – in very slightly
chipped d/w £25

38. GOLDSMITH, Margaret Women at War Lindsay Drummond Ltd (1943) [12602] Study of
women’s work and life during the Second World War. Many photographs. Good £20

39. HALLSWORTH, Joseph and DAVIES, Rhys J The Working Life of Shop Assistants: a study of
conditions of labour in the distributive trades privately published 1910 [11765] Fascinating insight
into the working conditions and wages of a wide range of shop workers with description of some of
the reforms that had been put in place. Very good in original cloth £35

40. HAMILTON, Cicely Marriage As a Trade Women’s Press 1981 [12145] Reprint with an
introduction by Jane Lewis. First published in 1909. Soft covers – very good £6

41. HAMMILL, Faye Women, Celebrity, and Literary Culture Between the Wars University of Texas
Press 2007 [11547] Profiles seven women writers – Dorothy Parker, Anita Loos, Mae West, L.M.
Montgomery, Margaret Kennedy, Stella Gibbons and E.M. Delafield – who achieved literary celebrity
in the 1920s and 1930s and whose work remains popular today. Hardcover – mint in d/w £20

42. HAYES, Alan and URQUHART, Diane (eds) The Irish Women’s History Reader Routledge 2001
[12496] Soft covers – very good £12

43. HEATH, Ambrose Good Savouries Faber 5th imp 1945 [12649] Delicious – retro – recipes. In
chipped Edward Bawden dustwrapper – and with Bawden title page design £28

44. HILDEGARD OF BINGEN Selected Writings Penguin 2001 [11853] With introduction and notes
by Mark Atherton. Soft covers – fine £6

45. HILEY, Michael Victorian Working Women: portraits from life Gordon Fraser 1979 [12120]
Photographs of working women most of them collected during the second half of the 19th century by
A.J. Munby. Paper covers – very good £12

46. HOBBY, Elaine Virtue of Necessity: English women’s writing 1649-88 Virago 1998 [11939] Soft
covers – very good £8

47. HOLCOMBE, Lee Victorian Ladies at Work: middle-class working women in England and Wales
1850-1914 David & Charles 1973 [11226] Very good in chipped d/w £25

48. HOLTBY, Winifred Women John Lane 1941 (r/p) [12102] First published in 1934. Good reading
copy – spine nicked and marked £12



49. HUMM, Maggie Feminism and Film Edinburgh University Press 1997 [11940] Soft covers – fine
£12

50. JEFFREYS, Sheila The Spinster and Her Enemies: feminism and sexuality 1880-1930 Pandora 1985
[12445] Soft covers – fine £8

51. KAPLAN, Cora Sea Changes: culture and feminism Verso 1986 [12414] Soft covers – fine £8

52. KENEALY, Arabella Feminism and Sex-Extinction E.P. Dutton & Co (NY) 1920 [12107] Anti-
feminist eugenicist polemic. US edition is scarce. Very good internally – cloth cover a little bumped
and rubbed £25

53. KESSLER-HARRIS, Alice Gendering Labor History University of Illinois Press 2007 [11578] Soft
covers – mint £12

54. KING, Barbara P.G.S.G: a history 1905-1946 privately published 1989 [12569] A history of Pate’s
Grammar School for Girls – ‘Cheltenham’s other girls’ school. Soft covers – fine £18

55. KIRKHAM, Margaret Jane Austen, Feminism and Fiction Harvester 1983 [12415] Soft covers – fine
£10

56. LANG, Elsie British Women of the Twentieth Century T. Werner Laurie 1929 [12505] Excellent
collection of essays on all aspects of (middle-class) women’s lives – including ‘Higher Education and
University Life’, ‘The Medical Profession’, ‘The Fight for the Franchise’, ‘Women and the Legal
Profession’, ‘Dress and Society’, ‘Women and the Arts’, ‘Careers for Women. With an interesting
selection of photographs. Good £18

57. LERNER, Gerda The Creation of Feminist Consciousness: from the middle ages to 1870 OUP 1993
[11921] Hardcover – fine in fine d/w £13

58. LERNER, Gerda The Creation of Patriarchy OUP 1986 [11924] Soft covers – fine £10

59. LEVINE, Philippa Victorian Feminism 1850-1900 University Press of Florida 1994 [12134] Paper
covers – very good £15

60. LOOTENS, Tricia Lost Saints: silence, gender, and Victorian literary canonization University Press
of Virginia 1996 [12398] Fine in d/w £35

61. MACCARTHY, B.G. The Female Pen; women writers and novelists 1621-1818 Cork University
Press 1994 [12412] First published in 1944, this edition with an introduction by Janet Todd. Soft covers
– 530pp – fine £12

62. McMILLAN, Margaret The Child and the State The National Labour Press 1911 [11641] In which
she advocated giving poor children a more broad and humane education than they currently were
receiving. Vol 9 in the Socialist Library series. Card covers – very good £28

63. MARCUS, Jane Virginia Woolf and Bloomsbury: a centenary celebration Macmillan 1987 [12493]
Fine in fine d/w £15



64. MARKS, Lara Metropolitan Maternity maternity and infant welfare services in early 20th century
London Rodopi 1996 [11624] Soft covers – fine £22

65. MARTINDALE, Louisa Under the Surface Southern Publishing Co (Brighton) 6th ed, no date [c
1910] [12462] ‘This pamphlet is a statement of facts. My one object has been to prove to those who do
not believe it, that the existence of Prostitution in our land, is due to the fact that women are not
treated a, or believed to be, the equals of men; that as long as the economic dependence of one sex
upon the other exists, so long will Prostitution as a profession exist; and that the first step in securing
the economic independence of women, is to give them the vote.’ A w woman doctor’s comment. 72pp
– very good internally – paper covers slightly chipped. COPAC lists copies in the National Library of
Scotland and in the libraries of the universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Liverpool and in LSE – but not,
surprisingly, the British Library. £55

66. MEAKIN, Annette Woman in Transition Methuen 1907 [12646] A feminist study of a changing
society. Fixed to the inner front cover is a piece of doggerel from a newspaper entitled ‘My Lady in
Khaki’, dated 1916, showing how even greater were the changes to be a mere 9 years after the book’s
publication. ‘There is a change, a subtle change/That’s quite apparent in your bearing,/In perfect
keeping with the strange,/Weird uniform you’re wearing.’ Very good £28

67. MILLER, Robert Researching Life Stories and Family Histories Sage 2000 [11520] Covers methods
and issues involved in collecting and analysing family histories, and collecting and analysing life
histories. (pub. price £24.99) £15

68. MORGAN, David Suffragists and Liberals: the politics of woman suffrage in Britain Basil
Blackwell 1975 [12133] Fine in d/w £15

69. NASH, Julie And SUESS, Barbara (eds) New Approaches to the Literary Art of Anne Bronte
Ashgate 2001 [12423] Mint in d/w (pub price £55) £35

70. NEWMAN, Barbara St Hildegard’s Theology of the Feminine University of California Press 1989
[11856] Soft covers – fine £10

71. PAPWORTH, L. Wyatt and ZIMMERN, Dorothy M. The Occupations of Women according to the
census of England and Wales, 1911 Women’s Industrial Council 1914 [12235] Soft covers – very good
– ex-Women’s Library £20

72. PEACH, Linden Contemporary Irish and Welsh Women’s Fiction: gender, desire and power
University of Wales Press 2008 [11572] The first comparative study of fiction by late 20th and 21st-
century women writers from England, Southern Ireland and Wales. Soft covers – mint £15

73. PEDERSEN, Frederik Marriage Disputes in Medieval England Hambledon 2000 [11977] The
records of the church courts of the province of York, mainly dating from the 14th c, provide a
welcome light on private, family life and on individual reactions to it. Hardcovers – fine in fine d/w
£25

74. PLOWDEN, Alison The Case of Eliza Armstrong: ‘A child bought for £5! BBC 1974 [11476] A
study of the case brought in 1885 against the journalist W.T. Stead, whose crusade against child



prostitution, highlighted the sexual double standard and the precarious position of poverty-stricken
young girls in a patriarchal society. Very good in d/w £12

75. REPORT ON THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN SOUTH AFRICA, BY THE COMMITTEE OF
LADIES APPOINTED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR HMSO 1902 [12179] containing
reports on the camps in Natal, the Orage River Colony, and the Transvall. The committee was led by
Millicent Fawcett and comprised Katheine Brereton, Lucy Deane, Alice Knox, Dr Ella Scarlett (sister
of Evelina Haverfield) and Dr Jane Waterston. The 208pp, foolscap, report is packed with details of
conditions in the camps and recommendations for improvement. Blue paper front cover is detached
and the back cover is missing – otherwise good, clean and tight – scarce £65

76. ROBERTS, Alison Hathor Rising: the serpent power in ancient Egypt Northgate 1995 [11866] Soft
covers – fine £8

77. ROPER, Lyndal Oedipus and the Devil: witchcraft, sexuality and religion in early modern Europe
Routledge 1994 [11961] Soft covers – fine £18

78. SAGE; a scholarly journal on black women The Sage Women’s Educational Press Inc 1986 [11676]
Issue for Vol III, no 2 Fall 1986 – entitled ‘Africa and the Diaspora’. Includes contributions from
Audre Lorde and Paula Giddings. Fine £4

79. SAGE, a scholarly journal on black women The Sage Women’s Educational Press Inc 1988 [11677]
Issue for Vol V, no 1 Summer 1988. Very good £4

80. SAGE; a scholarly journal on black women The Sage Women’s Educational Press Inc 1990 [11678]
Issue for Vol VII, no 1 Summer 1990 £4

81. SAGE, Lorna Women in the House of Fiction: post-war women novelists Macmillan 1992 [11880]
Soft covers – fine £7

82. (SANGER) Esther Katz (ed) The Selected Papers of Margaret Sanger Vol 2: Birth Control Comes of
Age, 1928-1939 University of Illinois Press 2007 [11583] Hard covers – mint in d/w – heavy (pub price
£38) £25

83. SCARLET WOMEN Scarlet Women Collective April 1978 [11322] Newsletter of the Socialist
Feminist Current. Combined issues 6 & 7. Good £4

84. SCARLET WOMEN Scarlet Women Collective August 1978 [11324] Newsletter of the Socialist
Feminist Current. Issue 8. Very good £4

85. SCHIEBINGER, Londa (ed) Gendered Innovations in Science and Engineering Stanford
University Press 2008 [11554] Essays exploring how gender analysis can profoundly enhance human
knowledge in the areas of science, medicine and engineering. Soft covers – mint £15

86. SERVADIO, Gaia Renaissance Woman I.B. Taurus 2005 [11982] Fine in fine d/w £8

87. SHAHAR, Shulamith The Fourth Estate: a history of women in the Middle Ages Routledge 1993
(r/p) [11858] Paper covers – fine £12



88. SHIRAZI, Faegheh Velvet Jihad: Muslim women’s quiet resistance to Islamic fundamentalism
University Press of Florida 2009 [11615] Hardcovers – mint in d/w £20

89. SHOWALTER, Elaine A Jury of Her Peers: American women writers from Anne Bradstreet to
Annie Proulx Virago 2009 [11900] Hardcover – fine in fine d/w £12

90. SJOBERG, Laura and GENTRY, Caron Mothers, Monsters, Whores: women’s violence in global
politics Zed Books 2007 [11565] Studies military women who engage in torture, the Chechen ‘Black
Widows’, Middle Eastern suicide bombers, and the women who directed and participated in
genocides in Bosnia and Rwanda, to analyse the biological, psychological and sexualized stereotypes
through which these women are conventionally depicted. Soft covers – mint £10

91. STONE, Alison An Introduction to Feminist Philosophy Polity 2007 [11566] Soft covers – mint £13

92. TAYLOR, Barbara Mary Wollstonecraft and the Feminist Imagination CUP 2003 [11898] Soft
covers – fine £17

93. TAYLOR, Yvette Working-class Lesbian Life: classed outsiders Palgrave 2007 [11575] Hardcovers
– mint (pub. price £45) £25

94. THE ENGLISHWOMAN’S YEAR-BOOK AND DIRECTORY FOR 1888 JUBILEE EDITION
Hatchard’s 1888 [11772] edited by ‘L.M. H.’ [Louisa Hubbard], comprising Part I Englishwomen and
their work in Queen Victoria’s reign and Part II

Directory for 1888. A wonderful source – full of details of names and addresses. Very good and tight
in decorative boards, a little darkened and marked with age. Extremely scarce £195

95. THE ENGLISHWOMAN’S YEARBOOK AND DIRECTORY 1901 A & C Black 1901 [11770] Ed by
Emily Janes. Packed with information. Good internally – cloth covers marked – scarce £80

96. THORMAHLEN, Marianne The Brontes and Religion CUP 2004 [12430] Soft covers – fine £30

97. TROUBLE AND STRIFE: Trouble and Strife Collective 1988 [11683] Issue no 14 Winter 1988. Very
good £4

98. TROUBLE AND STRIFE: a radical feminist magazine Trouble and Strife Collective 1984 [11679]
Issue no 3 Summer 1984. Includes ‘Storming the Wimpy Bars: an interview with Lilian Mohin’. Very
good £4

99. TROUBLE AND STRIFE: a radical feminist magazine Trouble and Strife Collective 1985 [11680]
Issue No. 5. Spring 1985 £4

100. TROUBLE AND STRIFE: a radical feminist magazine Trouble and Strife Collective 1986 [11681]
Issue no 9 Summer 1986 £4

101. TROUBLE AND STRIFE: a radical feminist magazine Trouble and Strife Collective 1988 [11682]
Issue no 13 Summer 1988 £4



102. TUCKWELL, Gertrude The State and its Children Methuen 1894 [11651] ‘Among the social
questions with which the nation has to deal there is none, it seems to me, so important as the question
of children.’ Chapters include: ‘Reformatories and Indusrial Schools’, ‘Workhouse schools and
children’, ‘Canal and van children’; ‘Circus and theatre children’, ‘Homes for blind and deaf and
dumb’ and ‘Work for the Society for the Prevention of Curelty to Children’. Very good – scarce £25

102. VINCE, Mrs Millicent Decoration and Care of the Home W. Collins 1923 [12870] Mrs Vince had
been a pupil of the pioneer ‘House Decorator’, Agnes Garrett. Very good in rubbed d/w £18

103. WEBSTER’S ROYAL RED BOOK or Court and Fashionable Register for May 1876 Webster and
Larkin 1876 [12154] A London street guide (Abbey Gardens, St John’s Wood to Young St, Kensington)
giving the names of individual householders – combined with a list of the names and addresses of
the ‘Fashionable’ – a wide swathe of middle-class London. A very useful directory. In fair condition –
very good internally -clean and tight – but decorative, gilt embossed cloth is rubbed and sewing has
parted at inside back cover. This early directory is quite scarce £30

104. WEST, Rebecca The Young Rebecca: writings of Rebecca West 1911-17 Indiana University Press
1982 [11674] Selected and introduced by Jane Marcus. Soft covers – fine £12

105. WINSTEAD, Karen (ed) Chaste Passions: medieval English virgin martyr legends Cornell
University Press 2000 [11983] Soft covers – very good £9

106. WOODBRIDGE, Linda Women and the English Renaissance:

literature and the nature of womankind 1540-1620 Harvester 1984 [11986] Hardcover -very good
internally – a few small inkspots to front board £25

107. WHEELER, Hazel Half a Pound of Tuppeny Rice: life in a Yorkshire village shop Sutton 1997
(r/p) [11535] Memories about a Yorkshire village shop during the first 50 years of the 20th century.
Soft covers – mint £5

108. WOUTERS, Cas Sex and Manners: female emancipation in the West 1890-2000 Sage 2004 [11540]
Examines changes in American, Dutch, English and German manners regarding the changing
relationships between men and women. Hard covers – mint £18

Biography

109. BELL, MAUREEN, PARFIT, GEORGE AND SHEPHERD, SIMON A Biographical Dictionary of
English Women Writers 1560-1720 G.K. Hall 1990 [11878] Expands the boundaries of what is
conventionally recognized as 17th century English literature by uncovering, reintroducing and
documenting the lives and works of more than 550 English women who wrote betwen 1580-1720.
Fine in d/w £25

110. (BERR) Hélène Berr Journal Maclehose 2008 [12439] The diary of a young Jewish woman in
occupied Paris. Translated from the French by David Bellos, with an introduction and an essay by
David Bellos and an afterword by Mariette Job. Fine in fine d/w £6

111. BETHAM, Matilda A Biographical Dictionary of the Celebrated Women of Every Age and



Country printed for B. Crosby 1804 [11227] A fascinating compilation. First edition – 852pp – bound
in half leather and marbled boards – very good – scarce £200

112. (BRONTE) Dudley Green Patrick Bronte: father of genius The History Press 2008 [12452] Fine in
fine d/w £10

113. (BRONTE) Dudley Green (ed) The Letters of the Reverend Patrick Bronte The History Press 2005
[12453] Soft covers – mint £8

114. (BRONTE) Margaret Smith (ed) Selected Letters of Charlotte Bronte OUP 2007 [11632] Mint in
d/w £15

115. (BUTTS) Nathalie Blondel (ed) The Journals of Mary Butts Yale University Press 2002 [12460]
500pp – heavy – mint in mint d/w £20

116. (CARLYLE) Kenneth Fielding and David Sorensen Jane Carlyle:

Newly Selected Letters Ashgate 2004 [12433] Mint in mint d/w (pub price £58.50) £45

117. (CLIFT) Max Brown Charmian and George; the marriage of George Johnston and Charmian Clift
Rosenberg 2004 [12457] The tempestuous relationship of two Australian writers. Soft covers -mint £10

118. (COBBE) Frances Power Cobbe Life of Frances Power Cobbe : as told by herself Swan
Sonnenschein 1904 [11475] The Posthumous – and best – edition – ‘With Additions by the Author and
Introduction by Blanche Atkinson’. Fine – rather scarce £75

119. (DE GOURNAY) Marjorie Henry Ilsley A Daughter of the Renaissance; Marie le Jars de
Gournay: her life and work Mouton 1963 [11998] Hardcovers – very good – but ex-library with
library stamp on front endpapers and shelf mark on spine – but scarce £18

120. (GLASPELL) Barbara Ozieblo Susan Glaspell: a critical biography University of North Carolina
Press 2000 [12016] Soft covers – fine in fine d/w £18

121. HAYS, Frances Women of the Day: a biographical dictionary of notable contemporaries J.B.
Lipincott (Philadelphia) 1885 [12594] A superb biographical source on interesting women. Good in
original binding – with library shelf mark in ink on spine- scarce £75

122. (HILDEGARD) Fiona Maddocks Hildegard of Bingen: a woman of her age Headline 2001 [11852]
Fine in fine d/w £10

123. (HILDEGARD OF BINGEN) Sabina Flanagan Hildegard of Bingen: a visionary life Routledge
1990 [11854] Soft covers – fine £7

124. (HOWE) Valarie Ziegler Diva Julia: the public romance and private agony of Julia Ward Howe
Trinity Press International 2003 [11892] Hardcover – fine in fine d/w £10

125. (HUMBERT) Agnes Humbert Résistance: memoirs of Occupied France Bloomsbury 2008 [12392]
Memoirs of Agnes Humbert (1894-1963), an art historian who helped form one of the first organised
groups of the French Resistance. First published in France in 1946, this translation, by Barbara Mellor,



is the first in English. Mint in d/w £5

126. (JAMESON) G.H. Needler (ed) Letters of Anna Jameson to Ottilie von Goethe OUP 1939 [12451]
Very good internally – cover marked £20

127. (JAMESON) Judith Johnston Anna Jameson: Victorian, feminist, woman of letters Scolar Press
1997 [12461] An examination of Jameson’s non-fiction writing in the context of her life. Mint in mint
d/w £20

128. (LOVELACE) Benjamin Woolley The Bride of Science: romance, reason and Byron’s daughter
Macmillan 1999 [12000] Biography of Ada Lovelace £10

129. (MARTIN) Sarah Martin A Brief Sketch of the Life of the Late Miss Sarah Martin of Great
Yarmouth: with extracts from the Parliamentary Reports on Prisons; her own Prison Journals etc C.
Barber (Yarmouth) 2nd ed, 1844 [12756] Prison visitor, dressmaker, Sunday School teacher. Her
comments on the prisoners are particularly interesting. Good in original cloth £35

130. MIDDLETON, Dorothy Victorian Lady Travellers Routledge 1965 [11622] Lives of Isabella Bird
Bishop, Marianne North, Fanny Bullock Workman, May French Sheldon, Annie Taylor, Kate
Marsden and Mary Kingsley. Very good in d/w £12

131. (MITCHISON) Jill Benton Naomi Mitchison: a biography Pandora 1992 [12003] Soft covers – fine
£3

132. (MONTGOMERY) Catherine Andronik Kindred Spirit: a biography of L.M. Montgomery,
creator of Anne of Green Gables Athenaeum 1993 [12441] Very good- in fine d/w £8

133. (MOODIE/TRAILL) Charlotte Gray Sisters in the Wilderness: Susanna Moodie and Catherine
Parr Traill, pioneers of the Canadian backwoods Duckworth 2001 [11887] Hardcover – fine in fine
d/w £12

134. NEWNHAM COLLEGE REGISTER 1871-1950 privately printed [11776] packed with
biographical information on students and staff. Soft covers – 2 vols – good – although backing on vol
1 is coming unstuck and outermost cover of vol II is missing- internally very good – scarce £40

135. (OSBORN) Emily Osborn (ed) Political and Social Letters of a Lady of the Eighteenth Century:
1721-1771 Griffith Farren, Okeden and Welsh (London) 1890 [12054] Living in London and
Chicksands (Bedfordshire), she managed her son’s involved estate. Her letters reveal to us 18th-
century life – political, social and domestic. Very good internally -paper on spine and corners a little
rubbed – gift inscription, 1895, to ‘Lady Strathmore’ – the present Queen’s great-grandmither £45

136. (PERRY) Ruth Perry The Celebrated Mary Astell: an early English feminist University of Chicago
Press 1986 [11897] Soft covers – very good – scarce £25

137. (ROBINS) Elizabeth Robins Both Sides of the Curtain Heinemann 1940 [12597] Autobiography of
the actress, novelist and suffragette. An Ibsen heroine in life and art. Very good – quite scarce £35

138. (STOWE) Joan Hedrick Harriet Beecher Stowe OUP 1994 [11991] Soft covers – fine £9



139. (STUART) James Stuart Reminiscences privately printed (Chiswick Press) 1911 [11653] Yes, the
biography of a man – but a man who was especially supportive of the women’s movement. He was
one of the first Girton lecturers in the earliest days at Hitchin and then one of Josephine Butler’s chief
supporters. His sister was one of the chief peripatetic lecturers for Central Committee for Women’s
Suffrage in the 1870s. Stuart succeeded Henry Fawcett as MP for Hackney, in 1890 married Laura
Colman, who had studied at Newnham, and eventually became director of her family firm, Colmans,
mustard manufacturers, of Norwich. In fine condition- scarce £20

140. (TOWNSEND WARNER/GARNETT) Richard Garnett (ed) Sylvia & David: the Townsend
Warner/Garnett letters Sinclair Stevenson 1994 [12437] Fine in fine d/w £12

141. (TREFUSIS) Henrietta Sharpe A Solitary Woman: a life of Violet Trefusis Constable 1981 [12442]
Fine in fine d/w £15

142. (TREFUSIS) Philippe Jullian and John Phillips Violet Trefusis: life and letters Hamish Hamilton
1976 [12443] Fine in fine d/w £8

143. (WARD) John Sutherland Mrs Humphry Ward: eminent Victorian, pre-eminent Edwardian OUP
1990 [12008] Fine in very good d/w £8

Ephemera

[NB Anything marked as 'withdrawn from the Women's Library' is merely the result of a sensible
rationalisaion of archives in order to avoid duplication - and not anything more sinister.]

144. Education in Industry: a survey of schemes for the recruitment, training, and further education
of the employees of Cadbury Brothers Ltd Publication Department, Bourneville c 1937 [12718] With
an introduction by George Cadbury. ‘In these days, when there is a prospect of a dwindling
population and at the same time an apparently irreducible mass of unemployed, it is the duty of
everyone to find out how he can help to bring out the best in the race that is to be.’ With 28 photos.
Soft covers – 86pp £20

145. ASSOCIATION FOR MORAL AND SOCIAL HYGIENE Collection of Annual Reports [12313] A
collection of 13 of the Association’s Annual Reports – 7th (1921/22)-15th (1929/30); 29th (1950)-33rd
(1954). Packed with information – and names of members, Paper covers – all in good condition – 13
items – together £50

146. ASSOCIATION OF HEAD MISTRESSES Memorandum Forwarded to the President of the Board
of Education, 5 Jan 1907 [12698] 8-pp pamphlet dealing with the issue of the length of the school day
and whether afternoon classes should be compulsory or optional. Good – ex-Board of Education
libary £5

147. ATKINS, Frederick (ed) The Young Woman: Vol IV an illustrated monthly magazine Horace
Marshall 1896 [12754] This volume runs from Oct 1895 to September 1896. Includes ‘Horticulture for
Women: a peep at Swanley College’, ‘Lady Members of the London School Board’, ‘On learning to
cycle’ by Eliz. Robins Pennell, ‘A Peep at the Pioneer Club’, ‘Young wives and their difficulties’ by
Mrs Haweis – as well as interviews or articles about Mary Hill Burton, Mary Kingsley, G.F. Watts,



Lucas Malet, Katharine Macquoid, the Countess of Meath, and Mrs Humphry Ward, – as well as
stories, cooking, advice etc – and many illustrations. An excellent magazine. Good in original cloth
£20

148. BEDALES 1898 [12716] 4-pp leaflet written by John H. Badley, headmaster of Bedales, setting out
the idea – and the realities – of admitting girls to the school. Very interesting – scarce – ex-Board of
Education library £20

149. BEDALES SCHOOL, Petersfield, Hants Prospectus 1909 [12714] Full details of the co-educational
boarding school, together with a list of parents who might be applied to for references (I noted in
passing Sir Victor Horsley, who was to head an inquiry into the forcible feeding of suffragette
prisoners, and H.Y. Stanger the MP who introduced a women’s suffrage bill), a full list of staff – male
and female – and their qualifications, a full description of the syllabus, of the timetable, of the school
estate and of the fees. With 13 photographs. In original wrappers – very good – 16pp – with a sheet of
‘Additional Information for Parents’ laid in – ex-Board of Education library £18

150. BEDALES SCHOOL. Petersfield, Hants Prospectus 1911 [12715] Full details of the co-educational
boarding school, together with a list of parents who might be applied to for references (I noted in
passing Sir Victor Horsley, who was to head an inquiry into the forcible feeding of suffragette
prisoners, and H.Y. Stanger the MP who introduced a women’s suffrage bill), a full list of staff – male
and female – and their qualifications, a full description of the syllabus, of the timetable, of the school
estate and of the fees. With 13 photographs. In original wrappers – very good – 16pp – with a sheet of
‘Additional Information for Parents’ laid in – ex-Board of Education library £18

151. BRITISH WOMEN’S EMIGRATION ASSOCIATION [12689] 4-pp pamphlet detailing the
Association’s aims, its methods, and the members of its 1908 Council. Good – ex-Board of Education
library £10

152. CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ACTS Copy of the Annual Report of the Assistant Commissioner of
the Police of the Metropolis for the year 1878 relating to the Contagious Diseases Acts HMSO 1879
[12359] Packed with information. Fair – withdrawn from the Women’s Library £8

153. COUNCIL OF WOMEN CIVIL SERVANTS Higher Appointments Open to Women in the Civil
Service P.S. King 1928 [12709] ‘It is believed that the number and the importance of the careers in the
Civil Service open to women are not fully recognised…’. 8-pp pamphlet – good- ex-Board of
Education library. £10

154. DAME IRENE WARD (1895-1980) [12477] Collecction of letters and cards from Irene Ward
(Conservative MP for, first, in 1931, Wallsend and then, 1950, Tyneside) to a friend, Cynthia
Josephine Romilly (after her marriage in 1964, Romilly-Luscombe) (1914-2001) – together with a
colleciton of cuttings about Irene Ward that her correspondent pasted onto album sheets – together
with a quantity of loose cuttings – following the MP’s career – from the early 1940s. The
correspondence continues into the late 1970s. Good – as a collection. £65

155. FREE KINDERGARTEN AT WESTMINSTER [12722] The Kindergarten was based at 28 Ruskin
Buildings, Millbank – an appropriately named and appropriately designed building in which to
launch such a venture. The ‘child-garden’ originally occupied 2 small ground-floor rooms, ‘where



three-and twenty happy little children, between the ages of two and five years, have for so long a
time met every morning from 9 until 12 o’clock.’ It was described by C.R. Murray in ‘The Child
Under Eight’ as the second nursery school in London had been founded by Miss Hilda Maufe in
1907, who had formerly worked at the first nursery school, Sesame House, founded by the Sesame
Club. The Annual Reports available in this collection – Third, Oct 1910, 4th, Oct 1911, 5th, Oct 1912,
6th, Oct 1913 – give details of the Kindergarten – which was clearly run from love on a shoestring and
fell victim to the difficulties caused by the First World War. 4 items – covers fragile -but internally
good – with photos. Ex-Board of Education library – very scarce – together £40

156. GORDON, Dr Mary Prophylaxis and Venereal Disease 1919 [12344] A paper read before the
International Conference of Medical Women, New York, Oct 1919. 8-pp pamphlet – reprinted from
‘The Shield, Dec 1919-Jan 1920. Good condition – withdrawn from the Women’s Library £3

157. HARVEY, L.D. The Education of the Girl: the necessity of fitting her education to her life Bulletin
of the Wisconsin State Board of Industrial Education 1912 [12712] Bulletin No 4 – 10-pp pamphlet –
very good in original wrappers – ex-Board of Education library £8

158. HERFORD, Caroline, CASE, Janet, NEEDHAM, E. Report on Bedales School 1908 [12713] An
Examiners’ Report, from which Bedales – and the idea of co-education – emerged with flying colours.
Card covers – very good – ex-Board of Education library. 21-pp pamphlet – scarce £25

159. HOPKINS, Ellice The Early Training of Girls and Boys: an appeal to working women P.S. King
reprint [1902] [12708] ‘Especially intended for Mothers’ Unions’. Very good in original wrappers – ex-
Board of Education £15

160. HOW-MARTYN, Edith The Methods of Appointment of Administrative & Clerical staffs in the
Local Government Service of England and Wales National Association of Local Government Officers
1922 [12226] reprinted from the Jan 1922 issue of ‘Economica’, a terminal publication of the London
School of Economics and Political Science. Paper covers – very good – withdrawn from the Women’s
Library. £8

161. INDEPENDENT LABOUR PARTY What Socialism Means for Women ILP c 1905 [12757] ILP
Leaflet No 6. ‘Socialism means freedom for women just as it does for men. It means enfranchising
them…’ Worthy aims. Small – 4-pp leaflet £12

162. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN Juvenile Delinquency: its causes, and methods of
prevention and correction, 1913-14 [12710] ‘Reports from Canada, Germany, Great Britain, Denmark,
New South Wales, Tasmania, Queensland, Italy, France, Switzerland, Austria, Hungary, Finland,
Russia, Sweden, United States’. Good – 52pp – ex-Baord of Education library £15

163. LONDON INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF PLAIN NEEDLWORK [12681] opened
in 1878 with the aim of teaching teachers how to teach needlework and to present diplomas to those
who passed its examinations. The diploma holders were then eligible to give demonstrations in plain
needlework and to teach it. This collection of annual reports of the Instute runs from 1902-1914,
1916,1917, 1918 (merely a postcard report – ‘war conditions’), 1919, 1920. (17 items).. Certificates were
awarded to girls from a range of schools – Cheltenham Ladies’ College and Wycombe Abbey as well
as high schools and proprietory schools. The reports include not only the names of all these schools,



but also the names of all those who held the Institute’s various qualifications – and details of all the
syllabuses for its examinations. All in good condition in original wrappers- ex-Board of Education
library. A collection £85

164. McMILLAN, Margaret The Future of Education among Adolescents Co-operative Union 1919
[12742] ‘An address delivered at the special Educational Session of the 51st Annual Co-operative
Congress, Carlisle, 10 June 1919.’ Paper coves -8pp – good – ex-Board of Education library £12

165. McMILLAN, Margaret The Future of Our Young People Co-operative Union 1911 [12743] Paper
covers – 12pp – good – ex-Board of Education library £12

166. National Amalgamated Union of Shop Assistants, Warehousemen and Clerks WOMEN AND
THE LIVING-IN SYSTEM printed at the Garden City Press, Letchworth 1908 [12475] Pamphlet
published by the Union that was ‘founded some seventeen years ago to improve the conditions of
shop-life..’ by 1908 the Union was campaigning against the ‘Living-in System’, whereby the shop staff
were required to live on the premises and, of course, pay their employer for the privilege. Good –
12pp – paper covers a little chipped £25

167. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GIRLS’ CLUBS Clubs and Club Making University of London
Press 1943 [12747] A history – and then 13 chapters on how to run a club. Soft covers – 104pp – good
– ex-Board of Education library £12

168. PALLISTER, Minnie Socialism for Women ILP no date [1924] [12759] ‘Not only the “Intelligent”
Women but for all Women’ – with a nod to G.B. Shaw. Paper covers -18-pp pamphlet – good £18

169. PRIMROSE LEAGUE Dance Card [12476] for a Primrose League Dance organised by the North
Kensington (Hamilton Habitation on 23 January 1908 at the Ladbroke Hall. Green’s Imperial
Orchestra provided the music and on the reverse of the card is a list of the dances – beginning with a
Polka and ending with a Sir Roger de Coverley. Thick card – all edges gilt – with a punch hole at one
corner (through which a silken twist would once have been threaded – either to loop around the
wrist – or, perhaps, attached to a pencil). This card has not been completed with the names of the
lucky partners. Very good – unusual £15

170. REPORT OF THE MABYS ASSOCIATION FOR THE CARE OF YOUNG GIRLS, 1922 1923
[12723] Founded by Mrs Nassau Senior in 1874 ‘to befriend and protect the girls brought up in the
Guardians’ Schools, and those of other Public Authorities in the Metropolitan area. The Association
tries to ensure for these girls the same chances in life and the same status as those girls who have
been brought up in their own homes’. This Annual Report gives full detail of the Mabys work – the
homes it ran – and its workers and supporters. Good – 34pp – ex-Board of Education library £15

171. RESEARCH COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GIRLS’ CLUBS AND
MIXED CLUBS Club Girls and Their Interests no date [1947] [12746] A sociological enquiry – with
masses of statistics – and a sample questionnaire (the ‘Copeland-Chatterson method’) inside the back
cover. I rather think its complexity might fox many of today’s adolescent girls. Interesting. Paper
covers – 56pp – good -ex-Board of Education library £15

172. SHAFTS ed. by Margaret Shurmer Sibthorpe 1892 [12501] Volume 1 – issue no 1 – 3 Nov 1892 –



of this ‘progressive’ radical woman’s paper. This first issue contains an article on The Pioneer Club –
whose – members were just the readership at which ‘Shafts’ was aiming – on ‘Type-Writing as an
Employment for Women’ – on ‘Social Purity’ by ‘A Working Woman’ – and a review by Frances Lord
(first English translator of Ibsen) of ‘Peter Ibbetson’ by George du Maurier.- noted as the first in a
series of ‘short notes on Books containing Occult, Psychical or Mystical Teaching.’ ‘Shafts’ caught the
fin-de-siècle zeitgeist. First issue – very good condition – very scarce £48

173. SIR HENRY JONES [11407] writes a glowing testimonial for his former pupil, Mabel Atkinson, a
candidate for a lectureship at the University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire. She was a
Fabian and a suffragette Fine £48

174. SMALL COLLECTION DOCUMENTING THE ACADEMIC PROGRESS OF MURIEL LONG AT
THE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, WEST KIRBY 1920-1926 [12613] The tenor of Muriel’s
school reports is ‘very fair’ – and we all know what that means. But she was clearly much younger
than the average age of the class and does quite well in maths and science. Generally her conduct is
‘very good’ but at least one report notes ‘rather noisy in the class room’.Included in the collection are
a number of programmes for Speech Day and Annual Sports. In 1926 Muriel went on to Underwood
Commercial College in Liverpool to learn shorthand and typing (1st in the class in ‘Office Routine’). I
think Muriel married in 1940 and died in 2006 – leaving bequests to Venice in Peril and the Royal
Overseas League – so it doesn’t look as though being graded only ‘very fair’ at Scripture, Ancient
History etc had prevented her taking an interest. An eclectic collection of material £45

175. THE ACLAND CHRONICLE April 1903 [12684] The second number of the ‘Acland Chronicle’
recording the work of the Acland Club for boys and girls that was associated with the Women’s
University Settlement. Good in original wrppers – ex-Board of Education library £8

176. THE ASSOCIATION FOR MORAL AND SOCIAL HYGIENE The Alison Neilans Memorial
Lectures AMSH [12335] 6 of these annual lectures: 1) No 2 Madame Legrand-Falco, History of the
Abolition of State Regulation of Prostitution, with special relation to France and the position today,
1946; 2) No 3 Mrs Franklin Lefroy, The Solicitation Laws, 1948; 3) No 4 C.R. Hewitt, The Police and
the Prostitute, 1951; 4) No 5 Mary Stocks, Josephine Butler and the Moral Standards of Today, 1961; 5)
No 6 T.C.N. Gibbens, The Clients of Prostitutes, 1962; 6) No 10 Dr R.D. Catterall, Prostitution and the
Venereal Diseases, 1967. All paper covers – in good condition, withdrawn from the Women’s Library.
Together £20

177. THE ASSOCIATION FOR MORAL AND SOCIAL HYGIENE The Alison Neilans Memorial
Lectures AMSH [12337] 2 of these annual lectures: 1) No 5 Mary Stocks, Josephine Butler and the
Moral Standards of Today, 1961; 2) No 6 T.C.N. Gibbens, The Clients of Prostitutes, 1962. paper
covers – in good condition, withdrawn from the Women’s Library. Together £8

178. THE HOUSEHOLD WASH A collection of modern postcards all associated with the household
wash. 26 of the cards are reproductions of late-19th and early-20th century advertisements for
e.g.Sunlight Soap, Recitts Blue, Rinso, Vim Persil etc. 8 cards are reproductions of various washing
days. 2 cards are typograhical 1980s humour with a washing-day theme. Together with an original
advertising 6-pp fold-out leaflet for E.G. Bentford’s Washing, Wringing and Mangling Machines. The
leaflet is printed on both sides – showing, therefore, 12 of their lines of stock. The firm was based in
Brighton – the leaflet dates from, I think, the beginning of the 20th century. The postcards are all



unused and unposted. The advertising leaflet is in good condition. As a collection [11626] £25

179. THE LEAGUE OF SERVICE Report, 1910-1911 [12737] ‘The League of Service exists to bring such
influences to bear upon the physical conditions and the homes of the chidlren of the nation that each
child may at least begin life with a fair chance of attaining full development.’ The Report details the
League’s work – in London only – with centres at King’s Cross, Marylebone and Battersea, each with
its own ‘Mothers’ Dining Room’. Paper covers – 20pp -very good – ex-Board of Education library £15

180. THE SHIELD [12339] ‘The Official Organ of the British Committee of the International
Federation for the Abolition of State Regulation of Vice’ – 5 issues. 1) August 1911; 2) Feb-March 1926;
3) May 1940; 4) Oct 1961; 5) Nov 1970 (Centenary Number) All paper covers – good condition –
withdrawn from the Women’s Library. – together £12

181. THE VIGILANCE RECORD [12336] ‘The Organ of the National Vigilance Association’, 3 issues:
1) 15 January 1888, ed Mrs Ormiston Chant 2) April 1926 3) April 1928. All withdrawn from the
Women’s Library – in good condition – nicked and creassed at edges. Together £10

182. THE WOMEN’S BRANCH FEDERATION Fifth Annual Report, 1912-13 [12744] ‘Affiliated to the
Social Institutes’ Union’ – ‘unites existing Clubs and Social Institutes for women and girls of the
industrial community by promoting amongst them mutual interest and friendly intercourse.’ Good –
in original wrappers – 16pp – 2 photos -ex-Board of Education lbirary £12

183. THE WOMEN’S BRANCH FEDERATION Sixth Annual Report, 1913-14 [12745] ‘We can only
conclude by saying that we have endeavoured to raise the standard of London Working Girls by
encouraging them to take pleasure in interesting study, and employ their leisure hours in healthy and
wholesome recreation.’ With details of all the affiliated Clubs. Paper covers – 16pp – good – ex-Board
of Education library £12

184. THE WOMEN’S LEAGUE OF SERVICE Report, 1911-1912 [12738] The League of Service was
now renamed – and, in addition to those detailed in the 1910-11 Report, now had Centres in
Hammersmith, Croydon and Bristol. Paper covers – 34pp – very good – ex-Board of Education
library £15

185. VICTORIA UNIVERSITY:THE OWEN’S COLLEGE MANCHESTER Prospectus of the Arts,
Science, and Law Department and Department for Women and of Evening and Popular Courses
[12683] Prospectuses for Sessions 1896-7, 1898-9, 1899-1900, including full details of the contents of all
courses. In good condition in original wrappers (the wrapper for 1896-7 torn and detached) – -each
prospectus c 170pp – ex-Board of Education library.. 3 items – as a collection £45

186. WHITE, Florence The Spinsters Manifesto!!: a detailed statement of the case for contributory
(non-retiring) pensions at 55 National Spinsters Pensions Association 1945 [11346] ‘We herewith
present the case for pension consideration for single women at 55, trusting that after perusal you will
be impressed by the reasonable nature of the reform advocated, agreeing with us that single women
are indeed the OVERLOOKED SECTION in the present Social Insurance Proposals’. Pamphlet -12pp
– fine £28

187. WILSON, Helen On Some Causes of Prostitution with special reference to economic conditions



Association for Moral and Social Hygiene 1916 [12318] A paper read at the Eleventh Congress of the
International Abolitionist Federation, held in Paris, June 9-12, 1913, revised edition. Paper covers –
15pp – good £2

188. WOMEN’S CO-OPERATIVE GUILD 35th Annual Report, 1 May 1917-30 April 1918 [12750]
Paper covers – 24pp – good – ex-Board of Education library £12

189. WOMEN’S CO-OPERATIVE GUILD 36th Annual Report 1 May 1918-30 April 1919 [12751] Paper
covers – good – ex-Board of Education library £12

190. WOMEN’S EMPLOYMENT FEDERATION Memorandum on Openings and Trainings for
Women, 1947-8 [12731] Packed with information on what post-war work opportunities were open to
women – from Accountancy to Youth Leadership. With illuminating ads. Paper covers – 66pp – good
– ex-Board of Education library £15

191. WOMEN’S HOLIDAY FUND Twenty-Sixth Annual Report, 1920 [12733] ‘This Fund helps
respectable working women requiring rest and change to have one, two, or three weeks in the
country, or by the sea…’ With details of the Fund’s work and of its subscribers etc. Paper covers –
good – ex-Board of Education library £15

192. WOMEN’S INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL Annual Report, 1904-5 [12703] packed with information on
the work of the WIC – including that of its Central Lending Library for Working Girls’ Clubs, its
Central Association for Circulating Pictures (to Girls’ Clubs), a list of its lectures, names of its
subscribers etc. Paper covers – very good – ex-Education Library £15

193. WOMEN’S INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL Nineteenth Annual Report 1912-13 [12704] Includes a long,
v interesting and wide-ranging list of lectures given – as well as details of the work undertaken by the
council – including the trades into which it had undertaken investigations. Paper covers – very good
– ex-Board of Education library £15

194. WOMEN’S LABOUR LEAGUE Report for the Years 1914 and 1915, together with Report of
Proceedings at the Tenth National Conference held in Bristol on 25 January 1916 [12734] Paper covers
– 56pp – good – ex-Board of Education library £15

Postcards

195. BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN [9464] Photographic postcard of ‘The Students’ Small
Common Room’ – in the college when in Regents’ Park. Very good – posted on 8 January 1926 £8

196. CLARK’S COLLEGE, CIVIL SERVICE Preparing for the Lady Clerk’s G.P.O. Exam [9233]
Photograph of the young women preparing for this exam which, if they passed, offered a chance of
bettering themselves. Very good – unposted £12

197. HORTICULTURAL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, HEXTABLE [12876] real photographic postcard
of Hextable House, home of Swanley Horticultural College (for details of which see Crawford,
‘Enterprising Women: the Garretts and their circle’). The card was posted on 19 Jan 1918 from, I
assume, a student to her mother, with the message ‘Have arrived safely.’ Good £8



198. MERCHANT TAYLORS’ SCHOOL FOR GIRLS [11781] Real photographic postcard of the
exterior of the Crosby, Liverpool, girls’ school. The ink message on the back includes ‘The view is of
Aunty Nina’s school..’ and continues onto the front of the card on white space to the side of the
photograph. Posted in, I think, 1933. Good £10

199. MISS MARGARET MCMILLAN [8930] photographic postcard, reproduced by the Newcastle
Socialist Society, c 1908. With the caption ‘My message to the Socialist movement is always the same:
REAL education would make children fit to live in a better social environment and unfit to live in the
world of todday..’ Very good – unposted £24

200. MISS MINNIE PALLISTER [8418] photographic postcard of the ILP speaker and writer. Probably
dates from 1920s – unposted – very good £12

201. THE CITY WOMAN’S CLUB: 8 Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London EC4 [12471] postcard –
linedrawing – depicting an exterior view of this club and two of its elegant young members. The club
was opened c 1920 – this card probably dates from c 1930. Unposted -the card is a little creased at the
top right – an unusual item £15

Fiction

202. AITKEN, David Sleeping with Jane Austen No Exit Press 2000 [12417] Facetious crime novel.
Soft covers – very good £4

203. BEHN, Aphra Ten Pleasures of Marriage and the second part of The Confession of the New
Married Couple printed for the Navarre Society 1950 [12468] With an introduction by John Harvey.
Good – corners a little bumped £10

204. CLIFT, Charmian Walk to the Paradise Gardens Harper & Bros (NY) 1960 [12458] First US
edition of this Australian novel. Very good in very good d/w, which is slightly chipped at top and
bottom of spine £25

205. DOBSON, Joanne Death Without Tenure Poisoned Pen Press 2010 [12487] Political correctness in
the English Department at New England’s Enfield College results in a threat to Karen Pelletier’s
dream of tenure – and a death for our intrepid lecturer to investigate. A good read. Mint in d/w £12

206. TAYLOR, Mary Miss Miles OUP 1990 [12413] Mary Taylor was the life-long friend of Charlotte
Bronte. This edition with an introduction by Janet Horowitz Murray. Soft covers – very good £6

207. TRAVERS, Graham [pseud of Margaret Todd] Mona MacLean: medical student William
Blackwood, 14th ed 1899 [11784] Novel written by Sophia Jex-Blake’s friend and biographer. Cover
marked – scarce £38

Suffrage Non-fiction

208. ANTHONY Jr, Charles The Social and Political Dependence of Women Longmans, Green, and
Co 1880 (6th ed) [12058] This was one of the earliest books published in support of J.S. Mill’s
proposed amendment to the 1867 Reform Bill – to give qualified women the vote. Interestingly he
begins his tract with an analysis of the way in which ridicule was used to dismiss the idea of the



enfranchised woman. Charles Anthony was the editor of the ‘Hereford Times’. Helen Blackburn lists
the book in her Bibliography for ‘The Record of Women’s Suffrage’ . Very good internally in original
decorated cloth, slight rubbing to head and tail of spine – unusual £65

209. BAX, Belfort The Legal Subjection of Men: a reply to the Suffragettes The New Age Press 1908
(new edition) [12660] ‘There have been few agitations in history which have been characterised by
such hard lying and shameless perversions of fact as the so-called ‘Woman’s Movement’.. The
‘Woman’s rights’ (?) agitator has succeeded by a system of pure impudent, brazen, ‘bluff’, alternately
of thh whimpering and the shrieking order, in inducing a credulous public to believe that in some
mysterious way the female sex is groaning under the weight of the tyranny of him whom they are
pleased to term ‘man the brute’. Very good – rebound in cloth – with original paper covers bound in.
£28

210. BLACKBURN, Helen (ed) A Handbook for Women engaged in social and political work J.W.
Arrowsmith 1895 [3534] Packed with information and names; Helen Blackburn’s precise intelligence
shines through. Two pull-out diagrams. Very good – and very scarce £80

211. CAMPBELL, Olwen W. The Feminine Point of View Williams & Norgate 1952 [4231] The report
of a Conference which began in the winter of 1947 and included among its members Teresa
Billington-Greig and Margery Corbett Ashby. Olwen Campbell was the daughter of Mary Ward, who
had been the leading light of the Cambridge Association for Women’s Suffrage. Very good in d/w
£18

212. DICEY, A.V. Letters to a Friend on Votes for Women John Murray 1909 [3457] Very good
internally – wrappers sunned and bumped on corners with writing in pencil on front. 93pp – Scarce
£55

213. DOBBIE, B.M. Willmott Dobbie A Nest of Suffragettes in Somerset: Eagle House, Batheaston
Batheaston Society 1979 [11380] The story of the Blathwayt family and their involvement in the
women’s suffrage movement – copiously illustrated by the photographs taken by Col Blathwayt. Soft
covers – quite scarce £26

214. GIBSON, Sir John The Emancipation of Women Gwasg Gomer 1992 [10973] First published in
1891. Gibson was editor of the ‘Cambrian News’ between 1875-1915 and a strong supporter of
women’s suffrage in Wales. Soft covers – mint £12

215. LEWIS, Jane Before the Vote was Won: arguments for and against women’s suffrage 1864-1896
Routledge (Women’s Source Library) 1987 [12099] A very useful collection of texts. Fine in d/w £28

216. MARTIN, Anna Mother and Social Reform NUWSS 1913 [11478] Two articles reprinted from the
‘Nineteenth Century and After’ issues of May and June 1913 as a booklet. Anna Martin, deeply
concerned about the level of infant mortality and general ill-health of poor women and children,
argues for easier separation in cases where the husband and father is neglectful or worse, the right of
women to a ‘maintenance’ that is in some way defined. With a membership form for the NUWSS
tipped in at the front, and a subscription form to ‘The Common Cause’ at the back. Paper covers
(with a few nicks at edges) – very good condition -64pp £45



217. PANKHURST, Sylvia The Suffragette: the history of the women’s militant suffrage movement
1905-1910 The Woman’s Journal (Boston) 1911 [4798] This history of the British militant suffrage
movement was first published in the USA – this copy bears the pinprick library mark of Louisville
Free Public Library – very good – scarce £85

218. PEACOCK, Sarah Votes for Women: the women’s fight in Portsmouth Portsmouth City Council
1983 [12484] Soft covers – fine – rather scarce £25

219. SEAWELL, Molly Elliot The Ladies’ Battle Macmillan Co (NY) 1911 [11143] She was an American
novelist who here argues against women’s suffrage, maintaining that if women were to vote an
unlooked-for ‘general revolution’ would be inaugurated. Good – uncommon £38

220. STOPES, Charlotte Carmichael British Freewomen: their historical privilege Swan Sonnenschein,
revised edition 1909 [8585] An important volume in the historiography of the women’s suffrage
movement. Mrs Stopes made use of material collected by Helen Blackburn. Good £65

221. STRACHEY, Ray The Cause: a short history of the women’s movement in Great Britain G. Bell
1928 [12059] This copy belonged to Lord McGregor – author of ‘Divorce in England’ , a book that
includes a very useful bibliography of works on women’s rights. He has laid in the book a collection
of newspaper cuttings, from the 1950s to 1970s, relating to the position of women. The copy of the
book is in good condition – but he had bought it as an ex-library copy and has added a few pencilled
notes on the back pastedown. An interesting association copy.

£55

222. TICKNER, Lisa The Spectacle of Women: imagery of the suffrage campaign 1907-14 Chatto and
Windus 1987 [12606] A wonderful book. Fine in d/w – scarce £45

Suffrage Biography

223. (HAMILTON) Lis Whitelaw The Life and Rebellious Times of Cicely Hamilton Women’s Press
1990 [4014] Paper covers – very good £6

224. (LESLIE) ‘Henrietta Leslie’ (pseudonym of Gladys Schutze) More Ha’pence Than Kicks; being
some things remembered MacDonald, 2nd imp 1943 [11239] Her autobiography – she was a keen
supporter of the WSPU – gave shelter to Mrs Pankhurst at her house in Chelsea. Good internally –
cover rubbed – quite scarce £19

225. (LYTTON) Lady Betty Balfour (ed) Letters of Constance Lytton William Heinemann 1925 [10628]
Very good – in purple cloth, with design by Syvlia Pankhurst on front cover £68

Suffrage Fiction

226. ARMOUR, Margaret Agnes of Edinburgh Andrew Melrose 1911 [3719] A novel of its time – the
suffrage movement although not central to the plot – flows along behind, occasionally breaking the
surface in a discussion of women’s rights and attitudes to the campaign. Interesting – very scarce –
I’ve only seen it previously in the Briitish Library. Very good in rubbed paper wrapper – with a little
card inlaid – showing that it had been presented to Nesta Prichard, of Form Vb, as a prize for



mathematics. £55

227. BALDRY, W. Burton From Hampstead to Holloway: depicting the suffragette in her happiest
mood John Ouseley 1909 [12755] Delightful comic novel relating the journey of a suffragette from
active membership of the ‘Women’s Defence League’ to contented bride – taking in many of the well-
known motifs along the way – the office in Westminster, the meeting in ‘Paxton Hall’, the rally in
Trafalgar Square, the battle with the police, the appearance in court, and, finaly, Holloway, where,
like Ann Veronica, she finds herself thinking rather more about a certain young man than the Cause.
Profusely and splendidly illustrated by G.E. Shepeard. Very good – original pictorial yellow cloth
slightly rubbed and dulled, leading inner hinge slightly cracking – very scarce – I last had a copy in
1999 £350

228. JOHNSTON, Mary Hagar Constable 1913 [1344] Includes mention of the US women’s suffrage
campaign. Very good £12

229. JOHNSTON, Sir Harry Mrs Warren’s daughter: a story of the women’s movement Chatto &
Windus 1920 [1342] A suffrage novel. Very good – presentation copy from the author’s wife £85

230. A LOOKER-ON The Home-Breakers Hurst and Blackett 1913 [12632] ‘An anti-militant suffragist
novel by a Popular and Well-known Novelist who desires to remain anonymous’. The author was J.S.
Stainton. An extremely interesting ‘suffrage’ novel – its ‘anti’ sentiment when written, has been rather
eroded by the passing of time – and it is an excellent read for the detail in which it delinates the
militant campaign and the women involved in it. And, again, although it might have been inteded to
be anti-militant, the publishers were sufficiently savvy to ensure that it was cased in purple cloth
(now a little faded) with the title in white in a green rectangle – ie the WSPU colours. It was obviously
published in the latter half of 1913, as it includes a visit to the Derby, witnessing Emily Davidson [sic]
go under the horse’s hooves. Very scarce £75

231. LUCAS, E.V. Mr Ingleside Methuen, 7th ed s, no date 1910 912?) [1397] A novel with suffrage
scenes. Very good £15

232. MASSIE, Chris Esther Vanner Sampson Low, Marston & Co no date (1937) [1436] The heroine is
a suffragette. Very good in d/w £85

233. PAGE, Gertrude The Winding Paths Hurst & Blackett c 1911 [8th ed] [12888] A novel with a
suffrage theme. ‘The men call them “new Women” with derision, or mannish, or unsexed; but those
who have been among them, and known them as friends, know that they hold in their ranks some of
th most generous-hearted, unselfish, big-souled women who exist in England to-day…One such as
the best of these was Ethel Hayward..’ Good £20

234. ROBERTS, Katherine Pages From the Diary of a Militant Suffragette Garden City Press 1910
[11202] There has been some doubt about whether this is an autobiography or fiction. I tend to think
that it is fiction – clearly written by an active suffragette – but am not further forward about who
Katherine Roberts was. Extremely interesting – and vivid. Paper covers – a little chipped – but a very
good copy – clean and tight – of a very scarce book £250

235. ROBINS, Elizabeth The Convert Women’s Press 1980 [11672] Her suffrage novel. Reprint of the



1907 edition – with an introduction by Jane Marcus £9

236. SAUTER, Lilian Through High Windows Curtis & Davison (11a Church St, Kensington) 1911
[12880] Poems. Includes ‘Woman’s Plea for Suffrage’ and ‘Woman’s Song of Freedom.’. The latter
was set to music by Annette Hullah and published by the London Society for Women’s Suffrage £25

237. TEMPEST, Evelyn [pseud. of Edward Cuming] The Doubts of Diana Hodder & Stoughton
[1911/12] [12881] Light-hearted novel – with the heroine taking part in a suffragette raid akin to
‘Black Friday’ ['The rumour that Govenment had thoughts of employing policemen from other parts
of London was lightly discredited; everybody was sure no such thing would be done, even by the
new Home Secretary'] and ending up in a police court. Good in original binding £28

238. WHITE, Percy To-Day Tauchnitz 1913 [12885] A very readable novel – with suffrage taking
central stage – alongside criticism of the divorce laws. The heroine, as in ‘Ann Veronica’, is prepared
to sacrifice her social position for the Cause and enter into a legal pact rather than a conventional
marriage. Paper covers – good – scarce £18

Suffrage Ephemera

239. BODICHON, Mrs Reasons for the Enfranchisement of Women London National Society for
Women’s Suffrage, no date late 1860s? [9519] Printed by Head, Hole & Co, Farringdon Street and Ivy
Lane, E.C. Scarce and important pamphlet -8pp – good £250

240. CENTRAL SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE To Demand the Franchise. Procession of
Women and Great Meeting, February 9th 1907 [12519] Single sheet sent to members of the Society
asking whether they would join this, the earliest of the grand suffrage processions, or held in various
other specified ways. Fine – has been folded – very scarce £55

241. CONFERENCE ON ELECTORAL REFORM Letter from Mr Speaker to the Prime Minister
HMSO 1917 [12181] Section VIII reports ‘The Conference decided by a majority that some measure of
woman suffrage should be conferred’. They were, however, still debating whether the age at which a
woman could vote would be 30 or 35. 8-pp – foolscap £8

242. CORONATION PROCESSION 17 June 1911 [11274] A stereoscope photograph of ‘The Empire
Car’ – part of the ‘Pageant of Empire’ part of the procession staged by the suffrage societies to mark
the Coronation of George V. Very good £95

243. DAILY GRAPHIC 7 May 1913 [8536] The front page is devoted to an interior view of the
destruction of St Catherine’s Church, Hatcham – inside there is another photograph of the fire – with
fire engine. Also a report of the defeat of the Dickinson Bill proposing a measure of women’s
enfranchisement. Complete issue – very good £18

244. DAILY SKETCH Friday, May 22, 1914 [12512] ‘”Tell the King!” Mrs Pankhurst’s agonised cry as
she is torn bodily from the gates of Buckingham Palace in an amazing riot’ is the headline – and the
front page is filled with the picture of Mrs Pankhurst being picked up by Inspector Roise. Complete
paper – good condition – a little frayed along the edges – but the iconic photo of Mrs Pankhurst is
untouched. £25



245. EDINBURGH NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE [11313] Testimonial, dated 14
December 1881, from the Edinburgh National Society to Charles Cameron, MP for Glasgow, for
‘having introduced and successfully carried through Parliament, during the last troubled Session, the
Municipal Franchise Bill, conferring on Women Householders the same right which men
Householders have hitherto enjoyed..’ The testimonial is signed by Priscilla McLaren, as President,
and with the signatures also appended of the Secretaries, Eliza Wigham, Emily Rosaline Masson and
Elisa Kirkland. £300

246. ELMY, Elizabeth Wostenholme Woman’s Franchise: the need of the hour ILP 2nd ed, no date
[1907] [12760] A campaigner for women’s suffrage since the mid-1860s, she had put aside a lifetime’s
aversion to party politics and joined the Manchester ILP in 1904. This article was originally published
in the ‘Westminster Review’. In her concise style she analyses the events of the previous 40 years and
demands that Liberal MPs who profess to support women’s suffrage honour their pledges. £65

247. FORD MADDOX HEUFFER ‘The Women of the Novelist’ [12518] [Ford Madox Hueffer in 1919
becameFord Madox Ford.] A flyer advertising a lecture by the novelist to be held on 5 February 1908
in aid of the funds of the London Society for Women’s Suffrage at 10 Linden Gardens, Notting Hill
Gate. This was then the address of Alexandra and Gladys Wright who were a couple of years later to
desert the London Society for the newly-founded New Constitutional Society for Women’s Suffrage.
Very good – very scarce £65

248. ISOLATED: PARLIAMENT GUARDED BY FIVE THOUSAND POLICE [4201] The Illustrated
London News, 17 Oct 1908. Full page picture – the caption reads: ‘Guarding against the “Rush” of the
suffragettes and the unemployed: the scene of desolation outside the Houses of Parliament on
Tuesday night’. The picture was drawn by ‘special artist, Arthur S. Begg’ and shows policemen (tho
hardly the advertised five thousand) standing guarding the end of Westminster Bridge and the
entrance to Parliament Square. The caption gives more information about the exercise. Good – edges
of page a little chipped and rubbed – image fine £18

249. LEIGH SMITH, Barbara A Brief Summary in Plain Language of the Most Important Laws
Concerning Women; together with a few observations thereon Holyoake & Co, 2nd edition revised
with addition 1856 [9033] Barbara Leigh Smith (later Barbara Bodichon) was 27 years old when she
wrote this pamphlet, first published in 1854 as part of her campaign to change the Married Women’s
Property Acts. This pamphlet is extremely scarce (I have never had a copy for sale before), bound
inside recent paper covers. Rather amusingly, the printed price of ‘Threepence’ has been scored
through and ’1 1/2 d’ added – a comment, presumably, then on the interest being shown in the
campaign by a public not yet awakened to the cause. Very good £280

250. LYDIA BECKER [12607] Letter from Lydia Becker to ‘Mr Levi’ – written from 85 Carter St,
Greenyes, Manchester on ‘Oct 16! – I have worked out that the year is1868. ‘Mr Levi’ is probably Prof
Leone Levi, to whom she had sent a pamphlet a few days earlier. I think, in response, he had written
to her in admiration asking for some material from her for his autograph book. In this letter, in
return, she writes ‘I have written out my three Norwich prospositions ,[these are drawn from her
address at Norwich to the British Association Section F on 25 Aug 1868] which I hope may serve your
purpose as a curiosity! for your autograph book, and a bone of contention for your friends.’ These
‘three Norwich propositions’ are set out on a separate sheet. But, in addition, in her 4-pp mss letter



she sets out ‘my general wishes and conclusions as to the rights of women’.. All the material has been
carefully attached to a sheet that once was page 77 in a collection of autograph material. Incidentally
the material on the reverse, p 78, is in Italian, lending credence to my supposition that the
correspondent was Leone Levi, who had left his native Italy for Liverpool in 1844. A very interesting
letter – very good £95

251. MCCABE, Joseph Woman in Political Evolution Watts & Co 1909 [9803] An overview -from ‘
Woman Before Civilisation’ to ‘The Moral Base of Enfranchisement.’Paper wrappers – one nick at
spine eats into the margin of a few pages -and a tiny bit of text is lost on two pages, but does not
interfere with reading. £28

252. MAP OF THE WSPU/WFL PROCESSION OF 18 JUNE 1910. [12303] The map was a
contemporary reprint of a page from ‘Votes for Women’ for 17 June 1910 and was issued to those
thousands taking part. It shows where the separate sections should line up – from the Portsmouth
and Petersfield WSPU at Westminster Bridge to the Peckham WSPU at Carmelite Street. The
procession was to be led up Northumberland Avenue by University Graduates, Pharmacists and
Women Sanitary Inspectors and members of the Men’s League. The map is framed in a silver metal
frame -looks rather good. Because of the problem of the glass, I will be unable to post it, so it will
need to be picked up in London. £95

253. MEN’S LEAGUE FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE [12679] ‘Membership Application Form with
Constitution and Rules of the Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage’. 4-pp leaflet – very good
condition – scarce £85

254. NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SOCIETIES ELECTION CAMPAIGN [9749] in Cumberland
(Carlisle, Whitehaven and Cockermouth Divisions), 1909. The NUWSS aimed to induce as many
candidates as possible to put women’s suffrage in the Election Addresses and to organise a Voters’
petition in favour of women’s suffrage. This appeal is over the name of Catherine Marshall, as
Organizing Secretary. One sheet £15

255. NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES [3986] with the Men’s League
(Portsmouth branches) – Programme for an evening meeting that began with a musical recital,
followed by the singing of suffrage songs (the words are printed – one of them is by Margaret
O’Shea, sister of the secretary of the Portsmouth NUWSS society and then a speech by Lady Balfour
followed by more singing and then a closing speech by Alice Abadam. Interestingly the Vote of
Thanks is seconded by Alderman Sanders, LCC, who in 1908 was Labour parliamentary candidate
for Portsmouth and whose wife, Beatrice, was financial secretary to the WSPU. I think this
programme may date from 1908 – because there is a mention at its foot of an Exhibition of Banners
(Fuller’s tea Rooms, Palmerston Road) – and such exhibitions were common after the June 1908 Hyde
Park rally. 1 sheet -good £180

256. NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES Bye-election Policies Compared
Oct 1908 [12525] Double-sided, two-columned leaflet in which the NUWSS compares the different
elements of its bye-election policy with that of the WSPU. The NUWSS had incorporated material
supplied by Christabel Pankhurst into the WSPU statements. Fine – a little tag remaining on the
second side – not affecting text – where it has been pasted into album – very scarce £55



257. NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES Leading Facts of the Movement for
the Parliamentary Enfranchisement of Women c 1907 [12526] 4-pp leaflet setting out the principal
dates and achievements in the advance towards enfranchisement. Good – a little creased £35

258. NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES Women Suffragists’ Celebration
[12515] Flyer for the celebrations held at Queen’s Hall, Langham Place on Thursday 21 February 1918
– ‘To Welcome the Extension of the Franchise to Women’. The flyer includes the long list of societies
that were taking part – the WSPU was a notable exception. On the list was the New Constitutional
Society for Women’s Suffrage – and this flyer bears the annotation in ink ‘Please get tickets from’
followed by the NCWS’s rubber stamp with their address in Knightsbridge. Very good – very scarce
£55

259. NORTH KENSINGTON WOMEN’S LIBERAL ASSOCIATION Seventh Annual Report 1897-98
[12529] Includes names and addresses of the Association’s members. A drawing-room meeting was
held on 29 April 1898 at which an address was to be given ‘on ‘Women’s Sufrage’ and especially on
the question whether women should work for Liberal Parliamentary candidates who were opposed
to their franchise. As the attendance was very small the address was not given.’ However at a Special
Meeting held a couple of weeks later ‘after a long discussion, a resolution was passed in favour of not
working for such candidates. The Committee regret that the attendance was small, an intimation that
the important question of Women’s Suffrage does not take that foremost place in the thoughts of the
Association that it should do.’ Paper covers – 14pp – very good – tip of corner missing fromback
paper cover – scarce £65

260. OLIVE WHARRY ETCHING [12586] of a sail ship, ‘Ceres’, tied up at a quay. Olive Wharry
(1886-1947) was an artist and, from 1910, an active member of the WSPU. She was imprisoned on
several occasions and went on hunger strike. The photograph of her emaciated figure is now
notorious. Her final imprisonment only ended on 10 August 1914, after the government amnesty. Her
prison notebook, full of delightful drawings of prison life, is held in the British Library. She trained at
the Exeter School of Art and worked professionally as an artist. In her will she asked that etchings to
be given to various friends and that they should be framed in three-eighths of an inch black flat
frames. Here is an opportunity to purchase one of Olive Wharry’s etchings framed as she had
desired. The provenance revealed a Devon connection and it was probably originally purchased
during her lifetime. In good condition £95

261. PETHICK-LAWRENCE, Emmeline and Frederick (eds) VOTES FOR WOMEN VOL III Oct 1909-
Sept 1910 [12407] Hefty bound volume of the WSPU weekly newspaper, in original Sylvia Pankhurst-
designed boards. Signs of wear at leather corners – spines rebacked – ex Reading University Library –
with library label on back boards. Internally very clean and tight, except for a page of the Index
where paper has split, but with no loss of text.. £900

262. PHILLIPS, Mary The Militant Suffrage Campaign privately printed 1957 [11357] ‘This pamphlet
is designed to tell in a concise form the story of the ‘Votes for Women Canpaign’ and to explain the
reasoned policy on which it was based.’ Mary Phillips had been a leading WSPU organizer. Soft
covers – 15pp – scarce £65

263. PUNCH CARTOON [12766] 30 Nov 1910, scene is a suffragette demonstration, ‘Votes for
Women’ flags flying. Two young street urchins observe and comment. Caption is ‘Man of the World



(lighting up), “Well ‘ave to give it ‘em, I expect, Chorlie”‘. Half-page illustration £10

264. PUNCH CARTOON [12767] 13 July 1910, full-page – the caption is ‘Excelsior!’ as Suffragist puts
her shoulder to the boulder of ‘Women’s Suffrage’ and says, ‘It’s no good talking to me about
Sisyphus; he was only a man’ £10

265. PUNCH CARTOON [12768] 13 March 1912, full-page, suffragettes wield hammers in the
background as Roman-type matron, bearing a paper labelled ‘Woman’s Suffrage’ comments ‘To think
that, after all these years, I should be the first martyr’. the heading is ‘In the House of Her Friends’
£10

266. PUNCH CARTOON [12769] 23 January 1918 – A St Joan figure holds the ‘Woman’s Franchise’
banner and, with arms outstretched, cries out ‘At Last’. Full page – very good £12

267. PUNCH CARTOON [12770] 20 July 1910, Asquith is placing The Women’s Suffrage Bill on an
overhead shelf and saying to the assembled cabinet, ‘Well, Gentlemen, now that your individual
consciences had had their fling, let’s get to work again’. Just so. Very good £10

268. PUNCH CARTOON [12771] 6 July 1910 – ‘The Suffragette that Knew Jiu-Jitsu’. Backed by her
‘Votes for Women’ poster, she is hurling policemen over the fence. Half-page £10

269. PUNCH CARTOON [12772] 10 January 1912 -full page – ‘United We Differ’. Lloyd George and
Lewis Harcourt are back to back on a platform. Lloyd George addressing his side, where a Votes for
Women’ banner is to be seen, cries ‘Votes for Women! Don’t you listen to my esteemed colleague!’.
While addressing his, male, crowd cries ‘No Votes for Women! My esteemed colleague is talking
nonsense!’. Asquith’s cabinet was split on this issue. Very good £10

270. PUNCH CARTOON [12773] 5 Oct 1927 -full-page – The Conservative Party (in the guise of one
four-plussed chap in a shooting party) looks at a young flapperish women taking a gun from the
ghillie and says ‘I hope she’s got enough ‘intutition’ not to let off in my direction’. The explanation is
given: ‘The question of extended suffrage for women (in whose ‘intutition’ Mr Baldwin reposes so
much confidence) will be raised at the approaching Conference of the Conservative Party.’ £10

271. PUNCH CARTOON [12775] 21 October 1908 – full page – two burglars ‘on the way to suburban
night-work’ pass a line of policemen marching in the opposite direction. The wallposter announces a
Votes for Women demonstration in Parliament Square – and the burglars agree that ‘sufferajits’ are a
good thing, keeping the police occupied they we they do. £10

272. PUNCH CARTOON [12776] 2 December 1908 – a Bernard Partridge full-length illustration
shows Asquith (Andromedus) chained to his rock – beset by the sea monster taunting him with her
Votes for Women triton and searching for salvation from Persea – the Women’s National Anti-
Suffrage League. Very good £12

273. PUNCH CARTOON [12777] 21 January 1912 – full page – ‘The Suffrage Split’. Sir George
Askwith (the charismatic industrial conciliator), as ‘Fairy Peacemaker’, has tamed the dragon of the
Cotton Strike – and Asquith, wrestling to keep a seat on the Cabinet horse turns to him ‘Now that
you’ve charmed yon dragon I shall need ye to stop the strike inside this fractious gee-gee.’ £10



274. PUNCH CARTOON [12778] 21 October 1908 – c. half-page – two effete anti-suffragist club
loafers – the one to the other, ‘The idea of their wantin’ to be like us!’ and the response ‘Yes, makin’
themselves utterly ridiculous!’. £8

275. PUNCH CARTOON [12779] 7 December 1910 – small cartoon captioned ‘Voter’s Vertigo’. Yet
another general election is at hand and the poor voter is in a frightful spin as he wrestles with ‘don’t
tax the poor man’s dreadnought’; ‘home rule for suffragettes’ and ‘two power standard for the house
of lords’ £6

276. SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE [12661] is the caption to this full page George Belcher cartoon,
published in the Tatler on 12 August 1908. Two impoverished old women are talking in the street – a
unconsciously joky exchange – which is the amusing part for the audience of the day (I won’t go into
the rather laboured humour which, if it has any suffrage relevance, is only to mock woman’s
supposed illogicality)- but what is interesting to us is that one of the old dears is standing holding an
advertising bill for the magazine, ‘New Age’, on which the roughly sketched in legend reads
something like ‘A Suffragette’s reply to Belfort Bax.’. For the book that sparked off the debate in New
Age see item ? Bax had published an article ‘Feminism and Female Suffrage’ in the issue for 30 May,
to which Millicent Murby had written a reply that appeared in the issue of 6 June, to which Bax had
made a riposte in the issue of 8 August. Single page – very good £15

277. SPALDING, Frances (ed) The Charleston Magazine:Charleston, Bloomsbury and the Arts
Charleston Trust issue 19, Spring/Summer 1999 [12652] Includes an article ‘A Rich Network of
Associations: Bloomsbury and Women’s Suffrage’, written by me (seems a very long time ago). Also
an article on Frank Rutter that touches on his suffrage sympathies – and other interesting articles. A
much lamented magazine. Fine – card covers £12

278. SUFFRAGE LANTERN SLIDES [12891] one of the images is marked ‘Suffragettes canvassing
N.W. Manchester’ – and shows a street scene with three women – the suffragettes – addressing a
working man. A four local women and a child, standing outside their terraced houses, look on. I
think the canvassing was taking place during the early 1906 General Election, when the fledgling
WSPU was campaigning against Churchill in NW Manchester. It is difficult to identify the
suffragettes with certainty – but my guess would be Nellie Martel, Teresa Billington and Jennie
Baines – but I may be quite wrong. Whoever they are, the image is striking and unusual. One doesn’t
often see an image of such an intimate canvassing moment. The other glass slide shows women
plastering a cart with posters advertising – I am pretty certain – an NUWSS meeting to be held at ‘St
John’s Waterloo Road’. I have found that there is a St John’s Church in Waterloo Road, Cheetham
Hill, Manchester which seems to be the likely venue for the meeting. From the women’s attire I
would think this image is of much the same date as the ‘North-West Manchester’ one – and, as the
two slides, were acquired from the same source I think it likely that the second slide can be attributed
to the Manchester area. Anyway, they are both great images – and well worth researching further.
Together £125

279. SUFFRAGETTE BEING FORCIBLY REMOVED FROM THE RAILINGS OF BUCKINGHAM
PALACE – 21 MAY 1914 [12612] real news photograph – showing a policeman seizing a distressed
young woman who, with her one free hand, is clutching the Palace railings. This policeman is in the
act of pulling off her hat or pulling down her hair while another, hidden from view, is pulling her



away – his arm firmly locked around her waist. Besides capturing a moment of dramatic action, the
photograph is a rather well composed shot of intermingled limbs, movement and shadows. The
photograph – 15cm x 11 cm – has been mounted, but is unframed. Very good – unusual £95

280. THE NATIONAL WOMEN’S SOCIAL AND POLITICAL UNION What Liberal Statesmen Say
About Militant Action NWSPU c 1910 [12516] Headed by ‘Votes for Women’ and one of the Sylvia
Pankhurst-designed WSPU symbols this two-sided leaflet begins ‘In view of the fact that the present
Government seeks to meet the Women’s Agitation for political power by the use of repressive
measures instead of by the removal of their grievances, the following extracts from the writings or
speeches of Liberal Statesmen are significan, exemplifying as they do the wide divergence between
Liberl principles as enunciated by the Spokesmen of the party and Liberal practice as exhitied in the
attitude of the present Government towards the women who are at the present time agitationg for the
franchise.’ There follow extracts from John Bright, Gladstone, Herbert Gladstone and Lord Morley. I
think it was issued around the time of ‘Black Friday’ in 1910. Scarce – creased and with a nick on the
bottom lower edge – not affecting text. £40

281. THE WOMAN SUFFRAGISTS IN HYDE PARK [12762] full page – front page – illustration from
‘Black & White’, 3 Nov 1906, showing a woman addressing a Hyde Park crowd. Behind her is a
banner for the Women’s Social and Political Union with the message ‘We Demand Votes for Women’.
The meeting was organised that rainy Sunday by the WSPU with Christabel Pankhurst presiding.
The speaker in the illustration may be Ethel Snowden. ‘The Times’ reported that this was one of the
largest meetings the WSPU had yet held and was composed mainly of men and boys – a fact rather
borne out by the illustration. The meeting became rowdy, with both insults and missles slung,
although the police kept control. Certainly a policeman is to the fore in this picture. Very good –
interesting – unusual £20

282. WIDDOWSON, Florence The Power of the Vote ILP c 1928 [12758] A 2-sided leaflet appealing to
the newly-enfranchised young woman to vote for Socialism. Good £12

283. WOMEN ON WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE [12763] full-page of line drawings, by R.M. Paxton, from
‘Black & White, 22 October 1903 showing ‘The afternoon sitting at the National Convention in
Defence of the Civic Rights of Women at the Holborn Town Hall last Friday’. I rather feel that the
importance of this event, held on 16-17 October, as a turning point in the suffrage campaign is
overlooked by suffrage historians. It was, in the main, the result of Elizabeth Wostenholme Elmy’s
persistence that it was held, backed by W.T. Stead. She was very keen that there should be a mass
suffrage campaign in the run-up to the next election. 200 delegates attended and it marked a
revitalisation of the NUWSS. Mrs Pankhurst, whether or not she was invited, did not attend; she had
held her first kitchen-table meeting with the group that became the WSPU on 10 October. The timing
may be a coincidence. The vignettes in the illustration show ‘Mrs Elmy on Women’s Highest
Mission’, The chairman, the Rev Alfred Steinthal, Mrs Green (President of the Women’s Co-operative
Guild), Miss Eva Gore-Booth (Sec Women’s Trade Union Council Manchester) and a scene of a
section of the gathered company listening attentively. Very good – unusual £18

284. WOMEN’S FREEDOM LEAGUE Constitution [12517] 4-pp leaflet dating from c 1908 setting out
the Constitution of the newly-formed WFL. Also inludes a list of the Officers of the League and a
tear-off section to be returned to enrol as a member. The leaflet is printed with their first address in
Buckingham St, but a rubber stamp of the Robert St address to which they moved in 1908 has been



added, indicating that the leaflet was issued quite early in the League’s life. Very good – very scarce
£65

285. WOMEN’S LOCAL GOVERNMENT SOCIETY Local Government Elections in England and
Wales: Qualifications for Candidates WLGS May 1918 [12170] 1-page leaflet – very good condition
£10

286. WOMEN’S LOCAL GOVERNMENT SOCIETY A New Franchise WLGS Feb 1918 [12169] 1-page,
double-sided, leaflet, written by Margaret Kilgour, setting out the qualifications for voting in local
government elections under the new ‘Representation of the People’ Act 1918. Good – with two punch
holes in the wide margin and slight tear inward from the left-hand margin, with no loss of text £8

287. WOMEN’S LOCAL GOVERNMENT SOCIETY Registration in England and Wales: Women
Occupiers and their Votes WLGS July 1905 [12171] 1-page, double sided, leaflet setting out the
position after the Eduation Act of 1902 had abolished School Boards, by which women rate payers
were no longer automatically qualified to vote and it was necessary for women occupiers to be
registered. The 1902 Act was another in a series of acts that actively disenfranchised women of local
government rights that they had gained in the 3rd quarter of the 19th century – and was one of the
causes of the impetus given to the suffrage campaign at the beginning of the 20th. This leaflet, which
is withdrawn from the Women’s Library, has an ink emendation to the final paragraph, noting that
the fact that a woman could not be a candidate for county, borough or metropolitan borough councils
had been remedied by the passing of the 1907 Qualification of Women Act. Fair condition, edges
rubbed and nicked £12

288. WOMEN’S LOCAL GOVERNMENT SOCIETY The Work of a Public Health Committee WLGS
Oct 1918 [12177] 4-pp leaflet, written by S.M. Smee, chairman of the Public Health Committee, 1912-
14 and 1916-18. Good condition – with two punch hole in margin, with no loss of text £5

289. WSPU FLAG [12889] made of linen. It is 68.5cm ( 27 “) wide x 132cm (52") long. Three linen
sections – one each of purple, white and green (from the top in that order) – are very neatly hand
stitched together. This item would not, I have thought, been free flying – but rather pinned up at a
WSPU meeting or in a shop or at a bazaar. One can see flags such as this draped behind the platform
when Mrs Pankhurst, for instance, is photographed addressing a suffrage meeting.This flag has at
least one tiny pinhole (rather than a moth hole) at the top edge – for the material does now carry
some small moth holes. Rather than detracting, however, in my view they vouchsafe its age and,
therefore, authenticity. With the WSPU flag I acquired from the same source a Union flag which I
think dates from the same period. It, too, has moth holes but, unlike the WSPU flag, is machine
stitched and has a cord attachment at the side to enable it to be flown from a flag pole. I have never
had such a WSPU flag for sale before. Ironically, although the Women’s Library and the Museum of
London each hold a wonderful collection of suffrage banners, a flag such as this, a more basic
signaller of WSPU committment, is not, I think, represented, making its existence all the more
remarkable. Made, presumably, by a grassroots activist (it is not a commercial production), its day
over, it was neatly folded up, together with the Union flag (to which the buyer of the WSPU flag is
welcome, gratis), and consigned to an attic – to reappear 100 years later. In generally good condition
– with, as I note above, authenticating moth holes and slight fraying at the top right-hand corner –
perhaps pulled off too roughly from its fixture. Extremely scarce £1,000



Suffrage Postcards: Real Photographic

290. FORTISSIMO [12875] – real photograph, – toddler holds the songsheet for ‘Bother the Men’,
dating from the 1880s. Published by Rotary Photo, this is one in a series. Posted by Dick on 21
December 1908 to Master Harry Day of 9 Arthur St, Pembroke Dock, with the message ‘Harry boy –
learning Dada’s Xmas Song.’ Good £28

291. MARGUERITE SIDLEY [12610] Photograph by Foulsham and Banfield, headed ‘Votes for
Women’ and captioned ‘Women’s Freedom League’ 1 Robert St, Adelphi, London W.C.,’ She wears, I
think, the WFL ‘Holloway’ badge at ther throat and, certainly, a WFL flag brooch on her bosom. She
had joined the WSPU in London in 1907, working for some time in the London office and then as a
peripatetic organizer before leaving the WSPU to do the same kind of work for the Women’s
Freedom League. Fine – scarce – unposted £85

292. MRS LILIAN M. HICKS [11634] – photographed by Lena Connell – an official Women’s Freedom
League photographic postcard. Mrs Hicks had been an early member of the WSPU, but left to join the
WFL in the 1907 split, returning in 1910 to the WSPU. Fine – unposted £35

293. MRS PANKHURST [12764] arrested in Victoria Street, 13 February 1908. She is on her way from
the WSPU ‘Women’s Parliament’ in Caxton Hall – a policeman holds her left hand – she carries her
‘Parliament’s’ resolution in the other. Very good – unposted £45

294. ‘RUINS OF ST KATHERINE’S CHURCH, BURNT DOWN MAY 6 1913 [11824] Real
photographic card. There are several images published on postcards of the ruins of St Catherine’s
(this is the correct spelling; the card’s publisher was a bit slapdash) Church at Hatcham in Surrey, for
the burning of which the suffragettes were thought responsible – but I have never seen this one
before. £35

295. SIR WILLIAM LEVER’S BUNGALOW [8958] at Rivington. The photographic postcard shows it
after it had been set on fire by Edith Rigby, Preston’s infamous suffragette. The note, in ink, on the
reverse reads ‘Sir William Lever’s Bungalow, Rivington. fired by Suffragettes 1 a.m.July 8th 1913.’ I
have never seen this image before. Very good – unposted £95

296. THE WOMEN’S GUILD OF EMPIRE [12877] ‘souvenir packet’ of 6 postcards, in their original
printed paper envelope, published by the Women’s Guild of Empire. The cards are: 1) ‘Women’s
Guild of Empire Committee’ – the 6 members of the Committee, who included Flora Drummond and
Elsie Bowerman, sit around a table; 2) Mrs R.S Henderson, president; 3) Mrs Flora Drummond,
Controller-in-Chief; 4) WGE banner ‘Peace Unity Concord’ surrounded by members; 5) Banner
Making for the Great Demonstration April 17th 1926 – Mrs Drummond under an ‘Efficiency and
Enterprise’ banner; 6) ‘Women Pipers from the Lothians’ – with Mrs Drummond in control
Scottishness was to the fore. An extremely rare set – I have never seen any of these cards before – and,
in general, there are few images of the Guild of Empire and its work. The printed envelope carries
details of the ‘Objects’ of the Guild and of its work. All cards in pristine condition – dating, I assume,
to c 1926. As a set £220

297. WHITEKIRK CHURCH (Lothian) [11067] A photograph of the church before it was burned
down by Fanny Parker on 26 Feb 1914 – in retaliation for the forcibly feeding of Ethel Moorhead £6



Suffrage Postcards: Artist-drawn

298. AMID THIS MIGHT FUSS JUST LET ME MENTION THE RIGHTS OF WOMAN MERIT SOME
ATTENTION [12874] These words of Robert Burns are the caption to a scene that has the
stereotypical comic postcard suffragette – tyrolean hat with feather, fierce expression and umbrella
['gamp'], ensuring that she has the attention of her female audience. The artist is ‘F. MacLeod’. The
card was posted in Stratford (London E.) on 4 December 1908 and reads: ‘Just a P.C. to let you know I
am still alive & kicking like the old girl opposite. We had a few like these at the Town Hall on
Tuesday (minus the gamp)..’ Good – with a very slight crease that does nothing to spoil the image.
£28

299. ‘COME OVER HERE’ [12659] two burly policeman are playing games with tiny (elegant,

300. ‘HI! MISS! YER TROWSERS IS A-COMING DOWN’ [12507] shouts tyke to elegant young
woman sporting ‘harem’ trousers. Pre-First World War, pub by Felix McGlennon. Not actually
‘suffrage’ but of the time. Very good – very glossy £25

301. LONDON MUSEUM (as the Museum of London was then known) Set of Suffragette postcards
London Museum 1972 [12882] six facsimiles of postcards issued by the Artists’ Suffrage League and
the Suffrage Atelier. The set is in pristine condition, still held together with a purple, white and green
paper band, as issued. Now 40 years old, dating from a time when the Museum was still in
Kensington Palace, this set is itself historic’. £24

302. ‘NOT IN THOSE TROUSERS’ [12506] is the caption to a hand-painted postcard (the artist has
initialed it ‘K.S.’). The subject of the remark is a lady in a purple and green outfit – a long tunic over
‘harem’ trousers – wearing a green and purple hat and carrying an umbrella. The author of the
remark, a dapper gentleman, stands in the background. The colouring may indicate that a suffrage
inference might be drawn – the style of dress certainly points to an early-20th-century date. Very
good – unposted £15

303. THE SIMPLE LIFE – CARAVANNING [12675] Two comic suffragettes are having a problem
with the relcacitrant horse pulling their caravan. One is brandishing a purple, white and green ‘Votes
for Women’ leaflet. Message on the back reads ‘When you have your caravan you must steer clear of
‘suffragettes’ or they will make your old horse kick like this…’ Good -posted £50

304. THIS IS THE HOUSE THAT MAN BUILT [12673] ‘The House that our statesmen for years have
controlled/Ruling the world with mind fearless and bold/Can Woman expect to rule such a
House/She that’s afraid of a poor little mouse….’ Suffragettes stands on stool as mouse scuttles past
– with House of Commons in background. Good – posted 1912 £45

305. WHEN WOMEN VOTE [11281] ‘Sitting up for mother’. Father sits at home nursing baby, while
his wife tiptoes in after her night out. In the same series as the above. £45

306. WHEN WOMEN VOTE [11282] ‘It won’t be lawful for a man to remain single’. All the men are
being rushed into marriage – tweaked by the nose and carried under the arms of women – and all
because they have a vote! In the same series as the two above. All were posted, at different times in
1907, to the same women £45



307. WHEN WOMEN VOTE: Washing Day [11280] Father is in the kitchen bathing baby, while his
wife and her friends sit in the parlour playing cards and eating chocolates – commenting ‘Yes, my old
man is a lazy old wretch’. And that’s what will happen when women have the vote £45

308. WHO SAID VOTES FOR WOMAN!!! [12656] Postcard. Bulldog with specs and a pipe sits
foursquare against a background of the Union Jack. The handwritten message on the reverse begins ‘I
think the back of this card describers the question of the age.’ Good – posted from Cowes to
Rotherhithe in Feb 1909. £12

Women and the First World War- Non-fiction and Biography

309. BARTON, Edith And BARTON, Marguerite Eve in Khaki:the story of the Women’s Army at
home and abroad Thomas Nelson, no date (1918) [12577] Part I – in England by Edith M. Barton. Part
II – In France by Marguerite Cody. The First World War and the early years of the WAAC. Very good
£38

310. CAHILL, Audrey Fawcett Between the Lines: letters and diaries from Elsie Inglis’s Russian Unit
Pentland Press 1999 [11675] Soft covers – mint £15

311. DEARMER, Mabel Letters from a Field Hospital: with a memoir of the author by Stephen
Gwynn Macmillan 1916 [12640] In April 1915 Mabel Dearmer, the wife of the Christian socialist Rev
Percy Dearmer, went out to work with Mrs Stobart in Serbia. She died of enteric fever in July. Very
good internally – cream cloth cover a little grubby – scarce £75

312. DENT, Olive A V.A.D. in France Grant Richards Ltd 1917 [12636] Autobiographical account of
nursing in France in the First World War. Very good, with atmospheric pictorial cloth cover £75

313. FARMBOROUGH, Florence Russian Album 1908-1918 Michael Russell 1979 [12645] Photographs
taken both before and during the First World War by Florence Farmborough, who first went to
Russia in 1908 – and left in 1918. At the outbreak of war she served with the Russian Red Cross. An
amazing collection. Large format, fine in d/w £28

314. [HALL] Edith Hall Canary Girls & Stockpots WEA Luton Branch 1977 [12884] Memories of life in
the First World War – and of the ’20s and ’30s. During the War Edith Hall’s mother was landlady to
munition workers – ‘the Canaries’ (so called because the chemicals turned their skin yellow) at the
Hayes factories.

Soft covers – signed by the author £10

315. HMSO Substitution of Women in Non-Munition Factories During the War HMSO 1919 [12581]
‘In view of the important questions which will arise at the close of the War in regard to women’s
employment, it now seems desirable to make generally available the experience of the Department
[the Factory Dept. of the Home Office] in regard to the extensions of women’s employment during
the War in the great industries (other than the munitions industries) of the Country.’ The industries
range from ‘Aero Engines’ to ‘Woollen and Worsted’. 52-pp – good in blue paper covers as issued £35

316. MCLAREN, Eva Shaw (ed) A History of the Scottish Women’s Hospitals Hodder & Stoughton
1919 [12638] A very full history of the work of the SWH in the First World War. With 57 illustrations,



including a marvellous pull-out panoramic photograph of the Salonika hospital in 1918 – huts and
tents as far as the eye can see. 408pp – very good -with new endpapers and a little foxing – scarce £65

317. MARLOW, Joyce (ed) The Virago Book of Women and the Great War Virago 1998 [11926]
Hardcover – fine in fine d/w £12

318. (ROSS) Ishobel Ross Little Grey Partridge Aberdeen University Press 1988 [12153] ‘First World
War diary of Ishobel Ross, who served with the Scottish Women’s Hospitals Unit in Serbia.’ With an
introduction by Jess Dixon. Paper covers – fine £10

319. STONE, Gilbert (ed) Women War Workers: accounts contributed by representative workers of
the work done by women in the more important branches of war employment George G. Harrap &
Co 1917 [12631] With a foreword by Lady Jellicoe. Chapters on: munition work; the land; work as a
postwoman; banking; as a bus conductor; driver of butcher’s delivery cart; nursing at the Front in
France; work as a V.A.D.; working with ‘Concerts at the Front’; and welfare work. Includes a chapter
on War Organisations for Women, full of facts and figures – with 12 photographs. Very good – a
surprisingly scarce book £60

320. WALKER, Dora M. With the Lost Generation 1915-1919: From a V.A.D.s Diary A. Brown & Sons
(Hull) 2nd imp 1971 [12879] ‘A “Girl’s Eye View” of work in some of the famous War Hospitals of
1914-1918.’ – written at the time by the author to her father. Dora Walker worked in hospitals in
Britain, France and Belgium. With 20 photographs. Fine – scarce £25

Women and the First World War Ephemera

321. The Deportation of Women and Girls from Lille Hodder & Stoughton 1916 [12197] ‘Translated
textually from the Note addressed by the French Government to the Governments of Neutral Powers
on the conduct of the German Authorities towards the population of the French Departments in the
occupation of the enemy.’ 81-pp – paper covers – good £12

322. ANDERSON, Adelaide Memorandum on Subsidiary Health and Kindred Services for Women
HMSO 1918 [12195] compiled at the request and for the consideration of the Women’s Employment
Committee. 24-pp – good £12

323. DENNYS, Joyce Portrait of Nurse Winifred Whitworth [11472] Winifred Fanny Whitworth
(b.1891) was a VAD nurse at the Royal Naval Auxiliary Hospital, Truro, when she was commended
for ‘valuable service in connection with the war’ in the London Gazette 29 Nov 1918. She was the
only daughter (with 6 brothers) of Mr & Mrs R. Whitworth of Truro. Joyce Dennys (1893-1991),
illustrator and humourist, was herself a VAD, working in hospitals in Devon. She was commissioned
c 1915 to draw the pictures for ‘Our Hospitals ABC’, pub by John Lane. She must have visited the
Royal Naval Auxiliary Hospital at Truro c 1917, when she was working in the VAD adminsitration
office. The pastel and gouache portrait of Nurse Whitworth is one of 31, unsigned drawings, that
were contained in a sketch book. Research by an art dealer, specialising in art of the First World War,
established that the sketch book was the work of Joyce Dennys. Plenty of scope, I feel, for further
research on Nurse Whitworth and her fellow Cornish VADs. Very good – mounted £95

324. GRANT, LILIAS and MOIR, ETHEL ‘Uncensored Diary’ and ‘Uncensored Letters’ [12590] Lilias



Grant wrote the ‘Uncensored Diary’ and her friend, Ethel Moir, the ‘Uncensored Letters’ while on
service together – as orderlies – with Dr Elsie Inglis’ Serbian-Russian Unit of the Scottish Women’s
Hospitals in Rumania and Russia between August 1916 and April 1917. Also in that unit were Elsie
Bowerman and Yvonne Fitzroy – and many other figures now well known to students of the SWH
make frequent appearances. Ethel Moir did further service with the SWH between Feb 1918 and Jan
1919 with the ‘Elsie Inglis Unit’ in Salonika, Verbiliani and Hordiack and recorded that experience in
a second section of the ‘Uncensored Letters’. These foolscap typescripts (or, in the case of the Moir
Letters, a xerox of the tss) have been bound and were each inscribed by Lilias Grant (by then Mrs
Lilias Dyson) and given in 1972 to her friends Nina and Ian Cameron of North Petherton, Somerset.
Laid in the Moir volume is a letter from her husband, Dacre Dyson, explaining that there are only 3
copies of the Moir tss (and, by inference, also of the Grant Diary). One set is this set, owned by the
Camerons, one is in the possession of Ethel Moir’s sister and the Dysons’ own set is destined, in due
course, to be given to Edinburgh Central Library. Lilias Dyson died in 1975 and her husband in 1980
and their set of tss is now in the ECL. Indeed it was after reading the tss there that the playwright
Abigail Docherty wrote her SWH play ‘Sea, Land and Sky’, staged at the Tron Theatre in Glasgow in
2010. Audrey Cahill published excerpts from the diary and letters in ‘Between the Lines’ (see item # ).
Although she been unable to find anything further about Lilias Grant, the extra information provided
in the laid-in letter and note that accompanies these volumes has made it possible to establish that,
born in York in 1880, in 1922 she married Dacre Dyson, a Ceylon tea planter. They lived in Ceylon
until at least 1938 and after the Second World War were living in Burley in Hampshire. Ethel Moir
and Lilias Grant, who were both living in Inverness, had been friends before, together, joining the
SWH The whereabouts of the third set of the tss is at the moment unknown.

The tss have been very well bound and are in fine condition (with one very small scuff on the spine of
‘Uncensored Letters’) – with presentation inscription from Lilias Grant and laid-in letter and note
from her husband. Extremely scarce £500

325. HMSO Munitions of War Employment and Remuneration of Girls under 18 years of age on
Munition Work of a class customarily done by Male Labour of 18 years and over HMSO 1916 [12190]
Order dated July 6, 1916. 4-pp leaflet – withdrawn from the Women’s Library. £8

326. HMSO Munitions of War HMSO 1916 [12583] Order, dated June 26, 1916, of the Minister of
Munitions. 4-pp leaflet – good – withdrawn from the Women’s Library. £3

327. HMSO Munitions of War HMSO 1916 [12667] Order, dated June 26, 1916, of the Minister of
Munitions. 4-pp leaflet – good – withdrawn from the Women’s Library. £3

328. HMSO Munitions of War Act, 1915 HMSO July 1915 [12192] ‘An Act to make provision for
furthering the efficient manufacture, transport and supply of Munitions for the present War; and for
purposes incidental thereto.’ 14-pp – good £8

329. HMSO Munitions of War (Amendment)Act, 1916 HMSO 1916 [12193] 16-pp. Good £8

330. HOME OFFICE AND BOARD OF TRADE PAMPHLETS ON THE SUBSTITUTION OF WOMEN
IN INDUSTRY FOR ENLISTED MEN [12797] 11 pamphlets – setting out the position of women’s
employment during the First World War – covering the ‘China and Earthenware Trade’, ‘Pottery
(Coarse Ware) and Brick Trade; ‘India Rubber Trades’, ‘Colour, Paint and Varnish Trade’, ‘Wool



Industry’, ‘Cotton Trade’, ‘Hosiery Trade’, ‘Wood Working Trades’, ‘Leather tanning and Currying
Trades’, ‘Soap and Candle Trades’, ‘Glove Trade’, ‘Heavy Clothing Trade’. Good – ex-Board of
Educaiton library – as a collection £40

331. MEDICAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE AND DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH Reports of the Industrial Fatigue Research Board HMSO 1919 [12194] No
2 – The Output of Women Workers in Relation to Hours of Work in Shell-Making. 24-pp – good in
original paper covers – withdrawn from the Women’s Library £15

332. SCOTTISH WOMEN’S FIRST AID CORPS [12892] natural-coloured linen canvas satchel with the
initials ‘S.W.F.A.C.’ [Scottish Women's First Aid Corps] machine-embroidered in red on the front.The
satchel hangs from a long red grosgrain ribbon strap which has a buckle for altering its length. The
bag still contains an Esmarch’s Triangular Bandage – printed with images of how to apply, in a
variety of ways, the bandage to wounded men, together with two packs labelled ‘Scottish Women’s
First Aid Corps First Field Dressing’, supplied by J. Gordon Nicholson, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 15
Hanover Street, Edinburgh, and two small safety pins on a piece of card, presumably to be used for
fixing the bandages. Luckily this SWFAC member was required to put the bandages to the test. The
SWFAC had been formed in 1909 by Mary E. Macmillan and came into its own in the First World
War, appealing to middle and upper-middle class women who wanted to ‘do their bit’. The SWFAC
ran classes in First Aid and sick nursing and some of its recruits then went out to nurse in Italy and
Serbia. Very good – an unusual survival £120

333. THE WOMEN’S IMPERIAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION Sixth Annual Report 1915 [12796] The
Associations’s first Aim was ‘To teach the women of the Empire the elementary principles in health;
particularly with reference to the care and nurture of children’. This annual report gives full details of
the Association, its work, and its subscribers and supporters. With many photographs. Paper covers –
52pp – good – ex-Board of Education library £10

Women and the First World War Fiction

334. DENNYS, Joyce And GORDON, Hampden, and TINDALL, M.C. Our Hospitals A.B.C. John
Lane no date (c. 1916) [12472] VAD’s alphabet – by one of them. Joyce Dennys did the delightful
illustrations Very good – grey paper boards a little scuffed and bumped – but internally fresh and
sharp £40

335. MACAULAY, Rose Three Days Constable & Co 1919 [12622] Already an established novelist,
during the First World War Rose Macaulay worked as a VAD nurse and a land girl and in early 1917
joined the War Office. Good – a little chipped on spine – in wrapper cover. £25

336. SMITH, Helen Zenna Not So Quiet… The Feminist Press (NY) 1989 [12396] First published in
1930, this reissue with afterword by Jane Marcus. Soft covers – mint £7
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CAMPAIGNING FOR THE VOTE:

THE SUFFRAGE DIARY OF KATE PARRY FRYE

Edited by Elizabeth Crawford

Campaigning for the Vote tells, in her own words, the efforts of a working suffragist to convert the
men and women of Edwardian England to the cause of women’s suffrage. Kate Parry Frye (1878-
1959) kept a detailed diary of life as a paid organiser for the New Constitutional Society for Women’s
Suffrage and in this edited edition we accompany her in London and in the provinces as she knocks
on doors, arranges meetings, trembles on platforms, speaks from carts in market squares, and deals
with the egos and foibles of her fellow suffragists.

 

 (http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/kate-
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Kate Parry Frye, organiser for the New Constitutional Society for Women’s Suffrage, 1913
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Fort St George in the 18th century

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/fort-st-david-picture-01.jpg)
Ruined remainder of Fort St David. Courtesy of indiatravelfaq.com

Although Mariana Starke’s grandfather, John Starke, was never an employee of the East India
Company, both his son, Richard and John, were.  Richard Starke (1719 – 93) – yet to be the father of
Mariana – sailed from London in 1734 as a passenger in the Onslow to Fort St George, taking with him
wine, a chest of apparel and an escritoire. In Fort St George he could have resumed contact with his
mother’s family, the Empsons.

On 29 December 1735 Richard Starke entered ‘the service of the Honourable Co on the coast of
Coromandel as ‘Writer Entertained’. A 1736 note made clear that it was ‘out of regard for his father’
that he was ‘taken into our service’, a 10 May 1737 dispatch confirming that ‘Mr Richard Starke is so
usefull a hand in the Secretary’s Office’. During the following years his father sent out to him several
boxes ‘of apparel’ and in 1746 ‘two boxes of books’, in 1747 one box of books and a hat, in 1750 one
box of pamphlets and pens, in 1752 a box of books and in 1753 a pair of scales, a lanthorn and books.
In April 1747 Richard was joined as a writer in the EIC by his younger brother, John Starke (aged 22),
who sailed out on the Houghton with one chest, one escritoire, and a bundle of bedding

A dispatch from Fort St George to England, dated 22 February 1749, stated that Richard Starke, who
had been ‘upper searcher at Madras – now appointed to that position at Cuddalore [i.e. Fort St
David]. By 2 November 1749 he had been appointed ‘second’ at Fort St George – that is ‘under
deputy governor’ and in February 1752 he succeeded Mr Prince as deputy governor of Fort St David,
formally taking office on 31 July 1752.

Fort St David, about a mile from Cuddalore, was a small fortified town, near to the sea and, by all
accounts, a very comfortable billet. In The Life of Lord Clive Sir George Forrest quotes the following
description of the area: ‘The country within the boundaries is very pleasant, and the air fine, having
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seldom any fogs. In the district are many neat houses with gardens; the latter were laid out with
much good taste by the gentlemen, who either had been, or were in the company’s service. These
gardens produce fruits of different sorts, such as pine-apples, oranges, limes, pomegranates,
plantaines, bananoes, mangoes, guavas, (red and white,) bedams (a sort of almond), pimple-nose,
called in the West Indies, chadocks, a very fine large fruit of the citron-kind, but of four or five times
it’s size, and many others. At the end of each gentleman’s garden there is generally a shady grove of
cocoanut trees.’

Clearly it was all too comfortable to last. First we hear that John Starke, who was also working at Fort
St David, under the Paymaster, received a peremptory dismissal for which no reason was given; a
dispatch from London to Madras, 31 Jan 1755 merely noted: ‘The services of John Starke are
dispensed with.’.’ Having no further occasion for the service of Mr John Starke he is upon receipt of
this to be accordingly discharged from the Company’s service’.

A year later Richard Starke was compelled to write the following letter, dated 19 August 1756:

‘Honourable Sir and Sirs [to the President and Governors of Fort St George] I am to acquaint you that
agreeable to your orders of the [lacuna] June I have delivered over the charge of the settlement of Fort
St David to Col Robert Clive and as I imagine by the Company’s having been pleased to supersede
me, by the appointment of that Gentleman so much my junior in their service, my conduct cannot
have been so agreeable to them as I can assure Your Honour etc I have endeavoured to make it, I am
to desire permission to resign their employ and return to Europe. Richard Starke.’

To the letter was subsequently appended a brief note: ‘In which the Board acquiesce’.

A dispatch of 21 November 1756 gave further information. ‘Starke handed over charge to Clive,
returned to Madras in August, and requested leave to resign the service as he had been superseded
by Clive.’  A further dispatch, 20 October 1757, gave a list of the passengers sailing to England on the
Norfolk, among whom were Richard and John Starke.

Thus ended, rather ignominiously, Richard Starke’s Indian career, ousted by the very much more
wily and ambitious Robert Clive. I am sure that a reading might be made of The Sword of Peace in the
light of Mariana’s close knowledge of these events.

In 1759 Richard Starke married Mary Hughes, the 23-year-old daughter of  Isaac Hughes, a merchant
of Crutched Friars in the City of London, and  Yewlands House, Banstead. Mariana, born in the last
week of September 1762, was their first surviving child; I think a first son had died soon after birth.

Richard’s father, John Starke, died in a year later, in October, 1763. His will reveals some family
dissension. Richard and his sister, Martha, appear to have been involved in a lawsuit, presumably
involving John, the result being that, although John Starke left Hylands House at Epsom to Richard,
the main part of his wealth was to bypass Richard, to be settled on Richard’s children. Thus, by the
time she was a year old, Mariana Starke was living in a large, pleasant house in Epsom, where her
father, who never again took up employment, could maintain a position in society on account of
his Indian EIC service and, while probably not overburdened with great wealth, could live with a
certain nabob style.



(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/hueffer.jpg)
The flyer produced – presumably by the Wrights – for the lecture that Ford Madox Hueffer gave in

their house. I wonder if the error in the spelling of his middle name was pointed out to them?
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Kate Frye’s Diary: Learning the ‘Two Step’ for Suffrage

Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary on September 19, 2012

Another extract from Kate Frye’s manuscript diary. An edited edition of later entries (from 1911),
recording her work as a suffrage organiser, will be published later this autumn as Campaigning for
the Vote: Kate Parry Frye’s suffrage diary. (http://www.francisboutle.co.uk/pages.php?
cID=4&pID=165&osCsid=f990f3e15920cc2f8d947b39f6ddb13b)

Working for women’s suffrage involved taking part in many different kinds of social activities. In the
first month of 1908 Kate danced, stewarded and was lectured by Ford Madox Hueffer – all in the
suffrage cause.

Dramatis personae for these entries:

‘Mrs Wright and the girls’: Mrs Lewis Wright and her daughters, Alexandra and Gladys, who then
lived at 10 Linden Gardens. It was under their influence that Kate had joined the London Society for
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Women’s Suffrage, a constitutional suffrage society.

Geoffrey Stanger: the son of H.Y. Stanger, Liberal MP for North Kensington, who had introduced a
women’s suffrage bill into the House of Commons.

Miss Mason: Bertha Mason, honorary treasurer of the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Socities –
a suffragist of long-standing.

Miss Frances Sterling: joint honorary secretary of the NUWSS.

Ford Madox Hueffer (later Ford Madox Ford): author, then living in Kensington with Violet Hunt.

Friday January 10th 1908 [London: 25 Arundel Gardens, North Kensington]

I sat over the fire and had another little rest and got dressed early in my white satin dress. It is pretty
– a charming frock – the nicest I have ever had, it seems to me. I did my hair Greek fashion with a
silver and turquoise band round it which I have made myself – and though it’s me what says it and
shouldn’t ‘I did look nice’. Even Mother said I did, I heard after from Agnes. Agnes’s dress was
pretty too. And Mother has made hers beautifully but it hadn’t on a trace of style and she really did
not look very nice……We had a private omnibus to the Grafton Galleries and got there about 9.15.
Met Mrs Wright and her party just inside but by the time our four men had helped themselves we
hadn’t many dances left. The girls introduced me to a few but I thought theirs rather a scratch lot –
one boy wasn’t bad and Geoffrey Stanger, but one or two others I had I lost as soon as possible. It was
a great pack – too many people for dancing in comfort somewhere about 300 and they have made for
the London Society of Women’s Suffrage about £70…We stayed to the bitter end and I danced every
dance except a few extra at supper time .. I learnt to do the Two Step with Mr Stanger and loved it.
We reached home at 3.20 and were able to stir the fire into a blaze. John went off before 4 o’clock but
we four sat over the fire talking till 4.30 and it was 5 o’clock before I was in bed as I always like to put
some of my things away and tidy the room.

Thursday January 16th 1908

Changed at 6.30 and Agnes and I went off at 7.30 to Miss Mason’s (9 Hyde Park Place) for a Drawing-
room Suffrage Meeting at which we had promised to Steward and get there at 8 o’clock for 8.30. We
started to walk but we were all in our best and it started to drizzle and we took a cab from the top of
the hill. The speakers were the Hon Bertrand Russell, Mr Mitchell Morton and Miss Frances Sterling.
She made a most excellent speech and it was a most successful meeting. We did much good work in
the way of getting members for the Society and it was all most encouraging and enthusiastic. They
had a meeting here last night too – 70 people – but Alexandra said they were a most cold
unenthusiastic audience – they could not do anything with them. She has paid Agnes and me a great
compliment in saying ‘ I always like to see Agnes and you come into a room – then I know the thing
will “go”’. I suppose we have a lot of personality and a lot of electrical excitement and it does help.
John is quite in the movement now – though still apt to go back on us in the society of his own sex. ..
These meetings are so exciting. I never feel like settling off after them.

 Friday January 24th 1908



Changed after tea and at 5.30 Agnes and I went by motor bus from Notting Hill Gate to Oxford
Circus and to the Queen’s Hall for the Liberal Federation Woman’s Suffrage Meeting. As we had
been asked to act as Stewards and had to be there at 6 o’clock. We stewarded up in the Balcony but
there was very little to be done. A good meeting, but not very full. But the audience was a very
enthusiastic one and the speeches went well. Mrs Eva McLaren in the chair. Miss Balgarnie, Mrs
Conybeare, Mrs Booth and the usual Liberal Women’s Federation people. It was a meeting for
women only but there were a number of men stewards. The doors were opened at 7 o’clock and it
commenced at 8 o’clock. Mother was there and we met at Oxford Circus and the three of us came
home together by bus.

Wednesday February 5th 1908

They had quite a dozen awful Hampstead females there [at home] so we slipped quietly away and
hurried to Notting Hill Gate so as to be at the Wrights (10 Linden Gardens) punctually at 4.45. Gladys
had asked us to help them  I stood in the hall and looked at tickets and sold others etc and later went
up to hear the lecture from 5 to 6 by Mr Ford Maddox [sic] Heuffer on the Women of the Classical
Novelist of England. It was most interesting and a breezy discussion followed. We got in at 6.30 .. I
was very tired but I worked till 11 o’clock directing envelopes for the South Kensington Committee of
the L.S.W.S. for a meeting to be held at the Town Hall on the 25th inst.
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Book of the Week: The Love-Letters of Mary Hays, ed A.F. Wedd

Posted in Book of the Week on September 18, 2012
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/mary-
hays.jpg)The Love-Letters of Mary Hays (1779-1780), edited by her great-
great-niece A.F. Wedd, Methuen 1925.

 Tortured by her sensibility, for one blissful year 17-year old Mary Hays
enjoyed – or suffered – a romance with John Eccles, a fellow non-
conformist who lodged close by her family home in Southwark. Initially
opposed by their families, the romance appeared to be approaching a
happy conclusion when, shortly before the marriage, John died. However
that year had produced an abundance of correspondence, letters treasured
by Mary Hays for the rest of her life. In her Introduction to the edited
version, her great-great-niece explains how:

 ‘After many years of oblivion, the papers from which this book has been
compiled were discovered stored away in a cupboard of the little old
house inhabited by the descendants of Mary Hays’s sister “Sister Dunkin”.

The Love-Letters, with Mary’s own introduction and notes, had been copied, in the exquisite writing
of her friend Mrs Collier, into two volumes, from which the handsome morocco covers, stamped with
the initials M.H. and J.E., had fallen.. The other letters, dusty, stained, and nibbled by mice, but still
tied in packets and labelled with the names of their famous authors, were contained in a small
wooden chest.’

Is that not a researcher’s dream? For, 230 years later, Mary Hays attracts attention. Having struggling
to surface from her great grief – it took about 10 years – she turned from letter to book writing,
producing novels, polemics – including Appeal to the Men of Great Britain on Behalf of the Women, 1798 –
in which she refutes the contemporary rationale for the subjection of women -  and, most
importantly, her six volumes of Female Biography, 1802. In these years she moved in the London
literary and philosophical circles that included Mary Wollstonecraft and William Godwin, letters
from whom are printed at the end of Love-Letters.

By editing these letters Annie Frances Wedd played her part in the renaissance of Mary Hays. In her
Introduction she noted that ‘Mary Hays is now unknown; her books are unread; even her connection
with the literary celebrities of her day has been forgotten’. However, when the late 20th-century
‘female turn’ in literary studies ensured that novels such as Hays’s Emma Courtney were reprinted,
The Love-Letters was there to provide quotable material to place Mary Hays firmly in Mary
Wollstonecraft’s circle. Miss Wedd’s Introduction is delightfully tart. She makes clear that, while
feeling a sympathy with her forebear, she did not herself suffer from the ‘exquisite sensibility’ that
rendered Mary Hays’s days so melancholy – noting, for instance, that when, after Eccles’ death, Mary
upbraids ‘the nightingale for not joining in her plaint, as the month was August this was hardly to be
expected’.

The book is in very good condition, is quite scarce – £45 (plus postage). To buy contact:
e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk (mailto:e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk)
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The Rules of the Game. ‘The Haunted House’ appears on the reverse of every card
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Collecting Suffrage: The Game of ‘Suffragette’

Posted in Collecting Suffrage on September 17, 2012

I will shortly be issuing a new book and ephemera catalogue – number 175. It will comprise books
and ephemera by and about women – with special sections on Women’s Suffrage and Women in
the First World War. If you would like a copy of the printed or email version please let me know.
A short time after these have been sent out, I shall post the catalogue on this website.

Amongst several rare items that I shall be including in the ‘Women’s Suffrage’ section is ‘The
Game of “Suffragette”‘.

This card game was  invented by the Kensington branch of the WSPU, probably in the late summer of
1907, and, as such, is, I think, the earliest of the games that were marketed as a tool of suffragette
propaganda. It was described in the second issue of ‘Votes for Women’, November 1907.

The first issue of ‘Votes for Women’, October 1907, had on its cover the picture of the ‘Haunted
House’ by David Wilson, which had first appeared in the ‘Daily Chronicle’ in April 1907. Depicting a
seated woman brooding over the Houses of Parliament, a demand for ’Votes for Women’ in her
hand, this image appears on the reverse of every card in this game – and on the base of the
box.  David Wilson (1873-1935)  was an Irish-born illustrator, soon to become chief cartoonist for ‘The
Graphic’.
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/game-of-suffragette-1.jpg)The game
comprises 54 cards (all present) divided into 13 sets of 4 cards each – one of the odd ones being
known as ‘The Bill’ – and the other a spare which has been used to record the score of a game played
long ago by 6 people, designated by their initials. All the sets have names: eg. Prominent Supporters,
Arguments, Freewomen, Voteless Women etc – and each card poses a series of questions. Some of the
cards also carry photographs – of Christabel Pankhurst, Annie Kenney, Mrs Fawcett, Elizabeth
Robins, Israel Zangwill, and Mary Gawthorpe. 

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/game-of-suffragette.jpg)Along with the
cards – and the original box – is the original, all-important, set of rules. These describe in detail the
various ways in which the game can be played – it seems very inventive.

 

This is an incredibly scarce item. Although I wrote of it in The Women’s Suffrage Movement: a reference
guide (http://www.amazon.co.uk/Womens-Suffrage-Movement-Reference-1866-
1928/dp/0415239265/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1347874709&sr=1-1), this is the first set I
have ever seen.  An amazing survival.

card game , David Wilson illustrator , Houses of Parliament , Kensington WSPU , suffragettes ,
votes for women , WSPU
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Mariana Starke: Grandfather Spurns Virginia for India

Posted in Mariana Starke on September 14, 2012
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In ‘What Mariana Starke was Not’ I explain that she was not – as has so often been cited – born in
India. ‘India’ was, however, a formative presence in her worldview, a continent with which
generations of her forebears had been associated.  For, c 1710/11, it was to India that the young man
who was to be her grandfather, John Starke (1685-1765), set sail. Having dealt with the many law
suits he had inherited from his father, Thomas Starke, merchant and slave trader, John turned his
back on the Virginia plantations and joined the East India ship, Averilla, heading for Madras.

Why did he forsake America for India? Doubtless the reasons were of the economic variety –  he saw
better prospects in the East. The fact that 25 years later the grandson of Micajah Perry, one of Thomas
Starke’s most successful associates, was forced to sell his home, Hylands House
(http://www.epsomandewellhistoryexplorer.org.uk/HylandsHouse.html)in Epsom, and that the
buyer was John Starke, would appear to vindicate the decision.

John Starke settled down to life in India, marrying, in 1713 at Fort St George, Martha Empson, whose
father, now dead, had been an English merchant there. John Starke, described as a ‘seafaring man in
the Madras service’, was not an employee of the East India Company but certainly travelled on their
ships as supra cargo (or supercargo) – that is with responsibility for the management of the cargo and
its trading.

It is possible still to catch glimpses of John Starke’s life as a free merchant at Fort St George. For
instance in February 1724 an East India Company ship, the Lynn, travelling out to ‘the coast of
Coromandel’, carried on it for his use 6 rheams of paper £12; 2 fowling pieces [guns] £5; 2 hatts and 2
wiggs £12. John and Martha Starke had a son, Richard, born in Madras in 1719 and a daughter,
Martha. The family returned to England in early 1727, sailing on the ship Lyell. This may have been
for the sake of the health of John’s wife, for she died in England, buried on 24 November 1730 at St
Dunstan in the East, the churchyard that had in the previous half century received so many Starke
bodies.

John  travelling back east in 1731 and in 1732 was appointed supra cargo for a ship sailing to
China.He was now, for a short time, associated with the developing China trade but by the end of
1734 had returned to England, buying and settling into Hylands House, Epsom, which comprised ‘a
messuage, forecourt, coachouse, stables and other outhouses and garden, ¾ acre’.

His son, Richard, was not, however, able to enjoy the pleasures of Epsom for in 1735 he began his
career with the East India Company. He still had family – the Empsons - in Fort St George. In 1736
John Starke had sent there to Matthew Empson (either his brother in law or his nephew)  ‘a box of
books and apparel’ Empsons continued through several generations to live in Madras and Mariana
may have been aware of these Indian relations – although they are never mentioned in any extant
correspondence.

Comfortably settled in Epsom, John Starke maintained his interest in travel, in 1745 subscribing to A
New General Collection of Voyages and Travels in Europe, Asia, Africa etc by John Green. At some
point (I have, as yet, been unable to trace the date) he remarried – taking as his second wife Honor,
daughter of Sir Thomas Rawlinson and sister of Mary Rawlinson, devoted friend of his sister,
Martha. Starke clearly was the uxorious type, losing no time, after Honor’s death in February 1751, in
marrying in October, at Temple Church, Ann Clotterbooke. He died 14 years later and was buried at
St Mary, Ewell, on 11 April 1765.

http://www.epsomandewellhistoryexplorer.org.uk/HylandsHouse.html


In John Starke’s will, among the usual bequests, was one leaving £2000 [2012 = £229,000] to the
Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, specifying that part of the money was to be
applied ‘by the Society towards such charitable purposes as they shall judge most efficacious towards
converting the savage Indians in our American colonies and late Acquisition’ [ie territory gained up
to the Mississippi following victory over the French in 1763].He stresses the need to extend the
Gospel ‘in all the remote and uncivilised parts of our settlement where providence has been
graciously pleased to open a fair field to us (and probably for that purpose). It seems as though John
Starke felt the necessity of making amends – one takes it that conversion to Christianity was intended
as a gift – to at least one group affected by his family’s business dealings in North America – while
blustering, even in his will, that English men were also the gift of providence.

On her death, also in 1765, his former sister-in-law, Mary Rawlinson left to John’s daughter, Martha,
‘my dressing table and the dressing stand in my own bedchamber, the bureau in the maid’s room and
the black and gold Japan corner cabinet in my bed chamber, the Japan tea table in the parlour, the
little mahogany table in ditto and likewise my tea board and writer and all my china ware except 6
blue and white cups and saucer… I give likewise to Miss Starke a pair of glass salts and the turkey
carpet in my bed chamber.’ Martha Starke never married and I have wondered if any of these
delightful pieces were eventually subsumed into the Hylands House furnishings, to be appreciated
by Mariana Starke.

Source: The East India Company papers in the British Library provide a wealth of easily accessible
details of life about individual ‘British in India’.
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Kate Frye’s Diary: Canvassing for the Progressives in
North Kensington,1907

Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary on September 13, 2012

Another extract from Kate Frye’s manuscript diary. An edited edition of later entries (from 1911),
recording her work as a suffrage organiser, will be published later this autumn as Campaigning for
the Vote: Kate Parry Frye’s suffrage diary. (http://www.francisboutle.co.uk/pages.php?
cID=4&pID=165&osCsid=f990f3e15920cc2f8d947b39f6ddb13b)

The LCC elections were due to be held on 2 March 1907; Kate and her family supported the
Progressive Party. In fact, before becoming an MP, her father had been an LCC councillor on the
Progressive ticket.

Dramatis Personae for these entries:
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/lcc-election-1907.jpg)
The ‘Morning Leader’ supported the Progressives and in late-February 1907 Kate laid this leaflet in

between the pages of her diary

Sir Weetman Pearson, Lady Denman’s father, in 1910 became Lord Cowdray and it was as ‘Lady
Cowdray’ that his wife was to be involved with a number of suffrage organisations.  Lady Pearson
was, according to Lady Denman’s biographer, ‘determined to become a leading political and social
hostess’ and the Pearsons’ house at 16 Carlton House Terrace, its opulent interior decorated in the
mid-19th century by Owen Jones in the islamic style, provided a perfect setting. As we shall read,
Kate, who was something of an expert on these matters, rated the Pearsons’ tea very highly. 

H.Y. Stanger: Liberal MP for North Kensington, the seat once held by Kate’s father, in February 1908
introduced a women’s suffrage bill, which passed its second reading before being blocked. This was
the greatest progress a bill had made since 1897.

Thomas McKinnon Wood: member of the London County Council for Central Hackney (1892-1909) –
leader of Progressive Party (1898-1907). Elected MP for a Glasgow constituency, 1906.

Mr Jephson: Henry Jephson, retired civil servant, who was standing again as a Progressive member
for North Kensington on the LCC.

Violette Mary Doake (b c. 1888): lived with her parents at 24 Stanley Gardens, Kensington. In 1892 her
father had been elected as a Progressive member of the LCC for Kensington North; unsurprisingly
the Doake family was staunchly suffragist.

Thursday February 21st 1907

At 2.30 Mother and I went by train from Notting Hill Gate to Charing Cross and walked through the
Horse Guards and up the Duke of Yorks steps to Carlton House Terrace – Sir Wheetman
[sic] Pearson’s house – by invitation of Lord and Lady Denman to a drawing Room meeting to hear
Mr McKinnon Wood – Mr Wilks and the work we could do for the Progressives at the L.C.C.
elections. Nearly all ladies there. Lord Denman was a sort of Chairman & both he and Lady Denman
spoke – she seems very nice. My dear friend Mr McKinnon Wood spoke again most beautifully – I do
admire him. Of course I knew it all but I dare say some the facts came new to a good many there. Mr
Stanger, Mr Jephson and Mr Percy Harris were there. There was a most gorgeous tea downstairs

http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/lcc-election-1907.jpg


afterwards it really was quite perfect – such cakes – in such quantities – I made a pig of myself and
eat [ate] three and I had my tea and milk poured out of solid gold articles. I really did enjoy the party
and the house is wonderful – what a position – looking out on the Park.

Friday February 22nd 1907

I dressed myself. John [her fiance] came at 7.30 to dinner and afterwards Daddie took he, Agnes and I
up to the Horbury Rooms [Ladbroke Road] to the Opposition L.C.C. Candidates’ meeting – Mr Davis
and Major Skinner. Well I thought it would be interesting but I never expected to be so thoroughly
amused. The Chairman was so funny and Harcourt-Smith such a noodle – a Dickens character with
an eye glass. And as for Major Skinner I have never seen or heard the like really. He didn’t seem
sharp and made quite an object of himself. He tried to propitiate the ladies – I never heard anything
so awful. I blushed for him. He kept right away from the question of the L.C.C. altogether.  The only
decent man there, for though Mr Whittiker Hampson speaks well, I wouldn’t trust him, was Mr
Hume-Williams who opposed Mr Stanger at the Parliamentary Elections. He is a gentleman and
speaks well, but he was not convincing – none of them were – they all talked nonsense – have no
programme of work at all to bring forward. Their great cry is ‘give us a chance’ and they tell awful
stories about the rates, which have really nothing to do with the County Council. It will be a real grief
to me if those two dreadful people get in. John, a thoroughly conservative spirit, doggedly tory, to the
backbone was quite turned over by them though he thinks he upholds their views. I do so hate him to
be a ‘Moderate’ thinker. We came back and talked them over and laughed merrily at their expense till
John had to go at 11 o’clock.

 Wednesday February 27th 1907

When I got home at 5 o’clock I found a note and bundle from Gladys Wright asking me to deliver
some Women’s Suffragist things. So after tea Agnes went out with me and we did Arundel Gardens
and Elgin Crescent – a tremendous number of Women Voters in both. They were papers urging the
Women to use their Vote. I feel rather shaky as they are sure to Vote Conservative but that is a
cowardly way of looking at the matter, I know.

Thursday February 28th 1907

Went off to the [North Kensington Liberal] Club – Mother, Agnes and Florence [the Fryes'
maid] were there – and the room was full. Miss Jephson, Miss Doake, Mr McArthur, Mr Lewis, Mr
Hatt and the usual workers and lots of people I did not know all working at top speed.

 

 Saturday March 2nd 1907

The great London County Council Election day at last and, very fortunately, a beautiful day for it. I
should have been canvassing all this week, much as I hate the work – but I am so interested in the
Election – but I have felt so awfully seedy I simply hadn’t the strength for it…Agnes and I went to the
Pembridge Ward Committee Room and got some work to do. I had Westbourne Grove to do and it
took me till 4.30. Mother and Agnes went together. I got so tired I felt nearly dead when I had taken
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Progressive Party LCC election address to voters of North Kensington – preserved in her diary by

Kate Frye

the cards back and came home to tea. But I couldn’t rest and after tea Mother and I walked up to the

Golborne Ward Committee Room. It is depressing work in this Ward. There is no enthusiasm – but
up there there was very little excitement amongst the workers – and my heart sank though most of
them were cheerful. We saw Mr Jephson in the Committee Room. Miss Jephson, Mrs and Miss
Doake, Mrs Willis and lots of workers. Mr Jephson was flying about madly in his Motor Car. Mother
and I did three streets – Blagrove Road and two other long ones and kept on till within a few minutes
of eight o’clock. I got so excited and interested that I don’t know how I managed to keep going as I
did. I did feel ill but I did some good work. Got one woman to vote who had never used her vote
before. I had almost to hold her by force and interest her by telling her how I worked to get a vote.
She decided she would go if she was driven. So I sent Mother off to find a carriage and I waited and
hung on to her. It was so long coming I flew into the middle of the road and managed to stop Mr
Jephson’s car almost by main force it seemed to me – but just then Mrs Widgery drove up in a
carriage and she took the woman and a man who went to look after her.

Sunday March 3rd 1907

Florence brought me the news and later the paper. Jephson and Pope beaten and the whole of
London swept clear by the Moderates. ‘God help London’ I say since London does not seem inclined
to help itself.

diary , Lady Cowdray , LCC election 1907 , North Kensington , women's suffrage
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Book of the Week: A Nest of Suffragettes in Somerset
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‘Annie’s Arboretuem’ and the Suffragette Rest

Posted in Book of the Week, Collecting Suffrage on September 12, 2012

A Nest of Suffragettes in Somerset: Eagle House, Batheaston by B.M. Willmott Dobbie for The
Batheaston Society, 1979. Soft covers – very good condition  (with a newspaper cutting of an obituary
of Bristol suffragette, Victoria Lidiard, laid in). £26 (plus postage) For sale – from my stock of books
and ephemera about the suffrage movement. To buy – email e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk
(mailto:e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk)

The story of the Blathwayt family – Col Linley Blathwayt, his wife Emily and daughter Mary -who
lived at Eagle House, Batheaston, where for some years they offered a haven to WSPU activists.
Annie Kenney – and her sisters – were particular favourites.

Col Blathwayt organised the planting of trees to commemorate visits by both suffragists and
suffragettes – such as Lady Constance Lytton.

‘Annie’s Arboreteum’ and ‘Pankhurst Pond’ were just two of the features created on the estate. Col
Blathwayt was a keen photographer and many of the photographs he took of visiting suffragettes are
included in this book. The text includes extracts from the diaries that the Blathwayts kept and which
provide us with such a disingenuous view of some of the leading suffragette personalities

For more about Eagle House (and a little about Rose Lamartine Yates and Dorset Hall, Merton, of
whom, coincidentally, I wrote in yesterday’s post) see here (http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/discover/people-and-places/womens-history/suffragettetrees/). For ‘Suffragettes in
Bath’ see here. (http://www.bathintime.co.uk/category/17252/people-portraits-
events/suffragettes-in-bath) The diaries of Col. Blathwayt, Mrs Emily Blathwayt, and dear Mary
Blathwayt, who I describe in the Women’s Suffrage Movement: a reference guide
(http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Womens-Suffrage-Movement-Reference/dp/0415239265/ref=sr_1_1?
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Lady Constance Lytton photographed by Col Blathwayt

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/dsc00935.jpg)

ie=UTF8&qid=1347439628&sr=8-1), as the ‘Mr Pooter of the suffrage movement’, are held in

Gloucestershire Archives (http://ww3.gloucestershire.gov.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?
dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqPos=0&dsqSearch=%28AltRefNo%3D%27D1799%27%29)

Batheaston , Blathwayt , suffragette arboreteum , suffragettes , votes for women
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Suffrage Stories: Suffragettes and Tea Rooms: Suffragette Tea
from Suffragette China

Posted in Collecting Suffrage, Suffrage Stories on September 11, 2012
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WSPU china – ‘Angel of Freedom’ design, 1909

A week of posts on ‘Suffragettes and Tea Rooms’ cannot end without looking at the tea rooms that
the suffragette societies themselves ran – in their shops and at their fund-raising bazaars – and the
china they commissioned in which to serve that tea .

The best known of the fund-raising events is probably the WSPU exhibition held at the Prince’s
Skating Rink at Knightsbridge in May 1909. There the tea room
(http://www.maryevans.com/search.php) was run by Mrs Henrietta Lowy, with help from her four
daughters and another young upper-class suffragette, Una Dugdale. In the spirit of exuberance and
professionalism that marked this the first of the WSPU’s fund-raising bazaars, a decision was taken –
presumably reasonably well in advance of the Exhibition – to commission a Staffordshire pottery –
H.M. Williamson of Longton – to make the china from which the tea would be served in the
Exhibition’s Tea Room.

The white china has strikingly clean, straight lines, rimmed in dark green and with angular green
handles. The shape is, I am sure, a Williamson standard – but how very different the WSPU pieces
look from, say, Williamson’s Rosary design (http://www.everythingstopsfortea.com//art-nouveau-
edwardian-c1890--1920/heathcote-china-tea-trio--the-rosary-pattern.html)–in which pink and grey
ribbons and roses are applied to the same shape and every edge is gilded. In contrast, the WSPU
china design is pared back, almost stark.

It is more than likely that, from the range offered by Williamson, Sylvia Pankhurst chose this shape,
keeping the design simple so that the ‘angel of freedom’ motif that she had designed specifically for
the Exhibition should be shown to best effect. Each piece of the tea service carries this motif; behind
the angel and accompanying banner and trumpet, are the initials ‘WSPU’ set against dark prison
bars, surrounded by thistle, shamrock, rose – and dangling chains. At the end of the Exhibition, the
china – tea pots, cups, saucers, tea plates,  sugar bowls etc – was offered for sale, made up into sets of
22 pieces. Many years ago, early in my ephemera-dealing days I bought – and, of course, immediately
sold – a comprehensive service. Although I have subsequently sold individual pieces of the china, I
never again seen such a complete set. Ah well.

Pieces of this design are held in archives such as the Museum of London and the Women’s Library –
but one variation design is not, as far as I know, represented in any public collection.

http://www.maryevans.com/search.php
http://www.everythingstopsfortea.com//art-nouveau-edwardian-c1890--1920/heathcote-china-tea-trio--the-rosary-pattern.html


(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/dsc01052.jpg)This cup – its design based
on Sylvia Pankhurst’s ‘portcullis’ motif which, used on the WSPU’s ‘Holloway brooch’, can be dated
to the spring of 1909 – came from a collection that also contained items of the ‘angel of freedom’
china. I bought this wonderful haul some years ago at auction and, although the provenance was not
divulged by the auctioneer, I am pretty sure that the china had once been belonged to Mrs Rose
Lamartine Yates who held fund-raising teas for the Wimbledon WSPU on the lawn of Dorset Hall,
her 18th-century Merton house. This  ‘portcullis’ cup does not carry any maker’s mark but, as the
shape is identical to the Williamson pieces, I think we can be pretty certain that they probably also
made this. As, in the early 19th-century, when women set their tea trays with ‘anti-slavery’ china, so
in  the early 20th, suffragettes who bought these tea services  could – like Mrs Lamartine Yates – use
them as propaganda tools -promoting the movement, most elegantly, in a bid to convert their ‘anti’
neighbours.

 I have only ever had in stock – and that only fleetingly –
this cup and saucer (see left), part of the third
identifiable range of WSPU-commissioned china. I
believe, however, that the People’s Palace in Glasgow
holds a similar two pieces . They formed part of the
Scottish version of the Prince’s Rink tea service,
commissioned from the Diamond China Co, another
Longton pottery, for use at the refreshment stall at the
Scottish WSPU Exhibition held in Glasgow at the end of
April 1910. Here the ‘angel of freedom’ is allied, on
white china, with the Scottish thistle, handpainted, in
purple and green, inside transfer outlines. After the

exhibition this china, too, was sold  – Votes for Womeni, 18 May 1910, noting that ‘a breakfast set for
two, 11s; small tea set 15s , whole tea set £2, or pieces may be had singly’. It will hardly surprise
readers to learn that WSPU china – now so very rare – commands a very high price.  But what a
wonderful addition a piece would make to any suffrage collection.

Although the china they used was probably more basic, some of the shops and offices run by both
suffragette and suffragist societies offered their members – and the general public – a tea room. For
instance, the Birmingham NUWSS office at 10 Easy Row included a shop at which tea could be taken
and suffrage papers read. And the Glasgow WFL shop, at 302 Sauchiehall Street, as befitting the city 
in which Miss Cranston perfected the art of the tea room, served tea in its ‘artistic hall’, decorated in
the WFL colours. (By the way, when in Glasgow do not fail to visit the De Luxe Room in The Willow
Tea Rooms (http://www.willowtearooms.co.uk/), also on Sauchiehall Street, originally designed by
Charles Rennie Mackintosh for Miss Cranston  – it may be a reconstruction, but it’s lovely).

As a final thought, the WSPU not only sold their own china, but also their own tea – much advertised
in Votes for Women. Unfortunately, the only reference I have ever come across to anyone buying the
tea was an aside by Mary Blathwayt, who noted in her diary that she had had to return a bag that
was ‘off’ to the Bath WSPU shop. But I am sure that merely reflects the fact that the hundreds of
satisfied customers had no need to comment and I will end this sequence of posts by conjuring
up the image of a WSPU tea party, cucumber sandwiches sitting delicately on the elegant  WSPU
plates, as the assembled company receive WSPU tea into their WSPU cups from the WSPU pot. How,
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/alans-tea-rooms1.jpg)
Advertisement for Alan’s Tea Rooms in ‘Votes for Women’.

then, could the ensuing conversation be of anything other than ‘Votes for Women’?

collecting suffrage , lamartine yates , merton , suffragette china , suffragette tea ,
suffragette tea rooms , suffragettes , tea rooms , votes for women , women's history
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Suffrage Stories: Suffragettes and Tea Rooms: From ‘Sheltered
Anonymity’ to Sites of Protest

Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary, Suffrage Stories on September 10, 2012

Last week’s posts on ‘Suffragettes and Tea Rooms’ were based on the research I had done for the
item that aired on Woman’s Hour on 4 September. The posts gave details of a few of the London tea
rooms and restaurants – – some of them vegetarian – that we know were favoured by suffragettes. I
had been curious to know more about the reality – the geographical position and the look of the
interiors – of the cafes whose names are scattered through the columns of the suffragette newspapers.
I had wondered ‘Why were suffragettes attracted to one place rather than another?’ ‘Whose
businesses were they?’ – and hope that in last week’s posts I have, at least partially, answered these
questions. In the absence of any other information, I was pleasantly surprised by how much detail
could be gleaned from such superficially dull sources as rate books and the files of liquidated
companies. I now have a much clearer image in my mind – as I walk around London – of the places
in which militant activity was discussed – and indeed practised - by suffragettes a hundred years ago.

For political movements need sheltering spaces – of all sizes – in which those involved can exchange
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Corner of Alan’s Tea Rooms – as pictured in ‘The Idler’, 1910

views. In the 19th century women could attend the hundreds of formal suffrage meetings and

conscious-raising talks that were held in Britain’s town halls and assembly halls – or, if suitably
couth,  the ‘drawing-room’ meetings held in the houses of the better-off. But until the late 1880s there
were very few places outside the home in which respectable women could congregate – for
refreshment  – to meet their friends – or to discuss politics. The coffee houses, chop houses, ale houses
and public houses that had for centuries enabled men to congregate, do business and eat and drink –
had been socially barred to respectable women. It was only towards the end of the century that
middle-class women were able to move independently– without any vestige of social censure – out of
the home and around the streets of the metropolis.  One practical element lining the path to freedom
was a new type of business – the café, tea room or restaurant designed with women in mind. These
were places that women could visit – either alone or in company – where their presence was not seen
as an invitation to molestation -  where they could eat and drink – and, most importantly, use the
lavatory -  without breaking any social taboos.

That there were indeed still taboos around the presence of a woman in some places of public
refreshment, even as late as 1911, is evident in one of the entries from Kate Frye’s diary. (My edition
of her suffrage diary, Campaigning for the Vote (http://www.francisboutle.co.uk/pages.php?
cID=4&pID=165), will be published in the autuimn). She is staying in a hotel in a small Norfolk
market town, while organising meetings for a suffrage society. :

22 March 1911 ‘Came in, had my lunch [in the hotel dining room] in company with four motorists. It
is funny the way men come in here and, seeing me, shoot out again and I hear whispered
conversations outside on the landing with the waitress. Then they come in very subdued and make
conversation one to another and try not to look at me. Awfully funny – they might never have seen a
woman before – but I suppose it does seem a strange place to find one.’

For, by the 1900s, the situation in larger towns and cities had changed. When not out organising
meetings in the provinces, Kate lived and worked in London and there she paid daily visits to cafes,
restaurants and tea rooms where she never felt out of place. Aimed particularly at the woman
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Kate Frye – suffrage organizer and frequenter of restaurants and tea rooms

shopper – or woman clerical worker – here she could feel comfortable – both physically and mentally.
Some of the cafes were part of chains - such as the ABC, founded in the 1880s, and Lyons in 1894. For
a rare photograph of a Lyons interior – dating from the 1920s -see here.
(http://www.kzwp.com/lyons2/teashopinterior.htm)  These chains catered for upper-working-class
and lower- middle-class women who could enter their premises with equanimity and sit in sheltered
anonymity at separate tables – and be served, not by waiters, but by waitresses. Kate Frye, belonging
to a slightly higher strata of society, favoured rather smarter chain restaurants – such as Slaters’ – or
tea rooms such as Fullers’. However it was in a Lyons tea room close to Parliament Square that she
sat on the evening of 21 November 1911 with a group of suffragettes who were poised to embark on
the smashing of the windows of government offices.

And quite apart from the chains, the first decade of the 20thcentury saw a proliferation of small
refreshment rooms – ‘Tea Rooms’ – that were even more closely aimed at a female clientele. These
were likely to be run  - as were Alan’s Tea Rooms and the Tea

Cup Inn – by a woman or a couple of women friends – and allowed women, who may have had no
training in anything other than ‘home responsibilities’, the possibility of running a business, while at
the same time allowing other women the ability to enjoy the freedom of moving around the city – or
town – by providing a space in which they could pause for refreshment. 

As we have seen, a few London tea rooms and restaurants were particularly favoured by suffragettes
– as, similarly, were they in provincial towns. In Newcastle, Fenwick’s cafe was the venue of choice of
the group of women, including Dr Ethel Bentham and Lisbeth Simm, set up the ‘Drawing-Room
Cafe’ meetings where women could meet to discuss discuss politics. In Nottingham  the WSPU held
meetings at Morley’s Cafe, a teetotal establishment, originally opened to provide an alternative to the
pub. In Edinburgh the Cafe Vegetaria was particularly favoured by the local Women’s Freedom
League society – and it was on its premises on the night of 2 April 1911 that suffragettes gathered – as
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Advertisement for The Tea Cup Inn in ‘Votes for Women’.

they did at the vegetarian Gardenia in London – to evade the census enumerator

A year later, however, although so popular with women, tea rooms were not immune from the
effects of the 1 March 1912 WSPU window-smashing campaign. Two ABC shops were attacked – one
in The Strand and one in Bond Street – here (http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/Collections-
Research/Collections-online/object.aspx?objectID=object-731301&start=122&rows=1)is the
photographic evidence.  

When, from the end of 1913, the WSPU campaign became ever more desperate, the tea rooms and
restaurants that women had made their own themselves became sites of protest. On December 20th a
suffragette dining at the vegetarian, suffrage-sympathising,  Eustace Miles restaurant was able to
make a long speech castigating the government’s treatment of suffragette prisoners – and was, so The
Suffragette reported,  listened to with eager attention, while her companion distributed leaflets. And
althougb the management did eventually ask the speaker to stop she was allowed to continue with
her ‘meeting’ and, afterwards, to remain in the restaurant. However, most cafes were not so
amenable. When, on the same day, at Fullers’ in Regent Street, a woman began to address the
crowded restaurant from the gallery and her two companions showered down leaflets, they were
very quickly asked to leave. The newspaper report reveals that the subject of the woman’s address
was a comparison of the treatment by the government of Sir Edward Carson and Ulster rebels with
that meted on suffragettes. A few days later, when another interruption took place at Fullers’, the
management had their answering tactic in place; the orchestra immediately struck up to drown out
the speaker.

Soon after, The Suffragette reported an incident at a Lyons Corner House when a woman rose and
spoke for a few moments – amid both applause and criticism. When two uniformed Lyons men tried
to drag her roughly from the building they met with determined opposition and she finally left, the
paper reported, with quiet dignity- escorted to the exit –to murmurs of  ‘Isn’t she plucky’.

These protests carried on all through the spring and summer of 1914. Although similar interruptions
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were made in churches and theatres, it is singularly apposite that customers in tea rooms and
restaurants, as they ate their lunch or tea, should have had their attention drawn to the forcible
feeding of suffragette prisoners. In fact one of the very last militant action came at the end of July
1914 when women interrupted lunch at the Criterion Restaurant, imploring customers to attend a
meeting to be held by Mrs Pankhurst in Holland Park. That, I think, was the final WSPU rally, before
the outbreak of war in early August put an end to militancy.

Even as restaurants came under attack there were still some establishments that felt it worthwhile to
advertise in The Suffragette.  One such was one I had not come across before - Molinari’s Restaurant at
25 Frith Street in Soho., which advertised (January 1914) that they would ’donate 5 % of their takings
to the Cause for suffragists who wear the badge.’  Molinari’s was still advertising in suffrage papers
in 1915 and I was amused to discover that in the 1920s the Home Office reported that its
proprietor, Angelo Molinari, was the proprietor of ‘doubtful’ restaurants – suspected of running
brothels in upstairs rooms.  Thus, although the credentials of such suffrage-sympathising
refreshment rooms as Alan’s Tea Rooms, the Eustace Miles and the Gardenia are beyond reproach,
there were always those commercial operators prepared to take advantage of trusting suffragettes. I
suspect, though, that the atmosphere of Molinari’s was not that of Alan’s Tea Rooms Angelo
Molinari was not often called to donate any percentage of their profits to the Cause.

.Here (http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/whnews) is link to Woman’s Hour ‘Suffragettes and
Tea Rooms’ item aired on 4 September. It begins at c 27 mins – and is available for 2 more days
only.
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The Gardenia Restaurant, subject of yesterday’s post, was by no means the only vegetarian restaurant
favoured by suffragettes. Close by, at 40-42 Chandos Place, at the western end of Covent Garden, was
the rather more famous – and successful – Eustace Miles Restaurant.

Eustace Miles was a Cambridge-educated health guru – a real tennis player – prolific author – and
vegetarian. He opened the restaurant, with his wife, Hallie, – as a ‘Food Reform’ restaurant – in May
1906, a few months after their marriage. Among the restaurant’s  shareholders were his close
friend, the writer E.F. Benson, the headmaster of Eton, Bernard Shaw and his wife, Dr Helen Wilson,
a Sheffield-based doctor and suffragist, and Mrs Ennis Richmond, a suffragette who ran West Heath,
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Comic card – one of a series – poking gentle fun at the ‘Simple Life’ suffragettes

a progressive school in Hampstead.

Ellen Terry’s daughter, Edith Craig, who lived nearby in Bedford Street, sold Votes for Women from a
pitch outside the Eustace Miles. It was a sensible spot to choose; vegetariansm and suffragism went
hand in hand for those whom H.G. Wells characterized – caricatured – in Ann Veronica  as ‘a small
but energetic minority, the Children of Light’, for whom ‘ everything…was  “working up”.. “coming
on” – ‘the Higher Thought, the Simple Life, Socialism, Humanitarianism’. 

Opening just as the WSPU arrived in London, the Eustace Miles grew up alongside the suffragette
movement. In March 1907 the WSPU chose it as the venue for a breakfast celebrating the release from
Holloway of the prisoners who had been arrested when taking part in the deputation from the first
Women’s Parliament. Similar breakfasts were also held there– including, a year later, one for women
who had taken part in the pantechnicon raid on Parliament. (another suffragette episode hijacked by
Wells for use in Ann Veronica – see my article, ‘The Woman’s Bond of Freedom’: H.G. Wells, Ann
Veronica and the suffragettes, published in the 2011 edition of The Wellsian, the journal of the H.G.
Wells Society.)

As with Alan’s Tea Rooms and the Gardenia, so the Eustace Miles had a space to rent – an offer taken
up, on occasion, by those giving women-related talks. The Eustace Miles, however, went one better
than the other two, offering their ‘Simple Life’ audiences ‘ozonized air’ to breathe as they listened to,
for example in 1912, Miss Hoskyns-Abrahall lecture on ‘The Religion of the Great Mother’, to the
accompaniment of a lantern show operated by Vera Holme. In January 1910 the Men’s Political
Union for Women’s Enfranchisement held its inaugural meeting at the Eustace Miles – the owner
surely being a member of the MPU -  and in October 1914 it was the venue for committee meetings of
the  United Suffragists.

The Eustace Miles was by all accounts an attractive place in which to lunch or dine; Kate Frye – by no
stretch of the imagination a vegetarian – often ate there – as readers of my forthcoming Campaigning
for the Vote (http://www.francisboutle.co.uk/pages.php?cID=4&pID=165)  will be able to discover. The
restaurant did very well during the First World War – when meatless cookery was more or less a
necessity – staying in business for over 30 years.

Teacup Inn
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The site today of the Tea Cup inn

While not specifically a vegetarian café, the Teacup Inn, much frequented by suffragettes, made sure
that its vegetarian credentials were mentioned in its advertisements in the WSPU paper, Votes for
Women -  ‘Dainty luncheons and Afternoon teas at moderate charges. Home cookery. Vegeterian
dishes and sandwiches. Entirely staffed and managed by women.’ The café was opened in January
1910 in Bank Buildings, Portugal Street, just off Kingsway, in a new building in area that was, as I
have stressed in recent posts, still under development

The Tea Cup Inn occupied a ground-floor shop and basement in the building – then, as it name
suggests – mainly given over to a bank – and now occupied by the Chaplaincy of LSE. In this
photograph (http://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk/collage/app?
service=external/Item&sp=Zportugal+street&sp=137007&sp=X), taken c 1915, I am sure, after
peering at it with a magnifying glass, that a sign ‘Tea Cup Inn’ is visible,  hanging just above the
smart open-topped car.

When it opened its owners were Mrs Alice Mary Hansell (c 1859-1923) and Miss Marion Shallard.
However Miss Shallard quickly disappears and the rate books from then on show Mrs Hansell as sole
proprietor. She had been born in Yorkshire, was about 52, and long a childless widow when she
opened the café. Her husband, a traveller for a coal factor, had died in 1897, leaving only £87. I do not
know what Mrs Hansell was doing  in the intervening years - the 1901 shows her a visitor, with ‘no
occupation, in a household in the Lake District..

Once the cafe was opened – certainly by April 1910- Mrs Hansell lost no time in advertising the Tea
Cup Inn in Votes for Women – taking care to mention its proximity to the WSPU office in Clement’s
Inn. In 1912 the WSPU  moved to Lincoln’s Inn House in Kingsway, making the Teacup Inn probably
the nearest place of refreshment. I am pretty certain that Mrs Hansell was a member of the WSPU; in
1909 someone of that name advertised in Votes for Women a cottage to let in Henley, but I have not
been able to find conclusive evidence. Unfortunately I cannot trace her on the 1911 census – perhaps
this is an indication that she was taking part in the boycott, but it may just be that her name has been
mistranscribed. After the 1912 Peth-Pank split, the Teacup Inn advertised at least once in the
Pankhurst paper, The Suffragette – in June 1914 – stressing: ‘Kitchens open for inspection’.

 Across Portugal Street, the Tea Cup Inn faced the London Opera House (now the site of the Peacock
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6 Catherine Street – home of the Gardenia Restaurant c 1908-13

Theatre).  This theatre had opened in November 1911 and, again, handily situated for the WSPU
office, was the scene of many suffrage meetings. One can imagine that the Tea Cup Inn may well
have benefited from the thirsts engendered by a rousing rally.

Mrs Hansell continued running the Tea Cup Inn until her death in 1923. Her estate amounted to
£2098 – which might suggest that, as her husband had left so little, she had made some money from
her business. It would be good to think so.

More ‘Suffragettes and Tea Rooms’ posts to come….

Here is the link (http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/whnews) to Woman’s Hour (4 Sept) podcast
that includes the item on ‘Suffragettes and Tea Rooms’ (starts c 27 mins).

Aldwych , Covent Garden , suffragette , suffragettes and tea rooms ,
suffragettes and vegetarianism , vegeterain restaurant , vegeterianism , votes for women

Leave a Comment

Suffrage Stories: Suffragettes and Tea Rooms: The
Gardenia Restaurant

Posted in Suffrage Stories on September 6, 2012

The Gardenia Restaurant, at 6 Catherine Street, Covent Garden – off the north-western curve of the
Aldwych – was, between c 1908 and 1913, a vegetarian cafe much frequented by suffragettes. Unlike
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Alan’s Tea Rooms – in Oxford Street – and the Criternion – at Piccadilly Circus – the Gardenia was
situated in the heart of militant suffrage territory. The Women’s Freedom League headquarters
lay just south of the Strand in Robert Street and those of the WSPU just to the east of Aldwych in
Clement’s Inn.

The Gardenia was opened c 1908 by Thomas Smith, a young man from Morpeth, who lived with his
wife and two children in rooms above the restaurant. By early 1910 it would seem that the Gardenia
was in some financial difficulty because it was then formed into a limited company with three
additional directors. Two of these were from the Newcastle area – and were presumably known to
Smith. One was Herbert Joseph Armstrong – a chartered accountant. The other, the major
shareholder, was Godfrey Hastings, a photographer from Tynemouth, a member of a Quaker family,
educated at Ackworth, the Quaker boarding school in Yorkshire. The third director was Richard
James, who published – and sold - temperance and vegetarian books from the Central Temperance
Rooms in Paternoster Row. It would, therefore, seem safe to deduce that those running the Gardenia
were advocates of vegetarianism and temperance in particular –   and of social reform in general.

 As I emphasise in my post on the part played by the Aldwych Skating Rink
(http://womanandhersphere.com/2012/09/03/suffrage-stories-the-suffragette-1911-census-boycott-
where-and-what-was-the-aldwych-skating-rink/) in the 1911 census boycott, this area of London was
undergoing extensive redevelopment at the beginning of the 20th century.  No 6 Catherine Street, a
tall, rather dramatic, building, had been erected in 1905 and it is likely that the Gardenia was one of
its first tenants. Its frontage of stone-banded red brick echoes that used in the construction of no 2 –
which was designed in 1902 by the editor of the Builder, as offices for the journal. By now this corner
of Covent Garden was taking on a rather Arts and Craftsy look - making it just the place for a
vegetarian restuarant.

Unlike the Criterion - or even Alan’s Tea Rooms – I have been unable to find any image to tell us
what the interior of the Gardenia looked like. However the file in the National Archives giving details
of  the 1913 winding up of the company does contain a list of the company’s assets – including the
restaurant’s fittings. From this I think it would be safe to say that the general impression of the
interior was of mahogany and mirrors. – long mahogany serving counters and quantities of  mirrors.
The rooms were lit with electroliers – some four-branched and others three. Customers sat at tables,
marble-topped on metal stands – rather like those used today by Pizza Express.

Having noted that the Gardenia’s financial situation was somewhat precarious, one imagines that the
company’s directors would have been keen to develop a niche clientele to boost passing trade. And
so it was; the company accounts reveal  that they hired out upper rooms in the building to societies
whoe interests would seem to coincide with their own – for instance, to the Syndicalists, to a
Vegetarian Club, to the National Union of Shop Assistants, and to the University Fabian Society.

The militant suffrage societies also figure regularly in the Gardenia’s accounts as customers for the
hired rooms. In her autobiography, My Own Story, Mrs Pankhurst refers to the Gardenia as a place
where many WSPU breakfasts and teas were held – and the accounts show specific hirings of rooms
by the WFL (for instance,7 March 1912, 5 guineas). In fact the Gardenia seems to have been a
particular favourite with the WFL, which did its best to advertise the delights of the restaurant. The
Gardenia was included in The Vote Directory –the WFL newspaper’s list of recommended retailers –
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and was written up in the 6 May 1911 issue when – in the course of a suffragists’ shopping day - the
author has tea at the Gardenia – ’a fragrant cup of tea and some cress sandwiches made with Hovis
bread’ – [Hovis was also advertised in The Vote]‘ –reporting that ’she would eat no other.’In 1912
the WFL rented a room in the Gardenia in which to hold its weekly discussions – on such subjects as
‘Jane Eyre and its relation to the Woman’s Movement’ and Mrs Brownlow on ‘Local Government’
and on 17 February 1912 three of the Gardenia’s floors were hired by the WFL for a fundraising sit-
down supper, with dancing and performances by the Actresses’ Franchise League.

It was doubtless no hardship for suffragettes to attend such suppers; a vegetarian restaurant would
have been particularly popular with suffragettes – many of whom had embraced this cause – and the
associated anti-vivesectionist campaign – along with that of women’s rights. For Leah Leneman’s
excellent article on the subject –  ’The Awakened Instinct; vegetarianism and the women’s suffrage
movement in Britain’ – see here.
(http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09612029700200144)

For its part the Gardenia management was clearly committed to the suffragette cause over and above
its use as a source of income. The directors were prepared on occasion, to turn a blind eye to the use
to which the WSPU put its rooms.  Thus, on 2 April 1911 –  census night – the Gardenia’s
management allowed the restaurant to be used by suffragettes attempting to evade the enumerator.
One census schedule for 6 Catherine Street shows Thomas Smith, the manager, in his flat there that
night with his wife and two children, together with the restaurant manageress, two waitresses, a male
chef, female cook, a male baker and a kitchen maid. But a separate Gardenia schedule, completed by
the Census Office from information supplied by the police,  shows that the restaurant was packed
with 200 women and 30 men. These defiant evaders had moved to the Gardenia at c 3.30 am for
breakfast, having spent the earlier part of the night in the Aldwych Skating Rink.

A year later the Gardenia again played its part in a dramatic WSPU publicity campaign when, on the
night of 4 March 1912, women taking part in a WSPU-organinised window-smashing
campaign gathered there. In her autobiography Mrs Pankhurst notes that the police thought that
about 150 women went to the Gardenia that evening, arriving in twos and threes from a large
meeting at the London Pavilion at Piccadilly Circus. They were followed to the restaurant by a
number of detectives who then waited around outside in Catherine Street And what was it that the
women were doing in the Gardenia?

At the ensuing trial Miss Jessie McPherson, a still-room maid, testifed that on the following day, 5
March, she found a dozen on so stones – on one of which was written ‘Votes for Women’ – lying in a
grate in a big room on the second-floor. Godfrey Hastings, the Gardenia’s major shareholder, gave
evidence that the room had been engaged by the WSPU for the afternoon and evening of 29 February
and 1 and 4 March – at a charge of 45 shillings on each occasion.

The evidence pointed to the Gardenia as the WSPU’s ammunition arming station.  Once they had
received their supply of stones, the suffragettes led the police a merry dance.

One policeman testified that he followed Miss Wolff van Sandau and Miss Katie Mills as they left the
Gardenia, went to an ironmonger’ shop in Covent Garden and then walked to Westminster, along
Victoria Street to the Howick Street Post Office, where the former broke a window with a hammer
and the latter with stones. It transpired in court that it was at the Covent Garden ironmongers, with
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the policeman in tow, that they had bought the hammer.

Another policeman reported that on 4 March he waited outside the Gardenia Restaurant for three
women [Nellie Crocker, Miss Roberts and Miss Taylor]. When they emerged he followed along the
Strand, to Charing Cross and then on District Line to Royal Court Theatre. A few minutes after the
performance began they left and went along to 9 King’s Road – a post office – where they smashed
the plate glass windows with three hammers.

Another policeman followed Elizabeth Thompson and another woman from the Gardenia to
Parliament Square,where Miss Thompson threw a stone at a window of Home Office.

There does not appear to have been any legal repercussions for the Gardenia but, sadly,  despite
support from the suffrage movement, the business could not be made to pay and the
restaurant closed in March 1913.

However 6 Catherine Street today still has a primary connection to the food trade – as the home of
the Food and Drink Federation. The FDF were very generous in allowing access to their building in
order to record a section of the Woman’s Hour item on ‘Suffragettes and Tea Rooms’ in the rooms
where the WSPU plotted their militancy over tea and brown rice. 

Here is the link (http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/whnews) to Woman’s Hour (4 Sept)
podcast that includes item on ‘Suffragettes and Tea Rooms’ (starts c 27 mins).

Catherine Street , Covent Garden , suffragettes , suffragettes and tea rooms , tea rooms ,
vegetarianism , votes for women

2 Comments

Suffrage Stories: Suffragettes and Tea Rooms: The Criterion
Restaurant, Kate Frye, and the Actresses’ Franchise League

Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary, Suffrage Stories on September 5, 2012
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Criterion Restaurant and Piccadilly Circus c 1910

 (http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/criterion-
2.jpg)

The Criterion today

The glamorous Criterion Restaurant lies at the heart of theatreland, facing onto Piccadilly Circus.
Owned by Spiers and Pond, it had been built, together with the adjoining theatre, in 1874 and during
the last century and a quarter has undergone many changes – although now restored to glory. Before
the First World War Spiers and Pond’s empire encompassed railway refreshment rooms as well as
other large London restaurants, such as the Holborn, at the north end of Kingsway, the setting for
many breakfasts held by the WSPU to celebrate the release of their prisoners from Holloway.

Although the Criterion has now only one restaurant – on the ground floor – in its Edwardian heyday
it offered many more spaces – not only in which to dine – but also for hire; the Victoria Hall 
(http://www.englishheritagearchives.org.uk/SingleResult/Default.aspx?
id=996801&t=Quick&cr=bedford+lemere&io=True&l=all&page=1114)and the Grand Hall, on the
first floor, were two such spaces. The Grand Hall (http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?
q=grand+hall+criterion&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4GZAG_enGB454GB454&biw=1024&bih=438&tbm=isch&tbnid=K4wx7hqOUyZSyM:&imgrefurl=http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O550604/proposed-
redecoration-to-grand-hall-
drawing/&imgurl=http://media.vam.ac.uk/media/thira/collection_images/2011FA/2011FA5264.jpg&w=768&h=576&ei=WRNHUMLjHqbC0QW6moCACw&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=222&vpy=119&dur=1609&hovh=194&hovw=259&tx=132&ty=140&sig=105923664965857699545&page=1&tbnh=111&tbnw=161&start=0&ndsp=13&ved=1t:429,r:1,s:0,i:76)
magnificently decorated, ran across the front of the building, overlooking Piccadilly Circus. The
lavish interiors were very much a hallmark of the Spiers and Pond establishments –  renowned
especially for the high standard of their ladies’ cloakrooms – a point, I would imagine, our suffagists
and suffragettes would have appreciated.

From its founding, in December 1908, the Actresses’ Franchise League held its meetings at the
Criterion, which was conveniently placed so as to allow its members to spend the afternoon listening
to rousing speeches and yet be close at hand to give their own performances in the evening. By all
accounts the meetings were extremely well attended, the AFL having no trouble in filling either of the
two main halls.

Kate Frye (whose post-1911 suffrage diary, Campaigning for the Vote
(http://www.francisboutle.co.uk/pages.php?cID=4&pID=165), will be  published by Francis Boutle in the
autumn), was a proud member of the AFL, having spent two or three years treading the boards of
provincial theatres. Her diary entries allow us to eavesdrop on some of those Criterion meetings.
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Kate Frye on tour in J.M. Barrie’s ‘Quality Street’.

‘Friday April 2nd 1909

Out at 2 o’clock – bus to Piccadilly Cicus and to the Actresses’ Franchise League meeting at the
Criterion Restaurant. Miss Eva Moore was receiving and gave me a gracious handshake and Ada
Moore was there. Also Eve, Mr Stanger [a sympathetic Liberal MP] and Miss [Frances] Sterling I
heard speak. Lady Strachey was in the Chair and Lady Grove had spoken. I also heard Miss [Lillah]
McCarthy, the Treasurer, speak and Miss Adeline Bourne, the Secretary, and I went up and spoke to
Mr Stanger after the meeting.. His wife was also there. It was a huge meeting – no end of the
profession there and they seemed enthusiastic but I have never got much faith in them. …

Friday February 4th 1910

Started off about 1.45 for the Victoria Hall Criterion Restaurant – went by bus. We went early as we
wanted a good seat to see Miss  Pankhurst. The place was packed before they began at 3 o’clock. Miss
Granville took the chair and Miss Adeline Bourne as Secretary and Miss Maud Hoffman as Treasurer
spoke in a more or less business-like fashion and Lt Col Sir something Turner spoke – an old
dodderer. I could hardly keep my face straight he looked in such a loving fashion at the ladies but of
course the thing of the afternoon was Christabel Pankhurst. She is a little wonder. So young and
girlish looking – I suppose she is only 22 or 23 with such a charming way with her. She spoke very
nicely too. It was not a brilliant speech but she was suiting herself to her audience I have no doubt –
but it was so sincere and so fair. I have only heard her once before – at the Albert Hall – and one
cannot judge like that – so I am glad to have been at such close quarters with her. She is not really
pretty – has a crooked mouth and bad chin but her eyes are nice and she has a pretty forehead. Her
hair was very untidy and I think would suit her so much better done low than on top in an ugly little
knob. But though so faulty her face lights up so when she speaks and she has such a charming way
with her that is very superior to mere prettiness….
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 Friday November 4th 1910

A bitterly cold day –had lunch then left at 1.15 – took a bus to Oxford Circus and went to steward at
The Actresses’ Franchise League meeting at The Grand Hall Criterion. It was great fun.. A Mrs Fagan
was in the Chair, Lady Constance Lytton, Mrs Pertwee , Mr Cecil Chapman and Mr M Campbell-
Johnston were the speakers.. Then, amongst the audience, Hilda Fletcher – an old Ben Greet
companion – the girl who helped me with the Banner at the second march and I chatted to lots of
people – made 17/6 and had great fun. Two old gentlemen who were very taken with the Actresses
and attending their first Suffrage meeting were most amusing.

Friday December 16th 1910

Changed my dress – at 2.15 bus to Oxford Circus and walked to the Criterion – to the Birthday Tea of
the Actresses’ Franchise League. It was packed – a huge success. Eva Moore recited, Bertha Moore
and daughter sang.’

The Criterion was used by women’s societies other than those campaigning for suffrage. Here
(http://calmarchive.londonmet.ac.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?
dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=ImageView.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqImage=TWL-
2011-10-04.jpg) is a photograph of a Women Writers’ Dinner held in the Grand Hall in 1900.  Of the
suffrage societies, it would seem that the AFL was the most regular user of the Criterion, although in
April 1909 the WSPU held a breakfast there for released prisoners and in February 1910 and June
1911 the Women Writers’ Suffrage League held meetings in the Victoria Hall.  It is interesting to note
that on 26 October 1911, when the International Women’s Franchise Club held a dinner at the
Criterion, a vegetarian option was chosen by a fairly high proportion of the guests –  25 out of the 130
who attended.

Although the suffrage sympathisers who attended such meetings  were overwhelmingly middle
class, one would like to  imagine  (as one can in a blog) that, through their association with, perhaps,
the AFL, less well-off women would have had the opportunity to luxuriate in the splendid
surroundings of the Criterion, enjoy a wash and brush up in the opulent Ladies’, and fill up on the
tea that brought the afternoon to a close.

Here is the link (http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/whnews) to Woman’s Hour (4 Sept)
podcast that includes item on ‘Suffragettes and Tea Rooms’.
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A corner of Alan’s Tea Rooms, as illustrated in ‘The Idler’, 1910.
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Suffrage Stories: Suffragettes and Tearooms: Alan’s Tearooms

Posted in Suffrage Stories on September 4, 2012

One of the London tearooms most popular with suffragettes and suffragists was Alan’s Tea rooms at
263 Oxford Street. In my Women’s Suffrage Movement: a reference guide,I suggested that the owner, ‘Mr
Alan Liddle’, while not charging the rent of the room for such meetings, doubtless made his profit
from the sale of the accompanying tea and buns, conjuring up the image in my mind of a suave male
entrepreneur cashing in on the need of campaigners for a safe haven in which to meet in Central
London. How mistaken I was.

 What I did not then realize, and my researches have only recently revealed, was that the owner was
not ‘Mr Alan Liddle’, but ‘Miss Marguerite Alan Liddle’ (1873-1946), the daughter of a Shropshire
solicitor. It would seem that she chose to be known by her second, presumably a family, name,
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signing her will, for example, as ‘M. Alan Liddle’.  She does not seem to have taken a direct part in
the suffrage movement, but certainly did lend her support, first advertising in the WSPU newspaper,
Votes for Women, in, I think, the issue of 31 December 1908.. However, a little research has revealed
that she was the sister of Helen Gordon Liddle (note, again, the use of a family name, in this case
their mother’s maiden name) who was an active member of the Women’s Social and Political Union.
Helen was the author of The Prisoner, one of the more sought-after suffragette memoirs, describing
the month she spent in Strangeways prison, Manchester, in October and November 1909.

Although her sister, Alan, already knew of the WSPU and Votes for Women, Helen writes that she
herself only became aware of the WSPU in February 1909 when she read about a deputation to
Parliament led by Mrs Pethick-Lawrence. In June 1909 she was a member of one of the deputations
sent to the Prime Minister and was arrested – but not prosecuted. She wrote ‘my time was not my
own to give absolutely to the WSPU’ –she was a teacher of music and singing – but she did spend
three weeks in Edinburgh in September helping to prepare for grand demonstration there. In October
she protested at a Cabinet Minister’s meeting in Manchester and was ejected. The next night, 20
October, women were excluded from the meeting – so she broke a post office window in protest, for
which she was sentenced to one month’s imprisonment with hard labour in the third division. Her
companion in this was Emily Wilding Davison, whose will she had witnessed earlier that day. In her
book she states that she wanted to describe the atmosphere of prison and its effect upon a prisoner
who is forcibly fed. So, while Alan Liddle was advertising her luncheons etc in Votes for Women her
sister was on hunger strike in Strangeways.

Alan Liddle had opened the Tea Room in November 1907 in a building on the south side of Oxford
Street, very slightly to the west of  Oxford Circus, and, as was mentioned in advertisements, ‘three
doors away from Jays’. This was a large fashion store on the south-western quadrant of Oxford
Circus, the site now occupied by a Benetton store. So, as a business, it was certainly very centrally
placed, its only drawback being that it was not on street level but on the first floor. Presumably
customers entered through a door to one side of the shop front (which was the dry cleaners Achille
Serre) and went up a staircase – which might be thought of as something of a deterrent as there was a
wealth of competition from other cafes, tea rooms and restaurants around.

For instance, there was a Liptons refreshment room at no 265-7, another restaurant at 269, a Lyons tea
room at nos 277-81 and an ABC at no 283. So I am imagining that Alan Liddle felt the necessity to
carve out a niche market – to attract customers through the door and up the stairs – over and above
any passing trade – who might find it easier to enter one of the larger, ground-floor cafes close by.
And I imagine that the niche market she aimed at was ‘the suffragette’.

I don’t know what Marguerite Liddle did before setting up the teashop – when she was 34 – or who
was in her friendship circles.  In 1911, unlike her sister, Helen, she did complete a census return. This
shows her, a ‘proprietoress of tea rooms’, living at 8a Holland St, Kensington as a lodger in the
apartment of Miss Emilie Chapman, a nurse. She ran the tearooms until about 1916.

Besides suffragettes, she also sought to attract women out clothes shopping in the West End – the
obvious clientele. In 1910 the ‘Vanity Pages’ of The Idler, a popular magazine, edited by Jerome K.
Jerome, Mrs Edward Talbot, while discussing clothes shopping in Conduit St and New Bond St ,
wrote ‘We then had the nicest little luncheon, with the comforting knowledge that everything was
homemade, at Alan’s Tea Rooms (263 Oxford St) for the modest sum of 1/6.We send you a sketch



and a menu, so you can see for yourself. The rooms are charmingly decorated; one is set apart for
smoking, while another, which is large and sunny, can be hired for At Homes and meetings. You can
lunch, also, for a shilling, and for afternoon tea Alan’s popularity is undoubted.’

I was curious to know what Alan’s Tea Room looked like and managed to find a photograph of that
block of Oxford Street -now redeveloped -that revealed that the red brick building was probably built
in the 1860s. The first-floor room looking over Oxford Street had a semi-circular arcaded window –
rather Venetian in style. It was an amazing piece of luck that Mrs Talbot accompanied her piece in
The Idler with a small line drawing of a corner of Alan’s Tea Rooms. So we can see that the room had
a ceiling cornice above a frieze of garlands. The walls were probably papered with a small-patterned
wallpaper. There was a plain, early-19thc-style fireplace and panelling under the window. The
windows were draped with two sets of curtains. One was a set of short – to the sill – lightweight
material ones – and then, over these, there were heavy drapes – probably velvet- looped back at the
sides. There was a vase of flowers on the mantelpiece and a picture over it. The furniture was sort of
arts and crafts. The tea table, covered with a table cloth, shown is of the ‘gipsy’type – typically
Edwardian – with slightly splayed legs. The chairs were high stick-backs – perhaps with rush seats.
The Luncheon menu (for one shilling) was:

Puree aux haricots

Madras Curry

Boiled Chicken and Bacon

Potatoes and Cauliflower

Chocolate Cream

Fruit

Mushroom Toast

Café Noir

 Advertisements revealed that luncheons cost 1s or 1s 6d (served between 12 and 2.30) and Teas were
set at 4d, 6d and 1s. Mention was made of the food being home-made – so perhaps we can assume
that there was a kitchen on the premises – and that Alan employed a cook – as well, probably, as at
least one waitress?

In another 1910 issue of The Idler there was another ‘editorial’ piece in The Vanity Pages:

‘Hostess [ie the questioner, who as asked for suggestion of a place in central London to hold an ‘At
Home’]. I’m always pleased to be of any help if I can, in your case I know of the very place you want.
At Alan’s Tea rooms, 263 Oxford St, there is a nice room available for at Homes. It is large, sunny and
charmingly furnished, and can be hired at a moderate figure.’

This would have been the room hired by suffrage societies – for whom, as I have mentioned, it was
advertised that no charge was made. And the societies did take advantage of the offer. The Tax



Resistance League held its first members’ conference there on 14 November 1910, the Catholic
Women’s Suffrage Society its inaugural meeting in March 1911, the Forward Cymric Union –a
militant Welsh suffrage society– held monthly meetings (c 1912) at Alan’s, attracting 50 to its first
meeting. Visits of individual women to the Tea Room are, of course, very much more elusive to
pinpoint - though we do know that on 26 July 1913, at the end of the NUWSS Suffrage
Pilgrimage, Margory Lees and her companions went there for dinner.

Alan Liddle ran her Tea Rooms for about nine years – probably until 1916 – provinding pleasant
surroundings and home-cooked food to members of both wings of the suffrage campaign.

Oxford Street , suffragettes , tea rooms
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Suffrage Stories: The Suffragette 1911 Census Boycott: Where and
What Was the Aldwych Skating Rink?

Posted in Suffrage Stories, Uncategorized on September 3, 2012

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/skating-1.jpg)Roller skating was one of
Edwardian Britain’s ‘crazes’ – to be enjoyed, as this comic card shows us, by all the family. One
could, of course, as I did as a child in the 1950s, roller skate in the streets, but in the years before the
First World War entrepreneurs hoping to cash in on the craze ventured to erect roller skating rinks in
towns the length and breadth of Britain.

While I am sure that many individual suffragettes and suffragists enjoyed a spin around their local
rink, there was one episode of suffragette history that centred on a specific London roller skating
rink. For on census night 1911 – 2 April - it was at the Aldwych Skating Rink that the militant
suffrage societies – the Women’s Social and Political Union and the Women’s Freedom League,
together with related societies such as the Tax Resistance League – urged their supporters to muster.
Here, out of their homes, they would escape detailed enumeration.
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When interviewed in the 1970s by Sir Brian Harrison (Women’s Library  8 SUF/B/024), Marie
Lawson, an important figure in the Women’s Freedom League, remembered that ‘We formed
immediately a census resistance group – women who said ‘we don’t count; we won’t be counted’ –
that they would stay out somehow – out of a house or roof during the period when you had to be
recorded. Our group took the Aldwych skating rink for the night – we hired it. Nobody was
supposed to be sleeping there. We had roller skates and we spent the night on roller skates and there
was no-one to declare us and when we went away in the morning we were very weary, very tired
with our roller skating but we felt we had done the government out of so many names on the census
resistance. It wasn’t very useful really but it was something to do. We used to grab at every little
thing, you know, that we could make a protest about. It was advertising really.’

So it was that, after a late-evening rally in Trafalgar Square,  the suffragettes promenaded down the
Strand to the Aldwych where it was estimated by the Census Office that 500 women and 70 men
gathered at the Skating Rink. Although the numbers were recorded, the identity of most of that 570 is
lost – only those whose names are mentioned in the Votes for Women report (7 April 1911) can be
placed there with certainty. These included Mrs Pankhurst, Ethel Smyth and, among members of the
Actresses’ Franchise League who provided the entertainment,  Decima Moore and her sister, Ada,
Adeline Bourne, Winifred Mayo, Inez Bensusan, Rosa Leo, Sidney Keith, Miss Laing and Natalia de
Meix. Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence was also there. She certainly did her bit to disrupt the
census, being enumerated in three separate places- once in her Clement’s Inn flat, once in her Surrey
country cottage and, again, here at the Aldwych. By way of contrast, no trace of a census paper
for Christabel Pankhurst has been found – but she was there in the Skating Rink, bringing the
entertainments to a rousing conclusion at 3.30 am.

Here (http://news.google.com/newspapers?
nid=IMJZBBnUFLgC&dat=19110414&printsec=frontpage&hl=en) is Decima Moore photographed
that night inside the Skating Rink. I am pretty certain that she is captured doing her party piece -
Laurence Housman’s  ’Women This and Women That’. In the photograph we can see, behind the
audience and the NWSPU ‘No Vote No Census’ banner, the walls of the skating rink – rather bare as
one might expect. ‘What kind of structure was it?’, I wondered and, moreover, ‘where was it?’
 ’Aldwych’ was a rather vague address.

I discovered that the Aldwych Skating Rink was first listed in the rate books in 1911, provisionally
numbered 10 Aldwych. The Kingsway/Aldwych area that to us today looks so solidly Edwardian
was, in 1911, still in a state of flux.

Kingsway had been driven through – it was formally opened in 1905 – and the curve of the Aldwych
formed, but it was not until well into the 1920s that all the plots were  sold and developed. Thus,
from the rate book, I could see that no 10 Aldwych was surrounded by vacant lots enclosed in
advertising hoardings, the hoarding company paying a rent for their advertisements.

But I was still unclear as to precisely where no 10 was. However, the rate book came to the rescue,
recording that on one side of no 10 the lot was owned by the London County Council and was ‘used
for advertising station on frontage line from Houghton Street to roller skating rink. On its other side –
provisionally numbered no 8 – was an advertising station north-east on the frontage line east of the
roller skating rink. So this seemed to establish that the skating rink was on the north-east curve of

http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=IMJZBBnUFLgC&dat=19110414&printsec=frontpage&hl=en


(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/kingsway1905.jpg)
Looking up Kingsway from the Aldwych, 1905

Aldwych, to the east of Houghton Street. Clement’s Inn, the WSPU headquarters, virtually abutted

the rear of the plot. What more suitable venue to book for such an evening than this, probably the
nearest large hall?

The owner of the skating rink was Edward Johnson Wilson who had formed his company,
‘Rinkeries’, in 1909. In 1911 the company also ran ’ideal skating palaces’ on the Holloway Road, as
well as in Exeter, Plymouth and St Leonards.  Like many other roller-skating rink companies, whose
liquidations, as recorded in the London Gazette, are a sad testament to so many lost hopes, ‘Rinkeries’
does not appear to have been very successful; Edward Wilson was doubtless glad of the windfall of a
night’s rent from the WSPU.

But I still did not know what the skating rink looked like. It is difficult now to conjure up the
appearance of that A

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/aldwych1910_preview2.jpg)ldwych
curve before the arrival of the imperial solidity of the buildings we see today. From looking at
contemporary photographs of Kingsway, dominated by empty plots and high advertising hoardings,
I could imagine that the area must have felt strange and impermanent. The old higgledy-piggledy
rookery streets around Holywell Street and Houghton Street – that many of the suffragettes would
have remembered – had been swept away, but the new order had not yet arrived. In this aerial
photograph, probably taken c 1918 after the completion of Australia House (in the centre
foreground), the Aldwych Skating Rink would have been - and perhaps still was – one of the low
buildings in the bottom right of the picture.

But in 1911 the southern side of the road had not been developed at all. With few buildings to throw
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out light, the area was doubtless rather dark. What kind of building was it that the suffragettes
waited outside that night - surrounded by, in effect, a building site - while posses of hooligans
attempted to storm the rink’s doors?  

I have not been able to locate a photograph, but, as luck would have it, I found the answer in the
‘Rinkeries’ file in the National Archives – its presence there a consequence of the company’s eventual
liquidation. There, as a heading to ‘Rinkeries’ notepaper, was an engraving of the Aldwych Skating
Rink. I could now see that it comprised four linked, gabled structures –chalet-type – single storey.
The effect, for all the panache of many flying union flags, was somewhat temporary – as it was no
doubt in reality. What a contrast to its successors.

During the First World War the Aldwych Skating Rink was used as a clearing house for Belgian
refugees. From this watercolour (http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/21176), in the
Imperial War Museum collection, it would appear that a section of the building may have had a
glazed roof, as the IWM caption suggests or – perhaps, more likely, that it had lost its covering,
exposing the flimsy construction. The church in the background is St Clement Danes. The Rink must
have been swept away by the end of the war, to make way for the monumental buildings that still
occupy the central section of that Aldwych curve. It takes an effort to reimagine its former
appearance - but to do so helps us to enter the 1911 worldview of the census evaders.

1911 census , Aldwych , Aldwych Skating Rink , boycott 1911 census , suffrage , suffragette ,
votes for women
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Suffrage Stories/Collecting Suffrage: Suffragette Jewellery

Posted in Collecting Suffrage, Suffrage Stories on August 27, 2012

‘Prison to Citizenship’ – Three pendants earned by two Irish suffragettes

In previous posts I have mentioned how necessary it is to observe the provenance of an item of
jewellery in order to be able to label it with certainty as ‘suffrage’. In that way the collector is less
likely of  falling into the trap of buying an item – vaguely Edwardian with vaguely purple, white and
green stones - that an auction house or dealer has chosen to label ‘suffragette’  In this post I will bring
to your attention three items of jewellery – made for two Dublin sisters – that are indisputably
‘suffrage’.

Margaret and Jane Murphy were middle-class women from Dublin – I imagine probably in their late
20s or early 30s – although I have not been able to discover any firm biographical data. They were
members of the Irish Women’s Franchise League. They both took part in the window-smashing
campaign in London in March 1912 and were sentenced to two months in Holloway. They went on
hunger strike (c 16 April) and were forcibly fed. They were released c 15 May. The pendant above is
engraved – “Holloway Prison No. 15474, Maggie Murphy, 2 months hard Labour, E.4 Cell.12.,
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mills-murphy.jpg)
Pendant made for Margaret Murphy by Ernestine Mills

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/dsc00026.jpg)
Margeret and Jane Murphy, top row far right and second from right, pictured in Votes for Women,

25 June 1912.

Hunger Strike 16th April 1912, Forcibly Fed – and was made by the suffragist and enameller,

Ernestine Mills (http://www.amazon.co.uk/NEW-DAWN-WOMEN-Suffrage-
Movements/dp/0954823028/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1346089344&sr=8-3). As you can see the lily
motif is rendered in purple, white and green – in this case a ‘true’ use of the colours.

A couple of months later the Murphy sisters took part in the first window-smashing campaign in
Dublin and were again sentenced to two months’ imprisonment – but in Dublin they were given the
status of political prisoners.
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Margaret Murphy requested to be treated by her own doctor, Kathleen Maguire, ‘as I am undergoing
treatment owing to having been forcibly fed in Holloway,… Dr Maguire understands my
constitution.’ To this the Medical Officer in Mountjoy replied (5 July 1912) ‘I beg to report that I
regard her [Margaret Murphy] as a woman of neurotic temperament who suffers from indigestion,
an ailment frequently complained of by women of this type.’

The Murphys eventually succeeded in not only getting a suffragist doctor, Kathleen Maguire, to treat
them, but also in getting their own dentist. ‘Miss Jane Murphy will attend her own dentist at her own
expense’ (July 1912).

 The Murphys clearly had a way about them for ‘with reference to Margaret Murphy’s complaints of
the possible effect of the whitewashed walls of her cell on her eyes, the governor agreed to have the
walls recoloured, and to have a new gas burner fitted in lieu of the existing one, and her request for a
special kind of disinfectant to be used in her cell was referred to the Medical Officer.’ 25 July 1912
Minutes of Mountjoy Prison.

Finally the sisters went on hunger strike for the last 92 hours of their sentence (along with 2 other
Irish suffragettes) in sympathy with three English suffragettes (Mary Leigh, Gladys Evans and Jennie
Baines) who had received harsh prison sentences in Dublin and who had not been given political
prisoner status. The Murphys were not forcibly fed – the end of their sentence arriving before this
became necessary. They were released, together, from Mountjoy Prison on 19 August, welcomed by

members of the Irish Women’s Franchise League.

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/murphy-pendants1.jpg)

Here are the pendants that the sisters either commissioned for themselves or, more likely, with which
they were presented after their release. Each pendant is of shield shape, surmounted by a green
enamelled shamrock, hallmarked Dublin, Hopper and Hannay, 1912. One is engraved on the obverse
“From Prison to Citizenship” and on reverse “J. Murphy 20.6.12 to 19.8.12" and the other ”M.
Murphy 20.6.12 to 19.8.12". Thus do three items of jewellery commemorate the efforts of two Irish
sisters to win ‘Votes for Women’.
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La Bella Libertà: Anna Miller crosses Mont Cenis

Posted in Women Writers and Italy on August 24, 2012

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mont-cenis1.jpg)In 1770 Anna Miller
and her husband crossed into Italy via Mont Cenis., the route used for centuries by tourists - and
armies - to travel from France into Italy  It being another 30 years or so before Napoleon carved out a
road through the pass and so allowed for coach travel, the Millers and their contemporaries enjoyed a
very much more energetic adventure.

[The drawing is a reimagining, by Sandy Nightingale (http://ladybulldogburton.posterous.com/?
page=2), of a crossing of Mont Cenis ]

The Millers spent the night before the ascent at Lanebourg where, Anna reported, ‘There are about an
hundred porters, whose names are upon a list; the Syndics take care that they carry travellers in their
turn, and are referred to, in case of any dispute that may arise amongst them. ‘While we were eating a
very bad supper, composed of liver and brains, (to what animal they belonged, I do not pretend to
decide) the Syndic of the Porters came in, to judge how many of the latter we should have occasion
for. Four were assigned for me, and six for M  —‘

Having passed a sleepless night, partly owing to a mountain torrent that descends close to the
window, we set out at five o’clock the next morning in our chairs, the ascent not being ten paces from
the door. These chairs are constructed in the most simple and portable manner. There are two small
bars of wood for arms, and another bar behind which rises but little higher than the arms, and which
serves as a support to the back of the person in the chair; the seat is matted with bark of trees and
ropes twisted together, which yields to the weight of those thus carried. You are so near the ground,
that there is not the least difficulty in stepping out of the chair at pleasure; there are no legs to these
chairs, but in their room a board is tied on by ropes to the seat, which the feet being placed upon, and
the cords as much shortened as can conveniently be, the legs and feet are well supported, being
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/turin.jpg)
18th-century Turin, comfortable civilisation after the rigours of Cenis

sufficiently raised to clear them entirely of any shock from uneven or rocky ground. The chairs are
fixt on poles.. The chairmen are aided by straps over their shoulders, in the same manner as they
carry in England.

I liked this manner of travelling very much. You are conveyed along surprisingly fast on the plain;
the porters run rather than walk’

‘Our chaise being taken to pieces, it was carried on the mules’ backs. These animals make a droll
appearance, with a wheel on each side, and the body of a chaise on their back.

Just before we gain the plain, the ascent augments in rapidity. The air was very keen on the plain; and
I was obliged to wrap myself up in a pelice, lined through with fur, although the day was remarkably
fine for that country.

The descent is extremely rapid for about 300 yards. I don’t know any thing this road resembles more
than a broken stone staircase, which occasions the porteurs to turn so suddenly by its windings, that
the person in the chair passes clear over the sharp angles, cutting them, as it were, across.
Notwithstanding the novelty of this manner of travelling, the steepness of the road, and the velocity
with which I descended, my porteurs running almost the whole way, I never once felt myself
sufficiently frightened to lay hold of the arms of the chair, my attention was so much engaged with
the singularity and variety of the prospect below. At some moments during the the descent, I could
not help fancying myself a witch upon a broomstick.

Having crossed over into Italy  ‘on the finest day imaginable’ Anna Miller assures the recipient of her
letter that ‘we are safely arrived without having met with the least accident, and are well lodged in
the house of Countess d’Or-b-ns at Turin.’
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Posted in Kate Frye's suffrage diary on August 23, 2012

 In the following diary entry Kate describes the pandemonium that occurred at a December
1907 suffrage meeting organised by the North Kensington Local Committee of the Central Society for
Women’s Suffrage – the non-militant London NUWSS society - chaired by Mrs Millicent Fawcett. 
From Kate’s account the main culprits were medical students from nearby St Mary’s Hospital and
from University College Hospital in Bloomsbury, such student having had, through the ages, a
reputation for unruly behaviour. From Kate’s observation, the stories of stinkbombs and the release
of mice, specifically intended to upset the genteel female audience at suffrage meetings, were all too
true.

Lady Grove (1862 -1926) was a leading Liberal suffragist and author of The Human Woman, 1908. The
Paddington Baths, in Queen’s Road, Bayswater, were soon to be demolished to make way for an
enlarged Whiteley’s department store.

Thursday 5th December 1907 [25 Arundel Gardens, North Kensington]

‘

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/paddinton-baths-marked.jpg)At 2
o’clock Agnes and I started off to Linden Gardens and called for Alexandra Wright and several of her
helpers and we all walked to the Paddington Baths to help arrange the room for the meeting in the
evening. There was a good bit to do – numbering the chairs – partitioning them off and hanging up
banners and posters etc. Left [home again] just before 7 o’clock in a bus to Royal Oak and went to the
Paddington Baths for the London (Central) Society’s meeting for Women’s Suffrage. Gladys and
Alexandra have been weeks getting it up and I did no end of clerical work for it at Bourne End. We
were the first Stewards to arrive after Gladys and Alexandra and were decorated with rosettes and
given our directions. Lots of the women were very nervous of a row. My department was the gallery,
to look after people up there and give invitations for a private meeting next week.

The people came in thick and fast and the doors were opened at 7.30 and with the first group of
young men below in the free seats I knew what would happen. The place was soon hot, bubbling
over with excitement, and I had my work cut out keeping gangways clear and looking after people
and telling them they would be safe. We had expected an exciting evening but this realised our worst
expectations. It was Bedlam let loose. A couple of hundred students from St Mary’s and University
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 (http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/paddinton-baths-
newspaper.jpg)

Report from the ‘Daily Mail’ 6 December 1907, clipped by Kate and laid in her diary

College Hospitals arrived and insisted on sitting together and never ceased all the evening singing,
shouting, blowing tin trumpets, letting off crackers, letting loose mice and, what is worse, scenting
the floor with a most terrible-smelling chemical.

From the very start they never gave a single speaker a moments hearing. Mrs Fawcett was in the
Chair and Lady Groveand others spoke and they went on with the meeting to the bitter end – and
bitter it must have been to the speakers. I never heard a word. I felt too angry to be frightened though
I must own I did not like the fireworks and saw the most appalling possibilities in that frantic
howling mob of mad animals. Agnes owns to being terrified – all the more credit to her for sticking to
her place amongst them and she was with them all the evening. I felt mad at not being there in the
midst of them. When I could leave I just went down and spoke to John, who I saw standing near
Agnes. She had decorated him as a Steward to help in case the worst happened.

I went back to my post until I was no longer any good there and then I went into the very midst of
the seething mass and talked to any of them I could get at. Just to silence them, as I did for a few
minutes at a time, was a triumph. Cries of ‘Oh I think I like Suffragettes’ as I went amongst them and,
then, ‘He is flirting with a Suffragette’ taken up and sung by them all. I spoke like a Mother to several
and smiled at them. If they had only known my true feelings I don’t think they would have been so
polite to me. Great credit to all the women in the building is due – not only the Stewards – but the
audience there.  There was never any excitement or panic amongst them and only one Stewardess
failed us. She, poor thing, was so terrified she bolted without waiting for hat or coat – but of course
we keep that dark. The men Stewards were very good but quite powerless to stop the noise and
hubbub. And what could four policemen do? It was an organised ‘Rag’ and nothing but a force of
police to outnumber them could have stopped them. They longed for a fight and said so – and no end
of them had most terrible looking clubbed sticks which they brandished. We did the only possible
thing, I consider. Kept as much order as we could and tried to avoid bloodshed. We had a little
unfortunately when, after the meeting was over, they charged for the Platform, sweeping everyone

http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/paddinton-baths-newspaper.jpg


before them. Very fortunately there were large exit doors each side of the platform and most of the
people got out of them. I was flung aside and then followed them up. They tore down as many
banners as they could and stole one and tore down all the posters. They were like wild cats. The
policemen chased them round a little but we would not allow any arrests to be made. The firework
ringleader was caught but allowed to go. I spoke to Mrs Wright – red with rage. Poor things, we were
all either red or white. Mr Willis, Mrs and Miss Doake and several others. Mr Percy Harris was
Stewarding. One man Steward got a most awful crack on the ear and was considerably blooded – he
looked awful. Several of the boys had their collars torn off and became very proud in consequence. It
was a great wonder and a still greater mercy that more damage was not done. I felt so responsible for
the ordinary public who had paid their money. I could only hope to get over the evening safely for
their sakes. Personally I wished and still wish to smash the Boys, though at times I could not help
laughing. They were not nice boys – all plain and common looking – mostly undersized and no
gentlemanly looking one amongst them. I was glad to notice that as I hope they are not the best we
can show in our hospitals.

After the general public had gone the police sent word that it was impossible to clear the hall while
there was a woman left in it so we left with Mrs and Miss Doake and all came back in the bus with
Mrs Willis. Miss Doake said she had never enjoyed a night so much in her life before. I cannot say the
same. It was a terrible experience. We could not lose that terrible smell from our noses and mouths. I
could taste it through everything at supper. John came home with us and did not leave till after
12o’clock. Agnes and I were too excited to go to bed and sat talking of our experiences. Lots of people
will be made all the keener through it, but a great many will be very disgusted I fear.’

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/paddinton-baths-1-marked1.jpg)As you
can see from this note, carefully preserved by Kate, Mrs Fawcett’s meeting was re-arranged for early
1908 – to be held in the safety of Bertha Mason’s house in nearby Hyde Park Square.
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(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/crane-court.jpg)
House similar to that lived in by Thomas Starke and his family in the late-17th century

Mariana Starke: Great-grandfather’s house

Posted in Mariana Starke on August 22, 2012

Great-grandfather’s house.

In the late-17th century Thomas Starke, the slave trader, lived and, I think, carried on his business in
Mincing Lane in a house rebuilt in the 1670s – after the Great Fire of London. Starke’s house – and all
the others in that street- have long since disappeared – now replaced by a Gotham City simulacrum,
politely described as a ‘post-modern gothic complex’. However a few London houses built by
Mincing Lane’s post-Fire-of London developer, Nicholas Barbon, do remain, including – pictured
here – 5-6 Crane’s Court, just off Fleet Street – giving a rough idea of the manner of house in which
Starke and his family lived.

Fortunately for us, when Starke – a freeman of the city of London – died in early 1706 several of his
children were not yet 21 years old. This meant that the London Court of Orphans was required to
draw up an itemized list of his household goods, assets and debts in order to supervise the division
of the estate. This inventory provides a marvellous picture of the furnishing of the Mincing Lane
house - at least some of which were purchased with the profits from Starke’s slave-trading activity, as
well as an insight into Starke’s complicated finances. Moreover, the inventory, made on 18 April 1706,
is held in the London Metropolitan Archives, very close to my home, a short walk collapsing the
centuries.

Although the inventory does not reveal who was living in the house in 1706, a 1695 tax assessment
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showed that besides Starke, his wife, and two daughters, the household then comprised two
apprentices (both of whom were to figure in later Starke litigation) and three servants – two of them
women, one a boy.

The 1706 inventory begins at the top of the house – in the fore garrett – [perhaps a bedroom for the
apprentices?] which contained:

One corded bedstead and rods, printed stuff curtains and valance, and flock bed and feather bolster
and pillow,  2 blankets and 2 rugs, a table,  2 chests of drawers, a pallet bedstead, 2 chairs, one box –
value £2 2s

I assume that ‘corded bedstead’ meant a bed with cords to support the mattress and that  ‘rods’ are
curtain-type rods from which hung the printed stuff curtains that surrounded the bed to exclude
draughts.

The back garrett  [perhaps a bedroom for 2 servants?] contained::2 chests, a horse for clothes, a few
candles, 2 little bedsteads, a feather bed, 2 flock bolsters, two blankets, two rugs, a quilt, some lumber
– value £2 1s

In the room 2 pairs of stairs forwards [perhaps Stark’s daughters’ room]: One sacking bedstead and
rods, camblett curtains and valance lined with silk. Feather bed, a bolster, 2 pillows, 2 blankets, a rug,
one counterpane. Corded bedstead and rods, curtains, 1 feather bed, bolster, 6 pillows, 4 blankets, a
rug, 7 chairs, 1 chest of drawers, a table, 2 looking glasses, 5 window curtains, 3 rods, 2 pairs of dogs [
ie for the fireplace], a fender shovel, and tongs, a pair of bellows, 4 hangings of the room – value £15
7s.

Apart from the value, we can tell that this room was used by more important members of the
household than the two garrets because of the use of ‘camblett’ to make the curtains, ‘camblett’ being
a fine dress fabric of silk and camel-hair, or wool and goat’s hair, which was a lighter material,
replacing broadcloth and serge and quite newly fashionable.. Similarly the lining of the valance with
silk was a newish and fashionable furnishing style.

Back room: 1 corded bedstead, printed stuff curtains and valance, feather bed, bolster, 1 pillow, 1
blanket, a rug, 1 chest of drawers, 1 table, 2 matted chairs, grate, fender, shovel and tongs, a warming
pan, a pair of bellow, 1 boll printed stuff. Hangings of the room, 3 chairs – value £5 2s

Middle room: 1 corded bedstead and rods, a pair of old curtains and valance, 1 feather bed, bolster, 1
pillow, a blanket and rug – value £1 15

In the room 1 pair of stairs backwards:  [perhaps Starke’s bedroom – to be used for entertaining as
well as sleeping.] 1 sacking bedstead, silk and damask curtains and valance lined with silk, a quilt
and feather bed bolster, some calico curtains, 1 table, a looking glass, 6 chairs and cushions, a slow
grate, shovel, tongs and poker, a brass hearth shovel and tongs, 3 pairs of tapestry hangings – value
£36 6s [Peter Earle in The Making of the English Middle Class: Business, Society and Family Life in London
1660-1730 (1989) gives the average value of the furnishings of a merchant's bedroom as £23.3,
positioning Starke's as rather above average.]

The silk and damask curtains and the valance lined with silk were smart and fashionable, while the



presence of the tapestry hangings suggest a room intended for comfort in a slightly old-fashioned
style..

On the staircase: 3 pictures, clock and case, 2 sconces – value £5

In the Dining room [Earle denotes the dining room as the ‘best’ living room in a house of this type,
giving the average value of the contents of such a room as £12 2s – making Starke’s furnishings a little
above the average in value.]: Gilded leather hangings, 2 tables, a looking glass, 1 side table, 11 cane
chairs, 12 cushions, a pallet case, 2 glass sconces, a pair of tables, brass hearth dogs, shovel and tongs
– value £13 12s.

The gilded leather hangings were, by the early 18th-century, perhaps a little old fashioned, but the
possession of cane chairs marked the Starkes out as a family who were prepared to buy new and
fashionable styles. Cane chairs had been new in aristocratic homes in the 1660s, and were taken up by
‘middling men ’ from the 1680s. It would seem that the Starkes’ cane-bottomed chairs required
cushions to make them acceptably comfortable.

In the parlour [the ‘second best’ living room]: Cane chairs, 2 cushions, a boll – value £2 10s.

In the Kitchen: An iron back grate, fender, 2 spit racks, an iron crane, 3 hooks, 2 shovells, tongs and
poker, 1 gridiron, 2 iron dripping pans, 2 dish rings, 1 shredding knife, 2 frying pans, 2 box irons and
heaters, jack chain and weight and pulley,. 4 spits, a beef fork, a brass mortar and pestle, 7
candlesticks, a pair of snuffers, a ladle and scummer, 2 iron bottles, 4 brass pots and covers, 1 bottle, 2
sauce pans, 1 copper stew pan, 3 chairs, 2 folding boards, 1 pair of bellows and napkin press, a table,
a lanthorn, 196lbs of pewter, some tin wooden and earthenware – value £19 12s 10d .

Earle mentions that the average value of kitchen goods in this period was between £10-£20, putting
the Starkes’ batterie de cuisine at the top end of the scale.

In the cellar and yard: A few coals, a beer stilling, 2 brass corks, some fire wood, a leaden cistern, 1
boll, 2 doz glass bottles – value £7 1s.

The inventory goes on to give the value of Starke’s wearing apparel (£5), household linen, and plate
(292 oz, value £74 –presumably including the silver salver and caudle cup that Starke specifically
mentioned in his will) – before moving on to monies owed to him and his own debts.

All in all, this is a house of a middling London merchant, one who, with his family, wished to be
comfortable but was not desperate to adopt the very newest fashions. I do not think it would have
been as elegant as the parlour room set, dating from 1695, that one can see at the Geffrye Museum
(http://www.geffrye-museum.org.uk/period-rooms-and-gardens/explore-rooms/parlour-
1695/). Here you can see the Starkes’ cane chairs, but Thomas Starke presumably preferred the older-
fashioned tapestries and gilded leather hangings. which many of his fellow merchants – as in the
Geffrye Museum re-creation -would have been taking down and replacing with pictures. In fact only
three pictures are listed in the Starke inventory, all hanging on the stair case, alongside the
household’s only clock. Similarly, the Starkes were, presumably, still eating off pewter and had not
been tempted by the more newly fashionable china.

http://www.geffrye-museum.org.uk/period-rooms-and-gardens/explore-rooms/parlour-1695/


I did find two omissions interesting. The first is that no room is specifically denoted as a counting-
house, although at the time of Starke’s death the sum of £245 19s 13/4 [=£32,000 purchasing power in
today’s terms] was held in cash in the house. So, perhaps I was incorrect in assuming that, as he was
living in Mincing Lane, in the very heart of the trading district, his business would have been done
on the premises. And, secondly, I suppose I might have expected a merchant’s possessions to have
included at the very least a quantity of ledgers – and, perhaps, some books and a globe.

Sometime after Thomas’ death, his widow and her daughters – Sarah, Martha, Frances and Elizabeth
moved out of the City. There no longer being any necessity to live close to business, they chose
Chelsea as their new home– more rural, more fashionable. It is possible that they were the first
occupants of a newly-built house in Upper Cheyne Row, close to their great friend Lady Mary
Rawlinson, widow of a a close associate of Thomas Starke and a former Lord Mayor of the City of
London. The Survey of London suggests that this house and its immediate neighbours were built c 1716
and Lady Mary and her daughter, also Mary, lived at 16 Upper Cheyne Row between 1717 and her
death in 1725.  Between 1748 and 1757 Thomas Starke’s daughter, Martha, and the younger Mary
Rawlinson lived together at 12 Upper Cheyne Row. (http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?
q=12+upper+cheyne+row&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4GZAG_enGB454GB454&biw=1024&bih=438&tbm=isch&tbnid=3ZC5Hl4NcrhJOM:&imgrefurl=http://www.british-
history.ac.uk/report.aspx%3Fcompid%3D74734&docid=i-5twXVQLHO-
DM&imgurl=http://www.british-history.ac.uk/image-
thumb.aspx%253Fcompid%253D74734%2526pubid%253D756%2526filename%253Dfigure0756-
077.gif&w=300&h=218&ei=0sQ0UITTI4L80QXn-IH4BQ&zoom=1) They were evidently very close; in
her will Martha, who died in 1758, left everything to Mary and asked to be buried with her in the
same grave in Ewell parish churchyard. However, Mary Rawlinson lived on to 1765 and in a codicil
to her will, made in 1764, changed her preferred place of burial  from Ewell to the Rawlinson family
vault (http://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk/collage/app?
service=external/Item&sp=I18%3ARawlinson%2C+Thomas+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%3A%3AR&sp=1973&sp=X)
in St Dionis Church Backhurch in the City (demolished 1868)..

I imagine that Thomas Starke’s tapestries and gilded leather hangings did not make the move from
Mincing Lane to Chelsea and that his widow and daughters took the opportunity to furnish the new
– airier and lighter – house with new china and new materials to complement the modern fireplaces
(http://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk/collage/app;jsessionid=BD3ED77E181C4600D861880DE44A5AE5?
service=external/Item&sp=Zlondon&sp=61355&sp=X) and panelling. As we shall discover, in the
early 18th-century the Starke family began a close association with India and goods – gifts – from the
East would have travelled back to decorate these Chelsea rooms, perhaps, eventually coming into the
possession of Mariana Starke.

Chelsea , economic history , history of London , Mariana Starke , Mincing Lane , slave trade ,
women's history
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 (http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/cairnes-
titlepage1.jpg)

Presentation copy to Millicent Fawcett

Fawcett’s copy

Posted in Book of the Week on August 21, 2012

Cairnes, Political Essays, Macmillan, 1873.

 The Irish economist John Cairnes had long been a friend of Henry Fawcett, both part of the
Blackheath circle centring on John Stuart Mill. When Millicent Fawcett (aged 23) published her
‘Political Economy for Beginners’ in 1870 Cairnes took it seriously, reviewed it and wrote to her ‘I
have just finished my study of your useful little book and send you by this post my notes upon it.
You will find I have some serious controversies with you.’ Three years later, when he published
‘Political Essays’ , he sent Millicent a copy – inscribing it ‘MG Fawcett from the author’.

A ‘From the Author’ slip has survived the handling of the last 140 years – and Millicent Fawcett has
added her delightful bookplate to the front pastedown. However, an inquisitive inspection reveals
that not all the pages are cut.

Latterly the book was in the library of O.R. McGregor (Professor Lord McGregor of Durris) author of
‘Divorce in England’ which had, for its time, 1957, an excellent bibliography – revealing the author’s
wide interest in ‘women’s history’. On the spine the cloth binding is chipped – missing in parts –
would benefit from rebacking. Otherwise a good copy – and a very interesting association copy £150. 

To buy contact e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk (mailto:e.crawford@sphere20.freeserve.co.uk)
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bookplate2.jpg)

Millicent Fawcett’s bookplate

(http://womanandhersphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/no-vote-no-census1.jpg)
John Burns, the suffragettes and the census boycott

Suffrage Stories: ‘The Putney Caravans’

Posted in Suffrage Stories on August 20, 2012

As I have already described here (http://womanandhersphere.wordpress.com/wp-
admin/post.php?post=234&action=edit), one of the most inclusive acts of civic resistance undertaken
by the militant suffrage societies was the boycott of the 1911 census. The argument was that, if the
government was not prepared to grant them full rights of citizenship, women would not fulfill the
duties of a citizen. On the night of the census – 2 April – those who obeyed the call either went to
considerable lengths to evade the enumerator – or, like ‘Madame Mantalini’, refused to supply the
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required details on their census paper.

There are many stories to be told, but one of the more flamboyant adventures was that of Arthur
Marshall, the WSPU’s solicitor, who with his wife, Kitty and nine other rented from a Paddington
firm, Rickards, what were described as  ‘smart Pullman caravans’. The caravans,  horsedrawn, of
course -were then driven

 in the dark from Paddington and into and round Trafalgar Square, where the main suffragette
protest was taking place – and then down Whitehall and out to the west, eventually coming to a halt
on Putney Common.

As the journalist Henry Nevinson, writing in the suffragette newspaper, Votes for Women, wrote,
‘I had noticed three gypsy caraans….they were driven by women, who whispered me the names of
woodland regions not very far off in Surrey. Whether statistics will add them to Surrey’s glorious
army of vagrants I don’t know, but they vanished silently down the road, past the decorated
windows of the Home Office and the Local Government Board.’ The last office was singled out for
mention because it was the LGB – under its minister, John Burns - that was charged with organising
the census.

Once they had arrived at Putney Common, not exactly deepest Surrey, the women – and
Arthur Marshall - all appeared to have had a jolly dinner and reported that they had refused all
information to the police who turned up to take their particulars. In the morning they decorated their
caravans with placards saying – ‘If we don’t count we shall not be counted.’ and, thus adorned,
travelled back into London.

Although this excursion doubtless attracted publicity, the police knew quite well who the leaders of
that ‘suffragette party’, as they described it, were – and the Marshalls’ details were duly entered on a
census form. The other nine women did, however, manage to remain anonymous.

It may be that Henry Nevinson was embroidering reality a little – and that it was not the women
themselves who were driving the caravans – because a week or so later three men – presumably
Rickards drivers – were charged with driving the caravans unlawfully on the turf of Putney
Common. This was one of the very few prosecutions brought that related to the census boycott;
women who had evaded or resisted were not charged, the government realising there was little to be
gained by giving the protest the oxygen of publicity. However, the local Putney magistrate clearly
thought the case a nonsense and it was dismissed with the defendants merely having to pay 2s in
costs. And the image painted by Nevinson of the caravans with their bohemian crew remains in the
memory.
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Matilda Betham: A Biographical Dictionary of the Celebrated Women of Every Age and Country,
printed for E. Crosby, 1804..

‘I was induced to believe that a General Dictionary of Women, who had been distinguished by their
actions or talents, i various nations, or at different periods of teh world, digested under an
alphabetical arrangement, which had never been done in our language, might meet with a favourable
reception.’

Matilda Betham (1776-18520, poet, artist and biographer, was a friend of Coleridge, Southey and the
Lambs. Celebrated Women begins with an entry on ‘Abassa, an Arabian Princess of the Eighth Century’
and ends with ‘Zoe, fourth of Emperor Leo VI’ taking in on the way a hundred stars, their light now a
little dimmed, only waiting the discerning eye to burst into life. ‘Authenticity, and impartiality have
been my aim throughout, conceiving thsoe principles to be of most consequence in a work of this
kind, than ornamental writing.’ A fascinating compilation – not only for itself, but for the thought of a
young woman at the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries taking the trouble to amass
so much information.

First edition – 852pp – bound in half leather and marbled boards – very good – scarce – £200.

To buy contact e.crawford@aphere.20.freeserve.co.uk (mailto:e.crawford@aphere.20.freeserve.co.uk)
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